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Introductory Note
The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to serve as the official program for the 78th Annual
Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America (LSA). In addition, this handbook is the official program for the
Annual Meetings of the American Dialect Society (ADS), the American Name Society (ANS), the North American
Association for the History of the Language Sciences (NAAHoLS), the Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics
(SPCL), and the Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas (SSILA).
We gratefully acknowledge the assistance provided by the LSA Program Committee: (William Idsardi, Chair;
Diane Brentari; Peter Culicover; Toshiyuki Ogihara; Margaret Speas; Rosalind Thornton; Lindsay Whaley; and
Draga Zec) and the help of the members who served as consultants to the Program Committee.
We are also grateful to Marlyse Baptista (SPCL), David Boe (NAAHoLS), Edwin Lawson (ANS), Allan Metcalf
(ADS), and Victor Golla (SSILA) for their cooperation.
We appreciate the help given by the Boston Local Arrangements Committee chaired by Carol Neidle.
We hope this Meeting Handbook is a useful guide for those attending, as well as a permanent record of, the 2004
Annual Meeting in Boston, MA.
January 2004
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General Meeting Information
Exhibit
The exhibit of linguistic publications will be in the Constitution Ballroom.
hours:
Friday,
9 January
Saturday, 10 January
Sunday, 11 January

The exhibit is scheduled to be open the following

10:00 AM – 1:00 PM 2:00 PM - 5:30 PM
10: 00 AM – 1:00 PM 2:00 PM – 5:30 PM
8:30 AM – 11:30 AM

The display copies in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit will be sold begining at 8:30 AM on 9 January. These display copies have been
generously donated by the publishers exhibiting in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit, and the proceeds will be donated to fellowships for
the Linguistic Institute. Advance orders for display copies, at a discount of 5% greater than that given by the publisher, will be taken
prior to 11 January if accompanied by payment. All books must be picked up on 11 January between 8:30 AM and 10:00 AM.
Unclaimed books will be resold and the advance payment donated to the Linguistic Institute fellowships.
Job

Placement

Center

A Job Placement Center will be be set up in Beacon D On 9 and 10 January, the center will be open 8:30 AM – 5:30 PM. It will
also be open 9:00 – 11:00 AM on 11 January. Lists of openings will be available, and the staff will facilitate interviews between
applicants and employers. Interviewers are asked to list openings and check in with the center staff so that an interview schedule can
be arranged. Applicants should bring an adequate supply of their CV's—enough to submit one copy to each interviewer. The center
will have no duplication facilities.
Speakers'

Preparation

Room.

The Kent Room will be open 8 January, 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM, and 9 and 10 January, 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM, for speakers who have
brought their own equipment for Power Point presentations and wish to test their equipment before their session.
Open

Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meetings

LSA Executive Committee. Thursday, 8 January, Exeter Room, beginning at 9:00 AM.
Endangered Languages and Their Preservation. Saturday, 10 January, Exeter Room, 8:00 - 9:00 AM.
Ethnic Diversity in Linguistics. Friday, 9 January, Clarendon A Room, 8:00 - 9:00 AM.
Language in the School Curriculum. Saturday, 10 January, Dalton Room, 8:00 - 9:00 AM.
Status of Women in Linguistics. Saturday, 10 January, Hamptons Room, 8:00 - 9:00 AM.
Undergraduate Program Advisory. Friday, 9 January, Dalton Room, 8:00 - 10:00 AM.
Web Video/Virtual Museum on Language and Linguistics. Saturday, 10 January, Conference Room, 8:30 AM - 1:00 PM.

Special Events
Thursday, 8 January
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Science Foundation Linguistics Program. Open meeting. Dalton Room, 1:00 - 2:15 PM.
Tutorial: Acoustic Analysis. Back Bay Ballroom D, 1:00 - 6:30 PM.
Town Meeting: An Opportunity for New NSF Funding for Linguistics. Back Bay Ballroom B, 2:30 - 4:30 PM.
Panel: Linguists and the Press. Gardner Room, 4:30 - 6:00 PM.
Opening Welcome. Grand Ballroom, 7:15 PM.
Invited Plenary Addresses. Grand Ballroom.
7:30 PM
Laurence Horn (Yale U): 'Lexical pragmatics: H. Paul, Grice, and beyond'
8:30 PM
Lyn Frazier (U MA-Amherst): 'Syntactic parsing and the interfaces'
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Friday, 9 January

The

• Demonstration: Linguist's Search Engine. Conference Room, 8:30 - 10:00 AM.
• Symposium: Endangered Data vs Enduring Practice: Creating Linguistic Resources That Last. Republic Ballroom,
9:00 - 11:00 AM.
• Poster Session. Constitution Ballroom. Members will be present to talk about their posters, 10:00 AM - 12:00 noon.
posters will remain on display during the day on Friday and Saturday.
• Screening of new film on endangered languages. Sponsored by LSA Committee on Endangered Languages and Their
Preservation and the Endangered Language Fund. Republic Ballroom, 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM.
• Invited Plenary Address in Honor of the 80th Anniversary of the Founding of the LSA. Grand Ballroom.
12:30 PM
Morris Halle (MIT): 'Moving on'
• Symposium: Language and Gender: The State of the Art. Back Bay Ballroom A, 2:00 - 4:30 PM.
• LSA Business Meeting. Republic Ballroom, 5:30 – 7:00 PM, chaired by Ray Jackendoff, LSA President.
• The Leonard Bloomfield Book Award. The 7th biennial award will be presented at the LSA business meeting.
• The Victoria A. Fromkin Distinguished Service Prize. The prize will be awarded at the LSA business meeting.
• Invited Plenary Address. Grand Ballroom.
7:30 PM
Noam Chomsky (MIT): 'Three factors in language design: Background and prospects'

Saturday, 10 January
• Symposium: Modeling Sociophonetic Variation. Republic Ballroom, 9:00 - 11:30 AM.
• Poster Session: Model Undergraduate Linguistics Courses. Constitution Ballroom, 10:00 AM - 12:00 noon.
• Invited Plenary Address. Grand Ballroom.
12:30 PM
Judy Kegl (U S ME): 'Language predispositions that persist beyond critical periods for language
acquisition'
• Symposium: Constructions. Republic Ballroom, 2:00 - 4:00 PM.
• LSA Presidential Address. Grand Ballroom
5:30 PM
Ray Jackendoff (Brandeis U): 'Reintegrating generative grammar'
• Reception. A cash bar will immediately follow the presidential address.
Meeting

Highlights—Sunday,

11

January

• Symposium: Endangered Languages and Linguistic Theory. Republic Ballroom, 9:00 - 11:30 AM.

Office Hours
Journal

Editors

Editors of a number of linguistics journals will hold office hours:
• Diachronica
Saturday, 10 January, Clarendon A, 11:00 AM - 12:00 noon
• IJAL
Friday, 9 January, Clarendon A, 10:00 - 11:00 AM
• Journal of English Linguistics
Friday, 9 January, Clarendon B, 9:00 - 10:00 AM
• Journal of Linguistics
Friday, 9 January, Clarendon B 3:00 - 4:00 PM
• Journal of Phonetics
Saturday, 10 January, Clarendon A, 2:00 - 3:00 PM
• Linguistic Discovery
Friday, 9 January, Clarendon B, 2:00 - 3:00 PM
• Linguistic Review
Friday, 9 January, Clarendon A, 2:00 - 3:00 PM
• Phonology
Saturday, 10 January, Clarendon A, 10:00 -11:00 AM
• Southwest Journal of Linguistics Friday, 9 January, Clarendon A, 9:00 - 10:00 AM
• Syntax
Friday, 9 January, Clarendon A, 11:00 AM - 12:00 noon

Language
Brian Joseph will meet with LSA members in Clarendon B:
Friday, 9 January
11:00 AM - 12:00 noon
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Secretary-Treasurer/Executive

Director

Saturday, 10 January

11:00 AM - 12:00 noon

Sally McConnell-Ginet, outgoing Secretary-Treasurer, Gregory Ward, incoming Secretary-Treasurer, and Margaret Reynolds, Executive
Director, will meet with LSA members in the Conference Room:
Sunday, 11 January
10:00 - 11:00 AM.
LinguistList
Helen Aristar-Dry and LinguistList staff will meet with LSA members in the Conference Room:
Friday, 9 January
2:00 - 3:00 PM
Saturday, 10 January
2:00 - 4:00 PM
National Institutes of Health
Weijia Ni of NIH will meet with interested individuals in the Exeter Room:
Friday, 9 January
1:00 - 5:00 PM
National

Science

Foundation

Joan Maling will meet with interested individuals:
Friday,
9 January 3:00 - 4:00 PM
Saturday, 10 January
2:00 - 3:00 PM

Clarendon A
Clarendon B

Concurrent

Meetings

American Dialect Society (ADS)
Thursday, 8 January
• ADS: What's Your Sign for PIZZA? An Introduction to Variation in ASL. Republic Ballroom, 5:00 - 7:00 PM .
Friday, 9 January
•
•
•
•

ADS Executive Council. Jefferson Room, 8:30 - 10:30 AM.
ADS Word of the Year Nominations. Jefferson Room, 10:30 AM - 12:00 noon.
ADS Word of the Year Voting. Commonwealth Room, 5:30 - 6:30 PM.
ADS Bring Your Own Book Reception. Jefferson Room, 6:30 - 7:30 PM.

Saturday,

10

January

• ADS Business Meeting. Commonwealth Room, 8:00 - 9:00 AM.
• ADS Annual Luncheon/Presidential Address. The luncheon will be 1:15 - 2:45 PM in the Hamptons Room.

American Name Society (ANS)
Friday, 9 January
• ANS Opening Keynote Address. Berkeley Room, 9:00 - 10:00 AM.
Stanley Lieberson: 'Popularity as a taste: Application to the naming process'
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North American Association for the History of the Language Sciences (NAAHoLS)
Saturday,

10

January

• NAAHoLS Business Meeting. Fairfax B, 4:00 PM.

Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics
Saturday,

10

January

• SPCL Banquet. Place to be determined, 7:30 PM.

Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas
Saturday,

10

January

• SSILA Business Meeting. Independence West, 12:15 - 1:30 PM.

Endangered Language Fund
Thursday, 8 January
• Open Meeting. Conference Room, 4:30 - 6:00 PM
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Linguistic Society of America
Thursday, 8 January
Afternoon
*= 30-minute paper
Tutorial:
Acoustic Analysis
Room: Back Bay Ballroom D
Time: 1:00 - 6:30 PM
Organizers:

Lisa Lavoie (Harvard U)
Ioana Chitoran (Dartmouth C)

Sharon Manuel (MIT): Introduction to acoustics
Sharon Manuel (MIT), Stephanie Shattuck-Hufnagel (MIT), & Janet Slifka (MIT): Interpreting spectrograms: 1
Lisa Lavoie, (Harvard U), Janet Slifka (MIT), & Lisa Zsiga (Georgetown U): Interpreting spectrograms: 2
Ian Maddieson (UC-Berkeley): Deciding what is a formant
Joyce McDonough (U Rochester): Differentiating fricatives based on their acoustic energy in Navajo
Sharon Manuel (MIT), Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel (MIT), & Janet Slifka (MIT): Finding feature cues when segments appear to be
absent in English
Lisa Zsiga (Georgetown U) & Ioana Chitoran (Dartmouth C): Gestural overlap in English, Russian, & Georgian
Ian Maddieson (UC-Berkeley): Sequencing of events in complex sounds
John Kingston (U MA-Amherst): The acoustics of voice quality, secondary articulation, & nasalization contrasts: Global rather than
local spectral changes
Town Meeting:
An Opportunity for New NSF Funding for Linguistics
Room: Back Bay Ballroom B
Time: 2:30 - 4:30 PM
Organizers:

Peter Sells (Stanford U)
Joan Maling (NSF)

Mary Beckman (OH SU)
Mary Harper (NSF)
D. Terence Langendoen (U AZ)
Rochelle Lieber (U NH)
Diane Lillo-Martin (U CT)
Linguists and the Press
Room: Gardner
Time: 4:30 - 6:00 PM
Organizer:

Michael Erard (U TX-Austin)

Margalit Fox (NY Times)
Geoffrey Nunberg (Stanford U)
Walt Wolfram (NC SU)
When a journalist calls, what should you do--and not do? This interactive panel will prepare department chairs, program heads, and
other administrators to deal with the media. Two linguistics professors with significant media experience and one journalist who
writes about language will discuss their experiences, tell how journalists work, and give advice about how to communicate linguistic
expertise to nonlinguists.
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Thursday, 8 January
Evening
Opening Welcome
Room: Grand Ballroom
Time: 7:15 PM

LSA President, Ray Jackendoff

Invited Plenary Addresses
Room: Grand Ballroom
7:30 - 9:30 PM
Moderator:
7:30
Moderator:
8:30

Lindsay Whaley (Dartmouth C)
Lexical pragmatics: H. Paul, Grice, & beyond
Laurence Horn (Yale U)
Peggy Speas (U MA-Amherst)
The syntax-discourse interface: Processing ellipsis
Lyn Frazier (U MA- Amherst)

Friday, 9 January
Morning
Symposium:
Endangered Data vs Enduring Practice:
Room: Republic Ballroom
Time: 9:00 - 11:00 AM
Organizer:

Creating Linguistic Resources That Last

D. Terence Langendoen (U AZ)

Gary F. Simons (SIL Intnl): Ensuring that digital data last: The priority of archival form over working form & presentation form
D. H. Whalen (Haskins Labs): From the field to the archive
Anthony Aristar (Wayne SU): The 'School of Best Practice'
Helen Aristar-Dry (E MI U): Metadata & resource discovery
Scott Farrar (U Bremen) & D. Terence Langendoen (U AZ): Comparability of language data & analysis: Using an ontology for
linguistics
William D. Lewis (CSU-Fresno): Resource conversion

1

Aspect, Plurals, and Events
Chair: Angelika Kratzer (U MA-Amherst)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom D
9:00
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40
12:00

*Min-Joo Kim (U MA-Amherst): Internally-headed relatives connect two sets of eventualities
Kimiko Nakanishi (U Penn): Split quantifiers & event modifications
Hana Filip (SRI/Stanford U): The semantic structure of prefixed verbs & their arguments
Ming Xiang (MI SU): Negation on (in)definite events
Tiffany L. Kershner (Carleton C): Subjective vs metrical 'remoteness' in Chisukwa discourse
Andrew Koontz-Garboden (Stanford U) & Beth Levin (Stanford U): How are states related to changes of state?
Hui-Chen Sabrina Hsiao (U Buffalo-SUNY): On the Chinese verb complement shang
Dan Brassil (UC-San Diego): Gradients in Mandarin imperfective particle selection
Seung-Ah Lee (U Cambridge): Underspecification & aspect
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Friday Morning

Noun

2

Phrases

Chair: Jila Ghomesi (U MB)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom B
9:00
9:20
10:00
10:20
11:00
11:20
11:40
Poster
Room:

Brent Henderson (U IL-Urbana): Relative clauses & categorial features in Swahili
*Chisato Kitagawa (U MA-Amherst): Head-internal relatives in Japanese & the Condition C type effect
John Beavers (Stanford U) & Emily Bender (U WA): Gapless instrumental relative clauses in English
*Catherine O'Connor (Boston U), Arto Anttila (NYU), & Vivienne Fong (NYU): Differential possessor expression in
English: Reevaluating animacy & topicality effects
Abbas Benmamoun (U IL-Urbana) & Rajesh Kumar (U TX-Austin): NPI licensing: Covert or overt
Jorge Hankamer (UC-Santa Cruz) & Line Mikkelsen (UC-Santa Cruz): A puzzle about PPs in Danish definite DPs
Hyeson Park (U SC) & Lan Zhang (U SC): Subject (non)specificity in Chinese
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Session
Constitution Ballroom
10:00 AM - 12:00 noon

Angelina Chtareva (U AZ): The emergence of the unmarked in Russian hypocoristic names
Robin Dautricourt (OH SU): Word boundary palatalization in English & its effects on word recognition
Daniel Dinnsen (IN U) & Ashley Farris (IN U): Grammar continuity & the prominence paradox
Lauren D. Evancie (Boston U): Morphology & vowel duration in American English flapping
Ralph W. Fasold (Georgetown U): 'Did he mean herself?': Competition between two ways to conform to the binding theory
Elissa Flagg (U Toronto): Decomposition, fusion, & competition in English auxiliary reduction
Cynthia Girand (U CO-Boulder) & Laura A. Michaelis (U CO-Boulder): Prosodic characteristics of so in exclamative & correlative
contexts
Congzhou He (U GA), Cati Brown (U GA), & Michael A. Covington (U GA): A proposed revision of the Rosenberg & Abbeduto
D-level scale
Sahyang Kim (UCLA): The role of prosodic phrasal cues in word segmentation
Sam Po Law (U Hong Kong): A treatment study of a Cantonese-speaking dyslexic patient
Harriet Magen (Haskins Labs/RIC)& Matthew Richardson (Haskins Labs): The past tense & status of regularity & subregularity
Simona Montanari (USC): Translation equivalents in early trilingual development: One or separate lexical systems?
Barbara Zurer Pearson (U MA-Amherst) & Thomas Roeper (U MA-Amherst): The role of optional vs obligatory cues in the
acquisition of passive in two dialects of English & in language impairment
David Quinto-Pozos (U Pittsburgh): Sign frequencies & issues of lexical status: Data from American Sign Language & Mexican
Sign Language
Julia C. Weisenberg (U Stony Brook-SUNY/SUNY-Suffolk Community): Simultaneous code-mixing in American Sign Language
interpretation
Kasumi Yamamoto (Williams C): Production vs comprehension in the acquisition of Japanese numeral classifiers
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Verbal

4

Syntax

Chair: David Pesetsky (MIT)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom A
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Saeko Urushibara (U Kitakyushu): Syntactic licensing of progressive & perfect: English & two dialects of Japanese
David Basilico (U AL-Birmingham): The antipassive, strong phases, & imperfectivity
Ellen Thompson (FL Intl U): The structure of verbal inflection: Evidence from speech errors
Michele Sigler (King's C London): Double causatives in the standard western & Kesab dialects of Armenian
Leston Buell (UCLA): Bantu locative applicatives high & low
Shoba Bandi-Rao (NYU): The role of meaning in inflection: Why the past tense still needs a rule
Alexander Williams (U Penn): Intransitive resultatives & Igbo
Thomas W. Stewart, Jr. (OH SU): On motivating unexpected conjunction & disjunction among Oneida prefixes
Claire Bowern (Harvard U): A short history of Bardi light verbs

Vowels

and

5

Features

Chair: Larry Hyman (UC-Berkeley)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom C
9:00 *Bert Vaux (U WI-Milwaukee): Explaining vowel systems: Dispersion theory vs evolution
9:40 Joseph Salmons (U WI-Madison) & Ewa Jacewicz (OH SU): Vocalic chain shifts as an effect of synchronic prosody
10:00 Robert Kennedy (U AZ): Stipulativity in Kirghiz vowel harmony
10:20 Ellen M. Kaisse (U WA) & Susannah V. Levi (U WA): Vowel harmony: Nucleus to nucleus or vocalic node to vocalic
node? 10:40
Darin Howe (U Calgary): Vocalic dorsality in revised articulator theory
11:00 Jeff Mielke (OH SU): What ambivalent segments can tell us about the universality of distinctive features
11:20 Michael Cahill (SIL Intl): Epenthesis or substitution?: [r] in Konni
11:40 Eric Bakovic (UC-San Diego) & Colin Wilson (UCLA): Laryngeal markedness & the typology of repair

Friday, 9 January
Afternoon
Invited Plenary Address In Honor of the 80th Anniversary
Society
Room: Grand Ballroom
12:30 - 1:30 PM
Moderator:

of the Founding

of the L i n g u i s t i c

Frederick J. Newmeyer (U WA)
Moving on
Morris Halle (MIT)
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Friday Afternoon

Symposium:
Language and Gender:
Room: Back Bay Ballroom A
Time: 2:00 - 4:30 PM

The State of the Art

Organizers:

Jack Sidnell (U Toronto)
Robin Queen (U MI)

Sponsor:

Committee on the Status of Women in Linguistics

Penelope Eckert (Stanford U): Preadolescent drama queens & the acceleration of phonological change
Susan Ehrlich (York U): Discourse-analytic approaches to language & gender: Performativity, agency, & institutional coerciveness
Elizabeth Keating (U TX-Austin): Ethnography of speaking/communication
Sally McConnell-Ginet (Cornell U): Semantics, pragmatics, & beyond: Family values?
Sara Trechter (CSU-Chico): The grammar of gender: The placement of social deixis in Lakhota
Acquisition

of

6

Semantics

Chair: Christopher Kennedy (Northwestern U)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom C
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20

Luisa Meroni (U MD-College Park): Principle of reference & pragmatics in child language
Laura Wagner (Wellesley C): Children's early use of transitivity as a cue to telicity
Andrea Gualmini (MIT): After everything now this: Every, not, & some in child language
Takuya Goro (U MD-College Park): On the acquisition of Japanese disjunction & its iterations with negation
Luisa Meroni (U MD-College Park), Andrea Gualmini (MIT), & Stephen Crain (U MD-College Park): It's definite: The vs

3:40
4:00

in children's grammars
Utako Minai (U MD-College Park) & Stephen Crain (U MD-College Park): Entailments at a distance in child language
Anna Papafragou (U Penn), Peggy Li (Harvard U), & Chung-hye Han (Simon Fraser U): The acquisition of evidentiality

a

Pragmatics

7

Chair: Ellen Prince (U Penn)
Room: Republic Ballroom
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40

Scott Schwenter (OH SU) & Gláucia Silva (OH SU): The accessibility of anaphoric direct objects in Brazilian Portuguese
Scott Schwenter (OH SU): Fine-tuning Jespersen's Cycle
Jason Brenier (U CO-Boulder) & Laura A. Michaelis (U CO-Boulder): Prosodic optimization by copula doubling in
conversational English
Andrew Hickl (UC-San Diego) & Lara Taylor (UC-San Diego): Causal coherence & the distribution of epistemic domains
Elizabeth Dayton (U PR-Mayaguez): Pragmatic interpretation of indefinite NPs in filmic speech in African American
English
Yuka Matsugu (U AZ): Sociolinguistic study on the Japanese sentence-final particle kana: Usage as a mitigation marker
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8

Syllables, Feet, and Meter
Chair: Draga Zec (Cornell U)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom B
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Jill Beckman (U IA): On the status of CODACOND in phonology
Patricia Schneider-Zioga (UC-Irvine) & Fusa Katada (Waseda U): Syllable as a locus of phonological deficit in atypical
language
Rebeka Campos-Astorkizan (USC): A new approach to weight-by-position & moraic faithfulness
Niki Tantalou (Johns Hopkins U): Modern Greek stress in 'multiple correspondence' with paradigm uniformity
Robert Hoberman (U Stony Brook-SUNY): Aramaic _ma: > _imma: Semitic 'triradicality' or prosodic minimality?
Alina Twist (U AZ): Maltese quadriliteral verb formation
Lev Blumenfeld (Stanford U): Foot structure & meter in Plautine Latin
Laura Catharine Smith (U WI-Madison): West Germanic jan- verbs: From feet to prosodic templates
E. Rainbow Willard (UC-Berkeley): Dominance effects in a dialect of Mam Maya

9

Topics in Syntax
Chair: Jacklin Kornfilt (U Syracuse)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom D
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
4:00
4:20
4:40
5:00

Ken Hiraiwa (MIT/U Ghana): Head-internal relativization in Gur
Grant Goodall (UC-San Diego): Satiation as a tool for comparative syntax: English vs Spanish inversion
Gulsat Aygen (Reed C): How many manifestations of 'copula' can language employ?
Arthur J. Bell (Cornell U): Bipartite negation with final NEG
*Daniel L. Everett (U Manchester): Liminal categories
D. Gary Miller (U FL): The internal syntax of Latin synthetic compounds
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser U) & Thomas E. Hukari (U Victoria): Determiners & the interpretation of Halkomelem
ergatives
Arsalan Kahnemuyipour (U Toronto): Nonprojecting features: Evidence from Persian
Maggie Tallerman (U Durham): The syntax of Welsh 'direct object mutation' revisited

LSA Business Meeting
Chair: Ray Jackendoff
Room: Republic Ballroom
5:30 - 7:00 PM
Resolutions Committee: Jean Berko-Gleason (Boston U), Chair
Larry M. Hyman (UC-Berkeley)
Gillian Sankoff (U Penn)

Friday, 9 January
Evening
Invited Plenary Address
Room: Grand Ballroom
7:30 - 8:30 PM
Moderator:

Willliam Idsardi (U DE)
Three factors in language design: Background & prospects
Noam Chomsky (MIT)
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Friday Evening

Rules for Motions and Resolutions

The following rules for motions and resolutions were prepared by William J. Gedney and Ilse Lehiste and approved by the Executive
Committee at its June 1973 meeting. LSA members are urged to follow these ground rules in order to have their motions and
resolutions considered at the Business Meeting.
1.

Definitions
A motion is any proposition calling for action whether by an officer of the Society, the Executive Committee or the
membership. A resolution expresses the opinion or feeling of a group. Resolutions are of two kinds: a) resolutions
expressing 'the sense of the majority of the meeting,' and b) resolutions expressing 'the sense of the majority of the
membership.'

2.

Procedure

Regarding

Motions

2a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted annual business meeting. Voting is restricted to members of the Society.
Motions may be initiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor.
2b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee require for their passage a majority vote of the members voting at the
meeting.
2c. Motions initiated from the floor, if they receive affirmative vote of a majority of members voting at the meeting, are then
to be submitted by the Executive Committee to a mail ballot of the membership of the Society in the next issue of the L S A
Bulletin. Passage requires: a) a majority of those voting, and b) that the total of those voting in favor must be at least 2.5%
of the personal membership.
2d. If a member wishes to introduce a motion, but prefers to avoid the delay involved in 2c above, the motion may be
submitted in advance to the Executive Committee (before their regular meeting preceding the business meeting at which the
motion is to be introduced) with a request that the Executive Committee by majority vote of the Committee approve the
introduction of the motion at the business meeting as a motion initiated by the Executive Committee (see 2b above).
3.

Procedure

Regarding

Resolutions

3a. Resolutions may be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special meeting of the Society, such as the
summer meeting.
3b. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the president prior to the beginning of each
regular or special meeting. Any member wishing to introduce a resolution must submit it in advance to the Resolutions
Committee which, in addition to its traditional duty of formulating resolutions of thanks and the like, will have the duty to
make sure that the language is clear, and that duplication is avoided. The Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for
this purpose or may, if necessary, retire to caucus during the course of the meeting.
3c. A resolution expressing the sense of the majority of the meeting requires for its passage the affirmative vote of a majority
of the members voting at the meeting.
3d. If at least ten members present at the meeting so desire, a resolution may be broadened to express 'the sense of the
majority of the membership,' regardless of whether or not it has passed the procedure in 3c above, by the following steps: the
resolution is forwarded to the Executive Committee for submission to the membership by mail ballot (in the next issue of
the LSA Bulletin). Passage of such a 'sense of the majority of the membership' resolution requires the affirmative vote (more
than 50%) of the membership responding.
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Saturday, 10 January
Morning

Symposium:
Modeling
Room: Republic Ballroom
Time: 9:00 - 11:30 AM
Organizers:

Sociophonetic

Variation

Stefanie Jannedy (Humboldt U, Germany)
Jennifer Hay (U Canterbury, New Zealand)

Norma Mendoza-Denton (U AZ) & Stefanie Jannedy (Humboldt U, Germany): Variation & cognition: An overview
Nancy Niedzielski (Rice U): The role of social information in the modeling of speech perception
Paul Foulkes (U York) & Gerry Docherty (U New Castle upon Tyne): Combining the lexical & indexical
Jennifer Hay (U Canterbury, New Zealand) & Paul Warren (Victoria U, New Zealand): Sound change & spoken word recognition:
Evidence from merger
Keith Johnson (OH SU): The perceptual representation of social identity in an examplar-based lexicon
Poster Session:
Model Undergraduate Linguistics Courses
Room: Constitution Ballroom
Time: 10:00 AM - 12:00 noon
Organizer:

William Frawley (George Washington U)

Sponsor:

Undergraduate Program Advisory Committee

Carnegie Mellon University (Carol Tenny): A hands-on introductory linguistics course
Mary Washington College (Christina Kakava & Judith Parker): Linguistics at Mary Washington College: A successful model
Ohio State University (Peter Culicover, Elizabeth Hume, Richard D. Janda, & Brian D. Joseph): A comprehensive undergraduate
linguistics program
Ohio University (Beverly Olson Flanigan): Tradition & innovation in linguistics for nonlinguists: Connecting with the real world
University of Sussex, UK (M. Lynne Murphy & Anu Koskela): 'Adopt-a-Word': Learning linguistics in just one word
Acquisition

of

Syntax

10

Chair: David Michaels (U CT)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom D
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20

Laurent Dekydtspotter (IN U), Bonnie D. Schwartz (U HI-Manoa), & Rex A. Sprouse (IN U): Is CP 'superfluous' in the
initial L2 state?
Cristina Dye (Cornell U), Maria Blume (Cornell U), & Barbara Lust (Cornell U): The acquisition of verb morphosyntax:
Evidence for the grammatical mapping paradigm
Ann Bunger (Northwestern U) & Jeffrey Lidz (Northwestern U): Two-year-olds have complex representations for
causatives
Graciela Tesan (U MD-College Park) & Rosalind Thornton (U MD-College Park): Acquiring VP ellipsis
Gaja Jarosz (Johns Hopkins U): Separating structure & category learning: A model of phrasal categories
Graciela Tesan (U MD-College Park) & Rosalind Thornton (U MD-College Park): A parametric account of early inflection
in English
Bhuvana Narasimhan (Max Planck Inst-Nijmegen): Split ergativity in early child Hindi
Maya Honda (Wheelock C), Wayne O'Neil (MIT), & David Pippin (Seattle Country Day Sch): When Jell-O meets generative
grammar: Linguistics in the 5th-grade English classroom
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Saturday Morning

ASL and Gesture
Chair:

Diane Lillo-Martin (U CT)

11

Room: Back Bay Ballroom A
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20

Karen Emmorey (Salk Inst), Helsa B. Borinstein (Salk Inst), & Robin Thompson (Salk Inst): Bimodal bilingualism: Codeblending between spoken English & American Sign Language
Lise Menn (U CO-Boulder) & Christine Yoshinaga-Itano (U CO-Boulder): Persisting 'jargon' prespeech in deaf children of
hearing parents
Kearsy Cormier (U Bristol, UK): The categorical status of first person in signed languages
Evelyn McClave (CSU-Northridge): Cognitive universals: Evidence from universal head movements
Diane Brentari (Purdue U): Using feature geometry to express morphological templates: The case of American Sign
Language
J. Albert Bickford (SIL Intnl/U ND): One-handed persons & ASL morphology
Robin Thompson (UC-San Diego/Salk Inst) & Karen Emmorey (Salk Inst): Learning to look: Eye gaze during ASL verb
production by native & nonnative signers
Christian Rathmann (U TX-Austin): FINISH as a perfective marker in ASL

Information

12

Structure

Chair: Peggy Speas (U MA-Amherst)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom B
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
11:00
11:20
11:40

Youngjoo Lee (MIT): Focus particles, scope, & the Mirror Principle
James B. German (Northwestern U): Mapping focus to phonology: Stranded prepositions & accent placement
Laura Domínguez (Boston U): Intonation & word order in focus constructions in Spanish
Jila Ghomeshi (U MB): Information structure inside the Persian noun phrase
*Ash Asudeh (Stanford U): A puzzle about resumption & relational noun
Gabriela Caballero (UC-Berkeley): Obviation & antilogophoricity in Spanish
Orin D. Gensler (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig): The morphosyntactic distinctiveness of with
Barbora Skarabela (Boston U), Catherine O'Connor (Boston U), & Joan Maling (Brandeis U): The monolexemic possessor
construction: Pragmatic constraints in the NP

Reduplication

and

13

Opacity

Chair: Michael Kenstowicz (MIT)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom C
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Adam Albright (UC-Santa Cruz): The emergence of the marked: Root-domain markedness constraints in Lakhota
S. J. Hannahs (U Durham, UK): Malagasy reduplication: Infixation NOT suffixation
Jason Riggle (UCLA) & Pamela Munro (UCLA): One morpheme two reduplicants: Pseudo-compounds in Pima
Chienjer Charles Lin (U AZ): Beyond output correspondence: Tone sandhi in Southern Min reduplication
Alan C. L. Yu (U Chicago): Reduplication in English Homeric infixation
Paul D. Fallon (Howard U): Reduplication in frequentative verbs in Bilin (Central Cushitic)
Maria Gouskova (Rutgers U): Minimizing RED without economy
Guanjun Feng (USC): Phonological restriction on morpheme in shaping reduplication
Jeff Mielke (OH SU), Mike Armstrong (OH SU), & Elizabeth Hume (OH SU): Reanalyzing allophonic opacity in Sea
Dayak & Canadian English
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Saturday, 10 January
Afternoon
Invited Plenary Address
Room: Grand Ballroom

12:30 - 1:30 PM
Moderator:

Diane Brentari (Purdue U)
Language predispositions that persist beyond critical periods for language acquisition
Judy Kegl (U S ME)

Symposium:
Constructions
Room: Republic Ballroom
Time: 2:00 - 4:00 PM
Organizer:

Adele E. Goldberg (U IL-Urbana)

Peter Culicover (OH SU): Syntactic nuts
Adele E. Goldberg (U IL-Urbana): Accounting for cross-linguistic tendencies in the expression of arguments
Mike Tomasello (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig): Intention-reading & pattern-finding in child language acquisition
Joan Bybee (U NM): Construction grammar & two types of morphosyntactic change
Ivan A. Sag (Stanford U): Construction families: An analytic challenge for generative grammar
Conditionals

14

Chair: Kai von Fintel (MIT)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom A
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
4:00
4:20
4:40
5:00
Formal

Barbara Abbott (MI SU): Indicative vs subjunctive conditionals
Lynn Nichols (UC-Berkeley): Settling the interpretation of counterfactuals
Muffy Siegel (Temple U): Quantification over literal acts: An account of 'illocutionary' conditionals
David Beaver (Stanford U), Brady Clark (Stanford U), Edward Flemming (Stanford U), & Florian Jaeger (Stanford U): The
perception of second occurrence focus
*Line Mikkelsen (UC-Santa Cruz): Reexamining Higgins's Taxonomy: A split in the identificational class
Anastasia Giannakidou (U Chicago): How far can we go with Strawson downward entailment
Mark Honegger (U LA-Lafayette): Propositional abstracts: A broader category than questions
Marjorie Hogan (Boston U): 'That mother of yours': Demonstrative pragmatics & the double genitive
Anna Papafragou (U Penn) & Naomi Schwarz (U Penn): Most wanted
Methods

15

Chair: William Idsardi (U DE)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom B
2:00
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40
20

*Paul Kingsbury (U Penn): Inducing a chronology of the Pali Canon
Jason Riggle (UCLA): Generation, recognition, & ranking with compiled OT grammars
Andrew Nevins (MIT) & Aaron Iba (MIT): A selectionist learner for parametrically ambiguous reduplicants
Joan Chen-Main (Johns Hopkins U) & Robert Frank (Johns Hopkins U): Incorporating faithfulness in finite state optimality
theory
Charles D. Yang (Yale U): Constraints on statistical learning in word segmentation
Kie Zuraw (UCLA): Bayesian inference in undoing neutralization: An experimental investigation of Tagalog nasal
substitution
Andrew Wedel (U AZ): Agent-based modeling of patterns in lexical contrast
Andries W. Coetzee (U MA-Amherst): Variation as accessing suboptimal candidates

LSA

Saturday Afternoon

Movement
Chair: Sandra Chung (UC-Santa Cruz)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom C
2:00

Heejeong Ko (MIT): Cyclic linearization & asymmetry in scrambling

16

2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Dong-Whee Yang (Seoul Natl U/MIT): Scrambling, interpretive complex, & cyclic spell-out
Harold Torrence (UCLA): Clefted subjects & nonsubjects in Wolof
Lydia Grebenyova (U MD-College Park): Head movement & superiority in embedded contexts
Robert Frank (Johns Hopkins U): Diagnosing unbounded dependencies: Successive cyclic movement vs adjoining
Barbara Citko (Brandeis U): The interaction between across-the-board wh- movement & left branch extraction
Cristina Dye (Cornell U): Romanian supine constructions: Tough & non-tough
Michael Barrie (U Toronto): Towards nonobligatory control: Partial control & wh- infinitival complements
Butsakorn Yodkamlue (U SC): A new look at quantifier 'float' in Thai: A classifier phrase analysis

17

Tone and Pitch
Chair: Diane Brentari (Purdue U)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom D
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20

David Mortensen (UC-Berkeley): Semper infidelis: Anti-identity in A-Hmao & Jingpho tone sandhi chains
Jongho Jun (Yeungam U) & Sun-Ah Jun (UCLA): The prosodic structure & pitch accent of Northern Kyungsang Korean
Michael Kenstowicz (MIT): Tone in loans
Laura Dilley (MIT/Harvard U): Evaluating pitch accent categories in English
Pauline Welby (U Stendhal-Grenoble/OH SU): French tonal alignment & its contribution to speech segmentation
Anne Pycha (UC-Berkeley): Does Turkish have two types of accent? An acoustic study
Larry M. Hyman (UC-Berkeley): Can phonetics account for the phonology of contour tones?
Mary Bradshaw (Kyungpook Natl U): Phonological effects vs diachronic effects in phonological theory

Presidential Address
Room: Grand Ballroom
5:30 - 7:00 PM
Reintegrating generative grammar
Ray Jackendoff (Brandeis U)

Sunday, 11 January
Morning
Symposium:
Endangered
Room: Republic Ballroom
9:00 - 11:30 AM

Languages

and

Linguistic

Theory

Organizer:

Michael Cahill (SIL Intnl)

Sponsor:

Committee on Endangered Languages and Their Preservation

Bernard Comrie (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig/UC-Santa Barbara): Endangered numeral systems
Jerold A. Edmondson (U TX-Arlington): The role of the epiglottic plane in the sound production of some endangered languages
David Harrison (Swarthmore C): Abstract vowel harmony in Turkic languages
Ian Maddieson (UC-Berkeley): Endangered languages, endangered sounds
Marianne Mithun (UC-Santa Barbara): The status of the sentence outside of literacy
Patricia Shaw (U BC): Interaction of infixation & reduplication in Salish languages
Sunday Morning

Clitics, Case, and Agreement
Chair: Cedric Boeckx (MIT)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom A
9:00
9:20

Emily Manetta (UC-SantaCruz): Similar function, similar syntax: Agreement & cliticization in Brokskat
Margaret Russell (U IL-Urbana): Syntactic issues in the placement of Wolof clitics
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9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:20
11:40

Jaklin Kornfilt (Syracuse U): Unmasking covert complementizer agreement
Rachel Hastings (Cornell U/Syracuse U): Agreement & case on sapa 'alone' in Cuzco Quechua
Naomi Harada (ATR Intl): Exceptional accusative objects in statives & the syntax-morphology mismatch
*Abbas Benmamoun (U IL-Urbana): Licensing by merger & adjacency
Julie Anne Legate (Yale U): Moving to a higher phase
Thomas W. Stewart, Jr. (OH SU) & Brian Joseph (OH SU ): Expanding case systems: Evidence from Scottish Gaelic

Phonology/Phonetics

19

Interface

Chair: John Kingston (U MA-Amherst)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom B
9:00
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40
12:00

*Charles Reiss (Concordia U): Immediate constituent analysis in auditory perception: Implications for phonology
Marie-Hélène Coté (U Ottawa): Consonant cluster simplification in Icelandic
Kenneth S. Olson (SIL Intnl): Acoustic correlates of the labial flap
Yukiko Sugiyama (U Buffalo-SUNY): Japanese vowel devoicing: The effect of gender & generation
Andrew Martin (UCLA): The structural nature of locality: Gradient distance effects in Navajo sibilant harmony
JoshuaViau (Northwestern U): On the production & perception of derived French clusters following schwa deletion
Jonathan Barnes (Boston U): Vowel reduction in Russian: The categorical & the gradient
Heriberto Avelino (UCLA): Phonetics & phonology of nonmodal phonation in Yalálag Zapotec
Ian Maddieson (UC-Berkeley): Phonetic characteristics of a Southern Paiwan dialect

20

Psycholinguistics
Chair: Maria Babyonshev (Yale U)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom C
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Elsi Kaiser (U Rochester) & John Trueswell (U Penn): Reference resolution in Dutch: What pronouns & demonstratives
can tell us
Catherine Anderson (Northwestern U): The price of inverse scope: Processing evidence for scope economy
*Masako Hirotani (U MA-Amherst): Processing scope: Evidence from auditory studies in Japanese
Katy Carlson (Morehead SU) & Michael Walsh Dickey (Northwestern U): Accents, structures & the interpretation of
gapping sentences
Liina Pylkkänen (NYU) & Brian McElree (NYU): Representation of secondary predication: Reading time evidence
Linnaea Stockall (MIT) & Alec Marantz (MIT): MEG evidence for a decompositional analysis of the English irregular past
tense
Liina Pylkkänen (NYU) & Gregory Murphy (NYU): Sense competition & the representation of polysemy
Douglas Roland (UC-San Diego): Using corpus data to model ambiguity resolution & complementizer use
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Sunday Morning

Sociolinguistics

and

Variation

Chair: Gillian Sankoff (U Penn)
Room: Grand Ballroom
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40

William Labov (U Penn): Semantic consequences of the omission of clitics & inflections by struggling readers
ChunHua Ma (MI SU): Korean-Chinese intrasentential codeswitching
Sarah Bunin Benor (Stanford U): Salience & ideology in adults' acquisition of second dialects
Robert J. Podesva (Stanford U): The significance of phonetic detail in the construction of social meaning
Kathryn Campbell-Kibler (Stanford U): Listener perceptions of sociolinguistic variation: ing & /t/ release
Robin Dodsworth (OH SU): Attribute networking: Modeling locally-perceived social categories

21

11:00
11:20
11:40
12:00

Richard Cameron (U IL-Chicago): Ageing, gendering, & variation
Miki Makihara (Queens C/CUNY Grad Ctr): Rapa Nui Spanish: Language shift & children's linguistic innovation on Easter
Island
Susanne Gahl (U IL-Urbana) & Susan Garnsey (U IL-Urbana): Grammar, usage, & pronunciation variation
Aya Inoue (U HI-Manoa/E-W Ctr): Visual word recognition in Hawai'i Creole English: Bidialectal effects on reading

Syntax/Semantics

Interface

22

Chair: Danny Fox (MIT)
Room: Back Bay Ballroom D
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40
12:00

Rajesh Bhatt (U TX-Austin) & Roumyana Pancheva (USC): Equatives & scalar interpretations
Roumyana Pancheva (USC): South Slavic conditionals
Jonathan E. MacDonald (U Stony Brook-SUNY): Spanish reflexive pronouns: Limiting location of event
Etsuyo Yuasa (OH SU): Pseudo-independent clause: Constructional mismatch in syntax & semantics
Marcin Morzycki (U Quebec-Montreal): Adverbial modification in AP: Surprisingly revealing?
Hyon Sook Choe (Yeungham U): VP ellipsis in Korean
J.-R. Hayashishita (Kyoto U/USC): What counts as IP ellipsis?
Mariana Lambova (U CT): On the identity condition in VP ellipsis
Jason Merchant (U Chicago): A deletion solution to the sloppy-ellipsis puzzle
Lotus Goldberg (Northwestern U): A verbal identity constraint in verb-stranding VP ellipsis
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American Dialect Society
Thursday, 8 January
Afternoon
Popular

23

Culture

Chair: TBA
Room: Commonwealth
1:00
1:30
2:00

Meredith Tenison (Duke U) & Benjamin Torbert (Duke U/NC SU): Carolina del Norte: Chicano English meets Tobacco
Road
Catherine Evans Davies (U AL): Dialect & the spread of country music: The case of ‘Alabama’
Janet M. Fuller (S IL U-Carbondale): Miss Scarlet, Mrs. Peacock, & Ms White: Clues to the use of female titles

24

Phonology
Chair: TBA
Room: Commonwealth
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30

Lauren Hall-Lew (Stanford U): Between communities: Southwestern US English
Phillip Carter (NC SU) & Walt Wolfram (NC SU): New dialect formation in the American South: Latino English &
Southern /ai/
David Bowie (U Cntrl FL): Linguistic behavior & social affiliation in an urbanizing community
Barbra Novak (Rice U): The Northern Cities Shift of Ballston Spa, New York

Special Presentation:
Sign Language
Room: Republic Ballroom
Time: 5:00 - 7:00 PM
Organizers:

What’s Your Sign for P I Z Z A ?

An Introduction to Variation in American

Ceil Lucas (Gallaudet U)
Robert Bayley (U TX-San Antonio)

Taking as a departure Labov's (1982) and Wolfram and Schilling-Estes's (1995) principles whereby linguistic researchers should use the
knowledge based on data collected in speech communities for the benefit of the community, we present a 23-minute video and
accompanying guide designed to introduce the Deaf community and the general public to the nature of sociolinguistic variation in
American Sign Language. Based on data collected as part of a seven-year project in which 207 signers in seven sites across the United
States were videotaped in natural conversation, sociolinguistic interviews, and lexical elicitation tasks, the materials provide an
introduction to sign language structure and then focus on phonological, syntactic, and lexical variation. The video is both opencaptioned and voiced-over and therefore completely accessible to both hearing and deaf audiences.
Refreshments will be served after the presentation.
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ADS

Friday, 9 January
Morning
Executive Council
Chair: Michael Montgomery (U SC)
Room: Jefferson
Time: 8:30 – 10:30 AM
Words
Chair:
Room:
Time:

of the Year Nominations
Wayne Glowka (GA C & SU)
Jefferson
10:30 AM – 12:00 noon

Friday, 9 January
Afternoon

25

Pre-session
Chair: TBA
Room: Commonwealth
1:30

Malcah Yaeger-Dror (U AZ) & Lauren Hall-Lew (Stanford U): Parameters of negative-prominence: Gender, region, &
dominance considerations

African-American English:

Part 1

26

Chair:`TBA
Room: Commonwealth
2:00
2:30
3:00
in

Jennifer Collins Bloomquist (Gettysburg C): Dialect differences in Central Pennsylvania: A sociohistorical account of
regional dialect use & adaptation by African American speakers in the Lower Susquehanna Valley
Jeannine Carpenter (NC SU) & Sarah Hilliard (Duke U): Shifting parameters of individual & group variation in African
American English: The case of Roanoke Island
Becky Childs (U GA) & Christine Mallinson (NC SU): Constructing communities of practice through discourse and dialect
the speech of Appalachian African American women

African-American English:

Part 2

27

Chair: TBA
Room: Commonwealth
3:45
4:15
4:45
Words
Chair:
Room:
Time:

Michael Adams (Albright C): African American English syntax in a historical dictionary of African American English
Arthur K. Spears (CUNY): African-American English (AAE) stressed BACK
Beth Lee Simon (IN U/Purdue U): Patterns of youse in American English, 1850-1930
of the Year:
Final Discussion and Voting
Wayne Glowka (GA C & SU)
Commonwealth
5:30 - 6:30 PM
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Friday Evening

Bring-Your-Own-Book
Room: Jefferson
Time: 6:30 - 7:30 PM

Exhibit

and

Reception

Saturday,

10 January

Morning
Annual Business Meeting
Room: Commonwealth
Time: 8:00 - 9:00 AM
Attitudes,

Perceptions,

and

28

Identities

Chair: TBA
Room: Commonwealth
9:15
the
9:45
10:15
10:45

Sali Tagliamonte (U Toronto) & Chris Roberts (U Toronto): 'So cool; so weird'; so innovative: The use of intensifiers in
television series "Friends”
Susan Tamasi (Emory U): The insignificance of region in folk linguistic perceptions
Charles Boberg (McGill U): The North American Regional Vocabulary Survey: New variables & methods for lexical
dialectology
Kathryn Remlinger (Grand Valley SU): Meanings of the ethnic label ‘Yooper': Where identity & language attitudes meet

Discourse

and

29

Grammar

Chair: TBA
Room: Commonwealth
11:30

Mila del Saz Rubio (U Valencia), Marlana Patton (Boston U), & Bruce Fraser (Boston U): Gender differences in using
markers of reformulation in English

Saturday, 10 January
Afternoon
Annual Luncheon
Room: Hamptons
Time: 12:15 - 1:45 PM
Speaker: Charles Meyer (U MA-Boston)
Special Session on Teaching:

Pedagogical Approaches to Attitudes Toward American Dialects

30
Chair: Anne Curzan (U MI)
Room: Commonwealth
Time: 2:00 - 4:0 PM
The four speakers on the panel will present 20 minute papers, with 5 minutes for questions after each paper. There will then be 20
minutes at the end of the session for a more general discussion.
Kathryn Remlinger (Grand Valley SU): Debunking language myths in the linguistics classroom
H. Samy Alim (Duke U): Combat, consciousness, & the cultural politics of communication: Reversing the dominating discourse on
language by empowering linguistically profiled & marginalized groups
Jeffrey Reaser (Duke U/NC SU): Overcoming linguistic prejudice: From theory to practice in the American school system
Erica Benson (U WI-Eau Claire): Teaching about dialects in large classes: Uncover, confront, & engage
27

American Name Society
Friday, 9 January
Morning
Opening Keynote
Room: Berkeley
Time: 9:00 - 10:00 AM
Moderator:
Discussant:

Edward Callary (N IL U)
Herbert Barry, III (U Pittsburgh)
Popularity as a taste: Application to the naming process!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!
Stanley Lieberson (Harvard U)

Announcements
Chair: Aaron Demsky (Bar-Ilan U)
Room: Berkeley
Time: 10:00 - 10:15 AM
Personal

31

Names

Chair: Chao-chih Liao (Ntl U-Kaohsiung)
Room: Berkeley
10:30
11:00
11:30

Aaron Demsky (Bar-Ilan U): Onomastics for the historian: Evidence from the Jewish experience
Discussant: Chao-chih Liao (Ntl U-Kaohsiung)
Zofia Kaleta (U Leuven): What do nicknames reveal about values preferred!by people?
Discussant: Minna Saarelma-Maunumaa (Finnish Evang Luth Mission-Helsinki)
Patrick Hanks (Editor-in-Chief, Dictionary of American Family Names): Family names in America: Assimilation &
conservation
Discussant: Edward Callary (N IL U)

Friday, 9 January
Afternoon
Brand Names 1

32

Chair: Ronald R. Butters (Duke U)
Room: Berkeley
1:30 Ronald R. Butters (Duke U): Signs shall be taken for names: The commercial meaning of!'checkerboard'
2:00!!
Barry Cowan (U HI-Manoa) & Laurel Sutton (Catchword Brand Name Devel/UC-Berkeley):! Evolution of US
corporate
technology names in the 20th century
2:30!!
Bethany Dumas (U TN): Generic, descriptive, & suggestive marks: Some linguistic!correlates
3:00

Break

29
Friday Afternoon

ANS
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Brand Names 2
Chair: Ronald R. Butters (Duke U)
Room: Berkeley

3:30!!
William G. Eggington (Brigham Young U): Trade name protection in the dot.com world: The Kelley Blue Book
cases
4:00!!
Roger Shuy (Georgetown U): Linguistics & trademark dilution
4:30!!
Jennifer Westerhaus (Troutman Sanders LLP) & Michael Adams (Albright C): The 'look!!and sound of a surname'
in
American trademark law

Saturday, 10 January
Morning

34

Russia and Taiwan
Chair: Donald J. Orth (Brd Geog Names)
Room: Berkeley
9:00!!
Edwin D. Lawson (SUNY-Fredonia) & Richard F. Sheil (SUNY-Fredonia): Russian given names: Their
pronunciation, meaning, & frequency
Discussant: Joe Zammit Ciantar (U Malta JC)
9:30!!
Chao-chih Liao (Natl U Kaohsiung): Street-name patterns in Taichung, Taiwan
Discussant: Bertie Neethling (U Western Cape, S Africa)
10:00

Break

35

Large Scale Analysis and Typology
Chair: Alan Rayburn! (Can Perm Com on Geog Names)
Room: Berkeley
10:30!!

Edward Callary (N IL U): !On the (in)adequacy of toponymic typologies
Discussant: Donald Orth
11:00!!
Herbert Barry, III (U Pittsburgh): Diversity of first names in the 20th century in the!United States
Discussant Ken Tucker (Carleton U)
11:30!!
Ken Tucker (Carleton U): Forenames & surnames from the 1881 UK Census
Discussant: Herbert Barry, III (U Pittsburgh)

Saturday, 10 January
Afternoon
Names in Africa, Finland, and Malta

36

Chair: Thomas L. Bernard (Springfield C)
Room: Berkeley
1:30!!
Bertie Neethling (U Western Cape, S Africa): Lwandile or Ivan?: An identity crisis among Xhosa!speakers in
South Africa
Discussant: Minna Saarelma-Maunumaa (Finnish Evang Luth Mission-Helsinki)
2:00!!
Minna Saarelma-Maunumaa (Finnish Evang Luth Mission-Helsinki): From patronyms to hereditary!surnames:
Finland &
Namibia Discussant: Bertie Neethling (U Western Cape, S Africa)
2:30!!
Joe Zammit Ciantar (U Malta JC): Names associated with archaeological sites in the Maltese Islands
Discussant: Paul Drexler
30
ANS

Saturday Afternoon

Geographic

Names
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Chair: Paul Drexler (Boston U)
Room: Berkeley
3:30!!
Thomas L. Bernard (Springfield C): Psycholinguist toponymy: Language sensitivity in the international domain!
4:00!!
André Lapierre (U Ottawa): Grammatical interference & placename evolution: A case study
4:30 Wrap-up
Business Meeting
Chair: TBA
Room: Berkeley
Time: 5:00 PM
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North American Association for the
History of the Language Sciences
Friday, 9 January
Morning

38

Linguistic Places and Theories
Chair: Douglas Kibbee (U IL-Urbana/Champaign)
Room: Fairfax B
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:45

Marc Pierce (U MI): Leonard Bloomfield & Germanic linguistics
Hope C. Dawson (OH SU) & Brian D. Joseph (OH SU): Columbus’s contribution to the foundations of the LSA
Break
Danilo Marcondes (Pontifícia U Católica, Rio de Janeiro): Kant’s influence on the philosophy of language
David Boe (N MI U): Linguistics, philosophy, & the status of 'grammar'

Friday, 9 January
Afternoon

39

Histories of Grammar and Pedagogy
Chair: David Boe (N MI U)
Room: Fairfax B

2:00 Angelo Mazzocco (Mount Holyoke C): Reflections on the linguistic state of ancient Rome & on the development of the
Romance vernaculars in 15th-century Spain
2:30 Margaret Thomas (Boston C): Two proposals for the role of general grammar in education: Eighteenth- century French
Idéologues & contemporary generativists
3:00 Mark Amsler (U WI-Milwaukee): Response to Mazzocco & Thomas

Saturday, 10 January
Morning
Rules, Play, and Prescription

40

Chair: Margaret Thomas (Boston C)
Room: Fairfax B
9:00 al-Husein N. Madhany (U Chicago): Siibawayh’s phonetic & phonological rules concerning the Arabic letter waaw /w/ in
the primary position: A critical translation & commentary
9:30 Patricia Sutcliffe (San Antonio, TX): Friedrich Max Müller’s Lectures on the science of language made silly: Lewis
Carroll’s Alice books as a reaction to Müller’s popular lecture series?
10:00 Break
10:15 Giedrius Subacius (U IL-Chicago): Codification in the history of standard European languages
10:45 Douglas Kibbee (U IL-Urbana/Champaign): Prescriptive traditions in linguistics
33
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Saturday, 10 January
Afternoon
NAAHoLS

Forum

41

Chair: Mark Amsler (U WI-Milwaukee)
Room: Fairfax B
2:00 John Joseph (U Edinburgh): 'The unilingual republic of the world': Reactions to the 1872 proposal to make English the
national language of Japan
3:00 Frederick Newmeyer (U WA): Response to Joseph
Business Meeting
Room: Fairfax B
Time: 4:00 - 5:00 PM
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Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics
Friday, 9 January
Morning

42

Substrate in the Suriname Creoles
Chair: Tometro Hopkins (FL Intl U)
Room: Fairfax A
9:00
9:30
10:00

George L. Huttar (Nairobi Evang Grad Sch Theol/SIL Intl), James Essegbey (U Leiden), & Felix K. Ameka (U Leiden):
Suriname creole semantic structures from West Africa: Gbe & other sources
Bettina Migge (J W Goethe U): Modality in the creoles of Suriname & Gbe: An assessment of similarities & differences
Break

Suriname Continued:

Substrate and Early Evidence

43

Chair: Peter Bakker (Aarhus U)
Room: Fairfax A
10:20
10:50
11:20

Norval Smith (U Amsterdam): A case of creole substrate allophony 350 years on
Marvin Kramer: The late transfer of serial verb constructions as stylistic variants in Saramaccan creole
Margot van den Berg (U Amsterdam/Purdue U) & Jacque Arends (U Amsterdam): A complement to complementation in
early Sranan & Saramaccan

Morphosyntax

44

1

Chair: Dany Adone (Heinrich Heine U)
Room: Gardner
10:20
10:50
11:20

Daniel Chapuis (William Paterson U): Malagasy origins of the paratactic possessive in the vernacular lects of Réunion
Fernanda Ferreira (Bridgewater SC): Pluralization strategies in Cape Verdean Creole & Brazilian Portuguese: A
variationist approach
Fernanda Pratas (New U-Lisbon): The pro-drop status: Evidence from Capeverdean

Friday, 9 January
Afternoon
Morphosyntax

2

45

Chair: Rocky R. Meade (U West Indies-Mona)
Room: Fairfax A
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30

Stephanie Durrleman (U Geneva): The syntax of topics, foci, & interrogatives in Jamaican Creole
Vanessa Armoogum (U Paris 8): Copula in Mauritian Creole
Dany Adone (Heinrich Heine U-Düsseldorf): Creole passives
Tonjes Veenstra (Free U-Berlin): Towards a cross-creole cartography of subject clitics
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Friday Afternoon

SPCL

Varieties of English:

Discourse, Features, and Connections

46

Chair: Sarah J. Roberts (Stanford U)
Room: Gardner
2:00
2:30
3:00

Peter Snow (UCLA): The use of 'bad' language as a politeness strategy in a Panamanian Creole community
Michael Aceto (E Carolina U): Kokoy: Dominica's third creole language
Fred Field (CSU-Northridge): Connections: Creoles & nonstandard dialects

4:00

Break

Transfer

and

47

Restructuring

Chair: George Huttar (Nairobi Evang Grad Sch Theol/SIL Intl)
Room: Fairfax A
4:20
4:50

Miriam Meyerhoff (U Edinburgh): To have & to hold: The transfer of (in)alienable possession across linguistic domains
Donald Winford (OH SU): Reexamining relexification in creole formation

Saturday, 10 January
Morning

48

Morphology
Chair: Donald Winford (OH SU)
Room: Fairfax A
9:00
9:30
10:00

Marlyse Baptista (U GA): A contrastive study of Cape Verdean dialects: The properties of inflectional & derivational
morphology
Anne-Marie Brousseau (U Toronto) & Emmanuel Nikiema (U Toronto): Another look at derivational morphology: New
data from St. Lucian
Break

(Non)instances

of

Pidginization/Creolization

49

Chair: Miriam Meyerhoff (U Edinburgh)
Room: Fairfax A
10:20
10:50
11:20

Armin Schwegler (UC-Irvine): (Afro-)Cuban Palo Monte ritual language: A creole?
Stéphane Goyette: A pidgin past for Proto-Germanic?
Manuel Diaz-Campos (IN U) & J. Clancy Clements (IN U): Mainland Spanish colonies & creole genesis: The AfroVenezuelan area revisited

Phonology

50

Chair: Norval Smith (U Amsterdam)
Room: Gardner
10:20
10:50
36
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Rocky R. Meade (U W Indies-Mona): Toward a reanalysis of subsegmental feature representation
Emmanuel Nikiema (U Toronto) & Anne-Marie Brousseau (U Toronto): Phonological relatedness & word-final consonants
in St. Lucian

Saturday, 10 Janaury
Afternoon
Tense,

Aspect,

Modality

51

Chair: Bettina Migge (J. W. Goethe U)
Room: Fairfax A
2:00
2:30
3:00

Yolanda Rivera (U PR-Rio Piedras), Nicholas Faraclas (U PR-Rio Piedras), & Don Walicek (U PR-Rio Piedras):
exception to the rule: The tense-aspect-modality system of Papiamentu reconsidered
Tara Sanchez (U Penn): Use of the progressive morpheme in the spoken Papiamento of Aruba
Jack Sidnell (U Toronto/Northwestern U) & James A. Walker (York U): Tense & aspect in Bequia

Creoles in Contact

No

52

Chair: Fred Field (CSU-Northridge)
Room: Gardner
2:00 Elizabeth Grace Winkler (U AZ): Structural borrowing in Limonese Creole English
2:30 Ana Josefa Cardoso (U Aberta, Portugal): Some effects of the contact between Capeverdean as the mother tongue
Portuguese as the official language
3:30

&

Break

Sociolinguistic

Contexts

53

Chair: Marlyse Baptista (U GA)
Room: Fairfax A
3:50
4:20
4:50

Tom Klingler (Tulane U) & Nathalie Dajko (Tulane U): Vestigial French in three Louisiana parishes
G. Tucker Childs (Portland SU): The creativity of a pidgin: The South African varieties Isicamtho & Tsotsitaal
Sarah J. Roberts (Stanford U): The significance of the urban context to the formation of Hawaiian Creole

Varieties of Malay

54

Chair: J. Clancy Clements (IN U)
Room: Gardner
3:50
4:20

Peter Bakker (Aarhus U): Bazaar Malay & Baba Malay: Is there a connection?
Ian Smith (York U) & Scott Paauw (York U): Sri Lanka Malay: Creole or convert?

SPCL Banquet
Place: To Be Determined
Time: 7:30 PM
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Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages
of the Americas
Thursday, 8 January
Afternoon
Markedness and Word Classes: Property

Concepts in Mesoamerican Languages

55

Room: Independence West
Organizers:

David Beck (U AB)
Paulette Levy (U Natl Autónoma-México)
We hypothesize that it is useful to define nouns, verbs, and adjectives through the relative markedness of their distribution in certain
diagnostic syntactic roles (syntactic argument, syntactic predicate, adnominal modifier, respectively). This is especially true in the
case of words expressing property concepts which are notoriously variable in their lexical classification within and across languages.
This workshop investigates the utility, limits, and pitfalls of our hypothesis using case studies of nine languages representing seven
different Mesoamerican language families. The papers represent the collective work of SELIM (Seminario en Lenguas Indígenas de
Mesoamerica), a group of Mexican linguists who started gathering in January 2003, both to share results of on-going research and to
undertake joint projects on Mesoamerican languages by linguists working in the area.
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40
5:00
5:20
5:40
6:00

David Beck (U AB): Markedness & the lexical classification of property concepts
Verónica Vázquez Soto (U Natl Autónoma-México): Property concepts in Cora (Uto-Aztecan)
Enrique L. Palancar (U Autónoma-Querétaro): Property concepts in Otomi
Discussion and break
Thomas C. Smith Stark (C México): Property concepts in San Baltasar Chichicapan Zapotec
Rosa María Rojas (INAH-México): Hacia la categorización léxica de los conceptos de propiedad en el zapoteco de Santa Ana
del Valle, Oaxaca
Ausencia López Cruz (Inst Ntl Anthro & His-México): Adjectives in San Pablo Güilá Zapotec
Alejandra Capistrán G. (U Autónoma Metro-Iztapalapa): Words functioning as adjectives in Tarascan
Discussion and break
Roberto Zavala Maldonado (CIESAS-México/U TX-Austin): Adjectives in Olutec (Mixean)
Valentín Peralta Ramirez (Ntl Sch Anthro & His-México): Conceptos de propiedad en el Náhuatl de Amanalco, Tetzcoco,
Edo. de México
Paulette Levy (U Ntl Autónoma-México): Resultatives in Papantla Totonac
Concluding discussion
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Phonetics

and

Phonology

of

Specific

Languages

56

Chair: David Rood (U CO-Boulder)
Room: Independence East
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40
5:00
5:20
5:40
6:00

Marianne Milligan (U WI-Madison): Prosodic edge marking in Menominee
Siri Tuttle (AK Native Lang Ctr): Contour segments & fortition in Tanacross Athabaskan
Darin M. Howe (U Calgary): Segmental features in Heiltsuk tone
Ian Maddieson (UC-Berkeley) & Caroline Smith (U NM): Acoustic phonetic studies of Yurok
Patricia A. Shaw (U BC) & Ramona E. McDowell (U BC): Competing strategies for resolution of gestural conflicts in
Montana Salish retraction
Discussion and break
Jeff Good (U Pittsburgh): A sketch of Atsugewi phonology
Ginger Pizer (U TX-Austin): Syllables, stress, & alignment: Sierra Miwok verbs without templates
Mizuki Miyashita (U MO/U KS): Asymmetry to symmetry: Gap-filling vowel shift in Tohono O’odham
Philip LeSourd (IN U): Stress assignment & vowel elision in Meskwaki
Richard A. Rhodes (UC-Berkeley/PDLMA): Ongoing sound change in Sayula Popoluca
Harriett E. M. Klein (U Stony Brook-SUNY) & Marianne L. Borroff (U Stony Brook-SUNY): Hiatus resolution in Toba
Concluding discussion

Thursday, 8 January
Evening
Discourse
Chair: TBA
Room: Independence West
7:00
7:20
7:40
8:00
8:20
8:40

40
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Anna Berge (U AK/AK Native Lang Ctr): A preliminary look at Aleut metaphor
Marcia Haag (U OK): Morphological constraints on metaphor construction: Evidence from Choctaw & Cherokee
Meghan O’Donnell (U AZ): A psycholinguistic study of Navajo yiLucy Thomason (Smithsonian Institution): Two proximates per clause in Meskwaki
Liliana Sanchez (Rutgers U): Convergence in tense, aspect, & evidentiality among Quechua-Spanish bilinguals
Robin Shoaps (UCLA): Conditionals & moral reasoning in Sakapultek (Mayan) discourse

57

Friday, 9 January
Morning
Otomanguean

Languages

1:

Syntax

58

Room: Independence West
Organizer:

George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY)

The papers in Sessions 58 and 62 explore the syntactic and phonological properties of several languages of the Otomanguean family,
most of them belonging to the Zapotec subfamily. Zapotec languages are spoken by as many as 250,000 people in Oaxaca, Mexico,
and by large numbers of immigrants to other parts of Mexico and to the United States. Estimates by the Summer Institute of
Linguistics suggest that there may be as many as 54 distinct languages in this family, most of which are endangered and
understudied.
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

John Foreman (UCLA): Subjects in Macuiltianguis Zapotec
George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY): Parallel structures & the syntax of auxiliaries in San Dionicio Ocotepec
Zapotec
Brooke Danielle Lillehaugen (UCLA): Modified body parts are not prepositions
Heriberto Avelino (UCLA), John Foreman (UCLA), Pamela Munro (UCLA), & Aaron H. Sonnenschein (USC): Covert
subjects in Zapotecan
Discussion and break
Michael Galant (UCLA): San Lucas Quiaviní Zapotec ru’: Evidence for two more’s in English
Aaron H. Sonnenschein (USC): A processing approach to VSO languages exemplified by data from Zoogocho Zapotec
Søren Wichmann (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig/U Copenhagen): Tlapanec as an active-stative language
Discussion

Inflection

and

Derivation

59

Chair: Douglas Parks (IN U)
Room: Independence East
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Eliane Camargo (CELIA-CNRS/IRD, France): Aspect & tense in Wayana: Morphology & semantics (Cariban)
Marlene Socorro Sánchez (U Zulia, Venezuela): Una exploración preliminar de raíces & temas en la morfología verbal
baniva
José Álvarez (U Zulia, Venezuela): Theme suffixes in the verbal morphology of Guajiro/Wayuunaiki
Luis Oquendo (U Zulia, Venezuela): Morfología derivacional o inflexiva en las lenguas caribes amerindias
Discussion and break
Mercedes Q. Hinkson (NW Indian C): Salish lexical suffixes: Four principles of semantic extension
Toshihide Nakayama (Tokyo U Foreign Studies): On the 'governing' vs 'restrictive' distinction in Nuuchahnulth lexical
suffixes
John Stonham (U Newcastle upon Tyne, UK): Templatic forms of the plural in Nuuchahnulth
Willem J. de Reuse (U N TX): A phonological template for Western Apache verb prefixation
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Friday, 9 January
Afternoon

60

Genetic and Areal Research
Chair: Victor Golla (Humboldt SU/UC-Davis)
Room: Independence West
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20

John E. McLaughlin (UT SU): Modeling factors of chance & 'Amerind'
Lisa Conathan (UC-Berkeley): A brief overview of linguistic variation in indigenous northwestern California
Ives Goddard (Smithsonian Institution): The indigenous languages of the Southeast
Omar González Ñáñez (U Andes, Venezuela): Languages & language names for Maipuran Arawakan peoples of the Upper
Rio Negro Region of South America
Veronica Grondona (E MI U): Indigenous languages of Argentina: Whence & whither?

Grammatical

Categories

and

Semantic

Classifications

61

Chair: Pamela Munro (UCLA)
Room: Independence East
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Paul D. Kroeber (IN U): Predicative PPs in Salish
Stephen A. Marlett (SIL Intl/U ND): Postpositions in Seri
Eve Ng (Macalester C): Syntactic function & the determination of Algonquian word classes
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser U) & Mercedes Q. Hinkson (NW Indian C): Conceptualizing the Salish world: Evidence
from numeral classifiers
Ronald P. Schaefer (S IL U-Edwardsville) & Francis O. Egbokhare: Ontological types in verbal classifier systems
Juliette Blevins (UC-Berkeley): Verbs classes in Yurok
Wallace Chafe (UC-Santa Barbara): Do all languages have adjectives?
Ardis Eschenberg (U Buffalo-SUNY/NE Indian Community C/UmoNhoN Nation Pub Sch): Aktionsart, transitivity, & the
function of wa- in Omaha
Michael Barrie (U Toronto): Oneida nouns

Otomanguean

Languages

2:

Phonology

62

Room: Independence West
Organizer:
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY)

Natalie Operstein (UCLA): Zaniza Zapotec phonology: Synchronic & historical aspects
Rosemary Beam de Azcona (UC-Berkeley): Two kinds of tonal morphology associated with the potential aspect in CoatlánLoxicha Zapotec
Lisa Diane Bennett (UC-Berkeley) & Emily E. Kidder (U AZ): Tone & stress in Choapan Zapotec & Yucatec Maya
George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY) & Michael Parrish Key (U Albany-SUNY): Pied-piping with inversion in
Copala Trique
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Saturday, 10 January

Morning
Grammatical

63

Relations

Chair: Roberto Zavala Maldonaldo (CIESAS-México/U TX-Austin)
Room: Independence West
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20

Rolando Félix Armendériz (Rice U): Constituent order, focus, & grammatical relations in Warihío
Conor Quinn (Harvard U): Obliquehood & argument prominence in Penobscot
William F. Weigel (UC-Berkeley): Yokuts obliques
Jan Terje Faarlund (U Oslo): Person agreement in Chiapas Zoque
Catherine O’Connor (Boston U) & Amy Rose Deal (Brandeis U): Case marking & clause type in Nez Perce: A corpus
study of animacy & discourse dimensions

Language

Documentation

and

Revitalization

64

Chair: Leanne Hinton (UC-Berkeley)
Room: Independence East
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Anna Berge (U AK/AK Native Lang Ctr) & Gary Holton (U AK/AK Native Lang Ctr): Community language
documentation: Collaborative approaches to fieldwork with Alaskan languages
Michal Brody (U TX-Austin): Meandering toward a common alphabet: Truce, tolerance, & the unique case of Yucatec Maya
Cathy Moser Marlett (SIL Intl/U ND) & Stephen A. Marlett (SIL Intl/U ND): Principles guiding the choice of illustrations
for the Seri dictionary
Juliette Blevins (UC-Berkeley) & Monica V. Arellano (Muwekma Ohlone Tribe Lang Cte): Chochenyo language
revitalization: A first report
Discussion and break
Susan J. Blake, (U BC), Ulrich Teucher (U BC), & Larry Grant (Musqueam First Nation): Meanings of Musqueam
personal names: The Capilano tradition
William J. Poser (U Penn): The Barkerville Jail Text: The earliest known Carrier text
Roy Wright-Tekastiaks (Marlboro C): Acceptability judgment & extrinsic rule ordering in a missionary grammar
David L. Shaul (Venito Garcia Lib & Archives, Tohono O'odham Nation): Language teaching as a data source for
pragmatics: An O’odham example

The Expression of 'Path':

65

Part 1

Room: Independence West
Organizer:

Colette Grinevald (U Lyon 2/CNRS)

This session on the typological diversity of the expression of 'path' in Amerindian languages considers specifically the expression of
the origin and the end point of a trajectory, and the grammatical means to express them (adpositions, relational nouns, preverbs and
other verbal affixes, directionals) in relation to the lexical meaning of verbs. Included is a discussion of the elements of the
path/trajectory categorized by the language, beyond those two points, like directionality and view point (or perspective).
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Colette Grinevald (U Lyon 2/CNRS): A typological approach to the expression of 'path': A descriptive strategy & a
Jakaltek-Popti’ case study
Loretta O’Connor (Max Planck Inst-Nijmegen/UC-Santa Barbara): Elaboration of path shape in Lowland Chontal
David J. Weber (CILTA, Peru/SIL Intl/U ND): Site of attachment in Quechua & Bora
Marie-Lucie Tarpent (Mt St Vincent U): Traveling in Tsimshianic waters: The role of the directional proclitics
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Saturday, 10 January
Afternoon

Business Meeting
Chair: Pamela Munro (UCLA)
Room: Independence West
Time: 12:15 - 1:30 PM
The Expression of 'Path':

66

Part 2

Room: Independence West
Organizer:
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Colette Grinevald (U Lyon2/CNRS)

Connie Dickinson (Max Planck Inst-Nijmegen): The expression of 'path' in Tsafiki
Timothy Montler (U N TX): Klallam paths
Eduardo Rivail Ribeiro (U Chicago/Anthro Mus-UFG): Direction & evidentiality in Karajá
Ana María Ospina Bozzi (U Cartagena, Colombia): The expression of path in Yuhup Makú
Discussion and break
Jürgen Bohnemeyer (U Buffalo-SUNY): When going means becoming gone: Framing motion as state change in Yukatek
Maya
Fernando Zúñiga (U Leipzig): The expression of 'path' in Mapudungun
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser U): Applicatives & end points in Halkomelem
General discussion

Language Change:

Borrowing, Re-analysis, and Creation

67

Chair: Akira Yamamoto (U KS)
Room: Independence East
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Catherine A. Callaghan (OH SU): Yokuts & Utian pronouns: Deep genetic relationship?
Laura Buszard-Welcher (Wayne SU): The grammaticalization of obviation in Central Algonquian
Eugene Buckley (U Penn): The origin of a crazy rule: [du] in the Southern Pomoan group
Jason D. Haugen (U AZ): Survey of noun incorporation in Uto-Aztecan
Martha Macri (UC-Davis): Nahua lexical borrowings into Yucatecan & Ch’olan languages
Eve Danziger (U VA): Polysemy or monosemy? Evidence from proto-Yucatecan kinship
John P. Boyle (U Chicago): A morphological reanalysis in Hidatsa
Patience Epps (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig/U VA): From ‘wood’ to future tense: Nominal origins of the future construction in
Hup
Alyse Neundorf (U NM-Gallup): Creating new Navajo verbs
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Sunday, 11 January
Morning

Mayan

Language

Acquisition

Studies

68

Room: Independence West
Organizer:

Clifton Pye (U KS)

Over the past five years, the four of us have begun a collaborative study of language acquisition within the Mayan context. Each of
us has collected longitudinal samples of child language in four Mayan communities representing three of the four major branches of
the Mayan language family. We are developing a new approach to the study of language acquisition--applying the comparative method
to developmental data. The comparative method allows us to address theoretical issues that would be impossible to approach
adequately with acquisition data from a single language. It also provides more precise descriptions of developments within each
individual language.
This session demonstrates the comparative approach through an analysis of the development of cross-referencing in the four languages.
Mayan languages have a basic ergative pattern of argument cross-referencing on the verb. Transitive verbs have ergative prefixes crossreferencing the subject and absolutive affixes that cross-reference the direct object while intransitive verbs use absolutive affixes to
cross-reference the subject. K’iche’ and Tzeltal adhere closest to this pattern although the absolutive morphemes are suffixes in Tzeltal
and prefixes in K’iche’. The absolutive morphemes sometimes appear as prefixes in Tzotzil and sometimes as suffixes. Yukatek
'splits' subject cross-referencing for intransitive verbs on the basis of aspect. Perfective and subjunctive intransitive verbs use the
absolutive markers, but imperfective intransitive verbs use the ergative markers. We present acquisition data on each language and
analyze the common and distinct developmental patterns the children exhibit. The basic strategy is to look at variability in order and
form and relate these to variability in order of children’s acquisition of the morphemes as well as to their error patterns.
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20

Barbara Pfeiler (U Yúcatan): Introduction to the languages, methodology, & subjects
Penelope Brown (Max Planck Inst-Nijmegen): Development of ergative cross-referencing
Lourdes de León (CIESAS-Sureste, México): Development of absolutive cross-referencing
Clifton Pye (U KS): Summary & discussion
Discussion

45

Abstracts of Plenary Addresses

Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages
of the Americas
Thursday, 8 January
Afternoon
Markedness and Word Classes: Property

Concepts in Mesoamerican Languages

55

Room: Independence West
Organizers:

David Beck (U AB)
Paulette Levy (U Natl Autónoma-México)
We hypothesize that it is useful to define nouns, verbs, and adjectives through the relative markedness of their distribution in certain
diagnostic syntactic roles (syntactic argument, syntactic predicate, adnominal modifier, respectively). This is especially true in the
case of words expressing property concepts which are notoriously variable in their lexical classification within and across languages.
This workshop investigates the utility, limits, and pitfalls of our hypothesis using case studies of nine languages representing seven
different Mesoamerican language families. The papers represent the collective work of SELIM (Seminario en Lenguas Indígenas de
Mesoamerica), a group of Mexican linguists who started gathering in January 2003, both to share results of on-going research and to
undertake joint projects on Mesoamerican languages by linguists working in the area.
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40
5:00
5:20
5:40
6:00

David Beck (U AB): Markedness & the lexical classification of property concepts
Verónica Vázquez Soto (U Natl Autónoma-México): Property concepts in Cora (Uto-Aztecan)
Enrique L. Palancar (U Autónoma-Querétaro): Property concepts in Otomi
Discussion and break
Thomas C. Smith Stark (C México): Property concepts in San Baltasar Chichicapan Zapotec
Rosa María Rojas (INAH-México): Hacia la categorización léxica de los conceptos de propiedad en el zapoteco de Santa Ana
del Valle, Oaxaca
Ausencia López Cruz (Inst Ntl Anthro & His-México): Adjectives in San Pablo Güilá Zapotec
Alejandra Capistrán G. (U Autónoma Metro-Iztapalapa): Words functioning as adjectives in Tarascan
Discussion and break
Roberto Zavala Maldonado (CIESAS-México/U TX-Austin): Adjectives in Olutec (Mixean)
Valentín Peralta Ramirez (Ntl Sch Anthro & His-México): Conceptos de propiedad en el Náhuatl de Amanalco, Tetzcoco,
Edo. de México
Paulette Levy (U Ntl Autónoma-México): Resultatives in Papantla Totonac
Concluding discussion
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56

Chair: David Rood (U CO-Boulder)
Room: Independence East
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40
5:00
5:20
5:40
6:00

Marianne Milligan (U WI-Madison): Prosodic edge marking in Menominee
Siri Tuttle (AK Native Lang Ctr): Contour segments & fortition in Tanacross Athabaskan
Darin M. Howe (U Calgary): Segmental features in Heiltsuk tone
Ian Maddieson (UC-Berkeley) & Caroline Smith (U NM): Acoustic phonetic studies of Yurok
Patricia A. Shaw (U BC) & Ramona E. McDowell (U BC): Competing strategies for resolution of gestural conflicts in
Montana Salish retraction
Discussion and break
Jeff Good (U Pittsburgh): A sketch of Atsugewi phonology
Ginger Pizer (U TX-Austin): Syllables, stress, & alignment: Sierra Miwok verbs without templates
Mizuki Miyashita (U MO/U KS): Asymmetry to symmetry: Gap-filling vowel shift in Tohono O’odham
Philip LeSourd (IN U): Stress assignment & vowel elision in Meskwaki
Richard A. Rhodes (UC-Berkeley/PDLMA): Ongoing sound change in Sayula Popoluca
Harriett E. M. Klein (U Stony Brook-SUNY) & Marianne L. Borroff (U Stony Brook-SUNY): Hiatus resolution in Toba
Concluding discussion

Thursday, 8 January
Evening
Discourse
Chair: TBA
Room: Independence West
7:00
7:20
7:40
8:00
8:20
8:40

40
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Anna Berge (U AK/AK Native Lang Ctr): A preliminary look at Aleut metaphor
Marcia Haag (U OK): Morphological constraints on metaphor construction: Evidence from Choctaw & Cherokee
Meghan O’Donnell (U AZ): A psycholinguistic study of Navajo yiLucy Thomason (Smithsonian Institution): Two proximates per clause in Meskwaki
Liliana Sanchez (Rutgers U): Convergence in tense, aspect, & evidentiality among Quechua-Spanish bilinguals
Robin Shoaps (UCLA): Conditionals & moral reasoning in Sakapultek (Mayan) discourse
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Friday, 9 January
Morning
Otomanguean

Languages

1:

Syntax

58

Room: Independence West
Organizer:

George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY)

The papers in Sessions 58 and 62 explore the syntactic and phonological properties of several languages of the Otomanguean family,
most of them belonging to the Zapotec subfamily. Zapotec languages are spoken by as many as 250,000 people in Oaxaca, Mexico,
and by large numbers of immigrants to other parts of Mexico and to the United States. Estimates by the Summer Institute of
Linguistics suggest that there may be as many as 54 distinct languages in this family, most of which are endangered and
understudied.
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

John Foreman (UCLA): Subjects in Macuiltianguis Zapotec
George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY): Parallel structures & the syntax of auxiliaries in San Dionicio Ocotepec
Zapotec
Brooke Danielle Lillehaugen (UCLA): Modified body parts are not prepositions
Heriberto Avelino (UCLA), John Foreman (UCLA), Pamela Munro (UCLA), & Aaron H. Sonnenschein (USC): Covert
subjects in Zapotecan
Discussion and break
Michael Galant (UCLA): San Lucas Quiaviní Zapotec ru’: Evidence for two more’s in English
Aaron H. Sonnenschein (USC): A processing approach to VSO languages exemplified by data from Zoogocho Zapotec
Søren Wichmann (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig/U Copenhagen): Tlapanec as an active-stative language
Discussion

Inflection

and

Derivation

59

Chair: Douglas Parks (IN U)
Room: Independence East
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Eliane Camargo (CELIA-CNRS/IRD, France): Aspect & tense in Wayana: Morphology & semantics (Cariban)
Marlene Socorro Sánchez (U Zulia, Venezuela): Una exploración preliminar de raíces & temas en la morfología verbal
baniva
José Álvarez (U Zulia, Venezuela): Theme suffixes in the verbal morphology of Guajiro/Wayuunaiki
Luis Oquendo (U Zulia, Venezuela): Morfología derivacional o inflexiva en las lenguas caribes amerindias
Discussion and break
Mercedes Q. Hinkson (NW Indian C): Salish lexical suffixes: Four principles of semantic extension
Toshihide Nakayama (Tokyo U Foreign Studies): On the 'governing' vs 'restrictive' distinction in Nuuchahnulth lexical
suffixes
John Stonham (U Newcastle upon Tyne, UK): Templatic forms of the plural in Nuuchahnulth
Willem J. de Reuse (U N TX): A phonological template for Western Apache verb prefixation
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Afternoon

60

Genetic and Areal Research
Chair: Victor Golla (Humboldt SU/UC-Davis)
Room: Independence West
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20

John E. McLaughlin (UT SU): Modeling factors of chance & 'Amerind'
Lisa Conathan (UC-Berkeley): A brief overview of linguistic variation in indigenous northwestern California
Ives Goddard (Smithsonian Institution): The indigenous languages of the Southeast
Omar González Ñáñez (U Andes, Venezuela): Languages & language names for Maipuran Arawakan peoples of the Upper
Rio Negro Region of South America
Veronica Grondona (E MI U): Indigenous languages of Argentina: Whence & whither?

Grammatical

Categories

and

Semantic

Classifications

61

Chair: Pamela Munro (UCLA)
Room: Independence East
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Paul D. Kroeber (IN U): Predicative PPs in Salish
Stephen A. Marlett (SIL Intl/U ND): Postpositions in Seri
Eve Ng (Macalester C): Syntactic function & the determination of Algonquian word classes
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser U) & Mercedes Q. Hinkson (NW Indian C): Conceptualizing the Salish world: Evidence
from numeral classifiers
Ronald P. Schaefer (S IL U-Edwardsville) & Francis O. Egbokhare: Ontological types in verbal classifier systems
Juliette Blevins (UC-Berkeley): Verbs classes in Yurok
Wallace Chafe (UC-Santa Barbara): Do all languages have adjectives?
Ardis Eschenberg (U Buffalo-SUNY/NE Indian Community C/UmoNhoN Nation Pub Sch): Aktionsart, transitivity, & the
function of wa- in Omaha
Michael Barrie (U Toronto): Oneida nouns

Otomanguean

Languages

2:

Phonology

62

Room: Independence West
Organizer:
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY)

Natalie Operstein (UCLA): Zaniza Zapotec phonology: Synchronic & historical aspects
Rosemary Beam de Azcona (UC-Berkeley): Two kinds of tonal morphology associated with the potential aspect in CoatlánLoxicha Zapotec
Lisa Diane Bennett (UC-Berkeley) & Emily E. Kidder (U AZ): Tone & stress in Choapan Zapotec & Yucatec Maya
George Aaron Broadwell (U Albany-SUNY) & Michael Parrish Key (U Albany-SUNY): Pied-piping with inversion in
Copala Trique
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Morning
Grammatical

63

Relations

Chair: Roberto Zavala Maldonaldo (CIESAS-México/U TX-Austin)
Room: Independence West
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20

Rolando Félix Armendériz (Rice U): Constituent order, focus, & grammatical relations in Warihío
Conor Quinn (Harvard U): Obliquehood & argument prominence in Penobscot
William F. Weigel (UC-Berkeley): Yokuts obliques
Jan Terje Faarlund (U Oslo): Person agreement in Chiapas Zoque
Catherine O’Connor (Boston U) & Amy Rose Deal (Brandeis U): Case marking & clause type in Nez Perce: A corpus
study of animacy & discourse dimensions

Language

Documentation

and

Revitalization

64

Chair: Leanne Hinton (UC-Berkeley)
Room: Independence East
9:00
9:20
9:40
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Anna Berge (U AK/AK Native Lang Ctr) & Gary Holton (U AK/AK Native Lang Ctr): Community language
documentation: Collaborative approaches to fieldwork with Alaskan languages
Michal Brody (U TX-Austin): Meandering toward a common alphabet: Truce, tolerance, & the unique case of Yucatec Maya
Cathy Moser Marlett (SIL Intl/U ND) & Stephen A. Marlett (SIL Intl/U ND): Principles guiding the choice of illustrations
for the Seri dictionary
Juliette Blevins (UC-Berkeley) & Monica V. Arellano (Muwekma Ohlone Tribe Lang Cte): Chochenyo language
revitalization: A first report
Discussion and break
Susan J. Blake, (U BC), Ulrich Teucher (U BC), & Larry Grant (Musqueam First Nation): Meanings of Musqueam
personal names: The Capilano tradition
William J. Poser (U Penn): The Barkerville Jail Text: The earliest known Carrier text
Roy Wright-Tekastiaks (Marlboro C): Acceptability judgment & extrinsic rule ordering in a missionary grammar
David L. Shaul (Venito Garcia Lib & Archives, Tohono O'odham Nation): Language teaching as a data source for
pragmatics: An O’odham example

The Expression of 'Path':

65

Part 1

Room: Independence West
Organizer:

Colette Grinevald (U Lyon 2/CNRS)

This session on the typological diversity of the expression of 'path' in Amerindian languages considers specifically the expression of
the origin and the end point of a trajectory, and the grammatical means to express them (adpositions, relational nouns, preverbs and
other verbal affixes, directionals) in relation to the lexical meaning of verbs. Included is a discussion of the elements of the
path/trajectory categorized by the language, beyond those two points, like directionality and view point (or perspective).
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40

Colette Grinevald (U Lyon 2/CNRS): A typological approach to the expression of 'path': A descriptive strategy & a
Jakaltek-Popti’ case study
Loretta O’Connor (Max Planck Inst-Nijmegen/UC-Santa Barbara): Elaboration of path shape in Lowland Chontal
David J. Weber (CILTA, Peru/SIL Intl/U ND): Site of attachment in Quechua & Bora
Marie-Lucie Tarpent (Mt St Vincent U): Traveling in Tsimshianic waters: The role of the directional proclitics
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Saturday, 10 January
Afternoon

Business Meeting
Chair: Pamela Munro (UCLA)
Room: Independence West
Time: 12:15 - 1:30 PM
The Expression of 'Path':

66

Part 2

Room: Independence West
Organizer:
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Colette Grinevald (U Lyon2/CNRS)

Connie Dickinson (Max Planck Inst-Nijmegen): The expression of 'path' in Tsafiki
Timothy Montler (U N TX): Klallam paths
Eduardo Rivail Ribeiro (U Chicago/Anthro Mus-UFG): Direction & evidentiality in Karajá
Ana María Ospina Bozzi (U Cartagena, Colombia): The expression of path in Yuhup Makú
Discussion and break
Jürgen Bohnemeyer (U Buffalo-SUNY): When going means becoming gone: Framing motion as state change in Yukatek
Maya
Fernando Zúñiga (U Leipzig): The expression of 'path' in Mapudungun
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser U): Applicatives & end points in Halkomelem
General discussion

Language Change:

Borrowing, Re-analysis, and Creation

67

Chair: Akira Yamamoto (U KS)
Room: Independence East
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40

Catherine A. Callaghan (OH SU): Yokuts & Utian pronouns: Deep genetic relationship?
Laura Buszard-Welcher (Wayne SU): The grammaticalization of obviation in Central Algonquian
Eugene Buckley (U Penn): The origin of a crazy rule: [du] in the Southern Pomoan group
Jason D. Haugen (U AZ): Survey of noun incorporation in Uto-Aztecan
Martha Macri (UC-Davis): Nahua lexical borrowings into Yucatecan & Ch’olan languages
Eve Danziger (U VA): Polysemy or monosemy? Evidence from proto-Yucatecan kinship
John P. Boyle (U Chicago): A morphological reanalysis in Hidatsa
Patience Epps (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig/U VA): From ‘wood’ to future tense: Nominal origins of the future construction in
Hup
Alyse Neundorf (U NM-Gallup): Creating new Navajo verbs
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Sunday, 11 January
Morning

Mayan

Language

Acquisition

Studies

68

Room: Independence West
Organizer:

Clifton Pye (U KS)

Over the past five years, the four of us have begun a collaborative study of language acquisition within the Mayan context. Each of
us has collected longitudinal samples of child language in four Mayan communities representing three of the four major branches of
the Mayan language family. We are developing a new approach to the study of language acquisition--applying the comparative method
to developmental data. The comparative method allows us to address theoretical issues that would be impossible to approach
adequately with acquisition data from a single language. It also provides more precise descriptions of developments within each
individual language.
This session demonstrates the comparative approach through an analysis of the development of cross-referencing in the four languages.
Mayan languages have a basic ergative pattern of argument cross-referencing on the verb. Transitive verbs have ergative prefixes crossreferencing the subject and absolutive affixes that cross-reference the direct object while intransitive verbs use absolutive affixes to
cross-reference the subject. K’iche’ and Tzeltal adhere closest to this pattern although the absolutive morphemes are suffixes in Tzeltal
and prefixes in K’iche’. The absolutive morphemes sometimes appear as prefixes in Tzotzil and sometimes as suffixes. Yukatek
'splits' subject cross-referencing for intransitive verbs on the basis of aspect. Perfective and subjunctive intransitive verbs use the
absolutive markers, but imperfective intransitive verbs use the ergative markers. We present acquisition data on each language and
analyze the common and distinct developmental patterns the children exhibit. The basic strategy is to look at variability in order and
form and relate these to variability in order of children’s acquisition of the morphemes as well as to their error patterns.
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20

Barbara Pfeiler (U Yúcatan): Introduction to the languages, methodology, & subjects
Penelope Brown (Max Planck Inst-Nijmegen): Development of ergative cross-referencing
Lourdes de León (CIESAS-Sureste, México): Development of absolutive cross-referencing
Clifton Pye (U KS): Summary & discussion
Discussion
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Thursday, 8 Janua r y

Plenary Address
Grand Ballroom
8:30 - 9:30 PM

The syntax-discourse interface:

Processing ellipsis

Lyn Frazier
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
How do perceivers parse and interpret elided constituents (silence)? There is a long standing debate in the linguistic literature about
whether syntactic 'reconstruction' is required for an elided constituent (e.g. the elided VP in Max laughed. Tina did [ ] too.) or whether a
purely semantic or discourse account will suffice. We present several experimental studies of VP ellipsis and sluicing which were
designed to investigate the interplay of syntax and discourse in processing ellipsis.
We use the results of the studies to argue that the syntactic and discourse systems differ not only in terms of their vocabulary, the
kinds of structures implicated, and their characteristic domains but also in terms of their salience properties: Recently encountered
material, material low in the syntactic tree, is most salient in the syntax whereas material that is part of the 'main assertion', typically
material high in the syntactic tree, is most salient in the discourse representation. We also argue that spelling out the interplay of the
syntactic and discourse systems in processing ellipsis may help us to understand certain contrasts when sluicing may violate island
constraints and when it may not.
Overall the results favor syntactic approaches to ellipsis. However, it is well-known that syntactic accounts of ellipsis undergenerate:
They permit ellipsis only in circumstances where a syntactically parallel antecedent is available. But clearly ellipsis sometimes takes
place when no syntactically-appropriate antecedent is available. Recent 'mixed' or hybrid accounts of ellipsis claim that the type of
antecedent that is required, syntactic or only semantic, depends on the type of discourse coherence relation at issue. Preliminary
evidence suggests that these accounts are also inadequate and that the best approach to the undergeneration problem may involve
alterations of the antecedent at LF.

Lyn Frazier (PhD, U CT, 1978) is a professor in the Department of Linguistics at U-MA-Amherst. She is interested in how the
grammar is mentally represented and used in adult language comprehension. With her long-term collaborators, C. Clifton and K.
Rayner of the Department of Psychology, she has developed and tested experimentally various theories of syntactic processing. She
has co-edited Language acquisition and language processing (with De Villiers) and Perspectives on sentence processing (with Clifton &
Rayner); co-authored a book on processing adjuncts, Construal, (with Clifton); and published a monograph on semantic processing,
On sentence interpretation. She is co-editor of the Kluwer series Studies in Theoretical Psycholinguistics. Her current research
examines the interface of syntax with prosody, funded by an NSF grant (with Clifton), and the interface of syntax and discourse, funded
by an NIH grant on ellipsis (with Clifton). She also holds a grant on eye-movements during reading (with Rayner).
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Plenary Address
Grand Ballroom
12:30 - 1:30 PM

Moving on
Morris Halle
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
It was proposed in Halle, Vaux, and Wolfe 2000 that the universal set of phonetic features includes, besides the generally acknowledged
binary features, six unary features which assign designated articulator (DA) status to one of the six articulators (movable portions) of
the vocal tract.! (The traditional distinctions of consonants as labial, velar, labio-velar etc. reflect distinctions in DA).! It was also
argued there that every phoneme has a DA, and that the DA of all vowels is the tongue body (dorsal).! We suggest here that in addition
to the tongue body, front vowels have a second DA, i.e. the tongue blade (coronal).
We show that given the assumptions above, a simple account becomes available for the interesting class of phenomena where
consonants undergo changes in their designate articulator in the environment of front vowels.! Included in this class are various kinds
of velar palatalization or softening such as the /k~s/ alternations in English electri[k]-electri[c]ity, as well as the more opaque
alternations of Kiowa (Harbour 2003). All these cases can be shown to be straightforward instances of feature spreading (assimilation).
We conclude with remarks about the implications of these results for the theory of phonology.
References
Halle, Morris, Bert Vaux, and Andrew Wolfe. 2000. 'On feature spreading and the representation of place of articulation'. Linguistic
Inquiry 31: 387-444.
Harbour, Daniel. 2003.! 'Notes on Kiowa phontactics'.! Unpublished paper.
Morris Halle, Professor of Linguistics Emeritus, MIT; President, LSA 1974, has worked on problems in phonology, broadly
conceived, ranging from the acoustic and articulatory properties of speech to the theoretical bases of the field.! A significant portion of
his work has concerned phonetic universals (the features), the nature of rules, and the prosodic structures underlying stress and accent.!
The results of Halle's theoretical studies have been illustrated and defended in detailed accounts of aspects of the phonologies of
individual languages, in particular, of English and Russian, and in a reconstruction of the accentual system of the IE proto-language.
Halle has also contributed to the development of the theory of distributed morphology and to the elucidation of the nature of metrical
verse.!
Representative Publications
(with R. Jakobson and C. G. M. Fant). 1952. 'Preliminaries to speech analysis'. Technical Report No. 13, MIT Acoustics
Laboratory.
Boston: MIT Press, 58pp. Fifth printing 1963.
(with N. Chomsky). 1968/1991. The sound pattern of English. New York: Harper and Row, 1968; Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
1991.
(with A. Marantz)1993.! 'Distributed morphology and the pieces of inflection'.! K. Hale and S. J. Keyser, eds., The view from
building
20:! Essays in linguistics in honor of Sylvain Bromberger; 111-76. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
1997. 'On stress and accent in Indo-European'. Language! 73: 275-313.
2002. From memory to speech and back: Papers on phonetics and phonology 1954-2002. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.
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Plenary Address
Grand Ballroom
7:30 - 8:30 PM

Three factors in language design:

Background and prospects

Noam Chomsky
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
From the 'biolinguistic perspective' that was taking shape 50 years ago, the central object of inquiry is the faculty of language FL and
its states, I(nternal)-languages, in effect 'organs of the body' on a par with other such subsystems. We can distinguish several factors
that enter into fixing these states: (1) the genetic endowment that determines the initial state S 0 , (2) the external events interpreted as
linguistic experience, and (3) general properties of organic systems. Research within this framework has generally focused on the first
two: on theories of I-languages (grammars) and of S0 (UG), which can be construed abstractly as a mapping of experience to Ilanguage. Early efforts took universal grammar (UG) to be a format for rule systems of various kinds. The primary task, then, was to
restrict the format sufficiently so that instantiation becomes feasible under realistic conditions. From about 1960, one leading
tendency sought to extract from rule systems general principles that could be attributed to UG, reducing the residue to be fixed by
experience. These efforts crystallized about 25 years ago in the principles and parameters (P&P) approach, which regarded rules and
constructions in the earlier sense (in part adapted from traditional grammar) as only taxonomic artifacts, taking S 0 to be a system of
invariant principles, with a finite array of options fixed by experience, yielding I-languages. Right or wrong, the approach opened the
way to an unusually rich period of empirical research in typologically varied languages and deepening of theory, also revitalizing the
study of language acquisition and other related areas. It also suggested that it might now be realistic to inquire more seriously into
factors of type 3. An extreme thesis (the strong minimalist thesis, SMT) would be that FL is an optimal solution to a condition that
I-languages must satisfy to be usable at all: generating internal objects (expressions) that are interpretable by systems with which FL
interacts, interface systems that relate expressions to language-external (but in part organism-internal) events. Adapting the traditional
conception of language as a system with sound and meaning, there are two interface systems--sensorimotor (SM) and conceptualintentional (CI): An I-language generates expressions interpretable at these interfaces and, insofar as SMT holds, in an optimal way.
Inquiry into these questions (the minimalist program) seeks to go beyond the question of what I-languages are (descriptive adequacy of
grammars) and the much harder question of how they take form (explanatory adequacy of UG) to why they have the character they do.
Its task is to clarify language-independent concepts of optimal computation and to determine to what extent they can enable us to
ground, or eliminate, properties attributed to UG in the investigation of 1 and 2. We review some of avenues that have been explored
in this endeavor, the results achieved, and the quandaries that arise.
Noam Chomsky is Professor (retired) in the Department of Linguistics and Philosophy at MIT, where he has been on the faculty
since 1955. He is the author of many books and articles on problems of linguistics, philosophy, and other topics. Among his more
recent books are The minimalist program (1995), New horizons in the study of language and mind (2000), and On nature and language
(2002). Some recent critical discussion of his work in these areas appears in Chomsky and his critics (ed. by Louise Antony and
Norbert Hornstein, 2003).
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Language predispositions that persist beyond critical periods
for language acquisition
Judy Kegl
University of Southern Maine
Language is an extremely resilient human capacity that expresses itself fully even under adverse conditions such as limited cognitive
capacities, nonnative language models, or lack of access to auditory and/or visual modalities. Numerous studies have addressed the
independence of the first language acquisition process from the tangible linguistic input to that process. However, there is a lower
boundary on what constitutes sufficient input to the first language acquisition process, and there are humans with language-ready
brains that nonetheless can fail to acquire language. We focus upon such individuals after they finally come in contact with language
input.
We assume the nativist premise that all human children are born with language-ready brains capable of creating language and
recognizing language-relevant evidence in the environment. In the absence of language-relevant evidence, however, the language-ready
brain fails to engage in the first language acquisition process. Our research in Nicaragua shows that language-relevant evidence need
not be language. We review those findings here, but our focus is on those cases where language as we know it has failed to emerge.
Several essential components of the language acquisition process are proposed: (1) sensitivity to prosody and sequencing that leads
acquirers to attend to language-relevant input; (2) awareness of one’s ability to copy certain language-relevant stimuli and a tendency
to attempt to copy such stimuli; (3) an innate set of language expectations that drive, direct, and supplement the first language
acquisition process (Chomsky’s I-language); and (4) a drive to match the output of one’s first language acquisition process to already
existing target languages available in the environment (Chomsky’s E-language).
Evidence from the emergence and nonemergence of language in Nicaragua supports the hypothesis that only the innate language
expectations in 3 are critical-period bound. The behavior of adult language isolates who subsequently come in contact with language
reveals that components 1 and 2 remain in force, and, while the press to match the language around them central to component 4
remains, in the absence of 3, the capacity to do so is typically lost. The rare cases that succeed offer us yet another insight into the
nature of language.
Approximating a target language (E-language) after the innate capacity to do so has waned requires an algorithmic-like, explicitly
tutored, learning of the rules of grammar. First language acquisition within the critical periods is blind to general intelligence and
cognitive prowess, and native adult language production is virtually effortless. In contrast, late-learning draws heavily upon general
intellectual resources. As a result, the language production of late-learners is effortful and highly vulnerable to any increases in
cognitive load. We argue that the infrastructure that supports late approximation to E-language is not the same language organ that
creates I-language anew in the young child.
Judy Kegl (MA, Brown U, 1975; PhD, MIT, 1985) currently holds the position of full professor in the Linguistics Department at
the U S ME, where she directs the Signed Language Research Laboratory and coordinates the ASL/English Interpreting track of the
linguistics major. She also holds certifications in ASL/English interpreting from the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc., and
the National Association of the Deaf. She has held teaching appointments in linguistics and psychology at Hampshire C,
Northeastern U, Princeton U, and Swarthmore C as well as a research position at The Center for Molecular and Behavioral
Neuroscience at Rutgers U. She served for several years as the chair of the LSA Advisory Committee on Social and Political
Concerns Committee and is currently serving as member-at-large to the Steering Committee of Section Z (Linguistics and Language
Science) of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Kegl’s research on syntax and aphasia in both signed and
spoken languages has been funded by both the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation. Her most recent
NSF-funded project focuses upon her unique opportunity over the past 17 years to directly observe and document the emergence of a
signed language in Nicaragua.
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Abstracts of Regular Papers

Barbara Abbott (Michigan State University)
Indicative vs subjunctive conditionals

Session 14

Some current analyses of indicative conditionals hold that they should receive essentially the same analysis as subjunctives--roughly,
true if and only if in the closest possible world(s) where the antecedent is true, the consequent is also true (Stalnaker 1975, Lycan
2001, von Fintel & Iatridou 2002). We argue instead that while subjunctive conditionals are about a hypothetical world, indicatives
are always about the actual world. Consider the crank Snodgrass, who writes us many letters which we routinely ignore. Recently an
issue arose, and many people, including Snodgrass, wrote in. Most letters were under five pages long, and all those were answered. A
few, including Snodgrass's, were more than five pages. Snodgrass called to see if his letter had been answered. Our truthful reply: "If
your letter was under five pages, it was answered". There is a sharp contrast between the true indicative conditional above and the
subjunctive version: "If your letter had been under five pages, it would have been answered". As noted, we never answer letters from
Snodgrass. Analyses of indicatives which only consider worlds in which the antecedent is true cannot distinguish these two cases and
wrongly evaluate the first as false like the second.
Michael Aceto (East Carolina University)
Kokoy: Dominica's third creole language

Session 46

Kokoy, an English-derived creole language spoken on Dominica, an island in the Eastern Caribbean which is one of several
Anglophone islands in the Eastern Caribbean that were previously controlled by the French until as late as the 19th century.! Two
additional creoles are also spoken on this island: an older French-derived creole called Kwéyòl and a more recent intermediate Englishderived variety sometimes identified as Dominican Creolized English.! Kokoy, however, is related to immigration in the 19th century
from mostly Antigua and Montserrat.! Nonlocal workers were brought in to work fruit plantations after emancipation, and these
immigrants formed enclave communities mostly in the towns of Wesley and Marigot.! Kokoy provides glimpses into the nature of
19th-century English-derived creole varieties spoken in the Eastern Caribbean since this ethnic group is a minority among the general
Dominican population; even today these communities are somewhat isolated from historical and general cultural developments. We
presents unique data derived from approximately 12 hours of audio tapes based on fieldwork recorded over several weeks.! For example,
the progressive aspectual marker is exclusively e, which results in utterances such as mi e nyam 'I'm eating'. Furthermore, the
relative past marker in this variety is exclusively mi, not bin, 'di(d)', or woz as are found in other Caribbean varieties.! Kokoy forms
and structures suggest strongly that the historical nexus of the Anglophone Eastern Caribbean was different from that of the Western
Caribbean, which has related but often different forms.
Dany Adone (Heinrich Heine University-Düsseldorf)
Creole passives

Session 45

We investigate passive constructions in creoles and argue that the similarities between creole passives and children's passives are not
coincidental. First, we analyze the passive constructions in three creole grammars--Morisyen, Seselwa, and Kriol of Australia. Three
types of passive constructions are distinguished here--verbal, adjectival, and the periphrastic passive (get-passive in English, genypassive in Morisyen and Seselwa, git-passive in Kriol). Second, we discuss the results of the L1 acquisition studies of both noncreole
and creole languages (English, Dutch, Seselwa, Morisyen, and Kriol). One of the most important results of the acquisition data shows
that verbal passive is understood as early as age 3 in these creoles in spite of the fact that there is no overt passive morphology. This
finding together with other acquisition findings--see Verrips for Dutch (1996), van der Lely for English (1996), and Eisenbeiss for
German (2002)--directly supports the view that children make use of universal options at the beginning of acquisition, that is, they
start with passive without passive morphology. Finally, we explore the implications of these findings for creole genesis.
Adam Albright (University of California-Santa Cruz)
The emergence of the marked: Root-domain markedness constraints in Lakhota

Session 13

It is frequently observed that privileged positions, such as roots or stressed syllables, license more marked structures than other
positions.! In optimality theory (OT), this is attributed to special faithfulness constraints protecting privileged positions; elsewhere
these constraints are inapplicable, and markedness constraints demand less marked structures (the emergence of the unmarked).! We
show that Lakhota displays the opposite pattern: Roots contain less marked structures than nonroot material.! Lakhota generally bans
closed syllables, but codas may arise in three circumstances.! First, a few function words end in sonorants or voiceless obstruents:!
[ma'hel], [i'sam],! [e'ni ], etc.! In addition, several clitics have reduced forms that create codas: /juha-pi/
[juhap], /juha-ki/
[juhak], /lowã-pi/ [lowãm].! Finally, reduplicants may have codas, provided they are sonorants or voiceless obstruents: [t e.pe]
[t ep.t e.pe], [ka. e] [kax.ka. e], [t i.k'a-la] [t ik.t i.k'a-la].! The same set of codas appears in several contexts, indicating that
it is not accidental.! Positing separate faithfulness constraints for reduplicants and functional elements would be redundant, and
contradicts the observation that roots are usually more faithful (Alderete 2001).! The most straightfoward analysis is that Lakhota does
allow codas (MAX-IO(C) >> *Coda), but a special Root Structure Constraint bans them in roots (*CodaROOT >> MAX-IO(C)).!
Similar facts from other languages show that RSCs are descriptively necessary in OT.
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José Álvarez (University of Zulia, Venezuela)
Theme suffixes in the verbal morphology of Guajiro/Wayuunaiki

Session 59

We argue that the notion of theme suffix is crucial for the correct understanding of the verbal system of Guajiro/Wayuunaiki, an
Arawakan language spoken by some 350,000 people in Venezuela and Colombia. Although first introduced by Ehrman 1972, this
notion is never used in other descriptions of the language (Mújica 1969, Jusayú 1975, Mansen & Mansen 1984, Olza & Jusayú 1986,
Mosonyi & Mosonyi 2000). Theme suffixes, with a common CV shape (-ta, -ja, -la, -na), exhibit the following behavior: (1) They
are disproportionately distributed in active and stative verbs. (2) They distinguish between active and stative verbs with a common
root. (3) They are excluded from reduplication. (4) They are replaced or accumulated by a morphological process to indicate second
gradation of the verb. (5) Only their vowels are affected by the process of mutation a>ü. (6) They appear obligatorily in active verbs
based on Spanish loanwords. When a theme suffix exhibits a long vowel, this is generally the consequence of morphological
lengthening to indicate intransitivity, progressive, or third gradation. The concatenation of roots, theme suffixes, and other suffixes
may trigger phonological processes creating sizeable allomorphy. The theme suffixes of Wayuunaiki partially contrast with the theme
vowels in Latin and derived languages, which are true cases of empty morphs (Aronoff 1994), morphs with a phonetic shape not
contributing in a detectable way to the meaning of the word. Probably other Arawakan languages exhibit similar theme suffixes, as
seems to be the case in Warekena (Aikhenvald 1998).
Catherine Anderson (Northwestern University)
The price of inverse scope: Processing evidence for scope economy

Session 20

An ambiguous doubly-quantified sentence (1a) can be disambiguated to the surface-scope interpretation by a following VP-ellipsis
sentence (1b) (Sag 1976, Williams 1977, Fox 2000):
(1)
a. A climber scaled every cliff.
b. The coach did, too.
Fox 2000 attributes the disambiguating effect of 1b to the interaction of scope economy (SE) and scope parallelism (SP). SE prevents
the universal quantifier in 1b from undergoing quantifier raising (QR) since the resulting interpretation would not be distinct from the
non-QR interpretation. SP therefore requires that the universal in 1a not be QRed. We present psycholinguistic evidence from a selfpaced reading study testing these claims. Results show that assigning an inverse-scope interpretation to 1a has some processing cost,
presumably due to the additional grammatical complexity of the inverse-scope representation. However, the data show no evidence of
processing difficulty at 1b when it followed the ambiguous 1a, even when perceivers interpret 1a with inverse scope. This result could
be problematic for scope economy unless perceivers have failed to revise their initial semantic commitment upon encountering
subsequent syntactic information, as has been found in other garden-path structures (Christiansen et al. 2001).
Rolando Félix Armendériz (Rice University)
Constituent order, focus, & grammatical relations in Warihío

Session 63

Warihío is a member of the Sonoran branch of the Uto-Aztecan family. Langacker 1977 proposed an SOV order for Proto-UtoAztecan. One language of the southern branch, Nahuatl, is V initial. Another northern language, Ute, with many grammaticalized
features of an SOV language, now has a flexible order for many marked constructions (Givón 1980, 2001). Warihío has flexible order
in the sense that more than one sequence of S, V, O, and IO are possible. Miller 1984 considers Warihío to be in the process of
changing from an SOV to an SVO language, and Barreras 2000 proposed a change from SOV to VSO. We, rather, describe Warihío as
a language with a pragmatically based flexible order with some strongly grammaticalized features of an SOV language such as verbal
suffixes, postpositions, and a final copula. Most of the correlations and implications given by Greenberg 1966 are inapplicable in this
case. Warihío has no case marking for nominals and only two sets of personal pronouns, one form for subjects and other form for O,
IO, possesors, reflexives, and subjects of subordinates clauses. This language is similar to Cayuga, Ngandi, and Coos, described as
pragmatically based languages (Mithun 1992), in the sense that all ordering reflects pragmatics considerations, and they are Focus
initial. What is most interesting is that languages of this type often have full sets of obligatory bounded pronouns, feature absent in
Warihío. Since these pronouns actually bear the primary grammatical relations in these languages, its absence in a pragmatically
based language as Warihío challenges the identification of grammatical relations.
Vanessa Armoogum (University of Paris 8)
Copula in Mauritian Creole

Session 45

"
In Mauritian Creole, an SVO language, tense-mood-aspect (TMA) markers are morphologically marked separately from the copula or
lexical verbs:
(1)
mari ti
al lakaz
Mary PAST go home
'Mary went home.'
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The copula cannot appear in copulative sentences:
(2)
mari ti dokt_r
Mary PAST doctor
'Mary was a doctor.'
In some cases, the copula ete in predicative copulative constructions in past tense is obligatory:
(3)
a. mari ti ete
b. *mari ti __
Mary PAST (be)
' Mary was there.'
Example 3b can be rendered grammatical either in adding ete or laba, e.g. 4:
(4)
mari ti laba
Mary PAST there
'Mary was there.'
In 3 and 4, it follows that the TMA cannot be the rightmost element of a clause. Thus, when we cannot have another predicate
available, ete can be used as a predicate with the meaning of 'there' as a last resort, e.g. 3a. The same constraint, namely the
impossibility for the TMA to be at the end of a clause, is observed in wh- questions formed from copulative sentences:
(5)
a. kot
mari ti ete
b. *kot
mari ti __
where Mary PAST (be)
'Where was Mary?'
Copulative wh- questions can also be formulated as in 6:
(6)
kot
ti
mari
where PAST Mary
'Where was Mary?'
In the present tense, the copula is absent in simple predicative construction, e.g. 7 and in wh- questions, e.g. 8:
(7)
mari dokt_r
(8)
kot mari
Mary doctor
where Mary
'Mary is a doctor.'
'Where is Mary?'
The copula can appear optionally in wh- questions, along 8, we can find 9:
(9)
kot
mari ete
where Mary be
'Where is Mary?'
Ash Asudeh (Stanford University)
A puzzle about resumption & relational nouns

Session 12

Relational nouns can have bound readings, and resumptive pronouns are just a specific kind of bound pronoun. The puzzle is: Why
can relational nouns not be resumptive? It is highlighted by a well-known variety of variable-free semantics where pronouns and
relational noun phrases are identical both in category and in type. We demonstrate that the puzzle also arises for variable-based
semantics. We offer a solution through new variable-free analyses of relational nouns and resumptive pronouns in glue semantics for
LFG. Relational nouns and resumptive pronouns are bound using the usual LFG binding mechanisms. The analysis of resumptives
crucially treats resumptive pronouns in terms of linear logic, the resource logic that underlies glue semantics: A resumptive pronoun
is a perfectly ordinary pronoun that constitutes a surplus resource; this surplus resource requires the presence of a resumptive-licensing
resource consumer, a 'manager resource'. Manager resources properly distinguish between resumptive pronouns and bound relational
nouns, based on differences between them at the level of semantic structure. The solution is considered with respect to the hypothesis
of direct compositionality. It is argued that a directly compositional version of the theory is possible and its implications for direct
compositionality are considered.
Heriberto Avelino (University of California-Los Angeles)
Phonetics & phonology of nonmodal phonation in Yalálag Zapotec

Session 19

One remarkable feature of Otomanguean languages is the use of contrastive laryngeal activity in vowels. Previous descriptive studies
of Zapotecan languages suggest that there are at least three contrastive phonation types--modal, breathy, and creaky voices. We present
a phonetic analysis of the modal, 'checked' and 'rearticulated' vowels of YZ and conclude that only the rearticulated type should be
considered a nonmodal phonation type, whereas the checked type is a sequence of a modal vowel followed by glottal stop. We present
evidence showing that the implementation of creaky voice in rearticulated vowels is not steady through the entire vowel but is
constrained to its middle portion. In support of this claim we present the results of an acoustic study including durational
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properties and several measures of spectral tilt (H1-H2, H1-A1, H1-A3) calculated at three intervals within the vowel. We claim that
the timing of nonmodal phonation in YZ is organized is such a way as to guarantee the optimal production and perception of multiple
phonemic features that could otherwise contradict each other: tone and phonation. Thus, the regular voice quality provides a clear
auditory setting and sets the necessary acoustic conditions for the realization of steady frequencies.
Heriberto Avelino (University of California-Los Angeles)
John Foreman (University of California-Los Angeles)
Pamela Munro (University of California-Los Angeles)
Aaron H. Sonnenschein (University of Southern California)
Covert subjects in Zapotecan

Session 58

The Zapotec languages (part of the Otomanguean stock), spoken primarily in Oaxaca, have VSO word order with postnominal
genitives, as in 1, from the Sierra Juárez Zapotec language Macuiltianguis:
(1)
Reyuuni=nà
carru
què'=nì=à’.
hab.fix=3
car
of=3gen=dist
'Hei is repairing hisi/j car'
In the remarkable covert subject construction (first noted by Butler 1976), no subject appears following the verb, and the possessor is
interpreted as the sentence’s subject:
(2)
Reyuuni
carru
què'=nì=à'.
hab.fix car
of=3gen=dist
'Hei is repairing hisi car'
These languages are otherwise strictly non-pro-drop. In 2, crucially, the verb is transitive (this isn’t 'His car is being repaired'); the
object is not incorporated into the verb (this isn’t 'He car-fixes'); and the word order is not VOS. The possessor binds the covert
subject; unlike 1, 2 is not ambiguous. Although modern Valley Zapotec languages do not have covert subjects, the same structure is
documented in their Colonial Zapotec ancestor:
(3)
…c_àna xi_queñà=to…
irr_plow poss_land=2p
'…you are to plow your land…'
Doctrina de Feria (1567)
This typologically unprecedented construction (we know of no parallels), occurs in two modern branches of Zapotec--Northern, both
branches, and Southern (Black 2000)--and in an earlier form of a third branch--Colonial Valley. Something similar also occurs in
Chatino (Pride 1965), a higher level sister of Zapotec within Zapotecan. The odds against this extremely unusual construction being
independently innovated in so many places seem phenomenal. Thus, the covert subject construction is almost certainly reconstructable
for Proto-Zapotec and likely for Proto-Zapotecan.
Gülsat Aygen (Reed College)
How many manifestations of 'copula' can a language employ?

Session 9

Assuming that the copula is a predicational head without an event variable, we argue that there is only a null copula in Turkish and the
overt one is an auxiliary verb. Major pieces of evidence for the proposed analysis come from modal and counterfactual constructions in
Turkish and similar constructions in other Turkic languages (Tuvan, Kazakh, among others). The overt ol 'be' functions as an
auxiliary verb rather than a copula to carry the modal or the conditional morpheme, both of which are modal by nature. Considering
that epistemic modality feature is a necessary component of nominative case licensing (Aygen 2002/2003), these structures require an
aux support to carry the bound epistemic morpheme or the conditional. Furthermore, we draw attention to a major characteristic of
Turkic languages overlooked by linguists working exclusively on Modern Turkish: Kazak, Uighur, Tuvan, Altay, among others
employ a rich aux system with the cognate of ol 'be' , i.e. bol in Kazakh and Tuvan. To conclude, we argue that Turkish does not
employ overt copula(s). The overt 'be' ol is an Aux.
Peter Bakker (Aarhus University)
Bazaar Malay & Baba Malay: Is there a connection?

Session 54

Bazaar Malay is usually described as a pidginized form of Malay. The term is actually used for two sets of varieties of Malay--for the
varieties of colloquial Malay used by many people as a second language in and around Indonesia, and for the interethnic contact
language used between different ethnic groups in Malaysia, Singapore, and adjacent areas. In this study, we use linguistic information
on Bazaar Malay of the second kind, based mainly on military language guides from World War II. Baba Malay has been considered a
creolized version of pidgin Malay. Baba Malay is the first language of people of Chinese descent, mainly around the Malaka Straits.
A few linguistic studies have been published as well, both on the written language of the 19th century and the current spoken
language. It has been claimed a few times, without providing any supportive evidence, that Baba Malay is a creolized version
of
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Bazaar Malay. We argue that Baba Malay cannot be considered a creolized version of Bazaar Malay. First, the status of Baba Malay as
a creole language is controversial, both on structural-typological grounds and on historical grounds. Second, historical and linguistic
factors show that it is rather the other way around: Bazaar Malay is a pidginized form of Baba Malay, or of some similar, earlier
contact variety.
Eric Bakovic (University of California-San Diego)
Colin Wilson (University of California-Los Angeles)
Laryngeal markedness & the typology of repair

Session 5

Lombardi 1999, 2001 analyze a set of generalizations about the phonology of obstruent voicing. We present evidence that parallel
generalizations hold for sequences that disagree in [voice] and show that Lombardi's analysis does not extend to these generalizations
and furthermore predicts a number of unattested patterns (e.g. deletion of the voiced member of a disagreeing cluster regardless of
position). To solve these problems, we propose a grammatical framework that departs from the original version of optimality theory
in two respects. Laryngeal markedness constraints are targeted: They prefer only the most minimal repair(s) for a given violation,
where minimality is determined by positional licensing (Lombardi 1991, 1995; Steriade 1999). And, except with respect to prosodic
structure, targeted constraints take over the work of Gen: Unfaithful forms enter the candidate set if they are preferred by a sufficiently
high-ranked targeted constraint. The constraint responsible for voicing assimilation as in /atba/->[adba] is violated by sequences of
disagreeing obstruents and identifies t->d as the minimal satisfying change. If ranked above Ident (voice), this constraint gives rise to
candidate sets such as {[atba], [adba]}; forms resulting from other logically-possible changes, such as [atiba], [aba], or [ata], never enter
the candidate set as repairs for disagreement in voicing.
Shoba Bandi-Rao (New York University)
The role of meaning in inflection: Why the past tense still needs a rule

Session 4

Past tense morphology in English has been the seat of a long debate over the nature of cognition; whether a separate rule-based
mechanism for the regular past-tense, namely VERB + -ed suffix, needs to be explicit in cognition. Recent studies (Ramscar 2002)
have claimed that general cognitive mechanisms (phonological and semantic associations, analogy) can handle regular and irregular past
tense alike. Their claim is based on the assumption that denominal verbs are homophones, thereby taking the regular past tense form,
e.g. The soldiers ringed the city. We asked subjects to judge semantic distances and acceptability of past tense forms of denominal and
existing polysemous verbs. Results indicate that the incorporation of semantics (in addition to phonological association) does not
resolve the problem:
(1)
Polysemous irregular verbs whose central and extended senses are different.
spring from a chair;
spring a surprise on someone;
spring for drinks; spring a person from prison
(2)

Denominal verbs whose sense is very similar to the central sense.
Last year, this computer cost $1500.
The electrician costed the job at $300. ('to estimate a cost')
These results strongly suggest that semantics is not a good determinant of the denominal status of a verb. The regular past tense
inflection requires a rule.
Marlyse Baptista (University of Georgia)
A contrastive study of Cape Verdean dialects: The properties of inflectional & derivational morphology

Session 48

We draw from the third chapter of a volume currently in preparation that presents a detailed contrastive study of the Cape Verdean
Sotavento and Barlavento varieties. All the data are taken from a large corpus compiled during fieldwork conducted between 1997 and
2003. Detailed grammars of the Santiago variety of Cape Verdean Creole have recently appeared (Veiga 1996, 1998, 2000; Quint
2000) or are about to appear (Lang) and include some level of comparative analysis with the São Vicente variety spoken in the
Barlavento. Baptista 2002 focuses on the syntax of the Sotavento varieties and uses data representative of all Sotavento islands,
though not from a comparative perspective. In contrast to the works mentioned above, this volume aims at filling the gap in the
contemporary literature by providing a systematic contrastive study of the Sotavento and Barlavento varieties, focusing on their
phonological, morphological, syntactic, and lexical properties among others. We target the properties of inflectional and derivational
morphology in the realm of nominal, adjectival, verbal, and adverbial predicates. For instance, in the verbal domain, striking
distinctions will be outlined not only with regard to the semantics and morphophonological shapes of the various combinations of
tense-mood-aspect markers (sa, sta, ti, ta, -ba, al...) but also with regard to the semantics of passive morphemes (-du/-da for the
Sotavento varieties and -du for Barlavento). In addition, we present digital recordings representative of some varieties highlighting the
morphological properties we discuss.
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Jonathan Barnes (Boston University)
Vowel reduction in Russian: The categorical & the gradient

Session 19

Contemporary Standard Russian, a venerable proving ground for theories of phonological vowel reduction (VR), is traditionally
analyzed as realizing reduction in two distinct degrees: Degree 1 reduction, found in immediately-pretonic syllables, diminishes the
Russian five-vowel inventory to [i, a, u], neutralizing [a] with [o] and [e] with [i]; Degree 2 (in other unstressed syllables) goes further,
replacing [a] with schwa. We present experimental evidence for a new analysis of Russian VR which distinguishes those two degrees
not by the amount or extent of the VR which takes place, but by the level of representation at which it does so; while neutralization of
unstressed /a/ and /o/ is categorical (hence phonological; Cohn 1990, Zsiga 1993, Keating 1996) in Degree 2 contexts the height of the
resulting vowel is a function of that vowel's duration: The longer the vowel, the less schwa-like it is. In other words, no change in
phonological category is necessary in Degree 2 reduction; F1 of the phonologically-low vowel is an automatic consequence of the
duration assigned to that vowel based on segmental and prosodic context. This analysis simplifies Russian phonology dramatically
while requiring no more from the phonetics than any theory must.
Michael Barrie (University of Toronto)
Moving towards nonobligatory control: Partial control & wh- infinitival complements

Session 16

Hornstein analyzes obligatory control as movement driven by checking q features (1). Culicover & Jackendoff and Landau contend
that a movement analysis is difficult to maintain in the face of partial control (PC). We extend the movement analysis to include PC
(2) and wh- infinitivals (3) as follows: An argument moves from a lower to a higher q position, violating the q criterion at LF.
This violation is resolved by a repair mechanism--chain-splitting, which splits the chain into two such that each resultant chain bears
only one q role. The lower copy gets reinterpreted to satisfy LF constraints. In the case of PC, it gains a semantic plural feature.
This model gives rise to the LF interpretation for 2 as shown in 4. We conclude that a movement analysis of control can handle a
broader range of data, namely, PC and wh- infinitivals. This has important consequences for the theory of control and PRO. If it is
shown that control reduces to movement, then PRO can be eliminated from UG.
(1)
Johni wants ti to leave.
(2)
Johni wants e*i/i+ to meet in the lobby.
(3)
Johni knows when e*i/i+ to meet in the lobby.
(4)
John wants [JOHN AND OTHERS] to meet in the lobby.
Michael Barrie (University of Toronto)
Oneida nouns

Session 61

We discuss the syntax of several types of nominal expressions in Oneida. Nominal expressions in Oneida come in four types,
exemplified in 1. Example 1a shows a canonical Oneida noun. This class of nouns must appear with a prefix and a noun suffix.
Example 1b illustrates a large class of Oneida nouns, historically derived from verbal roots, but which function as nouns:
(1)
a. ohnaná:ta’ o- hnana’t- a’ [Michelson & Doxtator 2002]
b. ká:slet ka- ‘sle- ht
N.PRE- potato- N.SUF
3.SG.NEUT.NOM- drag- CAUS
'potato'
'car'
Example 1c shows an example of a morphologically simple noun. Example 1d illustrates a class of nouns that appear with verbal
morphology, but whose meanings have become lexicalized:
c. kóskos
d. kaya’táklahse’ ka- ‘yat- akla’- se’
'pig'
3.SG.NEUT.NOM- body- smell- HAB
'goat' (lit. 'it has a smelly body')
Examples 1a and 1b can take possessive morphology and undergo noun incorporation, whereas examples 1c and 1d cannot. We discuss
the syntactic structure of these four types of nouns and derive the properties listed above from their structural representations. Recent
work on noun/verb transformations (Hale & Keyser 2002, Ogawa 2001) suggests that an undifferentiated root is selected by a higher
functional projection which determines the category of the word. We argue that the extended nominal projection can substitute, just
once, one of its projections for a corresponding verbal projection. The level of verbal projections that is substituted (IP, vP or VP)
determines the domain of allowable nominal morphology and availability of noun incorporation.
Herbert Barry, III (University of Pittsburgh)
Diversity of first names in the 20th century in the United States

Session 35

First names became increasingly diverse in the US during the 20th century due to larger populations, higher percentages of members of
ethnic minorities, and more individualistic choices. Examples of more choices are more numerous screens at movie theaters and more
television channels. An objective measure of diversity is the 50% name rank, defined as the number of the most frequent different
names given to 50% of the population. The 50% name rank was computed for males and females born in the U.S. in 10
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successive decades, 1900-09 to 1990-99, who applied for a Social Security card. The 50% name rank was consistently larger for
females than males, indicating greater diversity of female names. An increase in diversity occurred earlier and to a greater degree for
female than male names. The 50% rank for female names fluctuated between 49 and 60 in 1900-59, rose to 74 in 1960-69, 103 in
1970-89, and 151 in 1990-99. The 50% name rank for male names fluctuated between 29 and 42 in 1900-89 and rose to 67 in 199099. The increase in 50% name rank in 1990-99 for both genders is probably attributable to more frequent choices of unusual names.
David Basilico (University of Alabama-Birmingham)
The antipassive, strong phases, & imperfectivity

Session 4

The antipassive has certain properties that distinguish it from the transitive construction. In contrast to the transitive construction, the
antipassive (1) does not show object agreement, (2) shows the object in an oblique rather than a structural case, (3) has an object low
in topicality, and (4) is imperfective/ irrresultative (Cooreman 1994). We give a phase-based (Chomsky 2001) explanation for this
cluster of properties. In the transitive, but not the antipassive, there is an [EPP] feature that attracts the object NP out of the projection
that encodes the result state (RootP). Furthermore, the presence of the [EPP] feature sends RootP for LF interpretation. At LF, the
RootP will be foregrounded; the resultant state will be asserted to exist, leading to a telic, perfective interpretation. In the antipassive,
since there is no [EPP] feature, the entire eventive projection, including the object, is sent off for LF interpretation. An imperfective
interpretation results because this structure asserts the existence of an event that only transitions to a result state. Since the object NP
is included in the material that is sent off for LF interpretation, it is interpreted as part of the focus and will be low in topicality.
Rosemary Beam de Azcona (University of California-Berkeley)
Two kinds of tonal morphology associated with the potential aspect in Coatlán-Loxicha Zapotec

Session 62

Previous studies of Zapotec languages have described tonal alternations associated with first person singular and potential aspect
marking (Angulo 1926, Leal 1950, Bickmore & Broadwell 1998) and anticipatory tone perturbation (Pike 1948). Heretofore
undescribed is an additional kind of tonal morphology in Coatlán-Loxicha Zapotec (CLZ), a Southern Zapotec language with an
estimated 135 speakers. Like other Zapotec languages, CLZ uses tonal alternations to mark the potential aspect. Many underlyingly
low-toned verb roots have a rising tone and many falling-toned verbs have a high tone in the potential form. These patterns are much
like those described by others and can be analyzed as the result of a floating high tone associated with the potential aspect (see
Bickmore & Broadwell 1998). Although many verbs undergo the type of tonal alternations described above, the majority of CLZ
verbs do not. On these verbs, instead of an overt change from one of the language's five tonal categories to another, there is simply
phonetic upstep of the underlying tone of the root. For example, a low-toned verb which is affected by the floating high tone will take
a surface rising tone while a different low-toned root will maintain a level 'low' tone but with higher pitch. Morphological differences
(chiefly issues of transitivity) separate verbs which are affected by the floating high tone in the first way from those which maintain
their underlying tone category but with upstepped pitch.
David Beaver (Stanford University)
Brady Clark (Stanford University)
Edward Flemming (Stanford University)
T. Florian Jaeger (Stanford University)
The perception of second occurrence focus

Session 14

Semantic theories of association with focus (e.g. Rooth 1985) depend on focus being acoustically marked. But various authors (e.g.
Partee 1999) have claimed that when the focus of an operator like only is repeated, as in 1, the focus is not marked. This claim has
been used (e.g. Schwarzschild 1997) as an argument against theories of association with focus: If focus is not always marked
acoustically, then hearers must use nonacoustic factors, e.g. discourse context.
(1)
a. Both Pete and Bill have the flu, but the nurse only gave Pete a pill today. Even the doctor only gave [Pete]F a pill today.
b. Pete really needed an injection, but the nurse only gave Pete a pill today. Even the doctor only gave Pete [a pill]F today.
We report on a perception experiment demonstrating that hearers can distinguish second occurrence foci from nonfoci. Our results,
which confirm those of an earlier production study presented at the Atlanta LSA meeting, lay to rest the claim that second occurrence
foci are not differentiated audibly from nonfoci. They are differentiated, and hearers can detect that difference. Thus the main argument
against semantic theories of association with focus is specious.
John Beavers (Stanford University)
Emily M. Bender (University of Washington)
Gapless instrumental relative clauses in English

Session 2

We discuss a class of infinitival adnominal modifiers illustrated in 1:
(1)
Give me a Fedex number [to return the package].
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Although semantically equivalent to relative clauses containing the gapped instrumental modifier 'with __', 1 contains no overt gap.
Such constructions are restricted to instruments:
(2)
a. comitatives: the man to travel *(with).
b. governed prepositions: the book to talk *(about).
We analyze 1 via a syntactic construction that pumps an infinitival VP to an N' modifier, introducing an instrumental 'with' relation
predicated over the modified noun. Restricting the predicate to instrumental 'with' rules out 2; introducing it constructionally, when
only the highest verbal predicate is visible, predicts the ungrammaticality of unbounded dependencies:
(3)
#This is the number to think Kim called Sandy.
Finally, our methodology illustrates the potential contribution of grammar engineering to (theoretical) syntax. We discovered the
construction while building a dynamic treebank via manual parse selection from the LinGO English Resource Grammar (a broadcoverage HPSG). We confirmed our observations about the construction by extracting relevant examples from the British National
Corpus. Such dynamic treebanking and corpus-based techniques are valuable linguistic tools, providing a means of cataloging
previously unanalyzed constructions while extending the coverage of precision grammars.
David Beck (University of Alberta)
Markedness & the lexical classification of property concepts

Session 55

Words expressing property concepts (PCs) are highly variable in their lexical classification within and across languages (Dixon 1982,
Schachter 1985, Thompson 1988, Bhat 1994), posing a difficult problem for the field linguist working with an unknown or littleunderstood language. A promising approach to this problem is the comparison of the morphosyntactic properties of PCs in various
diagnostics roles in the sentence (syntactic argument, syntactic predicate, adnominal modifier) with those of words designating actions
(potential verbs) and concrete objects (potential nouns), with an eye towards establishing their relative markedness in these roles. We
examine some specific ways of implementing this methodology and some of the results that might be obtained. The logically
possible patterns of relative markedness that might be uncovered are discussed in terms of concrete examples, as are the ways in which
these results might best be interpreted.
Jill Beckman (University of Iowa)
On the status of CODACOND in phonology

Session 8

Onset/coda feature licensing asymmetries have been extensively studied in the generative phonological literature. Pre-optimality
theory (OT) analyses of such asymmetries take one of two forms, negative coda licensing (Ito's 1986, 1989 coda condition) or positive
prosodic licensing (Goldsmith 1989, 1990). With the advent of OT, a third approach to onset/coda asymmetries has emerged: onsetspecific faithfulness (Padgett 1995; Beckman 1999; Lombardi 1999, 2001). Lombardi 2001 argues that both onset faithfulness and the
coda condition are required in OT to account for the range of repairs associated with coda/onset asymmetries in the licensing of place
features, arguing that positional faithfulness alone cannot generate epenthesis as a repair strategy. We show, through analyses of
Tamil and Axininca Campa, that the coda condition is not required to generate place-driven epenthesis; rather, epenthesis emerges from
the interaction of onset faithfulness with other, independently motivated, faithfulness and syllable well-formedness constraints.
Arthur J. Bell (Cornell University)
Bipartite negation with final NEG

Session 9

We examine the syntax of sentential negation in several relatively unrelated languages, including Afrikaans (Oosthuizen 1998), Hausa
(Newman 2000), Nweh (Nkemnji 1995), and Bukusu (Bell & Wasike 2003). Each of these languages employs a similar bipartite
negation scheme that takes the general form:
(1)
Subject
NEG1 Verb XP NEG2
Languages that negate as above use a preverbal negative particle NEG1 and an (optionally) phrase-final negative particle NEG2 , a
strategy we will call bipartite negation with phrase-final negative, or BNF. BNF languages share several morphosyntactic properties,
including: (1) placement of NEG2 after nonnegative embedded and relative clauses; (2) a general constraint on two contiguous NEG2
particles; and (3) disambiguation of negative because- clauses via placement of NEG2 . We discuss these data, illustrate that standard
approaches to bipartite negation cannot easily accommodate them, and propose a new analysis within a minimalist framework in
which both negative morphemes are heads of separate negative phrases. We discuss the feature structure of each negative particle.
Finally, we analyze the intriguing because- clause data, for which we offer a syntactic explanation based on the notion that NEG2 is a
scope-delimiter.
Abbas Benmamoun (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Licensing by merger & adjacency

Session 18

It is generally assumed within the principle and parameters framework that dependency relations involving NPIs, case, and agreement
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(among others) are sensitive to structural conditions such as c-command or Spec-head agreement. However, these conditions cannot
extend to cases where a licensee heads, or is within, a phrase containing the licenser and where movement of the licensee from a lower
position may not be empirically justified. However, in all these cases, the licenser and the licensee are adjacent and in some cases
form a prosodic unit. We explore the idea that morphophonological mechanisms, such as strict adjacency and merger, can be deployed
to satisfy syntactic requirements that are usually met through hierarchical conditions such as c-command and Spec-head agreement.
This in turn raises questions about the relation between syntax and morphophonology and the mechanisms for satisfying grammatical
dependencies.
Abbas Benmamoun (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Rajesh Kumar (University of Texas-Austin)
NPI licensing: Covert or overt

Session 2

We discuss the syntactic distribution of the Hindi NPI ek bhii phrase which requires that a negative be present but not necessarily
within the same clause. Analyses assuming abstract syntactic (LF) movement have been proposed to maintain a strict locality
condition on NPI licensing. However, such analyses are conceptually problematic because they are forced to posit processes (such as
nonlocal head movement) that are not independently motivated for such elements. Moreover, analyses relying on abstract LF
movement and reconstruction run into empirical problems because they wrongly predict that, among other things, in cases where
movement or reconstruction are blocked, NPI licensing should fail. We propose an alternative account that argues that NPIs are
licensed overtly under c-command by negation. Like case, once the phrase is licensed, it can undergo further syntactic processes such
as scrambling. This analysis is consistent with recent accounts of questions, case, and agreement that rely on overt movement or ccommand for overt licensing
Lisa Diane Bennett (University of California-Berkeley)
Emily E. Kidder (University of Arizona)
Tone & stress in Choapan Zapotec & Yucatec Maya

Session 62

Choapan Zapotec (Oto-Manguean) and Yucatec Maya (Mayan) use duration and pitch to create meaning distinctions at the phonological
level. Yucatec Maya has contrastive vowel length and contrastive pitches that occur exclusively on long vowels, which have the
greatest prominence in a word. In the absence of a long vowel, i.e. tone, a glottalized vowel will attract stress (see Bennett 2002).
Choapan Zapotec, like Yucatec Maya, also has contrastive pitch and stress. However, in this language a syllable may be marked
simultaneously for stress and tone, with tone not limited to long vowels (see Lyman & Lyman 1977). The interplay between tone,
stress, and syllable weight in Choapan Zapotec lends itself to a constraint-based analysis since stress assignment must be balanced
between the competing demands of heavy syllables and the tonal prominence scale: H>>M>>L (de Lacy 1999, Kidder 2003). A
comparison of the stress and tone systems of the two languages reveals the different strategies a phonological system uses to create
contrasts and word identity, given very similar starting materials, i.e. phonemic inventory.
Sarah Bunin Benor (Stanford University)
Salience & ideology in adults' acquisition of second dialects

Session 21

As people move to new regions or join new communities based on social class, religion, or other factors, they often accommodate to
their new local speech variety. Which features of the target dialect are acquired? Previous literature (Trudgill 1986, Chambers 1992)
suggests that salient features are more likely acquired. Although this is often the case, we show that some of the salient features are
avoided and some of the features acquired are not salient. We demonstrate how social constraints--individuals' ideologies about
language and identity--can outrank salience as a factor in acquisition. Our conclusions are based on sociolinguistic and ethnographic
research among ba'alei teshuva (BTs), newcomers to Orthodox Judaism. As BTs are integrated into Orthodox communities, they
acquire several lexical, phonological, semantic, and discourse features of Orthodox Jewish English, mostly of Yiddish and Hebrew
origin (including loan words, a click hesitation marker, Yiddish calque translations, and quasi-chanting intonation). We present a
methodology to determine the salience of particular features--a matched guise test and ethnographic explorations of community
discourses. We argue that we cannot understand the linguistic processes surrounding second dialect acquisition without understanding
ideologies about language, identity, and community.
Anna Berge (University of Alaska-Fairbanks/Alaska Native Language Center)
A preliminary look at Aleut metaphor

Session 57

Aleut has been fairly well-described in the traditional sense: There are authoritative grammars (e.g. Veniaminov 1846, Bergsland
1997), a comprehensive dictionary (Bergsland 1994), and collections of texts, both as recordings and in printed format (e.g. Bergsland
& Dirks 1990). A cursory review of these sources, however, is enough to reveal a lack of pragmatic information on language use
among Aleut speakers. For example, in the corpus of published Aleut narratives, one finds interesting phrases such as 'to seek
a
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reason to kill', which is interpreted by the transcribers and translators as 'to be envious of'; one also finds many other phrases without
interpretation, as in 'until he became so homesick that the hair stood upright on his head' (Bergsland & Dirks 1990:405). There are,
in fact, no systematic studies of Aleut metaphor, idioms, or colloquialisms. At most, there are occasional comments by Veniaminov
1846, Marsh 1956, Bernet 1984, and Bergsland and Dirks 1990. We present preliminary findings on metaphor in Aleut, based most
especially on a review of the texts in Bergsland and Dirks 1990 (there are many published texts available, but this source provides the
most complete and accurate transcriptions of the Jochelson collections of Aleut narratives from the turn of the century) and on initial
fieldwork. This is part of a larger study of Aleut discourse to supplement our general understanding of Aleut grammar.
Anna Berge (University of Alaska-Fairbanks/Alaska Native Language Center)
Gary Holton (University of Alaska)
Community language documentation: Collaborative approaches to fieldwork with Alaskan languages

Session 64

Many languages are endangered; without immediate intervention of some sort, whether through documentation or revitalization efforts,
knowledge of these languages will soon be lost. There is a dire need for fieldworkers. Increasingly, cooperative efforts in
documentation and preservation have been undertaken by community members, language workers, and linguists. In many cases,
however, these efforts have been aimed at providing linguistic training to nonlinguists. As a result, rather few nonlinguists may
participate in ways other than as linguistic consultants. In fact, community members often want to be part of language preservation
efforts without having to become linguists. In part to address this need, we designed a course to provide basic information on issues in
language documentation, networking, funding possibilities, recording techniques, dissemination of results, proper care of results, and
so forth. Each student proposed or actually undertook a documentation project of their choice. The results were highly informative
and surprising, and very different from traditional language documentation projects. We discuss the products which came out of our
course and the ramifications they have for the future of fieldwork on severely endangered languages.
Thomas L. Bernard (Springfield College)
Psycholinguist toponymy: Language sensitivity in the international domain

Session 37

There is an unfortunate tendency for Americans to be generally imprecise and somewhat vague about correct terminology as it applies
to peoples and places around the world. For example, it took the breakup of the USSR to bring to the fore the fact that not all Soviet
citizens were Russians. We seek to illustrate that--albeit unwittingly--one can offend people in the international domain by not being
culturally aware or appropriately sensitive to precise usage in the areas of pronunciation and vocabulary. Our presentation could well
be subtitled 'Otherwise Known As' because there are, in many instances that will be mentioned, other possible names that are
alternatives, of greater 'correctness' or culturally preferable, depending on one's point of view. The emotional intensity involved can
range considerably, from raised eyebrows to exceeding worse.
Rajesh Bhatt (University of Texas-Austin)
Roumyana Pancheva (University of Southern California)
Equatives & scalar interpretations

Session 22

Equatives (e.g. Bill is as tall as Ann is) allow a strong ('exactly as') and a weak ('at least as') interpretation. It is standard to account
for these readings (which generalize to other scalar items, e.g. numerals, some, or) by assigning equatives weak semantics and deriving
the strong interpretation as a scalar implicature (Horn 1972, 2001; Klein 1980). Fox 2003 also posits weak semantics for the scalar
items but argues that the strong interpretation is not an implicature, but the result of the merger of a covert exhaustivity operator. We
also propose that the scalar interpretations of equatives are syntactically determined, but we explore an alternative that builds the strong
interpretation into the semantics of as. In a nutshell, we propose that as means 'equals' and that the degree clause (the first argument of
as) can be merged in two positions--to the in-situ as or to an as that has undergone QR. The in-situ merger yields an LF where a copy
of the first argument of as is left inside the second argument and is intersectively interpreted, yielding the 'at least as' reading. The late
merger is the source of the 'exactly as' reading.
J. Albert Bickford (SIL International/University of North Dakota)
One-handed persons & ASL morphology

Session 11

In American Sign Language (ASL), there is an agentive suffix meaning PERSON. The citation form of this suffix is a symmetric
two-handed sign, but there is a one-handed variant that occurs in signs such as LAWYER and CARPENTER. Distribution of the onehanded variant is determined by the phonological class of the root. If the root is asymmetric, then the one-handed variant of the suffix
generally is used instead of the citation form. To be precise, the nondominant hand of the root persists through the suffix. A single
abstract representation of the suffix can be given if one assumes that is specified lexically as a two-handed sign but that other features
are unspecified. Features for the nondominant hand then spread from the root to the suffix, as observed in asymmetric signs. In the
case of a symmetric root, if the nondominant hand's features are represented as a feature [mirror], then this, too, would spread to the
suffix, resulting in the symmetric variant of the suffix.
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Susan J. Blake (University of British Columbia)
Ulrich Teucher (University of British Columbia)
Larry Grant (Musqueam First Nation)
Meanings of Musqueam personal names: The Capilano tradition

Session 64

We explore the meanings of Musqueam (Salish) personal names, in particular, the history and meaning of the name <qiy plen xw>
'Capilano'. This research is of particular interest since the Anglicized version of the name 'Capilano' is used for many public places in
the North Vancouver area although the meaning of this name is never discussed; in fact, Akrigg 1998 suggests that no meaning is
known for this name. We discuss the meaning of the name 'Capilano' based on evidence from Musqueam traditional oral teachings and
on the internal morphological structure of this name. We hypothesize that the name <qiy plen xw> is built on the stem [qiy p] or
[qey p] followed by the lexical suffix(LS) [=len xw]. Although LSs have been discussed extensively with respect to their
morphosyntactic properties, as well as their phonological and semantic properties (cf. C-Higgins & Kinkade 1997/1998 and references
cited therein), they are discussed much less frequently with respect to their use as onomastic suffixes. The Musqueam language has a
set of LSs which are used with male names and a separate set which are used with female names (cf. Suttles, in press). We include
related derivatives of the name <qiy plen xw> as well as the lineage of the Musqueam men who have carried this name. The recovery
of the meaning of personal names is an important aspect in the recovery of language, culture, and identity.
Juliette Blevins (University of California-Berkeley)
Verb classes in Yurok

Session 61

Yurok, an Algic language of northwestern California, has four major conjugation classes, with one containing three subclasses defined
by distinct 3rd person singular forms. We describe the six conjugation classes and illustrate the degree to which conjugation class can
be predicted by the final element of the verb stem and transitivity. We also suggest origins of the unusual variety of 3rd singular verb
forms and discuss their implications for theories of morphology. Major verb classes are defined by thematic vowels which follow the
stem. The four verb classes are e-class, aa-class, o-class and oo-class. Within the oo-class, one subclass is transitive with 3rd
singulars in -o’m. In intransitives with finals associated with motion and location, 3rd singular forms end in -ok’w or -o’l. The
remainder of intransitive oo-class verbs take the default ending -o’, consisting of the thematic vowel -o-, plus third singular indicative
glottalization. The diversity of Yurok 3rd singular inflections appears to reflect distinct historical locative forms, including *-okw and
*-ol. The maintenance of diverse 3rd singular forms synchronically can be seen as a result of the stem-final/inflectional class
associations mentioned above. Unlike many languages, where 3rd singular verbs are least marked, Yurok 3rd singulars appear to be
the most informative when looked at in isolation of the stem-finals which precede them. However, when stem-final morphemes are
taken into account, no direct reference to 3rd singular forms is necessary.
Juliette Blevins (University of California-Berkeley)
Monica V. Arellano (Muwekma Ohlone Tribe Language Committee)
Chochenyo language revitalization: A first report

Session 64

In the spring of 2003, the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe of the East Bay of California approached the first author to assist with
revitalization of their native language, Chochenyo (aka Lisyan, Polaya). We report on progress made over the past six months in
learning Chochenyo, adopting a practical orthography, and producing preliminary teaching materials. Chochenyo, an indigenous
language of California, was once spoken along the East Bay, with local variants at Huichin, San Lorenzo, Niles, and San Jose.
Chochenyo is a Costanoan language, related to other Costanoan languages, including: Karkin (Carquinez Straits), Ramaytush (San
Francisco), Tamyen (Santa Clara), Awaswas (Santa Cruz), Mutsun (San Juan Bautista), and Rumsen (Carmel, Monterey). The
Costanoan languages have not been spoken natively since the 1940s. Revitalization of Mutsun is currently underway, aided greatly by
notes and recordings of linguists made in the 19th and early 20th centuries. However, there is much less documentation of
Chochenyo, the language of the Muwekma people. J. P. Harrington’s approximately 500 notebook pages are the primary data source,
with other short lists of words and phrase from Mason, Merriam, and Kroeber. Sound recordings, also made by J. P. Harrington, are
limited to songs. The scantiness of archival materials means that Chochenyo revitalization faces certain problems which other
'sleeping' languages do not. We highlight some of these problems, including accurate pronunciation, questions of productivity, and
gaps in the lexicon, and present some of the solutions the Tribe has adopted.
Lev Blumenfeld (Stanford University)
Foot structure & meter in Plautine Latin

Session 8

Although the main stress rule of Latin is well-understood, the details of the system and its analysis have remained obscure: Deducing
the stress system of a dead language is no trivial task. We claim that the foot structure of early Latin is directly reflected in the
complex metrical system employed in the trochaic and iambic meters of the playwright Plautus and that elucidating one sheds light on
the other. Our project aims at answering two questions. First, how to characterize the Plautine system. Second, what can the
meter
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tell us about the stress system? We identify a generalization over Plautus's meter, seek properties of the linguistic system which
underly the observed metrical facts, and evaluate alternative analyses based on how they handle the metrical generalization. From
several arguments of this type, we arrive at an analysis of the meter in terms of a set of preferences for alignment of foot boundaries
with the boundaries of metrical positions. We argue that the metrical system can only be understood if the stress system is analyzed
with the moraic trochee.
David Boe (Northern Michigan University)
Linguistics, philosophy, & the status of 'grammar'

Session 38

Within the field of linguistics, several broad conceptualizations of 'grammar' can be identified. The expression 'traditional grammar'
refers to a prelinguistic approach to the study of language and is often associated with prescriptivism. A 'descriptive grammar', on the
other hand, represents a systematic account of the structure of a particular language on its own terms. And a 'generative grammar' can
be viewed as an attempt to establish the formal rules which can produce an infinite number of sentences in a language (and ultimately,
in any human language). In a more restrictive sense, 'grammar' can simply refer to sentence-level organization consisting of the
branches of syntax and morphology. Wittgenstein, in his Philosophical investigations (1953), by contrast, appropriates the term
'grammar' to highlight his realization that the essence of language lies in rule-governed, socially contextualized language use, that is,
in linguistic practice. However, these rules of language usage should not be viewed as comprising some sort of structured system;
rather, they are treated as analogous to overlapping rules of 'language games', which are embedded in the social practices of linguistic
communities. We examine the historical evolution of the term 'grammar' within linguistics and consider the ways in which linguistic
philosophers, Wittgenstein in particular, have given 'grammar' a rather different sense.
Jürgen Bohnemeyer (University at Buffalo-SUNY)
When going means becoming gone: Framing motion as state change in Yukatek Maya

Session 66

In Yukatek Maya, path relations such as motion to, from, past, into, or out of a ground, are exclusively lexicalized in verbs and not
reflected in adjuncts or 'satellites'. Every location-change event with respect to any ground has to be reported in a separate independent
clause. The path combining these grounds remains unexpressed. This makes Yukatek motion descriptions semantically comparable to
Japanese descriptions with hairu and deru, commonly glossed as 'enter' and 'exit', which lexicalize merely state changes with the target
location being inside and outside the ground, respectively, without entailing motion of the figure (Kita 1999). Thus, if the ground
moves instead of the figure, descriptions headed by verbs expressing 'enter', 'exit', 'ascend', 'descend', or 'pass' are still applicable to the
event, provided a strong implicature to the effect that the figure moves is explicitly cancelled. In scenarios that do not involve motion,
but rather appearance or disappearance of figure or ground, descriptions headed by a change-of-location verb may not be used in
reference to the event itself, but a resultative or perfect form of the verb can generally still be used in reference to the target location.
A comparison of the phenomena in Japanese and Yukatek promises to improve our understanding of the conditions and limits of
linguistically framing motion as pure state change.
Claire Bowern (Harvard University)
A short history of Bardi light verbs

Session 4

We raise some intriguing issues in the historical syntax of the Nyulnyulan languages, a group of now largely extinct languages
indigenous to the northwest Australian coast. Specifically, we examine the use of light verbs in complex predicate constructions. The
simple predicates are formed with a verb root inflected for prefixes and suffix. Complex predicates are formed with an inflecting verb
root and an uninflecting preverb which immediately precedes the inflecting verb. Interestingly, these same light verbs appear
etymologically as a component of many inflecting verb roots. That is, many inflecting roots historically (although not
synchronically) are composed of two morphemes--a light verb and an incorporated nominal element. We explore the historical analysis
of historically complex roots and argue that despite appearances, they derive not from the univerbation of preverbs and light verbs but
rather from head incorporation.
John P. Boyle (University of Chicago)
A morphological reanalysis in Hidatsa

Session 67

Hidatsa, an endangered member of the Siouan language family, historically possessed a robust switch-reference system that tracked
subject continuity between clauses.! This system is still used by the few remaining elderly speakers over the age of 65.! However, in
younger speakers it no longer exists.! We examine this change and its causes.! Although Hidatsa only has 50-70 fluent speakers, it is
undergoing something of a renaissance due to the current language preservation program that exists in some of the tribal schools.!
Many of the teachers in the tribal schools come from one extended family, and it is this family that has initiated the reanalysis of the
switch-reference markers.! We show that due to the geography of the reservation and the prominence of this one family, all Hidatsa
speakers under the age of 45 have reanalyzed the switch-reference markers as either clause final coordinators (from the same-subject
marker) or as temporal or conditional markers (from the different-subject marker).
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Mary M. Bradshaw (Kyungpook National University)
Phonological effects vs diachronic effects in phonological theory

Session 17

In keeping with a long tradition of citing diachronic material in phonological work, McMahon 2000 takes the position that diachronic
sound change is a significant source of evidence for the validity of a phonological theory. We argue the benefits of excluding
diachronic sound change in the phonological analysis of consonant-tone interaction because failure to do so results in a weaker model
which is less constrained, less predictable, and less explanatory. When restricted to phonological alternations, consonant-tone
interaction invariably involves only voicing and low tone (Bradshaw 1999) and lends itself to a simple and elegant phonological
treatment through the use of a single monovalent feature, which we refer to as [L/voice]. Historical consonant-tone effects, in
contrast, reflect the phonetic effects of consonants on tone and involve voiceless obstruents, implosives, ejectives, laryngeals,
aspirates, and voiceless sonorants in addition to voiced consonants. These phonetic effects are not mirrored in the phonology because
they do not correspond to phonological features. We conclude that phonological consonant-tone interaction is not directly subject to
historical change but that change is mediated by a phonological filter sensitive to featural restrictions.
Dan Brassil (University of California-San Diego)
Gradients in Mandarin imperfect particle selection

Session 1

Mandarin has two imperfective particles: zhe immediately follows the verb, zài precedes it. Generally, verbs occurring with one
particle cannot occur with the other. However, some verbs can co-occur with either particle while other verbs appear with neither. We
show that Mandarin imperfective particle selection (MIPS) is gradient, relying on a verb's aspectual/thematic structure. Sorace 2000
identifies two key notions for auxiliary selection in Romance: TELIC CHANGE and AGENTIVE PROCESS which serve as poles in a
hierarchy of verb types. CHANGE OF LOCATION verbs are most telic and NONMOTIONAL CONTROLLED PROCESS verbs are most
agentive. In Romance, verbs comprising the polar categories show the least variance in auxiliary selection; verbs comprising the
middle categories (EXISTENCE OF STATE and ANTICAUSATIVES) show the most variance. We show that MIPS is also sensitive to this
hierarchy. However, it is the middle categories that exhibit the least amount of variance: EXISTENCE OF STATE verbs most
consistently select zhe; ANTICAUSATIVES, zài. As verbs become increasingly telic/agentive, MIPS becomes more gradient.
Jason M. Brenier (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Laura A. Michaelis (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Prosodic optimization by copula doubling in conversational English

Session 7

Many linguists have observed the emergence of the nonstandard pattern instantiated by the following sentence: Now the problem is
[break] is that nobody's going to invade anybody else's boundaries. In this pattern (henceforth ISIS), a clausal complement is preceded
by two finite copulas, the first of which is typically prosodically prominent and followed by a major intonational break. Massam
1999 argues convincingly that ISIS is a variant of pseudocleft. What remains to be explained, however, is why speakers should
choose ISIS over the more transparent simplex pattern: The problem is [break] there's nothing else to buy. Using prosodically labeled
data from the Switchboard corpus, we show that this choice involves optimization: Simplex has prosodic defects that ISIS repairs. In
simplex tokens the copula is typically followed by a break, creating misalignment of prosodic and syntactic phrases (Croft 1995), and
is typically prosodically prominent, although function words otherwise receive prominence only by default (Ladd 1995). While the
simplex copula performs double duty (as focus marker and VP head) ISIS distributes these functions to the two respective copulas.
Nevertheless, ISIS is far rarer than simplex. If we view ISIS as a repair strategy, rather than a mere overgeneralization of the
pseudocleft pattern, this fact makes sense.
Diane Brentari (Purdue University)
Using feature geometry to express morphological templates: The case of American Sign Language

Session 11

We explore the set of handshapes in American Sign Language (ASL) that occur in all of the diverse parts of the lexicon--in classifier
constructions, core lexical items, and in words derived from the manual alphabet (e.g. loan signs, initialized signs). Our proposed
analysis is that handshapes have distinct morphophonological structures, based on how many different morphemes are fused together in
one handshape. Distributional evidence is provided to show the systematic restrictions on handshapes in different morphological
environments. The analysis we present here treats the different morphophonological structures of handshapes as members of a set of
morphological templates; each morphological template is adapted to a different type of ASL word, based on the word's status in the
lexicon--classifier constructions, core lexical items, and in words derived from the manual alphabet (e.g. loan signs, initialized signs).
The templates are not based on segmental structure but rather on substructures within the handshape's feature geometry. The
morphophonemic representation of handshapes within this model utilizes the theory of feature geometry in an innovative way to
express the morphological template for each handshape.
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George Aaron Broadwell (University at Albany-SUNY)
Parallel structures & the syntax of auxiliaries in San Dionicio Ocotepec Zapotec

Session 58

San Dionicio Ocotepec Zapotec (SDZ) has three auxiliary verbs (ràjc 'to be possible, can'; byàlòò 'to stop', and zéhzàà 'to continue')
which show an unusual set of morphosyntactic properties. These auxiliaries are immediately before main verbs and have the same
aspect marking:
(1)
B-yàlòò ù-dòàb
Juáàny.
com-stop com-smoke
Juan
'Juan stopped smoking.'
The evidence seems to show that such examples are associated with both monoclausal and biclausal structures. The evidence for the
monoclausal structure comes from a number of constituency tests, including the placement of manner adjuncts. Manner adjuncts in
SDZ always appear adjoined to the periphery of clause whose predicate they modify. However, auxiliary structures show an
exceptional positioning of such adjuncts, which may appear before initial auxiliaries although they are interpreted with the main verb:
(2)
[Cùn dè] b-yàlòò
ù-dì’by
Màríí làjdy.
with soap com-finish com-wash Maria clothes
'Maria finished washing the clothes with soap.'
Given a monoclausal structure for the auxiliary + main verb, however, such adjuncts follow otherwise general principles for adjunct
placement. However, there are also a number of constituency tests that provide evidence for a biclausal structure. For example, it is
possible to coordinate multiple main verbs under a single auxiliary:
(3)
B-yàlòò
[gù’
Juáàny] chì’í [ù-dòàb=bí gèhjs].
com-finish com:drink
Juan and [com-smoke=3 cigarette
'Juan stopped drinking and smoking cigarettes.'
In general, previous movement-based approaches to such phenomena have attempted to relate the two structures shown via
incorporation or restructuring. We suggest instead that both structures are present in parallel with each other, with neither derived from
the other.
George Aaron Broadwell (University at Albany-SUNY)
Michael Parrish Key (University at Albany-SUNY)
Pied-piping with inversion in Copala Trique

Session 62

Copala Trique (Otomanguean, Mexico) is a VSO language in which all constituents are normally head-initial. However, when NPs or
PPs contain an interrogative, the head-initial order gives way to head-final order. Consider the following contrast for NP (Hollenbach
1992):
5

3

3

5

1

tohoo
zoh
me
zii
tohox
p:land
he
wh
he
p:land
'his land'
'whose land'
This phenomenon is known as 'pied-piping with inversion' (PPI), as first described by Smith-Stark 1988. We give a syntactic
analysis of Trique PPI, using optimality-theoretic lexical functional grammar (Bresnan 2000). The results are compared with the PPI
found in San Dionicio Ocotepec Zapotec (Broadwell 2001).
Michal Brody (University of Texas-Austin)
Meandering toward a common alphabet: Truce, tolerance, & the unique case of Yucatec Maya

Session 64

In the last few decades in Latin America, including in Yúcatan, there have been several so-called 'alphabet wars'--impassioned,
prolonged arguments over which graphemes should be selected to represent specific sounds in the written forms of various indigenous
languages. Participants in these arguments have included foreign linguists, education officials, and missionaries, as well as speakers
themselves in all their diversity; each group has its own priorities and goals. There are many similarities among these debates despite
the distinct social and historical conditions of communities and fundamental differences between languages. Nevertheless, the case of
Yucatec Maya, whose speakers currently perceive graphemic variation as principally nonproblematic, is unique in various aspects. We
analyze the conditions in Yúcatan that account for the differences. The five principal factors are: (1) a highly developed writing
tradition that predates European contact by centuries, (2) the relationship between linguistic boundaries and political boundaries, (3) the
participation and leadership since the mid-20th century of Yucatec Maya speakers with linguistic training, (4) the absence of SIL
activity on the peninsula, and (5) the decentralized state of Yucatec Maya cultural institutions and the nonexistence of a social
infrastructure through which linguistic concerns might be organized. We argue that the current graphemic variation in written Yucatec
Maya, and more specifically the tolerance for variation among its speakers, actually serves to facilitate rather than impede the long
term development of writing and literature. The case of Yucatec Maya could serve as a model for other communities in similar
situations.
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Anne-Marie Brousseau (University of Toronto)
Emmanuel Nikiema (University of Toronto)
Another look at derivational morphology: New data from St. Lucian

Session 48

The question of the morphological 'poverty' of creole languages has recently been given a new impulse with works such as McWhorter
1998, Lefebvre 2000, DeGraff 2001, and Plag 2001. While these papers agree on certain points and dispute strongly others, they
concord in revealing important issues at stake: (1) the relative magnitude of derivational morphology--if ever present; (2) the
native/productive status of the derivational affixes; and (3) semantic transparency. We shed some light on these issues by examining
the derivational inventory of a creole whose morphology has not yet been documented, St. Lucian. We show that: (1) The
derivational inventory (stricto sensu, i.e. excluding compounding) of St. Lucian is large enough to confirm the existence of a
morphology in the language (though not as rich as that of French). (2) The native/productive affixes of St. Lucian constitute a subset
of the derivational inventory of French. (3) While semantic transparency is a necessary property of native affixes, it is not the case
that all derived words in St. Lucian are semantically transparent. We also show that a precise methodology must be followed in order
to set the derivational inventory of the language. It is particularly important in the case of creoles since most of their vocabulary
corresponds to that of their lexifier language (cf. Lefebvre 2000, Plag 2001).
Penelope Brown (Max Planck Institute-Nijmegen)
Development of ergative cross-referencing

Session 68

The Mayan languages employ a set of ergative morphemes to cross-reference the subjects of transitive verbs and noun possessors.
There are two allomorphs of the ergative morpheme--one occurs before consonant-initial roots while the other occurs before vowelinitial roots. Yukatek is exceptional in that the language also uses the 'ergative' morphemes to cross-reference the subject of
incompletive intransitive verbs. Mayanists refer to the ergative morphemes as 'set A' to avoid the complications created by languages
like Yukatek. The basic acquisition question we have asked at this stage is whether Mayan children acquire the ergative set of
inflections in a uniform manner. They could acquire the prevocalic allomorphs before the preconsonantal allomorphs. They could
acquire the first person forms before the second and third person forms. They could restrict their use of the ergative inflections to verbs
in the incompletive aspect. They could acquire the ergative cross-referencing on verbs before using it to mark possession on nouns.
With regard to Yukatek, we might expect the Yukatek children to use ergative cross-referencing with transitive verbs before they extend
it to intransitive verbs. They might also extend the ergative cross-referencing to intransitive verbs in the completive aspect. We found
the children begin using the prevocalic ergative allomorphs consistently in all four languages by 2;6. They did not use the
preconsonantal allomorphs until a year later in K’iche’ and Tzeltal but were using them earlier in Tzotzil and Yukatek. Only the
K’iche’ children displayed a noticeable gap between the time they used the ergative set to mark noun possession and argument crossreferencing. The Yukatek children begin using the ergative morphemes on transitive and intransitive verbs at the same time. The
children produced a small number errors.
Eugene Buckley (University of Pennsylvania)
The origin of a crazy rule: [du] in the Southern Pomoan Group

Session 67

Bach and Harms 1972 uses the term 'crazy rule' to describe phonological processes that make no phonetic sense. Most often such rules
arise from sensible phonetic effects whose conditioning environment has been obscured by subsequent changes. Another source,
however, is the reanalysis of morphological elements that requires a new rule to account for contextual alternations of morphemes. An
example is found in the Southern Group of Pomoan, consisting of Kashaya, Southern Pomo, and Central Pomo (Oswalt 1964,
McLendon 1973). According to this odd but quite productive process, a vowel that normally surfaces as [i] occurs as [u] after [d]
(Oswalt 1976). In Kashaya, for example, compare [momu:l-in] 'while running around' and [mahsad-un] 'while taking away' (Oswalt
1961, Buckley 1994). In reconstructing Pomoan aspectual suffixes, Mithun 2000 argues that the imperfective (or durative) *-adu was
grammaticized as part of five other aspectual suffixes (such as the progressive -w-adu). We propose that the crazy rule arose from this
recurring suffix: older /adu/ which sometimes lost /u/ due to syncope was reanalyzed as /ad/ which sometimes acquired [u] by
epenthesis. The frequency with which the zero~[u] alternation was attested, always after [d], led to a contextual variant of epenthesis
(contrary to the usual [i] in these languages). The [du] interaction was then generalized to underlying tokens of /i/, despite the
'craziness' of the rule.
Leston Buell (University of California-Los Angeles)
Bantu locative applicatives high & low

Session 4

Zulu shows two different patterns for locative applicatives, correlating to whether the locative is a DP or a PP:
(1)
[Isikole]DP sizo- fund- ela (abantwana).
7.school
7.SBJ- FUT- study- APPL 2.child
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(2)

[Esikoleni]PP
7.school.LOC

kuzo- fund- ela *(abantwana).
17.SBJ- FUT- study- APPL 2.child

'The school will be studied at (by children).'
We argue that these two patterns fall out from distinct merge positions for the applicative head, one below the agent taking a PP
specifier and another above the agent taking a DP specifier. The DP pattern in 1a superficially resembles Bantu subject/object reversal
but differs in that its agent may be implicit. Merging the DP locative above the agent accounts for both the locative's ability to raise
and the agent's ability to elide. Unlike PP locatives, DP locatives cannot appear under passive. This, taken with Chewa data,
supports the analysis that the DP locative can subordinate the agent below the I-domain. Quantifier stranding facts weaken an
alternative analysis in which the DP locative moves from below the agent to an intermediary position above it.
Ann Bunger (Northwestern University)
Jeffrey Lidz (Northwestern University)
Two-year-olds have complex representations for causatives

Session 10

Previous work demonstrates that children can use regular mappings between verb meanings and syntax to decide which of two distinct
but simultaneous events a novel verb refers to. Our study provides evidence that 2-year-old children also use syntax to decide which
subpart (means vs result) of a single causative event is being referred to. In a preferential looking experiment, 2-year-olds were
presented with novel verbs while viewing causative events. Visual fixation data show that when the linguistic input focused subjects'
attention on the result of a given causative event, they interpreted a novel verb as describing that subevent. Subjects who heard verbs
in unaccusative or transitive + unaccusative syntactic frames demonstrated a significant preference for the result subevent; control
subjects and those who heard the verbs in transitive frames showed no significant preference for either subevent. We conclude that by
this age children know the mapping relations between syntax and event structure, and crucially, they use that information to identify
and label the subparts of internally complex events.
Ronald R. Butters (Duke University)
Signs shall be taken for names: The commercial meanings of 'checkerboard'

Session 32

In trademark law, commercial entities may assert a proprietary interest in nonlinguistic signs in much the same way as linguistic ones.
For example, McDonald's, the fast-food chain, owns not only the name McDonald's but also the well-known 'golden arches' symbol.
Such trademarks are subject to the same kinds of legal rules as their purely linguistic counterparts, including genericness. Thus a fruit
seller could not prevent others from using a simple apple symbol on a fruit box. With respect to 'checkerboard' the issue of
genericness arises insofar as the checkerboard sign in itself has identifiable meanings that extend beyond that of particular products:
Important legal and semiotic issues arise if the checkerboard sign is generally understood as not meaning PARTICULAR products and
services or if the checkerboard sign is understood as signifying the kinds of products themselves. Analysis of commercial advertising
and product labeling identifies several semantic fields for checkerboards. It thus seems clear that checkerboards signs per se are 'generic'
in their reference, though specific, unique renditions of checkerboard motifs may be proprietarily protectable, particularly in semiotic
environments where they are unusual.
Laura Buszard-Welcher (Wayne State University)
The grammaticalization of obviation in Central Algonquian

Session 67

Obviation is a grammatical feature commonly found in Algonquian languages that signals disjoint reference in third persons. The fact
that obviation has obligatory contexts of application in syntax, and optional use discourse to distinguish a central character, has long
suggested a process of grammaticalization whereby discourse obviation became syntactified. The two endpoints of this process can be
illustrated with a language like Fox, which makes significant use of discourse obviation, and Ottawa, which has little to no discourse
obviation but maintains the use of obviation within the sentence. We focus on the use of obviation in Potawatomi, which provides
evidence for a middle stage in this process. While some speakers use only syntactic obviation, others make some use of discourse
obviation by maintaining proximates in transitive, but not necessarily intransitive, clauses. By demonstrating these uses of obviation
in traditional narrative, we present a mechanism that would allow a language with discourse obviation to become reanalyzed as a
syntactic obviation language and argue that Potawatomi is an example of this change in progress.
Gabriela Caballero (University of California-Berkeley)
Obviation & antilogophoricity in Spanish

Session 12

Romance pronominal subjects of subjunctive clauses have an obviative interpretation with the subject of their superordinate domains;
pronominal subjects of indicative subordinate sentences optionally corefer with the matrix subject. The unexpected obviation of pro in
Spanish is argued to occur for reasons similar to those governing the distribution of epithets, which are subject to Condition B but
also
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exhibit antilogophoric distribution, i.e. epithets 'must not be anteceded by an individual from whose perspective the attributive content
of the epithet is evaluated' (Dubinsky & Hamilton 1998: 689). Our analysis proposes that subjunctive-induced obviation effects in
Spanish occur in subordinated clauses of propositional attitudes. The effect of the subjunctive morphology in Spanish is to turn
subject pronouns (i.e. those in Spec-head agreement position) into antilogophoric pronouns, bearing the attitude perspective of the
main clause. Just as epithets bear an attitude evaluation, the subjunctive morphology transfers the attitude evaluation to the subject of
the subjunctive clause, inducing the forced obviation. Under this alternative analysis, special conditions, like the amendment of the
notions of transparency and opacity (c.f. Picallo 1984), are no longer necessary to explain the empirical facts.
Michael Cahill (SIL International)
Epenthesis or substitution? [r] in Konni

Session 5

The usual Konni (Gur family) Noun Class 1 plural morpheme is [-a/-e], as seen in consonant-final stems (tàn-á 'stones', tig-è'houses').
In vowel-final noun stems, however, we find three distinct patterns. (1) If the stem-final vowel is short, the suffix is merely added
(siébi-è 'bees'). (2) If the vowel is long and [coronal], the middle of the three input vowels elides, resulting in a diphthong: /dii-e/ -->
di-è 'foreheads'. (3) If the vowel is long, [-ATR], and noncoronal, it appears to shorten and the suffix is [-ra] rather than [-a]: /daa-a/ -> dà-rá 'days'. The constraint *VVV motivates the change in both (2) and (3). In (3), *VVV and Max(S) are satisfied by changing the
middle V to C, choosing [r] as the least-marked consonant: /d a1 a2 a3 / --> [d a1 r 2 a 3 ]. In (2), *VVV is satisfied by deleting a
stem vowel. Inserting coronal [r] next to a coronal vowel is prevented by an OCP constraint *[cor][cor] which outranks Max(S). This
analysis accounts for the data but is not the complete story. The [r] variant in NC1 never occurs with [+ATR] vowels, and this
ATR/[r] incompatibility reinforces the pattern.
Catherine A. Callaghan (Ohio State University)
Yokuts & Utian pronouns: Deep genetic relationship?

Session 67

Reconstructed pronominal systems may offer insight into still earlier stages of a proto language. We compare Proto Utian and Proto
Yokuts personal pronouns. Proto Utian possessive clitic pronouns bear an uncanny resemblance to their counterparts in Proto Yokuts,
strengthening the evidence for remote genetic relationship between the two families and suggesting that the possessive forms are older.
(CC: reconstructed by the author)
English
Utian
Yokuts
my (clitic pronoun)
mine (independent, pronoun)

PU *kan, ka
PU *ka( )na < **ka( )na?

I (subject & apposition)
thy (clitic pronoun)
thou
his,her, its

PU *kan i **kan-ni ?
PU *(m)in < **min
PU *mi ny
Mil ?an- 'indefinite
possessive prefix'
PU * i

3 sg.subj. & poss.
this, that
we inclusive
we, our (clitic pronoun)
you pl., your pl. (clitic pronoun)
you pl. (independent pronoun)

PC0 *mak i
PCo *mak
PU *mo( )m
PU *mok-kom~mo-kom
(PU *-kom 'plural')

Edward Callary (Northern Illinois University)
On the (in)adequacy of toponymic typologies

Ypal ken' < *kan' ?
PY *nV- , **na- CC 'kinship prefix, probably my'
Note PY *na- 'I'
PYnim *-min 'my'
PY *min CC
PY * am-in CC
PYnim *?ama-? CC 'he, she, it'
PY *xi CC 'this'
PYnim *ma k-in CC < **ma ki-n? 'ours' (du.incl)
PYnim *mak' 'we du.incl.'
Ypal man- (stem of 'you du. gen.' & 'you pl.gen.')
PY *ma m- CC (stem of 'you du.obj.' & 'you pl.obj.')
PY *ma-? 'thou'
Session 35

As Zelinsky has argued, typologies are the necessary second step in elevating a discipline from a random collection of facts to a mature
science. Typologies not only organize data, they provide a framework and indeed an agenda for research, as Thomas Kuhn points out
in The structure of scientific revolutions. We briefly discuss and criticize the dominant current typology in onomastics proposed by
George R. Stewart and elaborated in American place-names. This has become the default typology for the overwhelming majority of
toponymic studies in North America. This typology is not only inadequate and misleading but nonscientific and serves only to slow
the advance of onomastics as a science. In its place we propose a 'scientific' typology based not upon the motivations for naming but
upon the origins of name, similar to the typologies of word formation developed by John Algeo. (In fairness to Stewart, the fault lies
not so much with him as with those who came after. Stewart was keenly aware of the differences between motivations and
mechanisms of place naming, but subsequent scholars have ignored the distinction, much to the detriment of onomastics).
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Eliane Camargo (CELIA-CNRS/IRD, France)
Aspect & tense in Wayana: Morphology & semantics (Cariban)

Session 59

The organization of the aspect and tense system in Wayana is morphologically simple, i.e. it implies conceptualizations about the
'attitude' of speaker to the aspect-tense. The verbal predication and the nominal predication require, for the same markers in the past,
distinct interpretations. On the time axe, in concomitance to the speech act, the suffix -ja marks habitude, which we consider as an
opened class of events. The construction with this verbal suffix requires three context related interpretations:
(1)
ka
w-ëtuk-ja-i
fish
1A3P-eat-HAB(itual)-SIT(uatif)
(a) 'I eat fish'
(b) 'I used to eat fish'
(c) 'I go to eat the fish'
This predicate in the past presents two interpretations. In the first one, the verb is, phonologically, not marked by an affix while the
second receives the suffix –ne. In the construction not marked by an aspect-tense affix (2), an accomplished aspect is marked, and in 3,
an achievement aspect is indicated:
(2)
ka
w-ëtuk
(3)
ka
w-ëtuk-ne
fish
1A3P-eat
fish
1A3P-eat-past
'I’ve eaten fish'
'I ate fish'
In a nominal predication, marked by a copular verb, it receives almost the same marking. Let’s illustrate this with locative
predications:
(4)
talon
w-a-i
(5)
talon
w-eha
(6)
talon
w-eha-ken
here
1sg-be-sit
here
1sg-be
here
1sg-be-past
'I am here'
'I’ve been/lived here'
'I was/lived here'
From 4-6, we observe the irregularities in the copular root which mark the tenses: -a- for present and –eha for the past. These
irregularities were noted in an old stage of language, as found in archaic songs. The examples with the copular verb show a different
attitude of the speaker concerning the state in the past. When the semantic value is not indicated by a morpheme associated to the
copula (5), the speaker expresses that he/she is attached to this state in the past. When the copula receives the suffix –ken, the speaker
expounds his detachment to this state in the past. Does the morphological irregularity express tense and aspect or is it also due to the
suffixes, who may be responsible for the attitude to the state? Different semantic analysis will be proposed to answer this question.
Richard Cameron (University of Illinois-Chicago)
Ageing, gendering, & variation

Session 21

Gender differences are assumed to result from difference, not distance. Yet, researchers find that females and males segregate themselves
or are segregated to varying degrees. Preference for same-gender affiliations emerges around age 4, peaks in middle childhood, lessens
during the teenage years, yet continues in the workplace and into late life friendships. Why? Reasons are many. Thorne (1993:51)
identified one: 'where age separation is present, gender separation is more likely to occur'. Pursuing implications for quantitative
dialect research, we derive a hypothesis of three propositions: (1) The degree of difference in frequency, index, or probability values for
sociolinguistic variables between female and male speakers will wax and wane across the life span. (2) When sex segregation or
separation is greatest, the degree of quantitative difference will be the greatest. (3) When sex segregation or separation is smallest, the
degree of quantitative difference will be the smallest. If degrees of gender segregation fluctuate in tandem with age segregation, we
predict that the greatest degree of difference will be in childhood and the post workplace years, the least in the middle years when age
separation is less. We test the hypothesis with two sets of data from Spanish and English.
Kathryn Campbell-Kibler (Stanford University)
Listener perceptions of sociolinguistic variation: -ing & /t/ release

Session 21

Current thought on linguistic variation has come to view meaning as jointly constructed; however most variationist work has used
only production data, documenting correlations between linguistic practice and social categories. Understanding listener reactions
would allow us to investigate the meaning of variables. To this end, we applied the matched guise technique to two sociolinguistic
variables: -ing (working vs workin') and word-final /t/ release. In the first exploratory experiment, 35 listeners evaluated 17 'minimal
pairs' of one-sentence recordings. Listeners rated each recording on 10 5-point adjective scales and guessed the speaker's age and region
of origin. The results showed that -ing influenced impressions of general status ('wealthy', 'educated', 'smart'), while /t/ influenced
only 'smart'. Both variables influenced ratings for 'casual', 'formal', and 'relaxed'; -ing influenced 'careful'. -ing also influenced region
guesses: -ing favored the coasts and in favored the South and Midwest. In addition, listeners from the South rated -in as more polite
than -ing, while other listeners had the opposite trend. These results support three conclusions: (1) Both variables have a impact on
listener evaluations of speaker status and mood. (2) They have overlapping but not identical meanings. (3) The politeness of -ing
differs for Southerners and non-Southerners.
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Rebeka Campos-Astorkiza (University of Southern California)
A new approach to weight-by-position & moraic faithfulness

Session 8

Previous accounts of syllable weight in optimality theory (OT) rely on the prosodic faithfulness constraint DEP-mora (McCarthy
1997), which bans insertion of a mora. However, this constraint predicts unattested syllabification patterns, as described below. We
propose replacing DEP-mora with a new constraint, P-DEP-_, which distinguishes between regular syllabification of segments and
lengthening phenomena. The interaction of the constraints, weight-by-position (WBP, coda consonants must be moraic), and *mora/C
(no moraic consonants), determines coda weight. Whenever WBP dominates *mora/C, coda consonants are moraic. However, DEPmora can block assignment of a mora by WBP. Ranking these constraints above *mora/C and *ComplexOnset predicts unattested
syllabification patterns such as [ak.la] vs [a.kla], depending on whether /k/ is underlyingly moraic or not, assuming richness of the
base. We propose that DEP-mora should be replaced by P(ositional)-DEP-mora, which penalizes insertion of a mora only if the result is
lengthening of the segment. An inserted mora that is the only prosodic unit linked to a particular segment--a positional_-licenser (cf.
Bermúdez-Otero 2001)--does not violate this constraint. Thus P-DEP-mora says that if a mora is inserted, it must be a positional _licenser.
Alejandra Capistrán G. (Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Iztapalapa)
Words functioning as adjectives in Tarascan

Session 55

Tarascan or P’orhépecha is spoken in the state of Michoacán, México. Most of Tarascan’s lexical roots are verb roots from which
words functioning as noun and adjectives are constructed. We discuss the nature of words that behave like adjectives. By far, the main
and biggest set of such forms is constituted by verbal roots or stems ending in –ri /-ti, as shown in 1a and 1b:
(1)
a. echéri chopé -sha -Ø -ti
soil get.hard-PRG -PRS-3IND
‘The soil is getting hard’
b. k’waní+ku-a -Ø ts´á -ni kurhínta chopéri-icha-ni
throw.away-PL.OB-IMP those-OB.C. bread hard-PL-OB.C
‘Throw away those hard breads’
Words like chopéri act like the two basic adjectives sapí 'small' and t’arhé 'big': (1) They appear in modifier position and take nominal
inflexion (plural and case); (2) when used as syntactic predicates, they require the copula xindéni 'to be' or must take the verbalizer
suffix –i, as in 2.
(2)
tsakápu chopéri-i -s -Ø -ti
stone hard -VRBL-PRF-PRS-3IND
‘the stone is hard’
Nevertheless, in syntactic constructions that refer to states, –ri /-ti forms behave unlike the other adjective forms. Constructions with
–ri /-ti expressing states seem more like verb constructions than adjectives in predicative function. We propose that –ri /-ti forms
fulfill verb functions; therefore they should be considered verb forms that may function as modifiers adopting nonverbal
morphosyntactic properties. In order to support this claim, we analyze other syntactic contexts in which verb stems plus –ri /-ti
appear.
Ana Josefa Cardoso (University of Aberta, Portugal)
Some effects of the contact between Capeverdean as the native language & Portuguese as the official language

Session 52

In Cape Verde we have two languages--Capeverdean Creole, which is the native language to all the population, and Portuguese, the
official language. From birth every child learns Capeverdean Creole within the family. Most of them come into contact with
Portuguese for the first time when they go to school where they learn to write and to read in a language that they are not familiar with.
They develop writing and reading skills in Portuguese (their second language), but daily they use their native language to speak with
everybody, every time, except if they are in the classroom (there they are not allowed to do so). All classes are conducted in
Portuguese. Childen never have a Capeverdean class or a subject on their native language. Their native language isn't part of the
education system. This situation of false bilingualism many times has as a consequence the incorrect use of the second language,
because the powerful language is always that one people use instinctively, even if they don't recognize this power. We give some
examples--lexical, semantic, morphologic, syntactic, and phonetic--of Capeverdean Creole interference in Portuguese and how it
happens.
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Katy Carlson (Morehead State University)
Michael Walsh Dickey (Northwestern University)
Accents, structure, & the interpretation of gapping sentences

Session 20

We present two studies examining the processing of a previously unexplored subclass of ellipsis sentence, gapping sentences with
preposed PPs (PPGs):
(1)
In the morning, Jason called a plumber, and in the afternoon, Brian.
a. Brian also called a plumber.
b. Jason also called Brian.
Results from a written and an auditory questionnaire show that PPGs have a bias toward the object reading (1b), like regular
ambiguous gapping sentences (Carlson 2001a, 2002). However, this object bias is weaker and more flexible than that found for
regular gapping and is comparable to the bias found for comparatives. This result supports a syntactic analysis on which gapping is a
nonuniform phenomenon: PPGs involve clausal conjunction on either reading, like comparative ellipsis, while regular gapping has a
nonellipsis alternative, found in the strongly-preferred object reading. The residual object bias in PPGs (as well as a variety of other
ellipsis types) can be traced to information structure which favors taking the object as new/focused information contrasting with the
focused remnant NP (Sag 1976, Merchant 2001).
Jeannine Carpenter (North Carolina State University)
Sarah Hilliard (Duke University)
Shifting parameters of individual & group variation in African American English: The case of Roanoke Island

Session 26

The relationship of the individual to the group remains central to language variation, particularly in small, bounded ethnic
communities. We examine the role of the individual and the group in Roanoke Island, NC, the largest African American community
on the Outer Banks. Based on a series of interviews with members of this community, we examine several diagnostic variables
representing both African American English (AAE) and Outer Banks English. By generation, the data indicate increasing
accommodation to regional phonological norms coexisting with an increasing rate of distinct morphosyntactic AAE features. Along
with these general trends, the speech of the Roanoke Island African Americans reveals high levels of variation among individual
speakers. Several factors affect the expression of different dialect traits for individuals within this community setting, including the
realized and desired mobility of the speakers, interethnic contact and speakers‚ construction of their identities in relation to local and
extra-local groups. We investigate how these and other factors affect the nature of individual variation in one of our four generational
groups. Although individuals often align with the overall patterns of their generational cohorts, their speech also indicates flexibility
based on available options for group affiliation and individual lifestyle choices.
Phillip Carter (North Carolina State University)
Walt Wolfram (North Carolina State University)
New dialect formation in the American South: Latino English & Southern /ai/

Session 24

The recent emergence of Latino populations in some regions of the Mid-Atlantic South provides a unique opportunity to observe local
dialect accommodation and new dialect formation in progress. Though both English and Spanish have the diphthong /ai/, the Southern
regional variant of the benchmark local dialect norm is unglided, thus providing a local phonetic alternative. The instrumental analysis
of /ai/ for speakers in newly developing rural and urban Latino communities in North Carolina shows that there is not widespread
adoption of the local Southern norm. At the same time, individual speakers who adopt local cultural values may accommodate the
unglided dialect production. Our acoustic analysis shows further that that there is much more phonetic gradience and variation in the
transition from a more Spanish-like phonetic production of /ai/ to the American English production of this diphthong than idealized
models of language transfer often assume. The phonetic transition appears to be measured and incremental rather than abrupt and
discrete, thus showing a kind of intermediacy between Spanish and English reflective of an 'interdialectal' form (Trudgill 1985). The
kind of acquisitional intermediacy indicated here shows how interdialectal forms can be integrated into an enduring, ethnically affiliated
variety of English.
Wallace Chafe (University of California-Santa Barbara)
Do all languages have adjectives?

Session 61

R. M. W. Dixon has recently proposed that all the languages in the world have a grammatical class of adjectives. His proposal is that
even where adjective-like meanings and functions might be expressed, say, by verbs, one can discover grounds for identifying a
subclass of verbs that constitutes an adjective class. It is by no means obvious that this possibility exists for all the languages of
North America, and the Northern Iroquoian languages may provide a counterexample. We review several grammatical properties that
might be entertained as criteria for defining adjectives in Seneca and show that each criterion leads to the inclusion of elements that are
clearly not adjectival. The other Northern Iroquoian languages apparently lead to the same conclusion, but Cherokee seems to have
developed an adjective class sometime after the first major split in the Iroquoian family.
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Daniel Chapuis (William Paterson University)
Malagasy origins of the paratactic possessive in the vernacular lects of Réunion

Session 44

In keeping with the role played by Malagasy dialects in the creation of the vernacular lects of Réunion (VLR), as argued in Chapuis
2003, we explore the likelihood of the influence of Malagasy in the emergence of the possessive construction in the VLR. Such
likelihood contributes to the evidence that multiple causation led to the creation of the vernaculars in Réunion (Chapuis 2003) rather
than successive approximations due to second language acquisition (Chaudenson 1974, 1981). Even though decreolization makes data
difficult to analyze, we draw conclusions from two facts: (1) Many possessive expressions that were formed during the emergence of
the early vernacular (before 1715) seem to be the result of both simplification of the Popular French input to the vernacular and
influence of the Malagasy possessive construction. (2) The early possessive pattern has remained alive in the VLR, as the formation of
new expressions in the vernaculars over the last 200 years seems to indicate. In Malagasy, possession is expressed by simple
juxtaposition, or parataxis: [POSSESSED + POSSESSOR]. Though a number of expressions in the VLR seem to follow the possessive
construction of French [POSSESSED + de + POSSESSOR], instances which are not the result of such decreolization are analyzed to show
that the case is not as clear-cut as may appear at first. A brief comparison with the possessive constructions in Mauritian Creole and
Louisiana Creole serves to show the idiosyncrasy of the contact-induced paratactic possessive construction in the VLR.
Joan Chen-Main (Johns Hopkins University)
Robert Frank (Johns Hopkins University)
Incorporating faithfulness in finite state optimality theory

Session 15

Since Johnson 1972, it has often been assumed the computational system underlying phonology requires only finite state power.
Recent studies have identified limitations that can be imposed on OT that suffice to have it remain within the finite state realm, but
these only consider markedness constraints. We propose a formalization of OT that allows direct incorporation of faithfulness
constraints by formalizing constraints as restrictions on input-output pairs rather than restrictions on outputs as in past work.
Constraint evaluation is accomplished using a variant of the intersection of regular relations. Although such intersection is not
generally guaranteed to preserve regularity, it does hold when the relations being intersected are same-length (Kaplan & Kay 1980).
We therefore propose that both GEN and faithfulness constraints be formulated as same-length relations. At first glance, this samelength characterization of phonological mappings appears problematic in light of deletion and epenthesis. We show, however, that
this difficulty can be overcome in each case: Deletion is handled by introducing an output symbol with no pronunciation. The
epenthesis problem dissolves in the face of Tesar's (1995) observation that for optimality to be well-defined, cycles of epenthesis may
not exist, and hence there is a bound on the amount of epenthesis.
Becky Childs (University of Georgia)
Session 26
Christine Mallinson (North Carolina State University)
Constructing communities of practice through discourse & dialect in the speech of Appalachian African American women
Recent analyses (e.g. Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 1992, 1995; Bucholtz 1999) have advocated a practice-based approach for analyzing
language and gender. Within the community of practice framework, individual and group identities are seen as being continually
modified through social action, including common ways of speaking. We examine how groups of African American women residents
of Texana, North Carolina's largest African American Appalachian community, index social identities through discourse and thereby
group themselves into distinct communities of practice. We reinforce ethnographic data with analyses of diagnostic sociolinguistic
variables (e.g. consonant cluster reduction, 3rd singular -s absence, back vowel fronting). Preliminary analysis indicates differing
levels of dialect features in the speech of these residents: Whereas women who orient toward traditional values and local community
norms have higher levels of Appalachian English or Standard English features, those women who assert a more extralocal identity have
higher levels of features typical of African American English. We suggest that as these Appalachian African American women interact
within their communities of practice and use language, both directly through discourse and symbolically through dialect, they create,
recreate, and transmit social messages about themselves to others and thereby construct social identities for themselves and their group.
G. Tucker Childs (Portland State University)
The creativity of a pidgin: The South African varieties Isicamtho & Tsotsitaal

Session 53

Slavery and the concomitant African Diaspora have had dire and far-reaching consequences in Africa and on the newly formed plantation
societies in Africa and elsewhere. The planter culture was one to which Africans were patently denied access. With regard to language,
slaves had insufficient input with which to fully learn the planter's European language. They had to draw on other resources for a
means to communicate since they typically shared no language with their fellow Africans. Eschewing the dominating culture, slaves
were, at the same time, fashioning a language and an identity for themselves. The process was an intensively creative one. The lack
of a common language led to varying strategies, all of which, however, were united in their communicative goal; the
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result was a useful and successful variety, a 'medium for interethnic communication' (MIC) (Baker 2000). It is this aspect we stress,
the creativity and resourcefulness of the dispersed. We illustrate how MICs contrast dramatically with the various slangs that have
arisen in African urban centers. Lingua francas have arisen in such places, but very often they are exclusionary in nature and do not
have the creativity or the longevity of these other varieties. We focus in particular on two South African varieties, Isicamtho and
Tsotsitaal, to show how two related yet functionally disparate varieties also differ linguistically.
Hyon Sook Choe (Yeungham University)
VP-ellipsis in Korean

Session 22

In Korean, ha-, the Korean equivalent for 'do', may not generally license VP-ellipsis, but when it is supported by a 'deontic' modal or
when it appears in some restricted yes-no question contexts, it can license VP-ellipsis, as shown in 1 (cf. also Liejiong 2003):
(1)
jon-un
caki ai-lul
cal kaluchi-l swu iss-ko mayli-to [e] ha-l swu iss-ta
John-TOP self child-OBJ well teach-can-and Mary-also do-can-Mood
'John can teach his child well, and Mary can do [e] too.' (lit.)
First, the verb ha- in 1 is the pro-verb 'do'. Second, Korean VP-ellipsis exhibits the same properties as VP-ellipsis in English in
many important respects, which suggests that 1 is a case of VP-ellipsis in Korean and also that the licensers of VP-ellipsis may differ
cross-linguistically. Third, some further syntactic properties of VP-ellipsis in Korean show that (null) VP-topicalization may be
involved in VP-ellipsis (cf. Johnson 2001). To conclude, we suggest that Korean employs VP-ellipsis, in which null (topic) operators
are involved and also that the so-called null-object construction in Korean is not a case of VP-ellipsis, as Kim 1999 argues (cf. Otani
& Whitman 1991, Hoji 1998).
Angelina Chtareva (University of Arizona)
The emergence of the unmarked in Russian hypocoristic names

Session 3

We examine truncation patterns of Russian hypocoristics and the unmarked prosodic preferences emerging from truncation. Russian
hypocoristic names are formed in a consistent pattern: Regardless of the prosodic and segmental structure of the source name, the
nickname is truncated down to a bimoraic trochaic foot consisting of two light syllables: Án.na ~ Á.n'a, Ka.te.rí.na ~ Ká.t'a, Ste.pán
~ St'ó.pa, A.na.tó.lij ~ Tó.l'a. Following Benua 1995, we propose that Russian truncated forms are minimal/unmarked prosodic
words. The same constraints that operate in Japanese work in Russian, with one difference: In Japanese, feet must be binary on a
syllabic or moraic analysis; in Russian, feet must be binary on both syllabic and moraic analysis. Hypocoristics also demonstrate that
the stress falls on the first syllable of the truncated word. This finding provides additional support to the suggestion by Milnes and
Wiltshire 2000 and Halle 2001 that Russian phonological stress prefers the left edge of the word and suggests that Russian shares the
cross-linguistic preference for even trochees and uneven iambs. Together with the insight into the minimal word requirement, this is
an important generalization considering the complicated nature of Russian stress and the extensive number of stress patterns described
in the literature.
Joe Zammit Ciantar (University of Malta Junior College)
Names associated with archaeological sites in the Maltese Islands

Session 36

In the first part of this presentation, we give some general information about the Maltese islands to acquaint listeners with some of the
geography of the islands. These historical notes provide a background to the social, cultural, and linguistic events that helped establish
the distinguishing names of the islands. We then move to a short historical and linguistic discussion of the names associated with
several of the archaeological sites in Malta and Gozo, the two larger islands of the Maltese archipelago. These include caves and
underground dwelling places, buildings used for communal religious meetings, and burial places. We include a schematized
alphabetical list and a glossary of the lexical terms.
Barbara Citko (Brandeis University)
The interaction between across-the-board wh- movement & left branch extraction

Session 16

We explore the interaction between two independently well-studied wh- phenomena: across-the-board wh- movement and left branch
extraction. ATB wh- movement is common, if not universal, from a cross-linguistic perspective. Left branch extraction, however, is
much more restricted; its availability has been correlated with free word order (Hale 1982), lack of overt determiners (Corver 1992,
Boskovic 2001), and overt encoding of topic-focus structure (Sekerina 1997). Slavic languages allow both ATB movement (1a) and
LBE (1b), thus providing good grounds for testing the interaction between the two.
(1)
a. Ktorego kandydata Smith polecil
t
i nasz wydzial
zatrudnil t? ATB
which candidate Smith recommended and our department hired
'Which candidate did Smith recommend and our department hire?'
b. Ktorego Smith polecil t kandydata?
LBE
which Smith recommended candidate
78
'Which candidate did Smith recommend?'

Interestingly, putting these two wh- movement strategies together results in ungrammaticality, a fact that has not been explored
before:
(2)
* Ktorego Smith polecil t
kandydata i zatrudnilismy t kandydata? LBE ATB
which Smith recommended candidate and we-hired
candidate
The lack of ATB LBE follows, we argue, from a multidimensional account of ATB movement, originally proposed by Williams 1978,
enriched with the idea that overt movement is directly responsible for linearizing multidimensional objects.
Andries W. Coetzee (University of Massachusetts-Amherst/Potchefstroom University, South Africa)

Session 15

Variation as accessing suboptimal candidates
We argue that EVAL does not only distinguish between the optimal candidate and the mass of losers but that EVAL imposes a
harmonic ordering on the full candidate set. This more detailed information generated by EVAL is used by language users in variable
phenomena. In variation more than one output is possible for a single input. However, one of the variants usually occurs more
frequently than the other. We argue that the most frequent variant is the candidate EVAL rates best, the second most frequent variant is
the candidate rated second best, etc. We illustrate this model with data about the variable deletion of unstressed vowels in European
Portuguese. For example, 62% of unstressed [u]'s in prosodic word final position delete. The ranking ||*Unstressed V)PrWd >> Max||
results in the deletion candidate [Ø] being rated better than unstressed [u]. For a prosodic word final unstressed [u], deletion is therefore
preferred over faithful parsing. However, elsewhere in the prosodic word faithful parsing is preferred over deletion--only 14% of
unstressed [u]'s elsewhere in the prosodic word delete. The ranking ||Max >> *Unstressed [u]|| results in the faithful unstressed [u]
being rated better that the deletion candidate [Ø].
Lisa Conathan (University of California-Berkeley)
A brief overview of linguistic variation in indigenous northwestern California

Session 60

Northwestern California is often cited as an area of cultural homogeneity and linguistic diversity. Languages from three different major
stocks (Algic, Athapaskan, Hokan) are spoken in a relatively small area. (For our purposes, 'northwestern California languages' are
Yurok, Wiyot, Tolowa, Hupa-Chilula, Karuk, Chimariko, and varieties thereof.) Due to the relatively late date of attestation of many
of these languages, and scarcity of data available on some of them, dialect diversity and sociolinguistic variation are either difficult to
recover, difficult to interpret, or not adequately represented in the literature. Unpublished field notes and early records, however, give
some indication of linguistic diversity that reflects multilingualism, sociolinguistic variation, and language shifts. We give some
examples of the kind of variation that is recoverable from these sources. This includes phonemic dialect variation, e.g. regular
differences between the Coast and River dialects of Yurok; an incipient or partial merger of d (alveolar flap) and l in some Wiyot
speakers, and sociolinguistically relevant speaker attitudes toward varieties, e.g. speakers’ attitudes toward different linguistic varieties;
speakers’ definitions of 'our language' reveal the locally relevant sociolinguistic units; speakers’ value placed on their own variety
contributes to the maintenance of linguistic diversity.
Kearsy Cormier (University of Bristol, UK)
The categorical status of first person in signed languages

Session 11

We argue for the categorical status of first person in signed languages, based on data from two unrelated languages: American and
British Sign Languages (ASL & BSL). Both ASL and BSL have several first person plural pronouns, produced on or in front of the
signer’s chest, often at the center but possibly displaced to the right or left side. For subject agreement with first person plurals (1PP),
the verb starts at the center of the signer’s chest. For object agreement, the verb moves inward and generally ends at the center of the
signer’s chest. If the verb is used with a displaced 1PP pronoun, the plural verb might also be displaced to that same side. However,
if displacement does not occur, the default location for 1PP agreement in both languages is the center of the signer’s chest. These facts
provide strong evidence for the claim that both ASL and BSL have a distinct first person category. With both subject and object
agreement, the default location for first person is the center of the signer’s chest. The fact that this holds for two unrelated signed
languages further supports the distinctness of the first person category in signed languages.
Marie-Hélène Côté (University of Ottawa)
Consonant cluster simplification in Icelandic

Session 19

Consonant deletion in Icelandic has been analyzed in terms of syllable wellformedness (Itô 1986). It is suggested that clusters of three
consonants are tolerated only if the last two form a permissible onset, which must obey the sonority sequencing principle. On the
basis of three-consonant clusters formed by the addition of the preterite suffix directly to verb stems ending in two consonants (e.g.
kemb+di 'combed'), we show that consonant deletion is not adequately explained within a syllabic approach and propose an alternative
sequential account that involves perceptual factors interacting with sonority requirements. A correlation is established between the
perceptibility of a segment and the likelihood that it deletes. This correlation manifests itself in two generalizations: (1) Deletion
exclusively targets stops and nonstrident fricatives. (2) The likelihood of deletion correlates with the degree of similarity between the
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consonants in the cluster. Different speakers tolerate different levels of similarity, which accounts for the variation observed across
speakers. Deletion also interacts with metathesis, triggered if the cluster-medial consonant is more sonorous than both of its
neighbors. This analysis provides additional support for the general claim that consonant phonotactics is not syllabically-driven and
for the role of perceptual factors in phonological analyses.
Barry Cowan (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
Laurel Sutton (Catchword Brand Name Development/University of California-Berkeley)
Evolution of US corporate technology names in the 20th century

Session 32

Corporate names are no longer merely signifiers of the product, location, or founder of the company. Through the last century, the
style and content of corporate names in the U.S. has evolved in response to legal and ideological pressures, both internal and external.
We trace the change over time of corporate names in one category, technology, beginning with the 'high tech' industries of the early
1900s (telephone, electricity, business machines) and continuing through the dot-com bubble of the late 20th century. Using specific
examples, we show how, over time, corporate names have become more suggestive of attributes and metaphors for technologies and
how the naming envelope is continually pushed as the pool of available trademarks and domain names grows ever smaller. We show
the effects of globalization in naming patterns, specifically the use of non-Indo-European words, and discuss why it became
ideologically possible and acceptable for companies to use these kinds of names.
Eve Danziger (University of Virginia)
Polysemy or monosemy? Evidence from proto-Yucatecan kinship

Session 67

A major diachronic change occurred in the proto-Yucatecan kinship system when a doublet borrowing provoked a lexical split which
culminated in the destruction of the system of harmonic generations in three of the four languages of the subfamily. In a later change
specific to Mopan Maya, a diminutive modifier originally indexing the similarity of same-sex siblings was extended so far that the
coherence of genealogical generation as a semantic feature was destroyed. The first trajectory reveals an underlying polysemy in the
original system which testifies to the cognitive universality of certain genealogical concepts regardless of language coding. The
second, on the other hand, reveals the potential for sociologically based monosemy to override genealogical distinctions and testifies in
its turn to the possibility that language-particular categories may have psychological reality for speakers, even where this violates the
intuitions of outside analysts. At the most general level, the value of diachronic evidence to the linguistic relativity debate is affirmed.
Robin Dautricourt (Ohio State University)
Word boundary palatalization in English & its effects on word recognition

Session 3

Word boundary palatalization (e.g. did you
[dIdZu]) is an optional process that occurs frequently in English, yet neither the
conditions under which speakers produce it nor the effects that it has on listeners' perception are well understood. Using tokens
collected from a conversational speech corpus, an analysis of speech variants in the palatalization environment supports previous
claims that the palatalization rate increases as bigram frequency, transitional probability, and speech rate increase. In addition,
palatalization, glottalization, stop, and stop deletion are identified as the four main variants in the palatalization environment. Speech
sequences including the two most common variants were excised from the corpus and used as stimuli in word identification and word
monitoring experiments. Listeners were significantly slower with the palatalized sequences than with the glottalized sequences, and
their error rates were significantly greater in the palatalized condition than in the glottalized condition. We interpret the perception
experiment results in terms of differences in phonemic properties, perceptual salience, and relative frequencies of the two variants.
Together, the production analysis and perception experiments contribute to our understanding of variation in spontaneous speech, as
well as to the mechanism by which listeners cope with variation in pronunciation.
Catherine Evans Davies (University of Alabama)
Dialect & the spread of country music: The case of "Alabama"

Session 23

We argue that the group Alabama's important role in the expanding popularity of country music is due partly to their selective use of
Southern dialect in their lyrics. Given that Southern accents seem to be a requirement within the genre, their North Alabama accents
lend a genre-specific regional quality to the music. In terms of grammar, there is a decrease over time in distinctively Southern
grammatical features along with a maintenance of general vernacular features. The argument is that the distinctively Southern
grammatical features are potentially more stigmatized for a wider audience whereas maintaining general vernacular features allows a
broader identification among other Americans. Consistent with this pattern at the level of lexicon there is verbal imagery focusing on
a positive notion of 'country' as part of a working class stance and the use of distinctively Southern lexical items and regional
expressions. At the level of discourse there is also an increase in intertextual allusions to important Southern cultural knowledge--signalling an increasing knowledge of Southern culture in the rest of the U.S. together with a sense of regional cultural pride. A
comparison of Alabama's early and more recent lyrics reveals a change in attitude from defensive to imperialistic.
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Hope C. Dawson (Ohio State University)
Brian D. Joseph (Ohio State University)
Columbus's contribution to the foundations of the LSA

Session 38

As the Linguistic Society of America reaches its 80th anniversary, a consideration of the early days of the society is in order. The 264
Foundation Members (FMs) of the LSA constituted a diverse group with regard to gender, academic status, affiliation, etc.; we explore
one particular grouping based on geography, i.e. FMs from central Ohio. We observe that The Ohio State University played an
important role in the early days of the LSA inasmuch as two key members--Leonard Bloomfield, one of the signers of the call for the
formation of a linguistic society, and George Bolling, the first editor of Language--both hailed from Columbus and were affiliated with
The Ohio State University. Attention on this region is also justified by two geographic measures. Ohio ranks third with respect to
the number of FMs by state, and Ohio State ties for third with respect to affiliation. Accordingly, we offer synopses of the careers of
the 10 FMs from Columbus, hoping to develop a sharper sense of their specific involvement in the emergence of the Society and to
shed some light on the personal dynamics at work in the formative days of the LSA.
Elizabeth Dayton (University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez)
Pragmatic interpretation of indefinite NPs in filmic speech in African American English

Session 7

In African American English (AAE) in filmic speech, singular, indefinite NP referring terms occur as in 1-2:
(1)
Can a sister (*any sister/ I) get some water, or a fan? (Deliver us from Eva)
(2)
You catch a nigger (*any nigger/ me) off guard? (Jackie Brown)
Under a semantic account, the referents of the referring terms are single entities introduced into the discourse for the first time which
may be identified by the speaker but not by the hearer. A limitation of this account is that it does not allow for the use of referring
terms for expressive purposes. We develop the argument, through the application of Gricean pragmatics, that the referring terms in 12 have specific referents which are single entities and correspond to the speaker (I/me) and which are identifiable by speaker and hearer.
The argument rests on: (1) the observation that a cannot be substituted by any, which occurs exclusively with nonspecific NPs; the
Manner, Quantity, Relation Maxims; the AAE NP headnouns; the interactional context; the role of indirection in AAE, and the shift
of nondeictic, indefinite meaning to deictic, definite meaning. The paper contributes to the study of the media representation and
pragmatic analysis of NPs in AAE.
Laurent Dekydtspotter (Indiana University)
Bonnie D. Schwartz (University of Hawai-Manoa)
Rex A. Sprouse (Indiana University)
Is CP 'superfluous' in the initial L2 state?

Session 10

We argue, contra Bhatt and Hancin-Bhatt 2002, that far from being 'superfluous' in the L2 initial state, CP is necessary and present
throughout the course of L2 development. Specifically, we seek to refute Bhatt and Hancin-Bhatt's claim that CP is absent from early
Hindi-English interlanguage. First, we argue that Bhatt and Hancin-Bhatt's 'principle of structural minimality', according to which
'superfluous' projections are missing from the L2 initial state, confuses constraints on linguistic representation with constraints on
development. Second, we take issue with their (implicit) criterion for presence of abstract structures--viz., target-like performance from
virtually the beginning of exposure to target-language input--arguing that this fails to recognize that all learners must acquire the actual
language-particular morphosyntactic expressions of abstract positions. We believe that one must distinguish (1) having knowledge of
the structure of CP, (2) knowing specific morphosyntactic realizations of this structure in a particular language, and (3) demonstrating
consistent behavior corresponding to such underlying knowledge. Finally, we turn to semantics in early Hindi-English interlanguage,
noting that if the semantic value of C enters into syntax-semantics composition, then the early (non-target-like) interrogatives in
Hindi-English interlanguage imply early knowledge of CP, with target-appropriate idiosyncratic morphosyntactic reflexes of the
category acquired later.
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Onomastics for the historian: Evidence from the Jewish experience
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Onomastics can be used by the historian. An example from the field of Jewish history, the insular Jewish community of Kaifeng,
China, and its struggle to maintain its particular identity is an illustration. The minuscule community of Kaifeng Jews was isolated
from the major centers of Jewish culture. It managed to preserve its particular culture for about 800 years. In its nonhostile
environment, the major problem seems to have been maintaining its distinctive identity vis a vis, both the Chinese majority and the
large Muslim minority with which it shared cultural and religious affinities. Onomastics illuminates this group's struggle to maintain
its own identity and uniqueness with three types of names: (1) the unusual communal name and ethnic marker, 'The Pluckers of the
Sinews', referring to the biblical injunction not to eat the sciatic nerve; (2) its Chinese surnames which, according to local tradition,
were bestowed upon them by a benevolent ruler (in the case of Kaifeng Jewry, their Chinese surnames are evidence of acceptance and
tolerance); and (3) personal names. Biblical personal names dominate for males while for females vernacular names show assimilatory
tendencies into the local Muslim and Chinese cultures.
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Willem J. de Reuse (University of North Texas)
A phonological template for Western Apache verb prefixation

Session 59

The traditional view of Athabascan verb prefixation postulates a morphological template of positions, without any syntactic or
phonological justification. McDonough 1990 and Rice 2000 have shown that this view is theoretically unsatisfying. Using data from
Western Apache, a Southern Athabascan language of Arizona, we postulate the existence of a phonological template in which the
prefixes tend to move, regardless of their morphological function but in accordance to their underlying phonological shape. This
template, which has similarities to the phonological templates of Semitic languages, accounts for many facts of prefix ordering,
deletion, and slippage. Certain prefixes cover more than one phonological position and are expected to prevent other prefixes from
occurring. Other prefixes compete for the same phonological position, and in this case one will win out, and be realized, and the other
one will disappear. To be sure, a phonological template does not explain all the ordering facts, and some orderings must be accounted
for by semantic and syntactic constraints. For example, there exist pronoun prefixes sh- ‘1st person’ and n- ‘2nd person’ in the
(traditional) position 4, as well as in the (traditional) position 8. Since the underlying phonological shape of these prefixes is the
same in either position, the phonological template cannot explain their order. A syntactic account, such as the one in Rice 2000 is
needed to show why position 4 contains the object prefixes and why position 8 contains the subject prefixes. Thus, a phonological
template theory and Rice’s theory complement each other.
Connie Dickinson (Max Planck Institute-Nijmegen)
The expression of 'path' in Tsafiki

Session 66

Tsafiki, a Barbacoan language spoken in the western lowlands of Ecuador has a rather elegant system for coding path. All motion
verbs are inherently marked for deixis, i.e. the perspective (away or towards) chosen by the speaker. In addition, with the exception of
'come' and 'go', all motion verbs code the path’s orientation in space ('up', 'down', 'across', 'in'). The specific origin, middle, and
endpoint of the path are coded by a combination of postpositions and relational nouns. In addition, Tsafiki has a large number of
'coverbs' which can combine with the motion verb to code manner as well as specifying more precisely the shape of the path. Our
study relies on both textual and elicited materials to illustrate the precise and detailed manner in which the expression of path may be
coded in Tsafiki.
Laura Dilley (Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Harvard University)
Evaluating pitch accent categories in English

Session 17

Autosegmental-metrical analyses of English intonation assume a limited set of pitch accents (cf. Pierrehumbert 1980). However,
recent experimental work has called some of these categories into question, and few of the proposed distinctions have been tested
empirically. Several experiments investigated the validity of the proposed pitch accent categories. Stimuli were based on words
containing a disyllabic sequence with a specific stress pattern (e.g. weak-strong or strong-weak), across which an F0 peak or valley was
shifted in equal temporal intervals. In a production task, subjects imitated randomized speech stimuli while a related perception
experiment tested discrimination of stimulus pairs. Finally, subjects judged the location of the main stress in stimulus items which
could have primary stress in either of two positions. The results showed categorical effects for several stimulus series, supporting the
distinctiveness of (1) H+L* vs H* and (2) L* vs L+H*. In addition, evidence of a category boundary was observed along a continuum
corresponding to a single category, H*, suggesting the existence of an additional pitch accent category. Finally, shifting an F0 peak or
valley induced a shift in the perceived location of the primary stress, which suggests the existence of a rule that maps tones to pitch
accents.
Daniel A. Dinnsen (Indiana University)
Ashley W. Farris (Indiana University)
Grammar continuity & the prominence paradox

Session 3

Phonological contrasts tend to be preserved (or enhanced) in prominent contexts and are often merged or lost in weak contexts.! One
issue for the continuity hypothesis (Pinker 1984) is whether children and adults treat prominent contexts in the same way.! We address
this question by documenting a prominence paradox which finds that fully developed languages preserve contrasts in one set of
contexts while children tend to acquire those contrasts first in the complementary set of contexts.! An optimality theoretic solution to
the paradox is put forward that draws upon psycholinguistic evidence of a developmental shift in contextual prominence.! The
consequence is that the theory can retain a universal constraint set that is limited and identical for both children and adults.! Purported
typological asymmetries in the transition from initial- to final-state grammars can be integrated in a theoretically uniform and
psychologically valid way. [Supported by NIH DC-01694 & DC-00012]!
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Robin Dodsworth (Ohio State University)
Attribute networking: Modeling locally-perceived social categories

Session 21

We introduce a technique called attribute networking for modeling locally-perceived social categories, treating group identity as the
aggregate of individuals' conceptions of it (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985). This technique identifies links between local social
structures and broader socioeconomic structures, a challenge for social network (Milroy & Milroy 1992) and community of practice
analysis. Attribute networking is grounded in network theory (Wasserman & Faust 1994) but does not involve social networks: The
basic units are personal attributes that community members consider relevant to social classification and ties between attributes reflect
a perceived correlation between them. Graph-theoretic measures of node importance determine which (sets of) attributes are most
critical to social classification, and these define the social factors in quantitative sociolinguistic analysis. Attribute networking
identifies fluid, local social categories solely on the basis of community members' conceptions of meaningful social practices.
Further, it identifies links between local symbols--including linguistic ones--and abstract social phenomena. We illustrate attribute
networking using a selection of approximately 20 hours of conversational data from 20 speakers in Worthington, OH, focusing on two
linguistic variables, the phonetic realization of the before vowel-initial words and there is-there are before plural NPs.
Laura Domínguez (Boston University)"
Intonation & word order in focus constructions in Spanish

Session 12

In Spanish, focus affects word order: Movement of defocalized constituents is licensed in order for a focused phrase to receive main
stress via the nuclear stress rule (Zubizarreta 1998). Under Zubizarreta's model, it remains unclear whether constituents are interpreted
as focused by word order alone or if prosody and intonation play an important role in marking constituents with focus. To test the
relationship between accent placement and focus, we analyzed intonational characteristics of focused phrases in Spanish. We show that
although main prominence is used to mark focus in broad declaratives and narrow final constituents, relocation of stress is possible in
cases of initial narrow focus. Thus, fronting is a mechanism that Spanish uses to disambiguate neutral declaratives from narrow
focused constituents in final position. We see that sentences with initial focus have prosodic characteristics which are different from
sentences with final focus: Specifically, the last stressed syllable may not bear a pitch accent in sentences with fronted focused
phrases. The results show that Spanish uses both word order and prosody to encode the information structure of a sentence, and
different types of focus (narrow new and contrastive) have different syntactic as well as prosodic characteristics.
Bethany K. Dumas (University of Tennessee)
Generic, descriptive, & suggestive marks: Some linguistic correlates

Session 32

In trademark law, a generic term is one used generally for the entity that it describes; it is not admissible as a trademark. For a term to
be merely descriptive (McCarthy 2002), hence not admissible, it must trigger an almost instantaneous mental connection on the
consumer's part between the term and its referent. Such a term may be descriptive of the intended purpose, function, or use of goods;
their size; their users; or of a desirable characteristic of the goods or the end effect of the goods upon the user (McCarthy 2002 Section
11:16 at pp. 11-21--11-22. Suggestive terms are admissible as trademarks. A suggestive term must, in the relevant context, require
use of the imagination or of inferential techniques in order to arrive at the connection between the term and its referent. One may
explore the nature of terms by conducting market research designed to elicit information about how target consumers understand terms
or by examining the frequency with which terms or significant parts of them are used and how the terms are commonly understood.
This paper reports some characteristics of generic, descriptive, and suggestive terms based on recent court decisions in cases making
use of linguistic analysis.
Cristina Dye (Cornell University)
Romanian supine sentences: Tough & non-tough

Session 16

We shed new light on two types of sentences involving the supine mood in Romanian which previously were poorly understood.
Sentences such as Aceste poezii sunt usor de memorat and Aceste poezii sunt usoare de memorat are semantically related (both may be
translated as 'these poems are easy to memorize') and superficially differ only minimally, one having an adverb and the other an
agreeing adjective. However, a set of syntactic tests reveals that one type of sentence is similar to English tough-movement while the
other may involve some form of passivization.
Cristina Dye (Cornell University)
Maria Blume (Cornell University)
Barbara Lust (Cornell University)
The acquisition of verb morphosyntax: Evidence for the grammatical mapping paradigm

Session 10

We report new data regarding children's English verb inflection from two experiments on the first language acquisition of VP-ellipsis
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in which IP was targeted. The experiments (deriving from Foley et al 2003) involved 89 subjects ( ages 2.2 to 6.1 ) in an elicited
imitation task. Results show that children produced a wide array of structure-dependent inflection errors, including both omission and
commission errors. This error range corresponds to that reported in Santelmann et al. 2000, which was based on both natural speech
and experimental work testing question inversion. This full pattern of errors, replicating across syntactic contexts and across
experimental and natural speech data, suggests a theory of acquisition in which universal grammar (UG) continuously guides and
constrains the acquisition process but does not fully determine the integration of the lexicon, associated morphology, and phrase
structure associated with a specific language grammar (SLG). According to this model, the grammatical mapping paradigm, the child
must map from UG to SLG by accomplishing this integration.
William G. Eggington (Brigham Young University)
Trade name protection in the dot.com world: The Kelley Blue Book cases

Session 33

Kelley Blue Book is the US's leading auto valuation guide. Its success has led to a portion of its trade name being adopted as a
colloquial descriptor of all auto valuation guides as in 'What's its blue book value?' Recently, a large publishing corporation and a
series of dot.coms offered web-based auto valuation guides using web addresses such as <www.bluebookvalues.com> or 'blue book'
labeled links to Kelley's competitors. Legal action ensued. We describe attempts by linguists called as expert witnesses to argue both
for and against web-based 'blue book' genericism. Case-law established methods for determining genericism have relied on dictionary
definitions, anecdotal usage, or random public surveys. However, with the availability of web-based and digitalized print-media search
engines, large data corpora can be analyzed that allow linguists to offer testimony based upon statistically defensible empirical
evidence, including the use of experimental controls. We offer recommendations for the development of research models that could
establish new standards for determining genericism.
Karen Emmorey (Salk Institute)
Helsa B. Borinstein (Salk Institute)
Robin Thompson (University of California-San Diego)
Bimodal bilingualism:! Code-blending between spoken English & American Sign Language

Session 11

The vast majority of bilingual studies involve two spoken languages.! Such 'unimodal' bilingualism automatically entails a severe
production constraint because one cannot physically produce two spoken words or phrases at the same time. We conducted an
investigation of 'bimodal' bilingual communication among hearing people who are native users of American Sign Language (ASL) and
spoken English.! In a narrative production task, ASL-English bilinguals produced code blends (simultaneous sign and speech) rather
than code switches.! Code blends were generally semantically equivalent in ASL and English and differed from code switches with
respect to grammatical category.! In addition, code blending sometimes influenced spoken English such that English followed the
grammatical structure of ASL.! Bilingual communication differed from simultaneous communication (SimCom) in which participants
attempt to produce the exact same message in ASL and English.! SimCom engendered more dysfluencies and fewer semantic
equivalencies.! Finally, ASL signs occasionally intruded when bimodal bilinguals talked with monolingual nonsigners.! Bimodal
bilingualism offers a unique method for studying the temporal and linguistic constraints on code mixing, the semantic and pragmatic
functions of bilingual communication (when articulatory constraints on communication in two languages are removed), and the impact
of bilingualism on language production in general (particularly on the production of co-speech gesture).
Patience Epps (Max Planck Institute-Leipzig/University of Virginia)
From ‘wood’ to future tense: Nominal origins of the future construction in Hup

Session 67

Cross-linguistic comparison of future constructions (cf. Bybee et al., 1994) shows that future grams almost invariably derive from
verbs involving agent-oriented modality or spatial movement. However, the Hup language of the northwest Brazilian Amazon
(Guaviare-Japura or 'Maku' family) has developed a future gram from a noun: ‘wood, log’. We trace a proposed path of
grammaticalization of ‘wood’ from a free lexeme to an increasingly abstract 'generic' noun in nominal compounds and thence to a
future gram in verbal constructions. We examine ambiguous constructions that may have been central to the semantic shift, including
adverbial clauses relating to purpose and declarations and questions concerning existence and identity. We also address the question of
why ‘wood’, among other nouns, should have been the pivot for such a shift in reference to the cultural and material environment of
the Hup speakers. Finally, we point out that, despite the strange origins of the Hup future gram itself, the shift of a construction from
nominal to verbal or vice versa is a relatively common process among the world’s languages; from this perspective, the development
of the future-tense verbal construction in Hup from a nominal form is not in itself a typological oddity. However, it is not predictable
typologically that such a shift should give rise to future tense, as opposed to other tense-aspect-mode features; we address this
development in the case of Hup with reference to the pragmatic implications of the construction’s use in discourse.
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Ardis Eschenberg (University at Buffalo-SUNY/Nebraska Indian Community C/UmoNhoN Nation Public School)
Aktionsart, transitivity, & the function of wa- in Omaha

Session 61

The morpheme wa- occurs in Omaha in a variety of contexts. For stative verbs, it is used for animate 3rd person plural subjects (1).
For active verbs, it occurs both when there is an animate plural object (2) and when no direct object is specified (3).
h

(1)

Wa-wasnida
(2)
Wa-n-ixu-a?
(3)
Wa-n-at e-a?
3pl-late
Pl.Obj-2sg-draw-?
wa-2sg-eat-?
'They are late.'
'Are you drawing us/them?'
'Are you eating?'
While the transitive verb in 3 requires wa- when it occurs without an object, not all potentially transitive verbs occur with the
morpheme wa in intransitive contexts (4c).
(4)

n

a. Tabe tho thashkade-a?
b. Thashkade-a?
c. *Wathashkade-a?
ball the 2sg.play-?
'Are you playing?'
'Are you playing ball?'
Whereas examples 2 and 3 require wa- as a detransitivizer when no object is specified, 4 does not. We consider the use of wa- for a
large number of (potentially) transitive verbs. Using the concept of Aktionsart, which considers the inherent temporal qualities of the
verb, we find that verbs which are marked with wa- alternate between activities (3) and active accomplishments (2). An analysis based
solely on transitivity fails to precisely describe which verbs are marked by wa-. However, we also find that not all verbs which
alternate between activities and active accomplishments are marked by wa-. While creation and consumption verbs exhibit this
alternation and are marked by wa-, certain verbs of motion exhibit the Aksionsart alternation but are not marked by wa-. Thus, while
Aktionsart provides a useful tool for analyzing this alternation, it does not completely account for this marking.
Lauren B. Evancie (Boston University)
Morphology & vowel duration in American English flapping

Session 3

Neutralization of medial alveolar stops /t, d/ (i.e. flapping) is a commonly cited occurrence in North American English. It is viewed as
being either a categorical phonological process or an incomplete neutralization of the underlying contrast. Incomplete neutralization
would preserve sufficient consonant characteristics (i.e. voicing) to inform the length of the preceding vowel, hence supporting claims
of vowel duration differences in flapped environments. This hypothesis requires the identity of the underlying consonant to be known.
Using words containing flaps whose underlying identity is either evinced by morphologically related forms, or functionally
unidentifiable, this study investigates the extent to which morphological structure of the flapping environment informs the realization
of the durational contrast. If durational differences were impacted by underlying consonant identity, a contrast should occur only where
that identity is available. Ten participants produced 24 words with an underlying morphological form, 24 words without, and 48
disyllabic foils. Results obtained here show no significant difference in either flap duration or pre-flap vowel duration. These findings
are inconsistent with a hypothesis of incomplete neutralization. It is possible that the unique word list used allowed for a clearer
picture of the flapping question.
Daniel L. Everett (University of Manchester, UK)
Liminal categories

Session 9

We propose a new kind of morphosyntactic entity, liminal categories (LCs), which shares properties of words and phrases
simultaneously. It proposes an analysis of three kinds of LCs in the Amazonian language, Wari'--(1) periphrastic pronouns, (2)
complex kinship terms, and (3) intentional state constructions (ISCs). We propose an account of LCs in role and reference grammar
(RRG) and conclude that LCs are not abnormalities but fundamental components of the syntax of human languages. We argue that
though some current theories can account for Wari' complex kinship terms and periphrastic pronouns, RRG is better equipped to
analyze the predicates of ISCs, as part of its general account of LCs. The key to the analysis and prediction of LCs is to recognize that
phrases (NPs, VPs, Ss) may be exocentric, built around a semantic NUC(leus).
Jan Terje Faarlund (University of Oslo)
Person agreement in Chiapas Zoque

Session 63

In Chiapas Zoque, core arguments are represented in the verb as prefixes agreeing with the person of the argument. There is a separate
set of prefixes for ergative and absolutive agreement. However, each verb has only one person prefix, and the choice of prefix follows
an intricate ergative and inverse pattern although the language does not have morphological inverse marking on the verb. The use of
person prefixes also reveals a saliency hierarchy with the 2nd person on top. The variant of Zoque spoken in the communities of
Ocotepec and Tapalapa in Northeastern Chiapas also shares these features, but it differs from the other known variants in that a 2nd
person patient under certain circumstances may be represented by the ergative prefix rather than the absolutive prefix. We contrast data
from Ocotepec with descriptions of Copainalá Zoque, the hitherto best described dialect of Zoque, and propose an
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account of the person marking in these two varieties in terms of optimality theory, where the constraints are based on saliency and
ergativity. The Ocotepec/Tapalapa dialect also differs from other variants of Zoque in their system of person marking in the
subjunctive ('dependent' form) of intransitive verbs, a system that has not so far received a theoretically coherent description. The
proposed OT analysis with its dialect particular ranking also explains this subjunctive person marking in the Ocotepec/Tapalapa
dialect.
Paul D. Fallon (Howard University)
Reduplication in frequentative verbs in Bilin (Central Cushitic)

Session 13

Bilin is a Central Cushitic language spoken by 85,000 speakers around Keren, Eritrea, where fieldwork was conducted. We use
correspondence theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995, Kager 1999) to analyze the frequentative aspect of verbs formed using two types of
infixal reduplication. Both types may be united under the generalization that the reduplicant must occur before a prosodically
prominent syllable--it must be aligned to the left of a stressed foot. Thus a prosodic constraint such as PRE-STRESS dominates a
constraint ALIGN-RED-R, which aligns the reduplicant to the right, as a suffix. (Contrast this with Timugon Murut, which alternates
pre- and infixation based on a constraint such as ONSET). The affixation of the morph /-ín-/ after monosyllabic (but not disyllabic)
roots is explained as prosodically driven since reduplication requires two disyllabic feet. The significance of our paper lies in the
presentation of new data, the first thorough analysis of reduplication in Bilin, and the discovery of a typological case of infixation
based on prosodic conditioning involving prominence, not just syllable structure. This in turn contributes to the typology of template
theory and constraints in OT.
Ralph W. Fasold (Georgetown University)
'Did he mean herself?': Competition between two ways to conform to the binding theory

Session 3

A potential syntactic change in progress involves forms subject to binding theory Principle A. A number of cases of reflexives
apparently in violation of Principle A have been pointed out by Zribi-Herz (1989). For example:
(1)
Maggiei looked at him. Did he mean herselfi ---herselfi and the baby?
In the course of analysis of cases like this, Baker 1995 noticed that they seemed to parallel the use of a combination of a full noun or a
nominative pronoun plus a reflexive, as follows:
the students
the students themselves
they
they themselves
them
themselves
Suppose that themselves is structurally identical with the other two forms, with a structure like: [DP pro [NP themselves]].
Here, covert pro binds themselves within the DP, creating its own conformity to Principle A. The analysis entails a troublesome
problem--Johni likes [proj herselfj]is grammatical, though thoroughly unacceptable. Such cases fall prey to a 'bad meaning drives out
good' effect, also found in unrelated cases. Suppose the selection of the [pro Xself] forms increases over time. A new generation of
learners might begin to take plain -self forms to be [-anaphor], pragmatic markers, leaving no forms to which Principle A would
apply.
Guanjun Feng (University of Southern California)
Phonological restriction on morpheme in shaping reduplication

Session 13

Generalized alignment constraints subsume the following constraints for the alignment of morpheme and syllable: ALIGN (morpheme,
L/R, syllable, L/R) and ALIGN (syllable, L/R, morpheme, L/R). The complete alignment of morpheme and syllable (hereafter ALIGN
[syl]), ranked together in the grammar, predicts the morphophonological characteristics of isolating languages, e.g. Chinese and
Vietnamese. ALIGN [syl] shapes the different reduplication patterns of Mandarin Chinese which has a AABB (A and B refer to
syllables) reduplication for adjectives. We claim RED is realized twice in the output so as to satisfy the ALIGN [syl] requirement.
Partial reduplication for verbs consisting of a verb morpheme and its object takes the form of AAB. This contrasts with the ABAB
pattern for verbs composed of two verb morphemes. Our claim is that the difference is caused by the interaction between ALIGN [syl]
and a faithfulness constraint to morphological heads. ALIGN [syl] also plays an important role in the affixation of the diminutive
morpheme, which takes different forms across Chinese dialects. In the Anxiang and Jian'ou (/pu/[pu.lu])dialects, the morpheme is
realized as reduplication plus a fixed segment (as /l/ in Jian'ou). We consider the reduplication is driven by the alignment constraints
of morpheme and syllable via multiple correspondence between the input and output.
Hana Filip (SRI-Discern/Stanford University)
The semantic structure of prefixed verbs & their arguments

Session 1

Slavic verbal prefixes have puzzling uses in which they provide bare mass terms and plurals with a weak quantificational force.
A
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paradigm example is the Russian prefix na- used in the following example (see Forsyth 1970:22):
Na.braliP
grybov.
PREFIX.take.PL.PAST
mushroom.PL.GEN
'They picked a lot of / a large quantity of mushrooms.'
We argue that prefixes used in this way function as lexical A-quantifiers (see Partee 1991, 1995), henceforth LAQ. Second, although a
LAQ-prefix and its nominal target never form a single syntactic NP/DP constituent, they form a single semantic constituent at the
level of composition at which the quantificational and referential effects of a prefix on a nominal argument are calculated. A LAQprefix is an intersective modifier of nominal meanings, as is commonly assumed for weak determiner quantifiers. Third, a bare
nominal modified by a LAQ-prefix behaves like an incorporated nominal. According to Carlson 2000, all weak indefinites can be
treated as nominals in incorporation(-like) structures. Our proposal has implications for the interaction between lexical aspect (or
Aktionsarten) and quantification. It also supports the concept of a word simultaneously defined at multiple parallel levels of
representations, which may mismatch or overlap (see Bresnan & Mchombo 1995).
Elissa Flagg (University of Toronto)
Decomposition, fusion & competition in English auxiliary reduction

Session 3

English auxiliaries decompose into discrete morphemes composed of verbal features and tense/agreement features, each realized by a
unique phonological exponent, as in 1 and 2a. Reduced auxiliaries are formally identical to the phonological exponent of the
tense/agreement morpheme of their full counterparts, as in 1 and 2b.
(1)
a. Iggy has ([hæ-z]) been away.
b. Iggy's ([z]) been away.
(2)
a. He had ([hæ-d]) promised to call. b. He'd ([d]) promised to call.
This observation motivates a treatment of auxiliary reduction (AR) in terms of morphological fusion of the discrete verbal and
tense/agreement feature bundles of the full auxiliary into a single terminal node; the 1b and 2b examples show that tense/agreement
features take precedence over verbal features in competition for realization within the single post-fusion vocabulary insertion site.
Fusion crucially merges two morphosyntactic terminals under a single category node; several contexts in which AR is banned (e.g.
SAI, negative inversion, contracted negation) are unified here under a single structural configuration in which fusion is blocked by the
presence of an additional morpheme. The present account also provides a nonarbitrary relationship between the surface forms of full
and reduced auxiliaries, absent from previous treatments that also propose allomorphy rather than phonological reduction in AR.
John Foreman (University of California-Los Angeles)
Subjects in Macuiltianguis Zapotec

Session 58

Macuiltianguis Zapotec (MacZ), along with a number of other Zapotec languages, exhibits a typologically very unusual binding
construction. In this construction, first observed in Butler 1976 and surveyed in Black 2000, a possessor of an object can bind and
license a null subject when they are coreferential. For example, in 1 there is no coreference between the subject (Felipeà') and the
possessor (untoà'), and the subject is overtly expressed in its normal VSO position:
(1)
Rii
Felipe =à'
ca
laaya
unto
=à'
washes Felipe =DISTAL PLURAL tooth child
=DISTAL
'Felipe is brushing the child's teeth'
When there is coreference between the subject and a full NP possessor, the subject must be null, indicated by the underline:
(2)
Rii
____
ca
laaya
unto
=à’
washes
PLURAL tooth
child
=DISTAL
'The childi is brushing hisi teeth.'
Attempts to have an overt subject or null possessor result in ungrammaticality and/or loss of coreference:
(3)
Rii
(*unto =à’)
ca
laaya
*(unto=à’)
washes (*child=DISTAL) PLURAL tooth *(child=DISTAL)
The childi is brushing hisi teeth.
There are two initially plausible analyses of this construction: It involves a VOS word order or incorporation of the object. Under
each alternative, the possessor should in fact be viewed as an overt subject. We show that neither analysis is viable. In particular, we
focus on the fact that the possessors lack any independent properties associated with subjects in MacZ, such as movement properties or
omission in imperatives and nonfinite clauses.
Robert Frank (Johns Hopkins University)
Diagnosing unbounded dependencies: Successive cyclic movement vs adjoining

Session 16

It is widely assumed that unbounded dependencies are derived through iterated local movement. An alternative is provided by the tree
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adjoining grammar (TAG) formalism, where movement is a local process and cannot iterate; unbounded dependencies arise from the
'adjoining' operation that inserts recursive pieces of structure inside other structures, separating a fronted element from its clause. This
works well for wh- movement (WhM), where moved elements proceed to left-peripheral positions but does not generalize to
displacements to matrix-clause-internal positions, as in Hungarian focus movement (FM): it cannot 'wrap' the higher clause around the
focused element. Consequently, TAG forces us to analyze WhM and FM differently. There is evidence that this is correct: Unlike
WhM, FM licenses verbal agreement with and case assignment to the moved element and does not permit scope reconstruction. These
are, however, properties of a different construction: tough movement. By adapting Chomsky's (1977) analysis of this construction to
FM, we arrive at a TAG-compatible analysis that explains differences between FM and WhM. We see that the mechanism TAG
provides for building structure yields analyses of unbounded dependency constructions that match the seams of human grammar,
explaining properties of displacement without additional stipulation.
Janet M. Fuller (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale)
Miss Scarlet, Mrs. Peacock, & Ms. White:! Clues to the use of female titles

Session 23

Our study is a replication of Lillian 1995 using a more diverse subject pool.! The subject pool! includes 291 undergraduate students,
61 staff members, and 66 faculty members at a university in the South Midlands.! The respondents completed a questionnaire which
asked them to provide titles for (fictional) women who were described according to their marital status, occupation, age, and sexual
orientation. Preliminary findings indicate that although the faculty and, to a lesser extent, the staff at this university tend to use Ms.
for women whose marital status is unclear, the students have a different pattern of title use.! Students use both Mrs. and Miss at
higher rates than faculty and staff! and appear to understand Ms. not as a neutral term, but as a title for mature single women. In
addition to addressing the differences between student, faculty, and staff responses, we analyze the data in terms of sex, race, age, and
level of education. !
Susanne Gahl (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Susan Garnsey (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Grammar, usage, & pronunciation variation

Session 21

Frequent words tend to shorten (see e.g. Schuchardt 1885, Hooper 1976), as do words that have a high probability of occurrence given
a neighboring word (Jurafsky et al. 2001). This tendency has been cited in support of the claim that human language processing is
probabilistic, and of usage-based approaches to language variation (e.g. Bybee 2001). However, effects based on the frequency of words
or sequences of words do not establish a role of probabilities in core grammatical domains such as syntax: There is wide-spread
consensus that grammars of natural languages cannot be adequately described in terms of transitional probabilities (Chomsky 1957).
Also, frequency of usage depends in part on real-world plausibility (cf. Newmeyer 2003). Therefore, unless pronunciation variation
reflects probabilities of syntactic structures, and unless plausibility is controlled for, it cannot be said to reflect probabilistic effects at
the level of grammar. Using new experimental data on American English /t, d/-deletion in past tense verb forms, we report a case of
pronunciation variation reflecting contextual probabilities of syntactic structures not attributable to real-word plausibility. Our results
are consistent with the notion that probabilistic effects exist not only at peripheral levels, such as transitional probabilities, but at the
core of grammatical knowledge.
Michael Galant (University of California-Los Angeles)

Session 58

San Lucas Quiaviní Zapotec (SLQZ) ru': Evidence for two more's in English
In English, the word more may occur in various positions. For example, it may occur before a noun (1) or before a long adjective (2):
(1)
more money
(2)
more intelligent
Although the null hypothesis favors an analysis by which each of these instances of more is the same entity, semantic considerations
and evidence from SLQZ actually favor an analysis in which there are two types of more--a simple allomorph of _er, abstractly, ER,
the head of a degree adverbial in comparative sentences, and a conflation of _er and the abstract equivalent of the quantifier much. By
semantic considerations, we would expect a noun can be modified by a quantifier but not be a degree expression whereas an adjective
can be modified by a degree expression but not by a quantifier. Therefore, we could expect that in both ?1 and ?2, more heads a degree
adverbial, but in ?1, more must be the conflation of ER and MUCH whereas in ?2, more must only contain ER, as in 'taller'.
Although such expectations are not borne out transparently in English, they are in SLQZ:
(3)
Zye:einy_ru’ mu:uuly
(4)
*Mu:uuly _ru’
MUCH _ER money
money_ER money
'more money' [(much+er) money]
(5)
Nsinni’cy_ru’
(6)
*Nsinni’cy zye:einy_ru’
intelligent_ER
intelligent MUCH_ER
'more intelligent' [(intelligent_er)]
Thus, although it would a priori be desirable to claim that English more is always the same entity, semantic considerations and data
from SLQZ support the existence of two instances of more in English.
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Orin Gensler (Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology-Leipzig)
The morphosyntactic distinctiveness of with

Session 12

In a scattering of languages worldwide, the particular adposition with deviates morphosyntactically from other adpositions in some
way. The formal exponents of this deviation are strikingly heterogeneous: (1) Use of with as NP-level and- conjunction. (2)
Alongside dominant postpositionality, some languages have a single native preposition, with; thus Songhay and Gur (West Africa),
Olutec (Mesoamerica). (3) The language is prepositional; however, with a pronominal object, the single preposition with becomes a
postposition--thus Latin me-cum 'me-with'. (4) The formal strategy for adpositional relativization ('knife with which I cut the bread')
differs for with vs other adpositions ('Front the bare Adposition'); thus Ocotepec Mixtec (Mesoamerica), Gbeya (Central Africa). (5)
Several Austronesian cases: In postpositional Takia, Postps take independent-series pronominal objects--except with, whose pronoun
object is a bound form. In prepositional Nias, all Preps condition mutation on their following Object except with; moreover, whquestions with with front the PrepPhrase ('With what did...?') while with other Preps, the PrepPhrase deletes completely. Various
explanatory factors can be invoked--contact (West Africa), verbal origin (Austronesian?), use as NP-level and-conjunction. Most
intriguing, however, is the question of why with, specifically, should be repeatedly targeted cross-linguistically for special treatment.
Perhaps a semantic factor is relevant: Most adpositions are local/locational, while with is not.
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser University)
Applicatives & end points in Halkomelem

Session 66

In Halkomelem Salish, there are four applicative suffixes. One of these, -nus, allows the end point of an unergative motion verb to
be expressed as an object argument. The applicative construction is an alternative to expressing the endpoint as an oblique phrase in a
separate embedded clause with the motion verb nem' 'go'. Though only a half dozen verbs commonly appear with -nus, fieldwork has
shown that native speakers have very secure judgments about which verbs can take this suffix. Of approximately 60 motion verbs in
the language, the applicative suffix is possible on half of them. Comparing the verbs that do and do not take -nus, we can arrive at a
generalization. Verbs that imply a path in their meanings easily form applicatives (e.g. those with meanings such as 'go/come
toward', 'climb', 'go down', 'disembark', 'go uphill', 'go downhill', 'crawl, 'swim, 'paddle). However, verbs that reference a path, but
also lexically stipulate a goal do not (e.g. those with meanings such as 'go over the mountain', 'go to the stern', 'come into view', 'go
through an opening', 'go in a direction'). In sum, Halkomelem uses a grammatical means--applicative constructions--to express the
notion of end point of a trajectory on a variety of motion verbs. Directional applicatives, although they are fairly rare in languages of
the world, are robustly attested in Halkomelem and several other Coast Salish languages.
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser University)
Thomas E. Hukari (University of Victoria)
Determiners & the interpretation of Halkomelem ergatives

Session 9

In verb-initial languages, there is potential confusion in the interpretation of two postverbal arguments. In general, Salish languages
avoid two DPs and interpret the sole DP in a transitive clause as the nontopical object. However, we have found in our examination
of Halkomelem Salish texts that there is occasionally a need to express an overt ergative DP. Overt subjects are used to refresh or
reestablish an on-going topic or to begin or end a section. One set of determiners--the nilh- determiners--is used to express already
activated DPs in the story. Nilh- DPs are predominantly used for subjects, including ergatives, and possessors. However, in rare
examples, where there is no potential ambiguity due to other factors, we also see object or oblique object nilh- DPs. Because of this
range of occurrence, the nilh- determiner cannot be considered a case marker per se. However, since, in practice, ergatives and objects
are usually marked by different types of determiners, Halkomelem has a de facto case system which can be used to help distinguish
ergative from object DPs. This is the first evidence to suggest that determiners are used in this way in Salish languages.
Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser University)
Mercedes Q. Hinkson (Northwest Indian College)
Conceptualizing the Salish world: Evidence from numeral classifiers

Session 61

Of the 120 lexical suffixes in Halkomelem Salish, 24 function as numeral classifiers. We detail the classificatory system, discussing
the meaning of each suffix and the nouns that it classifies. Some suffixes refer to the natural environment or material culture and
allow us to draw a picture of the most important items in the precontact lifestyle--people, waterfowl, fish, trees, plants, ground,
firewood, houses, canoes, paddles, and garments. Most inanimates are classified based on their shape. Historically, the classifier
meaning often springs from the concrete semantics of the source noun extending to a more abstract use as a classifier. Some aspect of
the noun--its shape, function, or most prominent feature--is highlighted in the classifier semantics. In comparing the Halkomelem
system to classifiers in other Salish languages, we see that, although the actual suffixes are direct correspondences only rarely, the
overall classificatory system is similar in all of the languages. Differences in Plateau vs Coast culture account for some of the
differences in classifier origin and use.
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James German (Northwestern University)
Mapping focus to phonology: Stranded prepositions & accent placement

Session 12

Syntactic accounts of focus (Selkirk 1984, 1995; Rochement 1986) generally assume that pitch accents are the phonological
realization of a syntactic feature.! Constructions involving sentence-final prepositions with relativized internal arguments (Paul took
down the tent that they play their game in) present a problem for this view.! Previous work (Ladd 1980) has generally assumed that
under narrow focus, stranded prepositions receive pitch accents (Prompt: Let's leave as soon as we tip the waiter.! Response: I don't
have any cash to tip the waiter WITH).! We present results from a production experiment that found such prepositions to be highly
dispreferred as the locus of nuclear pitch accents.! Subjects were more likely to accent evoked elements like direct objects (Response: I
don't have any cash to tip the WAITER with).! Additionally, accent placement is shown to be influenced by whether the direct object
is a full DP or a pronoun (Response: I don't have any cash to TIP him with).! These results are not inconsistent with the predictions
made by syntactic theories of pitch accent placement.! However, that pitch accents respond readily to nonsyntactic, noninformation
structural factors suggests a revision of our assumptions about the sources of constraints on their realization.
Jila Ghomeshi (University of Manitoba)
Information structure inside the Persian noun phrase

Session 12

We explore the cooccurrence restriction between two kinds of elements within the Persian noun phrase. Pronominal possessors in
Persian can take either enclitic or independent form, with the former being more common. Topical possessees, those having been
recently mentioned in discourse or being otherwise salient in the linguistic context, are replaceable by the anaphoric element mal (lit.:
'property'). The puzzle addressed here is why anaphoric mal cannot cooccur with the enclitic pronominal possessors. The restriction is
explained in terms of information structure. Informally, the choice of an anaphoric element to represent an already-introduced
possessee serves to focus the possessor. It is therefore proposed that anaphoric mal REQUIRES a focused possessor. We present
evidence from nonpossessive constructions to support the claim that the pronominal enclitics, as reduced pronominal forms, cannot be
focused--either phonologically or pragmatically. This fact is formalized within a constraint-based system banning the use of the
Persian pronominal enclitics in any focused position. More generally, we advocate for a view that puts information structure on a par
with binding principles in determining the realization of pronominal forms.
Anastasia Giannakidou (University of Chicago)
How far can we go with Strawson downward entailment?

Session 14

Any is found in complements of factive verbs and only. This has long been recognized as a problem for Ladusaw's (1979) thesis that
polarity items (PIs) are licensed by downward entailment (DE), because factives and only are not DE. In defense of DE, von Fintel
1999 defines Strawson DE (SDE), the idea being that monotonicity is computed only if presuppositions are satisfied; and only and
negative factives are indeed SDE. However, we show that SDE makes wrong predictions in (at least) four cases: (1) Crosslinguistically, PIs comparable in distribution with any are not licensed with only and factives. (2) Alleged upward entailing want and
similar verbs actually license PIs (John {wants/is willing} to talk to any student). (3) If only is SDE, then so are clefts, but these do
not license PIs (*It was John who talked to anybody). (4) SDE fails to distinguish every! from each (which doesn't license PIs) since
it makes each SDE. Hence, SDE cannot rescue classical DE.! Instead, a more promising account must rely on nonveridicality
(Giannakidou 1998, 1999) while also allowing licensing by a negative implicature (Linebarger 1980) for the exceptional behavior of
any with only/factives.
Cynthia Girand (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Laura A. Michaelis (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Prosodic characteristics of so in exclamative & correlative contexts

Session 3

We investigated the prosodic forms of two related constructions--correlative so (I've heard so many statements that I've lost track) and
exclamative so (The other one just seems so terrible). The correlative construction is based on the juxtaposition of two clauses; two
states of affairs, with the notions of excess and result, are causally linked. Exclamative so expresses an affective state about a
proposition. We performed prosodic analyses on tokens of correlative and exclamative so taken from the Switchboard corpus of
conversational English. Each relevant utterance was coded for type of construction, presence, and type of pitch accent, vowel
reduction, word duration, and proximity to intonational phrase boundary. Our study shows that the degree of expression of speaker
affect is related to cohesion within the construction. We show that the prosodic characteristics of correlative so depend on the
intonational and semantic cohesion of the clauses: Where there is less cohesion, the degree word so is more likely to have exclamative
prosody. Conversely, in cohesive correlative clauses, correlative so typically lacks exclamative prosody. These results argue for the
importance of considering clause cohesion when identifying formal categories related to speaker affect.
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Ives Goddard (Smithsonian Institution)
The indigenous languages of the Southeast

Session 60

J. W. Powell's map "Linguistic Stocks of American Indians North of Mexico" (1891 [1892]) assigned large areas of the Southeast
culture area to the Muskhogean, Timuquanan, Algonquian, Iroquoian, Siouan, and Caddoan families (the last four extending also into
the Northeast and the Plains), and small areas to Tonikan, Natchesan, Attacapan, Chitimachan, Adaizan, and Uchean. Unclassified
areas are shown only on the Carolina coastal plain. Although Powell's classification remains valid, research summarized in the
forthcoming Southeast volume (14) of the Handbook of North American Indians, permits major revisions to be made in the map of
Southeast languages. The areas that can be reliably assigned to the major language families are in every case smaller, sometimes
drastically so. Many known historic groups must be recognized as having no linguistic documentation, or in some cases one or two
isolated words. On the other hand, there is evidence for one additional Natchesan language and for some linguistic relationships
documented by European reports though not by linguistic data. The general picture is one of great original diversity, early extinction
of the languages exposed to the most intensive European contact, and the survival of languages and linguistic information for those
originally spoken in the interior, except in a few cases that involved special circumstances. The volume language map will be
presented and discussed.
Lotus Goldberg (Northwestern University)
A verbal identity constraint in verb-stranding VP ellipsis

Session 22

Since English VP ellipsis (VPE) target clauses have a null main V, this V's stem is necessarily interpreted as identical to that of the
antecedent-clause main V. ! For V-stranding VP ellipsis (see e.g. McCloskey 1991 for Irish, Doron 1999 for Hebrew, Ngonyani 1996
for Swahili and Ndendeule), however, stem nonidentity is logically possible since both the antecedent- and target-clause main Vs
remain overt.! Although such nonidentity has been claimed both grammatical and illicit by various authors, empirical support for
either claim has yet to involve data which unambiguously instantiate VPE.! We present a novel empirical paradigm from Hebrew,
whose rich derivational morphology--expressed as verbal binyanim--provides an ideal testing ground for this question.! Data which
unambiguously instantiate V-stranding VPE are shown to systematically require that their antecedent- and target-clause Vs match in
both root and derivational morphology.! We argue that this constraint--and the basic traits of V-stranding VPE in general--follows
straightforwardly under a PF deletion treatment but appears anomalous and idiosyncratic under LF copying.! Thus, in addition to being
empirically interesting, the findings reported here form a new argument for the cross-linguistic viability of PF deletion over LF
copying.
Omar González Ñáñez (University of the Andes, Venezuela)
Languages & language names for Maipuran Arawakan peoples of the Upper Rio Negro Region of South America

Session 60

The Upper Rio Negro Region of Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela, also known as 'North West Amazon', has been the cradle or place
of ethnogenesis of the major Maipuran Arawakan languages of South America. Due to the influence of the descriptions of these
languages by the pioneer ethnographers and explorers, a misunderstanding remains related to the proper name of many of these
languages. For example, the Kurripaco (Curripaco) language of the Izana, Kuiarí, and Guainía rivers has been erroneously named as
'Baniva of Izana' due to the work of Nimuendaju (1932), while the Baniva spoken at Xié river in The Upper Rio Negro of Brazil has
been referred to as 'Warekena' by Aikhenvald 1998. We present a proposal to clarify, based on Indian lore and technical descriptions of
these languages, the names that should be used to refer to these Arawakan languages.
Jeff Good (University of Pittsburgh)
A sketch of Atsugewi phonology

Session 56

Though extensive fieldwork has been done on Atsugewi, a language of the Hokan stock closely related to Achumawi, there remain
many gaps in available information about its grammatical structure. Our purpose is to begin to fill one of those gaps by presenting
information on the language's phonology as described by Leonard Talmy. We include discussion of the language’s segmental
inventory, a comparison of this inventory with the segmental inventories of other Hokan languages, and discussion of phonological
and morphophonological processes found in the language's verbs. Points of interest in the discussion include: the fact that the
language's segmental inventory includes a full range of glottalized consonants, the appearance of implosive 'd' as an allophone of /r/,
evidence for foot-based templatic effects triggering consonant gemination in verbs, the appearance of echo-vowels breaking up certain
consonant clusters, and the existence of different morphophonological 'levels' in the verb. Our work is intended to be relevant not only
to those with an interest in the phonology of Atsugewi itself but also to those with an interest in the phonology of Hokan languages
in general.
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Grant Goodall (University of California-San Diego)
Satiation as a tool for comparative syntax: English vs Spanish inversion

Session 9

Satiation, the phenomenon in which an unacceptable sentence begins to sound better after repeated exposure, can be induced
experimentally, but not all unacceptable sentence types are susceptible (Snyder 2000). Those that differ in susceptibility are unlikely
to be violations of the same constraint. We show how this idea can be used in comparative syntax by examining inversion in English
and Spanish wh- questions. Descriptively, both languages require inversion in this context, but although English inversion apparently
results from movement into C, there is longstanding controversy whether Romance inversion results from the same process or not. If
it does, we expect violations of the inversion requirement in the two languages to behave alike with regard to satiation. The results of
an experiment designed to test this show that inversion violations in English are not susceptible to satiation, but those in Spanish are.
This suggests that (1) inversion occurs for different reasons in the two languages, thus supporting the view that Spanish inversion
does not involve movement to C, and (2) processing constraints may be what requires the inversion effect in Spanish. More generally,
we see that satiation can be a useful tool for comparative syntax which should perhaps be exploited more widely.
Takuya Goro (University of Maryland-College Park)
On the acquisition of Japanese disjunction & its interactions with negation

Session 6

We report the results of an experimental investigation of the acquisition of disjunction and its interactions with negation in Japanese.
The English disjunction operator or yields a 'conjunctive' interpretation in negative sentences, as predicted by de Morgan's Laws. In
contrast, the Japanese disjunction ka lacks the conjunctive interpretation within simple negative sentences. For this reason,
conjunctively interpreted disjunctions are significantly rarer in the input to Japanese children than for English-speaking children. If the
acquisition of disjunction is fully input-driven, we should expect Japanese and English children to behave differently in interpreting
negated disjunctions. It has already been shown that English children interpret the negated disjunction or conjunctively (Gualmini &
Crain 2002). We examined whether Japanese children behave like Japanese adults, or like English children/adults. In our experiments,
we tested 30 Japanese children, using a Truth Value Judgment task. Our results show that Japanese children interpret ka conjunctively
in simple negative sentences, in apparent disregard to the input they encounter. This suggests that the semantics of negationdisjunction expressions is governed by a parameter which is initially misset by Japanese children. Also, the results argue against
input-driven approaches to language development.
Maria Gouskova (Rutgers University)
Minimizing RED without economy

Session 13

Non-total reduplication is typically analyzed as emergence of the unmarked. For example, McCarthy and Prince 1994 analyze Diyari
two-syllable reduplicants as unmarked minimal words. When RED constitutes an even smaller constituent (a syllable or a segment),
however, researchers have had to invoke templatic constraints that limit RED to a syllable-sized unit (McCarthy & Prince 1994) or
economy constraints against syllables (Spaelti 1997). Both approaches have limitations. Templates cannot explain why RED
sometimes copies a segment but not a syllable. Economy constraints must be artificially limited in their ranking because the most
convincing cases of syllable- and segment-sized maxima hold of affixes, not stems. We propose an alternative to these views: In
cases of minimal copying, RED is limited by OO-Faith (Benua 1997). The smaller the RED, the more similar the reduplicated form
is to its no-reduplicated base: A RED consisting of a single CV syllable (ba-badupi) differs from its base (badupi) by two segments,
which achieves a better OO-match than copying four segments, (badu-badupi). This proposal imports the economy analysis intuition
that reduplication cannot add syllables to the base, but because OO-DEP does not limit the size of the base, syllable and segment-sized
maxima are only predicted to hold of affixes.
Stéphane Goyette
A pidgin past for Proto-Germanic?

Session 49

Ever since Feist 1932, the idea that Proto-Germanic, within Indo-European, represents a form of Indo-European which has been
creolized in some fashion has often been repeated, without having been systematically explored. Among the arguments most often
repeated in its favor is the verbal morphology of Proto-Germanic: It exhibits such striking morphological simplicity when compared
to the verbal morphology of better-known Indo-European languages such as Ancient Greek, Latin, or Sanskrit that the idea that
creolization, a linguistic process known to cause, inter alia, considerable loss of morphology, does not appear inherently implausible
as a contributory factor. Among other factors that have been argued to indicate that Proto-Germanic emerged out of a heavy contact
situation (a situation sometimes unjustifiably considered identical to creolization) are the well-known Germanic consonant shift (also
known as Grimm's law), the reduction in the number of vowel phonemes, and the fixed system of word-initial stress. We explore this
theory more systematically in two ways: first, by systematically comparing the morphology (nominal and verbal) of Proto-Germanic
with that of all other known branches of Indo-European, inasmuch as these are securely attested (for example Latin or Sanskrit) or
reconstructed (for example Proto-Celtic or Proto-Slavic); second, by systematically comparing the morphological state of affairs found
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in Germanic with that found in Proto-Indo-European itself, bearing in mind the many uncertainties and gaps in our knowledge of the
morphological structure of Indo-European. As a result of this more systematic and comparative approach, we find that there is nothing
whatsoever about the structure of Proto-Germanic that makes it any likelier creolization played a role in its genesis than elsewhere in
Indo-European; indeed, Proto-Germanic is probably the branch of Indo-European whose structure as well as external history make
creolization as a contributory factor in its diachrony a much less likely possibility than in the case of virtually all other branches of
Indo-European. We present some of the more promising instances of possible creolization effects within Indo-European detected in the
course of the research sketched above and make some suggestions as to how future research might most fruitfully explore the matter
further.
Lydia Grebenyova (University of Maryland-College Park)
Head movement & superiority in embedded contexts

Session 16

Superiority effects appear stronger in contexts lacking T-to-C movement: English matrix question (?/*What did who buy?) vs
embedded (*John knows what who bought) (cf. Boskovic 2002 for Serbo-Croatian). We propose that these facts can be explained
using the idea of Chomsky 1993: Head movement licenses XP-movement from otherwise nonlocal positions (cf. Bobaljik & Jonas
1996). Specifically, T-to-C movement makes Spec,TP and Spec, CP part of the same local domain, hence allowing object extraction.
However, in contexts without inversion, fronting the object wh- phrase violates locality. We then derive superiority effects in English
matrix clauses from the licensing conditions on single-pair (SP) vs pair-list (PL) readings. Grebenyova 2003 argues that English does
not allow SP readings because it lacks a particular Q-morpheme. However, fronting the object wh- phrase over the subject wh- phrase
forces an SP reading (Hagstrom 1998, Boskovic 2002). The matrix superiority effect in English is then the result of lacking an SP Qmorpheme in the SP-forcing context. Serbo-Croatian lacks superiority effects in matrix questions because SC does have the relevant
SP Q-morpheme. Thus two factors are responsible for superiority effects in English embedded questions: lack of inversion and lack of
SP Q-morpheme, while only the latter is involved in matrix questions.
Colette Grinevald (University of Lyon 2/CNRS)
A typological approach to the expression of 'path': A descriptive strategy & a Jakaltek-Popti’ case study

Session 65

Conceptually, the study of the expression of 'path' or 'trajectory' must take into consideration at least the following three parameters:
(1) the sections of the path (origin, middle, end-point of the path); (2) its orientation in space (vertical, horizontal, at an angle etc.); (3)
the perspective chosen on the section of space considered (away, towards). Linguistically, one can study the explicit distributedness (à
la Sinha, Kuteva) of the concept of path--between lexicalization ('conflation' à la Talmy) and grammaticalization strategies
(directionals, adpositions, applicatives, serialization etc.). In addition, one should remember that the notion of path is not restricted to
motion events and applies also to static location (as in 'path of vision' à la Slobin). The case of the use of directionals in the
expression of static location in Jakaltek Popti’ illustrates this approach and highlights an interesting use of perspective directionals in
that language.
Veronica Grondona (Eastern Michigan University)
Indigenous languages of Argentina: Whence & whither?

Session 60

Until recently little was known of several linguistic groups in Argentina, but recent and on-going research is improving the picture,
though much is still unknown. We survey the current situation with the Argentinian indigenous languages and report their status,
their prospects of survival, and some of the on-going research involving them. An estimated 20 indigenous languages were spoken in
Argentina at the time of European arrival, and at least 5 other indigenous groups are claimed to have existed, although nothing is
known of their languages. At present, only 10 (perhaps 12) languages are still spoken, concentrated mostly in the northern part of the
country. Most of these languages have less than 4,000 speakers, some extremely few. The documentation on most of these languages
is scarce, but efforts have recently gotten under way to document several of these languages, and attempts are being made, mostly at
the local level, to maintain the languages or at least slow down their slide towards extinction. The time is now ripe to survey this
work and what is known of these languages.
Andrea Gualmini (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
After everything now this: Every, not, & some in child language

Session 6

Contemporary research on children's semantic competence has focused on two phenomena: children's interpretation of the universal
quantifier every and the positive polarity item (PPI) some, with the current debate focusing on the need of a grammatical explanation
for children's observed nonadult behavior (see Musolino 1998, Philip 1995). We draw upon recent work by Szabolcsi (2002) to
scrutinize grammatical accounts of both phenomena. Szabolcsi 2002 challenges the traditional view that some is a PPI and, therefore,
cannot be interpreted in the scope of downward entailing (DE) operators. Sazbolcsi proposes that the entire complex [not... some] is a
NPI which must be licensed by a DE operator. Interestingly, only the restrictor of every is DE. Consistently, the isomorphic
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tation of [not...some] is possible in the restrictor but not in its nuclear scope (i.e. some must have scope over negation). The results
of a Truth Value Judgment task (Crain & Thornton 1998) show that 4-year-old children access a different interpretation of the surface
string [not...some] when interpreting sentences like Every farmer who didn't take some animal has a broom and Every farmer didn't
take some animal, thereby providing evidence against grammatical accounts of children's difficulties with quantified sentences.
Marcia Haag (University of Oklahoma)
Morphological constraints on metaphor construction: Evidence from Choctaw & Cherokee

Session 57

Much work in the cognitive aspects of metaphor emphasizes the connection between bodily experience and metaphor construction
(following Lakoff & Johnson 1980). An important claim is that there should be certain universal metaphor types, if not metaphors
proper, subject to cultural constraints. We suggest that word formation strategies themselves may place constraints on metaphors,
especially word-level or short phrase-level metaphors. We conclude that languages whose favored word formation processes have ready
access to lexemes, especially through full compounding, create many primary metaphors (hot-blooded, peabrain), while those that
value affixation to bound roots, especially when these processes are obligatory, hinder primary metaphor construction, while of course
permitting clause-level metaphors which may become idiomatized. We compare work in freely compounding languages such as
English and Chinese with Choctaw and Cherokee. Choctaw limits compounding in favor of root-and-affix derivations. Additionally, a
small number of lexical affixes, or grammaticalized stems, create primary metaphors. Hence, words refering to internal states are most
commonly metaphors based on the lexical affix -nuk- from anuka 'inside': nukoa 'angry' from nuk plus koa 'explode'. In contrast,
Cherokee has almost no true compounds. Only the verbal system is generally available for word formation, so deverbal nouns vastly
outnumber monomorphemic 'basic' nouns. Obligatory inflection permeates resulting derivatives, making it difficult to establish
wordhood. More important, since verbs have obligatory categories for direction, motion, objects, and more, these categories dominate
the semantic output of the derivative, making it more descriptive and less free semantically.
Lauren Hall-Lew (Stanford University)
Between communities: Southwestern US English !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Session 24

Recent studies on the English of northern Arizona have discussed the emergence of vowel shifts that are similar to changes-in-progress
found in California. Within the majority urban community, /uw/-fronting is nearing completion, and /ow/-fronting and /Ê/-raising are
in varying stages of completion.! In parallel to these urban changes, the speech of the northern Arizona ranching community seems to
also exhibit /uw/-fronting, yet does so as part of an entirely distinct speech style that is due to a cultural orientation with the national
rural communities.! It looks as though the northern Arizona speech community is actually comprised of two robust co-occurring
communities which are differentiated by social affiliation.! This situation presents a case where community affiliation and
geographical location visibly overlap.!!Because this research has sought to profile the linguistic community of northern Arizona and
to examine the place of Southwestern English as a possible regional variety, we argue that such a dualistic quality is a vital descriptor
of present-day Southwestern English.! Rather than challenging the established tri-regional classification, we demonstrate how the
linguistic community of the Southwestern US is a transition zone with an appropriate linguistic affiliation with both rural and
Western varieties of US English.
Jorge Hankamer (University of California-Santa Cruz)
Line Mikkelsen (University of California-Santa Cruz)
A puzzle about PPs in Danish definite DPs

Session 2

Definiteness in Danish is marked by a prenominal article or by a postnominal suffix, depending on a complex of morphosyntactic
factors. We explore a puzzle arising from the interaction of two such factors: Restrictive relative clauses (RRC) license the
prenominal article while postnominal PPs do not. In the analysis of Hankamer and Mikkelsen 2002, the licensing of the prenominal
article by a RRC is related to the assumption that the RRC is adjoined to NP; within that analysis, then, one would need to assume
that postnominal PPs are adjoined higher, i.e. to DP. This would lead to the prediction that if a RRC is adjoined outside a PP, it
would no longer license the prenominal article. But it does. We explore a solution to this puzzle involving two assumptions: that PP
is always adjoined to DP, never to NP, and that RRCs are derived by DP raising (Bianchi 2000). A remaining puzzle is that
complement PPs, which are normally assumed to be sisters of N, behave just like adjunct PPs with respect to definiteness marking.
This suggests that PP complements of N are not sisters of N under N' but occupy some position higher up.
Patrick Hanks (Editor-in-Chief, Dictionary of American Family Names)!!!!!
Family names in America: Assimilation & conservation

Session 31

Almost all American family names originated outside North America. They comprise two broad classes--those that assimilated to
English spellings and those that preserved the spelling of the original language.! What factors affected the choices in different families
between assimilation and conservation?!!Even those families who preserve a non-English form of their name generally assimilate
its
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pronunciation to the sound system of American English, sometimes with bizarre results.! Contrary to H. L. Mencken, most
assimilations took place long before Ellis Island.! Most going through Ellis Island emerged with surnames intact.! Major factors
affecting assimilation include: (1) date of entry of the original immigrant, !(2) language contact, ( 3) literacy, and (4)!!cultural
aspirations. !Surprisingly, ease of linguistic assimilation does not seem to have been a factor. The spellings of Polish names (often
uninterpretable for English speakers), are among the most fiercely defended of American surnames.! Assimilation of surnames is
nothing new. Many took place before the names reached North America.! Examples include: the semisystematic distortion of Irish
Gaelic names, the Germanization of Slavic and Lithuanian names, and French Huguenot names in England and South Africa.
S. J. Hannahs (University of Durham, UK)
Malagasy reduplication: Infixation NOT suffixation

Session 13

Malagasy reduplication involves copying the syllable bearing main stress and any syllable to its right. The data below (from Keenan
& Polinsky 1998) illustrate reduplication when the primary stress on the base is final (1), penultimate (2), and antepenultimate with a
consonant-initial base (3) and with a vowel-initial base (4):
(1)
lehibe
'big'
lehibebe 'biggish'
(2)
hafa
'different'
hafahafa 'somewhat different'
(3)
fantatra ' known'
fantapantatra
'slightly known'
(4)
evotra
'bouncing back' evotrevotra
'sort of bouncing back'
Keenan and Polinsky 1998 argues that the entire base from the stressed syllable rightwards is copied and suffixed to the base.
Subsequent stress readjustment and deletion are then required to achieve the correct reduplicative surface form. Moreover, Keenan and
Polinsky claim that Malagasy reduplication runs counter to McCarthy and Prince's (1995) principle that the identity between a
reduplicant and its base is universally greater than that between a reduplicant and its input. We propose a much more straightforward
analysis: A maximally bisyllabic template is inserted to the left of the main stressed syllable; that syllable and the syllable to its
right, if any, are copied into the template. This requires no stress readjustment, no deletion, and accords with McCarthy and Prince's
reduplicant-base identity principle.
Naomi Harada (ATR International)
Exceptional accusative objects in statives & the syntax-morphology mismatch

Session 18

Stative predicates across languages often exhibit noncanonical case patterns. In Japanese, they are assumed to mark their object as
nominative (Kuroda 1965, Kuno 1973). In particular, adjectival statives are expected to occur only with nominative objects and
disallow accusative objects since adjectives do not license accusative case. However, a class of stative adjectives can exceptionally
occur with accusative objects. This is rather surprising since adjectives do not license accusative case in Japanese. Based on heretofore
little discussed data on accusative objects with stative adjectives, we propose that this syntax-morphology mismatch is resolved once
we parametrize the theory of compositional categorial specification (Marantz 1997, Chomsky 2001). What is peculiar about those
adjectives which exceptionally license accusative objects is that there are corresponding verbs which share the root with this class of
adjectives. Taking this fact into consideration, we claim (1) that these roots enter into syntactic computation without any categoryspecifying functional head, and (2) that the process can be delayed in PF in agglutinative languages like Japanese, unlike English, in
which roots are combined with a functional head (likev) in syntax.
Rachel Hastings (Cornell University/Syracuse University)
Agreement & case on sapa 'alone' in Cuzco Quechua

Session 18

In Cuzco Quechua, sapa 'alone' agrees in person and number with its associated noun phrase, and receives the same case-marking as
that noun phrase, as seen in 1 and 2:
(1)
Warmi-kuna sapa-n-ku
ri-nqa-ku
woman-PL alone-3-PL go-3FUT-PL
'The women will go alone.'
(2)

Mario-man sapa-lla-n-man
premio-ta qu-ra-n.
Mario-DAT alone-delimitive-3sg-DAT prize-ACC give-PAST-3sg
'He gave the prize to Mario alone.'
Although Quechua regularly allows direct objects to appear as discontinuous noun phrases in which adjectives receive the same casemarking as their associated noun, constructions in which sapa appears outside of its associated noun phrase are not limited to direct
object position, as illustrated above. Furthermore, most adjectives exhibit no agreement morphology in either their attributive or their
predicative uses. We explain the distribution and inflection of sapa by proposing that the noun phrase plus sapa initially constitute a
small clause which merges as a unit into an A-position of the main clause. Since sapa can appear predicatively in a main clause as
long as it overtly agrees with the subject, we propose that the agreement morphology on sapa in 1 and 2 is licensed within the small
clause, and case-marking is also extended to both members of the clause.
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Jason D. Haugen (University of Arizona)
Survey of noun incorporation in Uto-Aztecan

Session 67

We survey the noun incorporation (NI) patterns of the Uto-Aztecan languages by examining the categories of NI provided by Mithun
1984 and Rosen 1989 in comparative perspective. Mithun 1984 divides NI into four types: Type 1: N-V compounding; Type 2:
optional polysynthesis; Type 3: obligatory polysynthesis; and Type 4: classificatory NI. Rosen collapses these into two distinct
syntactic types: compound NI, subsuming Mithun’s Type 1-3 NI, and classificatory NI, equivalent to Mithun’s Type 4 NI.
Classificatory NI verbs may take a direct object which is either identical to or hyponomous with respect to the incorporated noun. In
other words, compound NI affects the transitivity of the verb whereas classificatory NI does not. This survey characterizes the NI types
in representative members of the major divisions of the Uto-Aztecan language family and shows that each of the major types, except
for Type 3/polysynthesis, exists in each of the major subgroupings of Uto-Aztecan, i.e. Northern and Southern Uto-Aztecan. We
provide examples of each type of NI evident in each of the languages under investigation. One theoretical point which emerges from
this descriptive survey is that the Uto-Aztecan languages refute one particular aspect of Mithun 1984’s proposed implicational
hierarchy of NI types (Type 1 >> Type 2 >> Type 3 >> Type 4), because Uto-Aztecan contains languages with Type 4 NI without
Type 3 NI (i.e. there are nonpolysynthetic Uto-Aztecan languages that have classificatory/Type 4 NI).
J.-R. Hayashishita (Kyoto University /University of Southern California)
What counts as IP- ellipsis?

Session 22

The traditional view that IP- ellipsis is licensed by the LF isomorphism condition is challenged by Merchant 2001, among others,
who maintains that the licensing condition must be stated in terms of semantic equivalence. We first point out that some instances of
what is normally assumed to be IP ellipsis do not involve ellipsis and then argue that the investigation of genuine IP- ellipsis cases
speaks in favor of the traditional view. Japanese NP- comparatives exemplified below may or may not retain the case marker (-ni)
attached to the remnant in the comparative clause.
John-wa [ADVP Mary(-ni) yorimo sakini] Susan-ni email-de soodansita.
'John consulted with Susan through email [ADVP earlier than (with) Mary].'
It is only when the remnant retains its case marker that Japanese NP-comparatives involve IP- ellipsis. We put forth two pieces of
evidence that the IP- ellipsis under discussion is licensed by structural identity rather than by semantic equivalence: (1) The scope of
the AdvP (i.e. comparison) is constrained by a syntactic island. (2) When the antecedent clause contains a QP, the scope order of the
QP and the AdvP is determined by the c-command relation between the QP and the correlate.
Congzhou He (University of Georgia)
Cati Brown (University of Georgia)
Michael A. Covington (University of Georgia)
A proposed revision of the Rosenberg & Abbeduto D-level scale

Session 3

Recent research has shown a strong correlation between low sentence complexity in early life and symptoms of Alzheimer's disease in
old age (Snowdon 1996, Kemper 2001). The importance of these results necessitates a critical review of the scales used to obtain
them. We present a revision of the D-level sentence complexity scale based on child language acquisition (Rosenberg & Abbeduto
1987). Rosenberg and Abbeduto judged syntactic complexity by observing the sequence in which children acquire various types of
sentences; the most complex sentence types are those acquired last. The original 7-point D-level scale measured increasing complexity
from sentences with a single nonfinite complement to more complex sentences. Cheung and Kemper 1992 added a zeroth level for
simple sentences. We have reworked the D-level scale to solve some practical problems with the original one. The original scale left
some sentences unscored; in our version, every sentence receives a score. On the basis of language acquisition studies, we have
recategorized sentences with semi-auxiliaries and raising verbs, and we have swapped levels 5 and 6. The revised scale is theoretically
and practically sound while maintaining the ease of use that was a major advantage of the original scale.
Brent Henderson (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Relative clauses & categorial features in Swahili

Session 2

Relative clauses in Swahili have received extensive attention but have yet to receive a satisfactory syntactic account. We show that a
distributed morphology (DM) model of grammar and the notion that categorial features drive movement can provide such an account.
First, we demonstrate that it is necessary to assume morphemes in the Swahili verb form are distributed among more than one
syntactic domain in order to predict stress assignment facts. We suggest that head movement and PF merger (Bobaljik 1995) are
responsible for word formation in Swahili. We then examine the three Swahili relative constructions in light of this framework,
showing that stress assignment facts in these constructions bear out the predictions of our analysis. Finally, we suggest that head
movement to C observed in all three of the relative constructions is motivated by a [+V] categorial requirement of C.
Generalizing
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Chomsky's (1995) use of categorial features [+V] and [+D], we propose that these elements are uninterpretable features that reside in
functional heads. In Swahili, these features are strong in C and must be checked and eliminated before Spell Out. We show that this
analysis accounts for otherwise unexplained alternations in the Swahili complementizer and future tense marker.
Andrew Hickl (University of California-San Diego)!!!!!!!!!
Lara Taylor (University of California-San Diego)
Causal coherence & the distribution of epistemic domains

Session 7

We recast the cognitive schema proposed in Sweetser 1990 in formal pragmatic terms to account for the distribution of content and
epistemic domains with causal sentences in English.! Sweetser 1990 identifies three different types of causal relations--content,
epistemic, and speech act--each of which depends on a metaphorical mapping between a semantic domain and a mental modality.!
Although we recognize the value of these cognitive domains, there are two problems with this analysis.! First, a cognitive approach
fails to address the ambiguity that necessarily occurs with epistemic examples.! Second, this analysis is unable to account for the
distribution of these domains in cases where causal coherence is established without an overt causal connective. We account for these
observations by redefining Sweetser's domains in terms of the theory of coherence proposed by Kehler 2001 and the model of the
common ground proposed by Gunlogson 2001:! Under our analysis, the interpretation of a causal construction depends on whether or
not a proposition corresponding to a causal relation is included in the context set of the hearer.! Although an overt connective may
establish causal coherence, its interpretation--whether content or epistemic--depends on the content of the hearer's context set.
Mercedes Q. Hinkson (Northwest Indian College)
Salish lexical suffixes: Four principles of semantic extension

Session 59

Most Salish languages have 100-200 lexical suffixes. Morphologically, these are derivational suffixes denoting entities usually
referred to by full nominals in other languages and are often classified as somatic, suffixes referencing body-parts (hand, foot, mouth,
nose), and nonsomatic suffixes referencing elements of the material culture (canoe, net, house, clothing), entities in the physical
environment (earth, firewood, water, tree), and human/relational terms (people, child). Although these suffixes originated with
nominal meanings, today they exhibit a complex semantic network spanning from the concrete to the abstract. Using a corpus of
4,000 lexical entries, we give evidence for four principles of semantic extension that account for the polysemy of these suffixes:
anatomical adjacency, canonical orientation, shape abstraction, and the profiling effect of predicate semantics. Although all ranges of
meaning may not exist for each suffix in every Salish languages, the Salish languages share these principles of semantic extension.
Ken Hiraiwa (Massachusetts Institute of Technology/University of Ghana)
Head-internal relativization in Gur

Session 9

We investigate the structure of the head-internal relative clause (HIRC) in Buli, Mooré, and Dagbani (BMD), languages of the Gur
group of the Niger-Congo family. HIRC in BMD show various properties that do not fit with the typology of HIRC proposed in the
previous studies. We argue that the key to elucidating the workings of HIRC in BMD is an articulated CP/DP parallelism and
interleaving. We propose an articulation of the CP/DP parallelism. There are two significant properties about HIRC in BMD. First,
the internal head NP of Mooré/Dagbani HIRC takes a specific-indefinite determiner whereas in Buli the internal head takes what we call
an 'indefinitizer' morpheme. We identify these determiners with a focus head. Second, HIRC is headed by a definite determiner in
Mooré/Dagbani and by a demonstrative in Buli, respectively. We argue that HIRC headed by a demonstrative is structurally larger than
HIRC headed by a definite determiner under the proposed theory of CP/DP parallelism. This explains a number of differences in HIRC
between Buli and Mooré/Dagbani. It also accounts for parametric differences between BMD and other Gur languages that do not allow
HIRC (Dagaare, Frafra, etc.), with further typological implications beyond Gur.
Masako Hirotani (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)
Processing scope: Evidence from auditory studies in Japanese

Session 20

Does prosody influence the processor's scope assignments? We propose that it does. Specifically, the processor uses the principle:
Scope prosody correspondence (SPC): The scope of a term X should not extend beyond the major phrase (MaP) containing X. An offline auditory comprehension experiment was conducted on the ambiguous Japanese wh- questions (1). The results of the experiment
support the SPC. A strong preference for an embedded scope reading for the wh- phrase was found only when a MaP boundary
appeared after the embedded Q-marker. No significant effect of pitch compression was obtained in sentences containing a MaP
boundary after the embedded Q-marker, in contrast to the predictions of previous proposals (Deguichi & Kitagawa 2002, Ishihara
2002).
(1)
[CP[IPJohn-wa
[CPMary-ga
nani-o
katta-ka kikimasita]-ka]?
John-TOP
Mary-NOM what-ACC
bought-Q
asked-Q
'Did John ask what Mary bought?' or 'What did John ask whether Mary bought?'
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The SPC was further tested in scopally ambiguous Japanese sentences containing multiple quantifiers, in unambiguous wh- scope
sentences, and sentences containing the negative polarity item sika. The result of all these experiments contrasted with sentences not
containing scopal items. These results indicate that the SPC is relevant whenever scope-bearing items are processed, whether there is a
potential scope ambiguity or not.
"Robert Hoberman (University at Stony Brook-State University of New York)
Aramaic ma: > imma -- Semitic 'triradicality' or prosodic minimality?

Session 8

Classical Aramaic _m-a: 'name' became modern Aramaic _ímma; why? Much recent research has sought to replace the morphological
notion of the Semitic triconsonantal root with phonological, prosodic notions. We apply the prosodic approach to historical changes
in which 'light' words in classical Aramaic gained weight in modern Aramaic by diverse mechanisms: vowel lengthening, consonant
gemination, suffixation, and epenthesis. Two standard constraints are at work here: A stressed syllable must be heavy, and a word
must be disyllabic. These constraints are violated by numerous loanwords (gira, zerq, t o:l). Could the minimality criteria apply to
stems rather than full words, in which case zerq, o:l would parallel the native kálb-a, bé: -a? No: subminimal imperatives and
preterites (pti:x 'opened', bni: 'build') optionally take an empty suffix which increases the prosodic weight of the word (masc. ptí:x ,
ptí:xin), but inflected forms (fem. ptí:x-a) have no extended variant. Therefore, the minimality criteria must apply at the level of the
whole inflected word, and the loanwords are exceptions. Old Aramaic had many light words. The minimality criteria became active as
a consequence of the loss of two important morphological categories that produced unsuffixed monosyllabic words. The remaining
short words all lengthened.
Marjorie Hogan (Boston University)
'That mother of yours': Demonstrative pragmatics & the double genitive

Session 14

Theorists have argued (Jackendoff 1977, Barker 1998, Storto 2000) that English 'double genitives' (a friend of Kim's) semantically
resemble partitives: (one of Kim's friends). Barker's 'partitive hypothesis' maintains that double genitives must select a proper subset
from a set (e.g. a friend of Kim's selects an entity from the set of entities in a 'friend' relation to Kim), which results in
incompatibility with the uniqueness presupposition associated with the definite determiner (*the friend of Kim's), unless additional
restrictive modification is added (the friend of Kim's that you met). Certain senses of demonstrative determiners, however, appear to
neutralize these constraints: in That MOTHER of yours called me again, the subject is obviously not a proper subset of the entities in
a 'mother' relation to you. Thus, some demonstrative uses pose a challenge to partitive analyses of this construction. We compare
two possible accounts: (1) These demonstrative uses satisfy proper partitivity by construing the target set not as extensions of a
property (the set your mothers) but as discourse entities (e.g. the set anyone's mothers). (2) Proper partitivity, a semantic property, is
overridden by conventional implicatures carried by these demonstratives, an instance of pragmatic input to semantic interpretation
(Levinson 2003).
Maya Honda (Wheelock College)
Wayne O'Neil (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
David Pippin (Seattle Country Day School)
When Jell-O meets generative grammar: Linguistics in the 5th-grade English classroom

Session 10

Several proposals have been made for 'doing linguistics' in schools in order to promote critical inquiry about language. Previous
efforts to implement such curricula have been initiated by linguists. At the invitation of a teacher at a private school, we (two
linguists and the teacher) have introduced problem-set-based linguistics into 5th-grade classes as part of the English curriculum. Here,
we address the question: What can a 5th-grade English teacher effectively use of what the linguist knows and does? That is, what is
valuable and accessible to the teacher and students and relevant to the elementary English curriculum? Based on classroom
observations and students' written reflections on their examination of common language phenomena (e.g. New England /r/retention/intrusion, wanna- contraction), we present evidence: (1) that the linguist's approach to investigating the implicit rules of
language is valuable in the English classroom because it interests students in the structure of language and involves them in
discovering the regularity beneath its seeming messiness; (2) that students' metalinguistic awareness motivates them to learn the
teacher's language for talking about language. This is valuable because students are learning to manipulate language in different oral
and written contexts--a primary goal of the elementary English curriculum.
Mark Honegger (University of Louisiana-Lafayette)
Propositional abstracts: A broader category than questions

Session 14

Ginzburg and Sag 2000 argue that all questions are propositional abstracts, contra theories that treat questions in terms of their
exhaustive answers. This helps explain why questions are similar to and different from propositions. (Some predicates [e.g. forget]
take both declarative and interrogative arguments while free-standing interrogatives cannot be used to make assertions). We argue that
all embedded wh- clauses denote propositional abstracts but that they are a broader category than questions: They can be ques98

tions, propositions, facts, outcomes, and other nominal categories because they are underdetermined with respect to message, the
semantic category for clause content within HPSG. This hypothesis is based on the following three arguments: (1) Embedded whclauses do occur as questions, propositions, outcomes, and even other nominal categories as long as they can be interpreted as that
category. (2) There are restrictions on the kind of wh- clause that can appear in various contexts. Predicates that select for questions
can take any wh- clause because they can always be interpreted as questions; other contexts eschew wh- clauses that are not compatible
with the selection requirements of the verb. (3) Ginzburg and Sag's tests of substitutivity and existential generalization work for all
embedded wh- clauses as long as the correct category is used.
Darin M. Howe (University of Calgary)
Segmental features in Heiltsuk tone

Session 56

We report effects of spirantization and glottalization on pitch in Heiltsuk, the only tonal Wakashan language (Kortlandt 1975, Rath
1981). The tonal effect of spirantization can be illustrated with the suffix -bá 'at the end (of sth.)'. Like must suffixes in Heiltsuk, it
causes stem-final stops to deocclusivize and, interestingly, this spirantization causes high tones to become low (1a). This suffix
otherwise has no effect on stems ending in fricatives (1b) or in vowels or sonorant consonants (1c).
(1)
(2)

Turning to the interaction between glottalization and tone, consider the suffix -'s 'on the ground, outdoors'. Like many other suffixes,
it carries a glottalizing feature which turns preceding obstruents into ejectives (2a). Of special interest is that this feature has a polarity
effect on the tone of preceding vowels and syllabic sonorant consonants: High tones change to low (2b), and low tones change to high
(2c). We explain these tonal effects relying on two 'exchange rules' (Calabrese 1993, Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994): One between
[-continuant] (which is delinked in spirantization) and [+ constricted glottis] (Halle 1995), and another (more complex) between
[+ constricted glottis] and tone (Avery & Idsardi 2002).
Darin Howe (University of Calgary)
Vocalic dorsality in revised articulator theory

Session 5

On the strength of Halle's (1995) demonstration that assimilation processes spread only terminal elements, Halle, Vaux, and Wolfe
2000 and Halle 2003 propose to revise articulator theory (Sagey 1986 et seq.) by treating designated articulators not as nodes but as
features since, indeed, they participate in assimilation (Halle, Vaus, & Wolfe 2000:421-3, 434-9). Halle et al. also take the tongue
body to be the sole designated articulator of vowels, a view that is anathematic to the now dominant school of feature geometry known
as vowel-place theory (Clements 1989 et seq.). Thus their theory uniquely generates the strong hypothesis that all vowels are specified
for a [dorsal] feature which can spread individually because it is terminal in the tree. On the further assumption that phonotactics
intensify within rhymes, a more precise prediction can be made: [dorsal] may spread from any vowel to any adjacent segment, and coda
consonants are favored targets. Adapting an original proposal by Paradis and Prunet 1993, we demonstrate that this specific prediction
is borne out in numerous patterns of velarization targeting nasals, obstruents, and approximants. We also show that [dorsal] can
spread (rarely) to onsets, and that our analysis of velarization improves over others (Trigo 1988, Rice 1996, de Lacy 2002).
Hui-Chen Sabrina Hsiao (University at Buffalo-State University of New York)
On the Chinese verb complement shang

Session 1

We investigate the lexicalization of temporal and spatial components incorporated in the Chinese verb complement shang (sheng-shang
'rise-up, 'rise', and gen-shang 'follow-up, to keep pace with').! Based on Talmy's (2000) cognitive approach, we examine Chinese Vshang construction.! One surface entity functions as a core (conceptual) schema in which five different framing events--(1) motion,
path (piao-shang 'float-up, float upward'), (2) action correlation (zhui-shang 'chase-up, chase'), ( 3) state change (hua-shang 'draw-up,
draw'), (4) temporal contouring 'aspect' (chuan-shang 'wear-up, put on clothes'), and (5) realization (guan-shang 'close-up, close' are
expressed through it.! We offer a different perspective on the conceptual properties of temporal and spatial expressions embodied in a
verb complement and provide evidence that Chinese treats these five types of domain schema as a single conceptual
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entity.! Our analysis is compatible with the general principles of lexicalization pattern framework originated by Talmy 2000.! We
further argue that there is no single distinct function exhibited in the verb complement shang; rather the meaning of shang comprises
a complex of conceptual categories.! That is, the verb complement shang is predominantly embodied by temporal concepts despite its
traces of spatial concepts.
George L. Huttar (Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology/SIL International)
James Essegbey (University of Leiden)
Felix K. Ameka (University of Leiden)
Suriname creole semantic structures from West Africa: Gbe & other sources

Session 42

Recent research has shown the importance of the Gbe group of languages in the substrate component of the creoles of Suriname.
Most linguistic evidence adduced to date is morphosyntactic, but some doubts as to whether semantic evidence also points clearly to
Gbe are raised in preliminary research (Huttar 2003). We report on work in progress using a similar methodology, but on a more
principled basis: (1) We selected a set of senses of noun, verb, and property-item lexemes in Suriname creoles characterized by a given
lexeme's collocation with other lexemes in ways not attested for the corresponding lexemes in the superstrate languages English and
Dutch. (2) We examined three kinds of languages of the former Slave Coast and Gold Coast areas with regard to these collocations or
senses--Gbe languages, other Kwa languages, and non-Kwa Niger-Congo languages. (3) We compared these African languages, and
kinds of languages, regarding their similarity to the Suriname creoles. Our comparison provides evidence for the importance of Gbe
languages in Suriname creole formation but also for that of other languages, and for the areal nature of some of the collocations
studied. Our results demonstrate the role of Gbe and other languages in the formation of each of the Suriname creoles studied but also
give evidence for effects of substrate languages spoken by late arrivals some time after the 'founders' of a given creole-speaking society.
Larry M. Hyman (University of California-Berkeley)
Can phonetics account for the phonology of contour tones?

Session 17

Gordon 2001 and Zhang 2001 establish that the surface distribution of contour tones across languages is largely predictable from the
phonetic properties (especially duration and sonority) of syllables: Contours are more likely to occur on rimes which are phonetically
longer, stressed, in shorter words, or in final position. Zhang suggests there is little, if any, need to refer to structural TBUs (e.g.
moras), and both authors cite Luganda as an apparent counterexample, which upon closer inspection fits their predictions. We argue
that a combination of structural, i.e. phonological, properties accounts for the distribution of HL falling tone in Luganda. We then
consider counterexamples to Gordon's and Zhang's hierarchies, e.g. Hakha Lai, which allows only LH rising tone on short, stopped
syllables, and Eastern Grassfields languages, which favor LH over HL tones. We show that the latter are best understood in terms of
how contours are affected by the tonal sequences in which they occur: While LH (and L-H) are more marked than HL (and H-L), a LLH sequence may be less marked than L-HL (just as L-L-H may be less marked than L-H-L).
Aya Inoue (University of Hawaii-Manoa/East-West Center)
Visual word recognition in Hawai'i Creole English: Bidialectal effects on reading

Session 21

Dijkstra et al. 1999 suggests that in a bilingual language processing system, lexical access is affected by stored knowledge of the other
language. Whether this effect is also observed in bidialectal situations where one of the dialects has no strongly enforced orthography,
however, has not been investigated yet. We investigate the effects of different orthographic and phonological systems as factors in
visual word recognition by bidialectal speakers. Hawai'i Creole English (HCE), the English lexifier creole spoken in Hawaii, is
phonologically different from Standard English (SE), but like many other creole languages it has no widely accepted orthography. SEHCE bidialectal speakers and monolingual SE speakers were tested with familiar visual forms (items in SE, loanwords from substrate
languages) and unfamiliar visual forms (items in 2 HCE spelling systems, pronounceable nonwords). The experimental results
suggest the inhibitory effect of bidialectalism for the processing of unfamiliar visual forms: Significantly longer reaction times for
bidialectal speakers were observed for unfamiliar visual forms although the two groups reacted very similarly for familiar visual forms
which can be quickly recognized by an orthography to meaning route. Bidialectal speakers arguably have more complex orthography
to phonology mappings from the dual phonological systems (HCE, SE) they command.
Gaja Jarosz (Johns Hopkins University)
Separating structure & category learning: A computational model of phrasal categories

Session 10

Standard computational approaches to grammar induction have not typically focused on the process by which children acquire
grammatical knowledge. However, research in grammar acquisition coupled with the limited success of these approaches supports a
fundamentally different model in which the acquisition of syntax is divided into two distinct processes--structure learning and category
learning. According to the prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis, children rely on various prosodic cues to identify syntactic
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constituents. In contrast, a different set of cues facilitates the learning of phrasal categories. The grammars used in grammar induction
do not make this distinction; they assign probabilities to the constituent structure and constituent labels of parse trees simultaneously.
We describe RPCFG ('Reverse' PCFG), a probabilistic model of phrasal categories. RPCFG assigns a probability to a labeling of a
tree for a given structure. Experiments using a labeling variant of the CKY algorithm reveal that RPCFG significantly outperforms
the standard PCFG on small training sizes and that the grammars achieve comparable performance on the largest training size. By
isolating two distinct components of a probabilistic grammar, we bring computational grammar induction a step closer to modeling
language acquisition and give hope for a more computationally feasible grammar induction system.
John Joseph (University of Edinburgh)
Session 41
'The unilingual republic of the world': Reactions to the 1872 proposal to make English the national language of Japan
In his second inaugural address of 1873, President Grant expressed his belief that 'our Great Maker is preparing the world, in His own
good time, to become one nation, speaking one language'. Recent developments in communications technology and transoceanic
travel appeared to be making it inevitable that English would soon be the global language. Grant's prediction actually had a specific
impetus: Mori Arinori (1847-1889), the Japanese chargé d'affaires in Washington, had published an open letter in June 1872 calling
for English--in a somewhat modified form--to replace Japanese as the national language of Japan. Arinori also wrote to leading
educationists and scholars soliciting their views on his proposal; one of the more detailed and considered replies he received was from
the linguist William Dwight Whitney (1827-1894). "Accept the English language in its form as spoken and understood by those to
whom it is native", Whitney advised Arinori, "for the standard and classical language of the new Japanese culture". The belief that the
spread of English was unstoppable for a combination of cultural and technological reasons may have been the main impetus for the
proliferation of artificial international languages in the 1870s, intended above all to prevent English from achieving its perceived
'manifest destiny'. A similar belief is widespread today, and we will consider the likely future spread of English in the light of
implications drawn from the history examined here.
Jongho Jun (Yeungnam University/University of California-Los Angeles)

Session 17

Sun-Ah Jun (University of California-Los Angeles))
The prosodic structure & pitch accent of Northern Kyungsang Korean
We investigate the underlying tonal pattern of pitch accent, the domain of tone interaction, and the prosodic structure of Northern
Kyungsang Korean (NKK) by examining tone-syllable alignment and the realization of pitch accent in different tonal/prosodic
contexts. Sixty-four sentences produced by six native speakers of NKK were digitized and f0 values of each syllable as well as the f0
minimum and maximum of each word were measured. Based on quantitative data, we propose that the underlying tone of pitch accent
in NKK is H*+L and that the left edge of a prosodic word is marked by a low boundary tone (%L). We found that the prosodic cue of
focus differs depending on the location of the pitch accent within a prosodic word. For words with nonfinal pitch accent, the pitch
range expanded under focus, and the postfocus pitch accent was mostly downstepped and sometimes deleted. For words with final pitch
accent, however, the pitch range was either reduced or remained the same as that in the neutral condition, and the postfocus pitch accent
was always upstepped (cf. Kenstowicz & Sohn 1997). The domain of downstep and upstep was an intermediate phrase, a prosodic unit
immediately above a prosodic word.
Arsalan Kahnemuyipour (University of Toronto)
Nonprojecting features: Evidence from Persian

Session 9

In the linguistic literature, a distinction is often made between derivational and inflectional morphology, sometimes referred to as the
split morphology hypothesis (SMH, Wasow 1977, Beard 1998, Stump 1998). It has been suggested, for instance, that (productive)
inflectional morphology should always be outside derivational morphology (Anderson 1982, Perlmutter 1988), e.g. actions, luckier,
*biggerness, *menly. The SMH has been challenged by many linguists (e.g. Rainer 1995, Scalise 1984, van Marle 1995). Persian
has some 'inflectional' morphemes that can appear inside 'derivational' morphemes, thus providing further evidence against the SMH,
e.g. the (highly productive) comparative marker -tar is inside the nominalizer -i in bozorg-tar-i 'big-er-ness' (the quality of) being
bigger. The question that arises is why *biggerness is ungrammatical in a language like English but not in Persian. We account for
this difference and show how our proposal allows for a straightforward generalization about Persian word level stress. Finally, we
extend our proposal to Persian verbs and nouns to account for similar facts in these domains. We address the larger issue of how we
can capture the properties typically ascribed to the derivation-inflection distinction without making the wrong predictions of the SMH.
Elsi M. Kaiser (University of Rochester)
John Trueswell (University of Pennsylvania)
Reference resolution in Dutch: What pronouns & demonstratives can tell us

Session 20

WITHDRAWN
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Ellen M. Kaisse (University of Washington)
Susannah V. Levi (University of Washington)
Vowel harmony: Nucleus to nucleus or vocalic node to vocalic node?

Session 5

Prototypically, vowel harmony propagates from vowel to vowel, intervening consonants being inert. Two contrasting approaches can
capture such straightforward cases: One spreads features from syllable-head (nucleus) to syllable-head, the other from vocalic node to
vocalic node. But Turkish and the Pasiego dialect of Spanish have more complex vowel harmony processes, where segments other
than vowels trigger harmony. While Turkish / / triggers and blocks backness harmony just like vowels, /j/, though occupying the
same syllable margin positions, is inert. Since both occupy the same syllabic positions, an analysis based on membership in the
nucleus cannot succeed. Instead, Turkish / / must have a vocalic node while its /j/ has only consonantal place. In Pasiego, stressed
nuclear on-glides trigger height harmony just like stressed high vowels. Onset and coda glides are inert. Because Pasiego harmony
only propagates from stressed nuclei, it readily lends itself to a syllable-head approach. And because postvocalic glides do not trigger
harmony yet have the same features as onglides, a feature geometric solution cannot handle Pasiego. In further contrast to Turkish, the
Spanish palatal consonants n and do not trigger long-distance harmony. We conclude that both syllable-head-driven harmony systems
and vocalic node harmony systems exist.
Zofia Kaleta (University of Leuven)
What do nicknames reveal about values preferred by people?

Session 31

We report on research conducted on nicknames denoting moral and mental features and features of character and temperament attested in
historical Polish and English documents. The positive and negative nicknames are similar to the terms for human positive and
negative values distinguished by contemporary philosophers and psychologists. Similarly to the values themselves, the nicknames
occur in contrasting pairs, e.g. names meaning 'sincere' vs 'tricky' or 'consistent' vs 'unpredictable'. This allows us to use
contemporary typologies of values as a framework for the investigation. We relate the findings to the rankings of values reported for
Americans by M. Rokeach in 1973 in order to show that values have remained the same for centuries, at least among Slavic- and
English-speaking people.
Robert Kennedy (University of Arizona)
Stipulativity in Kirghiz vowel harmony

Session 5

We present and compare several approaches to a pattern of vowel harmony in Kirghiz (Turkic, Johnson 1980). We present two
accounts, including Mester's (1986) autosegmental analysis, in a serial rule-ordered framework. We formulate a third in optimality
theory (OT) with violable output constraints, similar to Kaun 1995. Each mechanism formally explains the appearance of a particular
disharmonic exception. Using the comparison to discuss the role of formalisms in phonological explanation, we argue that aspects of
recent objections to OT (Blevins 2003, Idsardi 1999, Vaux 2003) as a phonological framework are applicable to other formal
generative models. Rather than object to all such models, we argue that OT remains a viable framework in which to pursue the
character of formal phonological principles. For external explanation of how this system could ever have arisen, one may turn to
phonetics and diachrony (e.g. Ohala 1981, Bach & Harms 1972, Blevins 2003). Such external explanation is sometimes understood as
an alternative to formal principles, with OT being the most salient (but not sole) target. Nevertheless, we argue that external
explanation should merely enrich rather than replace formal principles, regardless of their serial or parallel character.
Michael Kenstowicz (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Tone in loans

Session 17

The recent loanword literature (Kenstowicz 2001, Shademan 2002) has documented a sonorant-based hierarchy (r > l > nasal >
obstruent ) in the permeability of consonants with respect to the copy vs default status for an inserted vowel. We demonstrate that
sonorancy is also relevant for the default vs copy status of the tone for an inserted vowel. Our study is based on the analysis of a
corpus of 800 English loanwords into Yoruba (Ojo 1977). English loans are rendered with a MHL tonal contour with the peak
centered on the correspondent of the English main stress. In proparoxytones such as municipal, the penult is uniformly associated to
the H [munisipa MHHL]. But an inserted vowel copies tone across a sonorant consonant rather than exclusively from the H: e.g.
cathedral is adapted as [katidira MHLL]. When lodged between!obstruents, the tonal choice reverts to the stressed spread high: doctor
> [dokita HHL]. Our finding is best explained by the similarity model of faithfulness (Steriade 2001, 2002).! The epenthetic vowel
wants to be as unobtrusive as possible. Coarticulation is a major strategy to decrease salience. Sonorant consonants (in contrast to
obstruents) reflect the F0 of surrounding vowels.
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Tiffany L. Kershner (Carleton College)
Subjective vs metrical 'remoteness' in Chisukwa discourse

Session 1

In complex tense systems such as those found in Bantu languages, different degrees of remoteness are mapped as successive time
intervals situated progressively farther from the speech event. The tense system in Chisukwa (an endangered Bantu language spoken in
northern Malawi), is typical in this regard, with apparent recent past -aa- and remote past -ka- markers. However, while -aa- refers
frequently to recent past events (1a), it may also have a 'remote' reading, as in 1b. Likewise, while -ka- typically has a remote use
(2a), it may also be used to refer to recent events, as in 2b.
(1)
a. Tu-aa-byaal-a ifiloombe.
'We have (just) planted maize.' (recently)
b. Tu-aa-piiy-a amalima ifiinja kuumi.
'It has been ten years since we have cooked beans.'
(2)

a. Tu-ka-byaal-a ifiloombe.
'We planted maize.' (before yesterday)
b. uMaiveta a-ka-lek-a paku-saba munyaanja mumasuba.
'Maiveta quit swimming in the lake yesterday.'
A second difference between -aa- and -ka- is found in their use in narratives. Storyline verbs are marked with -ka-, non-storyline with aa-. We propose that descriptions such as 'recent' and 'remote' do not effectively capture the difference between these two tense markers
and that there is more conceptually that must be accounted for.
Douglas Kibbee (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Prescriptive traditions in linguistics

Session 40

Steven Pinker condemned the work of 'language mavens' as psychologically unnatural. Modern linguists have frequently stated that
"native-speakers make no mistakes". Nonetheless, grammatical correction is not merely an activity of language mavens. It is a daily
activity that establishes speakers' identity as members of a linguistic community. So-called language mavens are only one band in a
spectrum that runs from a parent correcting a child, to a government correcting its citizens. Can something so pervasive be abnormal
or unnatural? In this historical study of prescriptivism, we look at representative French texts from the time education became a
matter of the state (during the French Revolution) to the present day. We trace the appearance and disappearance of specific points of
conflict, as well as of types of conflict and types of argument to defend positions. The specific points of conflict allow us to pinpoint
the areas of prescriptive concern, the historical range of our database permits us to identify trends in prescriptive behavior, and the
source of linguistic authority helps us to understand how the acceptable limits of language are argued and imposed. Through this study
we study the limits of the natural in linguistics.
Min-Joo Kim (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)
Internally-headed relatives connect two sets of eventualities

Session 1

The internally-headed relative clause construction in Korean (IHRC), illustrated in 1, has challenging semantic properties which are
distinct from externally headed relatives:
(1)
John-un
[totwuk-i
tomangka]-nun kes-ul capessta
J. TOP
[thief NOM
run.away] REL
kes-acc caught
'John caught a thief while he (the thief) was running away.'
The embedded clause's denotation is presupposed (Kim 2003), bears a logicosemantic relation to the matrix clause's denotation (Kuroda
1992), and provides a restrictor for the definite description kes (Shimoyama 1999). Following Shimoyama 1999, we argue that the
embedded clause raises at LF to a higher position. Unlike the previous analysis, however, we offer a proposal that motivates this
movement: The relative marker -nun is a generalized quantifier that operates on sets of eventualities. Its first argument is the
embedded clause's denotation, and its second is the main clause's denotation. The definite description kes contains an event argument
which is bound by the raised clause's trace. Analyzing -nun as a generalized quantifier explains why its first argument is presupposed
to be true (Strawson 1952). This also explains why the embedded clause's denotation restricts the matrix clause's denotation. Finally,
the binding of the event argument inside kes by the embedded clause's trace solves the formal linking problem.
Sahyang Kim (University of California-Los Angeles)
The role of prosodic phrasal cues in word segmentation

Session 3

We investigate the degree to which various acoustic cues at the boundaries of a prosodic phrase in Korean (accentual phrase) contribute
to word segmentation. Since most phonological words in Korean are produced as one AP, it was hypothesized that the detection of
acoustic cues at AP boundaries would facilitate word segmentation. The acoustic characteristics of Korean APs include initial
strengthening at the beginning of the phrase and pitch rise and final lengthening at the end. The results of a perception experiment
showed that duration and amplitude facilitated segmentation more than pitch. This may be due to the fact that duration and amplitude
also mark a larger prosodic unit, implying that listeners are sensitive to the acoustic cues for multiple levels of the prosodic hierarchy.
Pitch patterns conforming to the Korean AP showed a tendency to facilitate segmentation while nonconforming
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pitch patterns interfered with segmentation. Relying more heavily on duration cues than pitch cues for segmentation seems to be a
language-specific attribute of Korean listeners since the reverse pattern was observed for French listeners. This implies that the relative
contribution of various acoustic cues for segmentation is language specific and depends upon the prosodic characteristics of a given
language.
Paul Kingsbury (University of Pennsylvania)
Inducing a chronology of the Pali Canon

Session 15

Works such as Kroch 1989, Taylor 1994, and Han 2000 have demonstrated that syntactic change can be described mathematically as
the competition between innovating and archaic formations. We demonstrate how this same mathematical description can be turned
around to predict the date of a historical text. The Middle Indic period showed dramatic change in the morphological system, e.g. the
collapse of the past tense verbal system. Whereas Sanskrit had three competing formations, each with multiple possible
morphological realizations, Pali (a Middle Indo-Aryan language) had only a single formation, based mostly on the sigmatic aorist
although many archaic nonsigmatic aorists are also attested. The proportions of the archaic and innovative forms can be easily
calculated for each text in the Pali Canon and these proportions used to assign an approximate date for each text. The accuracy of the
method can be assessed qualitatively by comparing the derived chronology to chronologies based on various nonlinguistic criteria or
quantitatively by comparing the derived chronology to a known dating scheme. For the latter, it is necessary to turn to a different
dataset, such as that describing the rise of do- support in Early Modern English, as described in Ellegard 1953and Kroch 1989.
Chisato Kitagawa (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)
Head-internal relatives in Japanese & the Condition C type effect

Session 2

We propose that the head-internal relative clause (HIRC) in Japanese materializes in several significantly distinct typological variants
and that these typological variations reflect different ways that syntactic and semantic mechanisms are employed to protect HIRCs from
the Condition C effects (Condition C understood as 'A less referential expression may not A-bind a more referential one'; cf. Lasnik
1991:19, L's (51). Thus, with the most representative type of HIRCs in Japanese, referred to in 1 below as the Standard HIRC, the
clause-internal semantic head is identified as referential NP, the external head, pro, and the HIRC itself, nonrestrictive relative clause,
which, as is well-known, is impervious to Condition C.
(1)
Standard HIRC:
a. Schematic formula: [NP [IP ... NPi ... ] [NP pro i]]
b. e.g.: Naomi-ga [NP[IP Keni -ga naku] no [proi ]]-o nagusameta.
NOM
NOM weep
ACC comforted
'Naomi comforted Ken, who was crying.'
c. Coindexing here indicates a coreference relation.
d. The corresponding head-external relative: Naomi-ga [[proi naku] [Ken i ]]-o nagusameta.
NOM
weep
ACC comforted
'Naomi comforted Ken, who was crying.'
Another HIRC subtype in Japanese (with wh- interrogative as the semantic head) is compared with HIRCs in Yuman languages, and
still another (with lexical 'formal noun' tokoro 'space' as the semantic head) with those in Korean, to elucidate the nature of significant
similarities existing between them in terms of the grammatical apparatus employed for HIRC formation. The analysis of HIRCs we
present here provides, it is hoped, a significantly deeper account than heretofore available of the kinds of constraints that govern the
formation of HIRCs.
Harriet E. M. Klein (University at Stony Brook-SUNY)
Marianne L. Borroff (University at Stony Brook-SUNY)
Hiatus resolution in Toba

Session 56

Toba is a language of the Guaykuruan family spoken in northern Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay, and in some urban enclaves of
Argentina by over 90,000 people. We attempt to provide an optimality theoretic (OT) approach to hiatus resolution in Toba, showing
that this framework can allow us to elegantly handle the Toba data. We examine data in which input vowels are strictly adjacent across
morpheme boundaries. When two vowels are adjacent in the input, the result is deletion of the leftmost vowel. We note that VGlottal-V behaves in much the same way as VV examples; either deletion of the leftmost vowel or diphthongization occurs both when
the input vowels are strictly adjacent and when the vowels are adjacent across a glottal consonant. Apparently, vowels separated by a
glottal stop are treated as though they are in hiatus despite the presence of the glottal as a possible onset. After proposing a constraint
ranking that accounts for the observed hiatus resolution pattern in Toba, we account for variation between two dialects of Toba and for
Pilagá, a closely related language. Finally, we show how OT can give us a starting point for explaining some aspects of protoGuaykuruan phonology.
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Tom Klingler (Tulane University)
Nathalie Dajko (Tulane University)
Vestigial French in three Louisiana parishes

Session 53

It is widely recognized that Louisiana's vernacular varieties of French are in danger of extinction. While language revival efforts may
have some chance of succeeding in areas where these varieties are still spoken by a significant proportion of the population, their
disappearance is all but assured in other areas, in particular those that lie at the geographic periphery of the state's 'French triangle'.
Most of these regions have not been studied extensively, if at all, by linguists, and language documentation work must be undertaken
very quickly if we are to preserve in recorded form samples of the varieties spoken there and understand the social context in which they
were (and, to a limited extent, still are) used. Such work is important because it affords us a more complete understanding of the
linguistic and sociolinguistic situation in francophone Louisiana and provides comparative data that can offer clues to the development
of Louisiana Creole and regional French and to possible relationships between them. We report on language documentation efforts
conducted in three peripheral parishes where Louisiana Creole is part of the linguistic make-up and where Creole or other French-related
varieties, though once widespread, are today restricted to very small numbers of speakers. We underscore the crucial role that
documentation and analysis of vestigial language varieties can play in piecing together a complex and dynamic linguistic puzzle such
as that found in Louisiana.
Heejeong Ko (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Cyclic linearization & asymmetry in scrambling

Session 16

A series of works in the framework of derivation by phase (Chomsky 1999) has argued that certain information is sent by the syntax
to the interface components at each phase via spell-out (Chomsky 2001, Nissenbaum 2001). This approach suggests that linearization
at PF, in particular, is cyclically determined by syntax. Though some evidence from languages with rigid word order supports this
prediction (Fox & Pesetsky 2003 for object shift in Scandinavian languages), it has not been clear whether evidence for cyclic
linearization can be found in scrambling languages. We provide such evidence. In particular, we show that cyclic spell-out offers an
explanation for asymmetries between external and internal arguments in Korean scrambling (Lee 1989, 1992; see also Saito 1985,
Miyagawa 1989 for Japanese). We also demonstrate that cyclic linearization accounts for asymmetric distributions between high and
low adverbials with respect to floating quantifiers. Further, the interactions between argument structure and various positions of
floating quantifiers are discussed in terms of linearization process at PF. Consequently, we imply that scrambling does not occur
randomly but is strictly restricted by the core property of cyclic spell-out, as much as object shift in Scandinavian languages.
Andrew Koontz-Garboden (Stanford University)
Beth Levin (Stanford University)
How are states related to changes of state?

Session 1

Most languages have words denoting noncausative (1, 2b) and causative (1, 2c) change of state (COS) predicates with morphologically
related words denoting stative predicates (1, 2a).
(1)
a. The knot is loose.
(2)
a. The cup is broken.
b. The knot loosened.
b. The cup broke.
c. Sandy loosened the knot.
c. Sandy broke the cup.
The morphological relationship between words denoting noncausative and causative COS predicates is well-studied cross-linguistically
(Haspelmath 1993, Nedjalkov & Silnitsky 1973), but the morphological relationship of these words to words denoting the related
states is not. We propose two empirical generalizations. First, the stative predicate is morphologically basic when denoting a
property concept, e.g. 1a, i.e. a state 'naturally described by an adjective' (Dixon 1982). In contrast, 'result' states, e.g. 2a, are
morphologically complex in English, though this is not true for all languages. Second, the lexical category of the state-denoting word
is relevant. We illustrate this by comparing languages in which states are lexicalized as verbs (e.g. Tongan), as adjectives (e.g.
English), and as nouns (e.g. Warlpiri). These findings suggest that theories of event structure should not treat these two classes of
states homogeneously.
Jaklin Kornfilt (Syracuse University)
Unmasking covert complementizer agreement

Session 18

Is agreement of complementizers with local subjects due to predicate-subject agreement (and the raising of the agreeing verb to C) or to
direct AGREE between C and the subject target? Claim: Complementizer agreement (CA) can be direct: The morphological difference
in Turkish between subject relative clauses (RCs) and no-subject RCs represents CA, which is different from predicate-subject
agreement, also explaining parametric variation among RCs in Turkic languages: Some exhibit phi-feature agreement, but no CA.
Agreement is between the subject and the head noun of RCs, without involving CP. Phi-feature agreement in Turkish RCs is
between the predicate and the subject, hence involves CP. Proposal 1: In Turkish, -DIK + Agr marks all indicative embeddings,
but
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not subject RCs, marked by -(y)An, without phi-agreement. Proposal 2: Turkish: -(y)An: Activation of C and its AGREEing with the
local subject: CA. CA can't be realized as phi-agreement (due to A'-Disjointness); instead, C changes shape (cf. que qui in French).
3: In Uzbek, Uighur, etc. presence vs absence of Agr is the only difference between subject and nonsubject RCs. Hence, CA and phifeature agreement are distinct.
! !
Marvin Kramer
Session 43
The late transfer of serial verb constructions as stylistic variants in Saramaccan creole
In modern Saramaccan and in the early texts, there are alternative nonserial constructions for all the types of serial verb constructions
(SVCs), providing stylistic variation. Stylistic variation is not characteristic of the pidgin stage of creole genesis, especially in the
rapid development of the Surinamese creoles. The semantic constraints, syntax, and pragmatic distribution of the substratal SVCs
would be unintelligible to speakers of English, suggesting that SVCs would therefore be filtered out in the creation of a pidgin. But
the expansion of the Surinamese creoles would not involve English speakers, thereby allowing the incorporation of SVCs. In modern
Saramaccan, SVCs are marked compared to their nonserial alternatives. Shared object SVCs, for example, are constrained to depict a
visible or perceivable effect on a specific Patient. In addition, they tend to be used to bracket episodes and tend not to have pronominal
objects. In the instrumental SVC with V1 téi 'take', the Inst/Theme must be capable of being 'moved' or 'taken'. The comparison
SVC with V2 pasá 'pass' occurs only for comparisons involving 'growing' or 'passing', allowing comparisons of 'big' but not 'small'.
The nonserial alternatives have no such constraints. The Goal/Ben SVCs with V2 da 'give' have no nonserial alternative in modern
Saramaccan, but there is an alternative in the early texts using the preposition na 'to'. The SVC with V2 dá 'give' in the early texts is
limited, by the presupposition of 'giving', to a volitional acceptance of the 'gift' by the recipient. In the 1805 Wietz Bible, for
example, takki da 'talk give' occurs only when sharing information or eliciting a response while takki na 'talk to' has no such
constraint. The distribution of SVCs in modern and early Saramaccan would indicate that the nonserial alternatives are not codeswitching but transfers from the superstrate or from substrate nonserial alternatives. The use of SVCs as stylistic variants, then,
shows that they are not an 'essential' feature of language and so are not likely to have transferred during the pidgin stage of the
Surinamese creoles.
Paul D. Kroeber (Indiana University)
Predicative PPs in Salish

Session 61

Flexibility as to what can be the predicate of a clause is a notorious property of languages of the Salish family, leading some to claim
that these languages lack a syntactically-relevant distinction between noun and verb categories. We attempt a preliminary survey of the
family, investigating how far prepositional phrases may act as unsupported predicates. Unsurprisingly in cross-linguistic perspective,
pronominal PPs seem to serve as predicates relatively readily and with few semantic restrictions. Fuller PPs are apparently predicative
in the upper clause of cleft constructions (though one might argue about what the structure of these really is). Outside of clefts, fuller
PPs seem restricted if permissible at all as predicates; at least in some languages, predicate use may be possible only if the PP can be
given a permanent-state interpretation. A complication in some Central Salish languages, however, is a class of prepositionlike verbs,
or verblike prepositions, heading phrases readily used both as the sole predicate of a clause and as adjuncts to other predicates; the
categorial status of these remains unclear.
William Labov (University of Pennsylvania)
Semantic consequences of the omission of clitics & inflections by struggling readers

Session 21

The earliest efforts to apply linguistic knowledge of dialect differences to reading stressed the distinction between differences in
pronunciation and mistakes in reading. The oral reading /layk it/ for liked it may be an articulatory simplification of the /kt/ cluster.
But it may also be a failure to decode the past tense morpheme. Such problematic cases are possible errors, where one cannot know
for any instance if the target form has been correctly or incorrectly identified. It is possible, however, to estimate the probability of
error for a given type of possible error by observing the semantic consequences in the child's reading of the text that follows the word.
For a given possible error type, one can then calculate the likelihood of true errors or correct readings by comparing following error
rates with those of errors and of correct reading for the word in question. We applied this method to the reading errors of 722 subjects
of the Urban Minorities Reading Project, including African American, White, and Latino students in Philadelphia, Atlanta, and
California. The results are radically different for past tense, plural, verbal, and possessive inflections, and differ among language/ethnic
groups in ways that reflect their underlying semantic categories.
Mariana Lambova (University of Connecticut)
On the identity condition in VP- ellipsis

Session 22

VP ellipsis and VP fronting are restricted to modal predicates in Bulgarian. By standard adverb tests, only simplex verbs and
periphrastic predicates with an aspectual auxiliary are subject to raising. The complement of the modal, the DA-infinitival, remains in
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VP. Lexical material can follow a modal but not an aspectual auxiliary. We argue that the participle adjoins to the auxiliary and the
verbal complex moves further up. To differentiate the operation from finite V-raising with simplex verbs, we term the latter 'nonfinite
raising'. We suggest that tense checking underlies both kinds of raising. The DA-infinitival, actually a reanalyzed subjunctive, is an
agreeing nontense verbal form while the (past) participle is morphologically specified for tense. The raising is overt. Given that,
there is no phrasal constituent containing the participle but not the auxiliary, which fronting or ellipsis could target. These facts seem
to fall under Roberts's (1998) proposal that [VP [V tV] X] cannot antecede VP ellipsis. But the DA-infinitival can raise, and, crucially,
it still licenses ellipsis. Since it may, but doesn't have to, be contrastively focused, the licensor is not focus. The relevant
factor is the
[-tense] feature of the elided constituent. The proposal has important theoretical implications for the identity condition.
André Lapierre (University of Ottawa)
Grammatical interference & place-name evolution: A case study

Session 37

We explore the interface between grammatical prescription and placename evolution by examining the case of the name Trois-Riviéres
in Québec. The current form, although grammatically correct and officialized since the early 1920s, is not a natural evolution of the
original form, Les Trois Riviéres, which was recorded for the first time at the beginning of the 17th century. After the British
conquest, the name was translated as Three Rivers for use by the new administration and minority anglophone population, but the
original French form continued to be used in the dominant francophone speech community. Shortly thereafter, the article was deleted,
yielding the present form. It was long thought that this deletion was due to the retranslation into French of the English variant. We
present and analyze various explanations for the dropping of the article and show that a debate over the grammaticality of articles in
French proper names was the probable cause of the unusual deletion.
Sam-Po Law (University of Hong Kong)
A treatment study of a Cantonese-speaking dyslexic patient

Session 3

We describe a case study evaluating the efficacy of a reading therapy on a Cantonese brain-injured patient, CSH, with hypothesized
deficits to the semantic and nonsemantic reading routes. The treatment emphasized the reestablishment of phonetic radical-to-syllable
correspondences in regular and partially regular phonetic compounds and encouraged the patient to make use of the semantic
information associated with the signific radical to assist her in arriving at the target pronunciation. By the end of the therapy, CSH
read all the treatment items flawlessly and improved significantly on reading generalization probes while no observable change was
found in the irregular phonetic compound control probes. Specific treatment effect was evidenced by the synchrony between the
introduction of training and marked progress seen at various treatment stages, and greater improvement on treatment than generalization
probes. In addition, CSH demonstrated an increase in regularization errors coupled with a decrease in 'no responses'.
Edwin D. Lawson (State University of New York-Fredonia)
Richard F. Sheil (State University of New York-Fredonia)
Russian given names: Their pronunciation, meaning, & frequency

Session 34

Information in English on Russian given names is limited. A single source with Russian names showing their pronunciation,
meaning, and frequency is lacking. We attempt to overcome that deficiency. From data gathered in a previous investigation on 1,425
individuals in Moscow and St. Petersburg in the period 1874-1990, we collected approximately 200 different names. No names
dictionary in English indicates how Russian names are pronounced. One Russian dictionary (not widely available) does give
pronunciation but in a format not easily understood by English-speaking readers. We decided to show the pronunciation in two ways:
(1) using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and (2) using a 'simple' pronunciation style of the New York Times when they
introduce a new name. To do this, two Russian-born speakers (a man and a woman) made tape recordings. From these recordings, we
also made a CD. In addition to pronunciation, we also show the meaning of each name and the frequency.
Seung-Ah Lee (University of Cambridge)
Underspecification & aspect

Session 1

We account for the interaction of progressive aspect and Aktionsart in English by treating verbs as lexically underspecified for stativity
and punctuality. Since Vendler 1957/1967, it has largely been assumed that state and achievement verbs are incompatible with
progressives, e.g. *I am knowing the answer. Yet, according to Biber et al. 1999, among others, there are progressives that are
resistant to this line of analysis, e.g. We are living in London, John is dying. We reconcile these positions by proposing that verbs
are partially underspecified for aspectual type in the lexicon. More specifically, the proposed account follows Van Valin and Lapolla
1997 in treating Vendler's verb classes in terms of bundles of binary-valued features, namely [±static, ±telic, ±punctual]. However,
unlike Van Valin and Lapolla, these features are not fully specified in lexical entries. States are lexically unspecified for the distinctive
feature [static]. The feature [punctual], which characterizes achievements, likewise remains unspecified in the lexicon. The leading
idea of the present account is that the value of any unspecified feature F is resolved once in a given context by the use of certain
adverbials and so on. Counterexamples to Vendler's classification are shown to involve an 'aspectual type-shift'.
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Youngjoo Lee (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Focus particles, scope & the Mirror Principle

Session 12

The focus particle man 'only' in Korean shows different scope behavior depending upon its syntactic environment. This nonuniform
scope pattern cannot be accounted for if the particle is a scope-bearing element. We argue that the particle man is not a scope-bearing
element but an agreement morpheme that indicates the presence of a null head ONLY. Under this proposal, the particle man does not
carry the exhaustive meaning of only, but the null head does. Therefore, it is the position of the ONLY head, not that of the particle,
that determines the scope relation with respect to other quantificational elements. We also claim that there is a strong correlation
between syntax and morphology (cf. Baker's Mirror Principle): The relative order among the particle, case marker, and postposition
reflects the hierarchy of corresponding functional heads. This helps detect the position of the ONLY head. Our proposed analysis
accounts for the scope patterns without stipulating a special property of the man- phrase.
Julie Anne Legate (Yale University)
Moving to a higher phase

Session 18

We argue that the phase-defining heads (in the sense of Chomsky 2000) are not C and transitive v as standardly assumed (following
Chomsky 2000) but rather C and the head of a projection dominating vP. A salient consequence of this proposal is that all surface
subjects must raise through the specifier of this projection before raising to the specifier of TP; this is forced by the phase
impenetrability condition (Chomsky 2000). We motivate the proposal on the basis of new data and through reexamination of the
findings of Legate 2003 and Johnson and Tomioka 1998. Finally, we consider the implications for long-distance agreement
constructions.
Lourdes de León (CIESAS-Sureste, Mexico)
Development of absolutive cross-referencing

Session 68

The Mayan languages employ absolutive morphemes to cross-reference the subject of intransitive verbs, the direct object of transitive
verbs, and as pronominals in verbless predicates. The absolutive affixes are morphologically unmarked relative to the ergative affixes
in that the 3rd person singular is a zero morpheme. The absolutive affixes occur before the ergative affixes in K’iche’ and are verbal
suffixes in Tzeltal and Yukatek. In Tzotzil they sometimes appear as prefixes and sometimes as suffixes. Yukatek restricts their use
to cross-referencing the subjects of intransitive verbs in the completive aspect. We considered two basic questions in regard to the
development of the absolutive morphemes: Do children acquire them in a uniform manner? Do children acquire them in parallel with
their acquisition of the ergative inflections? We found children acquired absolutive cross-referencing for subjects and objects at the
same time. They used the absolutive suffixes consistently before they used the absolutive prefixes. Yukatek children acquired the
absolutive suffixes at the same time as children acquiring the other Mayan languages and did not overextend the absolutive crossreferencing to intransitive verbs in the incompletive aspect. Children began using the absolutive cross-referencing earlier than the
ergative cross-referencing. Children produced few errors in their use of the absolutive morphemes.
Philip LeSourd (Indiana University)
Stress assignment & vowel elision in Meskwaki

Session 56

We offer a new analysis of the interaction between vowel elision and stress assignment in clitic complexes in Meskwaki that
eliminates an apparent case in which the application of a rule of stress assignment depends upon the way in which the strings to which
the rule is applicable happen to have been derived. Under the analysis of the phenomena in question given in Goddard 1991, there are
three rules that may effect vowel elision at the boundary between a word and an enclitic particle or cliticized word: (1) A word-initial iquality vowel is deleted after a vowel-final word, with preservation of the length of the deleted vowel: /kapo:twe/ +/i:ni/ >
/kapo:'twe:=ni/ 'at some point, then...'. (2) Otherwise, a word-final vowel is elided before an initial vowel in an enclitic: /i:ni/ +
/=a:pehe/ 'then every time' > /i:'n=a:pehe/. (3) A final /i/ in a particle is deleted after /h/ before an enclitic that begins with a
consonant: /e:shikeniki/ + /=ke:hi/ + /=meko/ > /e:shikeniki=ke:'h=meko/ 'and a brand new one'. Ordinarily, the final syllable is
stressed in a word to which an enclitic has been attached: /pe:hki/ + /=meko/ > /pehki’=meko/ 'really indeed'. Just in case the final
vowel in a word has been elided by Rule 1, however, stress is instead assigned to the second vowel before the enclitic: /kapo:twe/ +
/i:ni/ > /kapo:'twe:=ni/ 'at some point, then...'. We are left with a puzzle then: Why does the way in which stress is assigned depend
on whether or not Rule 1 is applicable in a given form? In fact, however, this seeming dependency vanishes if we replace Rule 1 by a
rule of total assimilation: an i-quality vowel is assimilated in quality to a preceding vowel across a word boundary. Vowel elision
(Rule 2) and preclitic stressing will now produce the required results in cases like /kapo:'twe:=ni/ 'at some point, then', as we see from
the following derivation:
Underlying:
kapo:twe i:ni
Elision (ii):
kapo:tw e:ni
Assimilation:
kapo:twe e:ni
Stress:
kapo:'tw e:ni
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We are left with the same string of phonemes and the same stress pattern as under Goddard’s proposal, but the vowel at the boundary
between host and clitic is assigned now to the clitic rather than to the host: This is why the phenomenon of preclitic stressing can be
given a simpler formulation. The advantage of the proposed reanalysis consists not only in the fact that stress assignment can be
stated more simply, however, but also in the way in which it permits us to dissolve a puzzling case of apparent interdependence of two
phonological rules.
Paulette Levy (Universidad Nacional Autónoma-México)
Resultatives in Papantla Totonac

Session 55

In spite of claims in the literature that property concepts in some of the Totonacan languages belong to the class of nouns, Levy 1992
and in press (for Papantla Totonac) and Beck 2000 (for Upper Necaxa Totonac) have shown that they belong to the the adjective partof-speech class. This was established following markedness criteria and giving secondary evidence. Papantla Totonac has a very
productive deverbal derivation that yields lexical items with resultative meanings, of the sort shown in 1.
(1)
tacha'qí:n 'washed, clean' < cha'qí: v.tr 'Xwashes Y'
pupun 'ripe' < pupú v.intr. 'X boils.'
Using the same type of markedness criteria, we argue that in Papantla Totonac the items in 1 pattern like nouns. For instance,
observe in 2 that adjectives modify without further measures (2a) while nominal atribution requires a connector xa-, as in 2b. NPs
with resultative items as attributes are formed following the pattern of nominal attribution, i.e. they require the connector xa-, as
shown in 2c, and the ungrammaticality of 2d.
(2)
a. [qama li:wa]NP 'tasty meat'
b. [xa-li:wa kuyu]NP 'boiled meat'
c. [xa-pupun li:wa]NP 'boiled meat'
d. *[pupun li:wa]NP (intended meaning) 'boiled meat'
In this fashion, we apply all the diagnostics for the adjective class in Papantla Totonac to show that resultatives pattern like nouns and
not like adjectives. Additionally, we give secondary evidence for the nominal nature of resultatives. Therefore, in spite of the
resultative meaning suggestive of participles, we argue that they cannot be considered passive or resultative participles, if one takes the
general definition of participle to be "verbal adjectives, i.e. words that behave like adjectives with respect to morphology and external
syntax, but are regularly derived from verbs” (Haspelmath 1994:152). Papantla Totonac is, therefore, a language with a clearly
discernible class of adjectives, but it lacks verb forms with adjectival properties.
Chao-chih Liao (National University of Kaohsiung)
Street-name patterns in Taichung, Taiwan

Session 34

The names of streets in Taichung, as in other areas of Taiwan, reflect the changing political climate of Taiwan and the attitudes of the
people. Maps issued in 1980, 1984, and 2002 show that the number of streets in Taichung City has more than doubled in the past 22
years. Furthermore, beginning in the late 1940s, when Taiwan reverted to Chinese rule after the Japanese occupation, many older
streets in Taichung were renamed, generally according to one of the following principles: (1) Width. Wider streets were called lu 'road';
narrower streets were called jie 'street'; and the narrowest streets were called xiang 'lane'. (2) Destination. Where the road leads.
Location. Particularly the waterway or landscape feature the street followed. (3) Commemoration. Where political leaders, national
spirits, and moral conduct were remembered. Following this period, especially from the 1960s through the 1980s, some older streets
and many new ones were renamed, often after political divisions of the Chinese mainland. Since 1987 streets have been named largely
after local landmarks or even numbered.
Stanley Lieberson (Harvard University)
Freda B. Lynn (Harvard University)
Popularity as a taste: An application to the naming process

ANS Keynote Address

Dating back to at least the late 19th century, a number of nations have experienced a stunning decline in the concentration of naming
choices. Whereas a substantial portion of newborns were previously given one of a small number of names, now the most popular
names are given to a far smaller number of children. If anything, the decline is accelerating and so far exhibits no evidence of halting.
We consider possible causes such as increasing turnover in names during this period; migration to urban areas; increasing ethnic and
racial diversity; and greater diffusion of naming information due to the internet and computerization. These are found to be wanting.
In turn, we describe a collective theory of popularity as a taste itself.
Brook Danielle Lillehaugen (University of California-Los Angeles)
Modified body parts are not prepositions

Session 58

Previously we have provided distributional arguments that body part (BP) locatives in Tlacolula de Matamoros Zapotec are preposi109

tions, as in 2 below, despite their homonymy with nominal BP expressions, as in 1 (Lillehaugen 2003). Here we argue that the
modification of BP terms further supports the syntactic distinction between BP nouns and BP prepositions.
(1)
Ni’ih na-gaàa’ts
me’es guùi’ch
foot
NEU-yellow
table
PERF.break
'The yellow leg of the table is broken.'
(2)

Zhiet nu’uh
ni’ih
me’es
cat
NEU.is.LOC
under table
'The cat is under the table.'
Some linguists have assumed that all BP terms are nouns (MacLaury 1989). This assumption suggests an analysis whereby locative
meaning is expressed only through the verb.
(3)
Zhiet nu’uh
ni’ih
me’es
cat
NEU.is.LOC.AT
foot
table
'The cat is by the table’s foot.' (metaphorically: 'The cat is under the table.')
However, data such as 4 argue against such an analysis; the BP preposition ni’ih cannot be modified with an adjective, even if the
context would allow it.
(4)
*Zhiet nu’uh
ni’ih
na-gaàa’ts
me’es
cat
NEU.is.LOC
under NEU-yellow
table
'The cat is under the table (that has a yellow leg).'
'The cat is by the yellow leg of the table.'
Adjectival modification is allowed for ni’ih 'foot' in sentences like 1 because there the term is used as a noun, but it is disallowed in
those like 4 where ni’ih 'under' is a preposition. This provides further syntactic evidence for the categorial distinction between BP
nouns and BP prepositions.
Chienjer Charles Lin (University of Arizona)
Beyond output correspondence: Tone sandhi in Southern Min reduplication

Session 13

We investigate tone sandhi of reduplicants in Southern Min, where monosyllabic words can reduplicate once (single reduplication) or
twice (double reduplication) to intensify the meaning of the base. Interestingly, however, while the first reduplicant strictly follows
the general pattern of sandhi (changing to the corresponding sandhi tones), the tone of the second reduplicant is different from those of
the stem and the first reduplicant. Our analysis shows that in Southern Min the tonal values of the second reduplicant simultaneously
correspond to those of the first reduplicant (on the initial tonal value) and the base (on the secondary tonal value). An extended model
of correspondence is thus proposed, in which the multiple reduplicants correspond to both the base and other reduplicants. The
extended model goes beyond the original output-output correspondence depicted in the full model of correspondence (McCarthy &
Prince 1995), capturing the more complex faithfulness relations among the multiple outputs. It provides parametric possibility for
multiple correspondences in universal grammar. Theoretical implications and factorial typology of Sandhi patterns will be addressed in
addition to a constraint-based account within optimality theory.
Ausencia López Cruz (Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia-México)
Adjectives in San Pablo Güilá Zapotec

Session 55

En el zapoteco de San Pablo Güilá (ZSPG) hay una categoria clara de adjetivos que se puede distinguir por varias características
morfológicas, sintácticas, y semánticas. Vamos a comparar las características de la categoría de adjetivo en esta lengua con la de otras
lenguas utilizando como marco de referencia el trabajo de Beck 1999, The typology parts of speech systems:
The markedness of
adjectives. La categoría que funciona como adjetivo en ZSPG se clasifican en tres grupos: (1) los que no cambian su estructura
morfológica cuando aparecen como modificador de un sustantivo o como predicado; (2) los que aparecen marcados en su función de
atributos de sustantivos y en su función predicativa; (3) los que no llevan ningún prefijo cuando aparecen como atributos pero requieren
de una copula cuando aparecen como predicados. Concluiremos con los correlatos semánticos que tienen las distintas clases formales de
adjetivos del ZSPG.
Chunhua Ma (Michigan State University)
Korean-Chinese intrasentential codeswitching

Session 21

Adopting the matrix language framework (MLF) model, we present findings on intrasentential codeswitching in a Korean-Chinese
contact situation. The data show an asymmetry of matrix/embedded language distribution. Korean is usually the matrix language,
Chinese the embedded. This finding is surprising since the speakers are fourth generation Koreans in China with dominance in
Chinese. This asymmetry is particularly striking for verbs; for example, Korean NP + Chinese Verb + hata (Korean helping verb)
occurs frequently, as shown below (Korean italicized, Chinese bold):
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(1)
!!!!!!

wuli! kot!!!!!! chufa! - han-ta.
We!!! soon!! leave!! -! ha- D C L .
'We will leave soon.'
Korean verbs, however, never occur in Chinese matrix sentences although content word switching is not blocked in the MLF model.
The richness of Korean morphology is probably the cause of this asymmetry. Additionally, double morphology also occurs. Consider
example 2 (doubled morphemes underlined):
(2)
t a ! ! y o u! shenme teshu!! de!! kiswul-i iss- e s s - y a … . !!!!!
He have some!!!! special GEN ! skill!!!! have
'He has to have some special skills….'
Here, Korean and Chinese verbs with the same meaning appear, a violation of well-formedness even within codeswitching grammars.
These findings show that further investigation of language pairs with divergent features is needed to find constraints on intrasentential
codeswitching.
Jonathan E. MacDonald (University at Stony Brook-State University of New York)
Spanish reflexive pronouns: Limiting location of event

Session 22

Zagona 1996 argues for an aspectual reflexive in Spanish that marks culminating transitions based on its incompatibility with durative
phrases (1). However, note that datives of possession are also incompatible with durative phrases (2) . Aspectually, these are the
same reflexives.
(1)
Yo (*me) comí la paella
durante una hora.
(2)
Yo (*me) lavé
la camisa durante una hora.
I (myself) ate the paella for
an hour
I (myself) washed the shirt for
an hour
The data in 3 now become relevant. 3a suggests that the observed aspectual properties are epiphenomenal to the real environment that
licenses the reflexive pronoun. 3b suggests that this environment is tied to inalienable possession, which we characterize as the
possessum located at the possessor.
(3)
a. Yo (*me) lavé
el perro.
b. Yo *(me) lavé
el pelo.
I (myself) washed the dog
I myself washed the hair
We argue that the aspectual properties are not inherent to the reflexive itself and that the data in 1-3 can be unified by taking the
reflexive pronoun to limit the location of the event to the location of the subject. Thus, only inalienably possessed ('attached') objects
are allowed in the presence of the reflexive.
Martha Macri (University of California-Davis)
Nahua lexical borrowings into Yucatecan & Ch'olan languages

Session 67

Differences in the sound systems of Lowland Mayan languages (Yucatecan and Ch'olan) and Nahua predict that loanwords from Nahua
will have undergone specific sound changes. For example, the lateral affricate /tl/, not found in Mayan languages (and indeed, not even
in all dialects of Nahuatl) is borrowed as /t/. In addition, some Nahua sounds can have multiple targets; for example, Nahua /p/ can
potentially be interpreted as any of three bilabial stops: /p/, /b'/, or /p'/. The possible correspondence between Nahua plain stops and
affricates and Yucatacan/Ch'olan glottalized consonants has not been previously considered. Evidence for this correspondence comes
from a number of words identical or nearly identical semantically, and identical in sound except for the glottalization of plain stops and
affricates. This sound change is not universal, that is, it does not occur in all Nahua loanwords. It may characterize borrowings from
a specific, probably early, period of contact. A Nahua origin for many of these words is supported by the presence of cognates in other
Uto-Aztecan languages. Conversely, most of the Mayan words cited are found only occasionally in Mayan languages other than
Yucatecan and Ch'olan.
Ian Maddieson (University of California-Berkeley)
Caroline Smith (University of New Mexico)
Acoustic phonetic studies of Yurok

Session 56

Wordlists from four of the remaining native speakers of Yurok were recorded as a foundation for conducting acoustic phonetic studies
of the consonants and vowels of this language. Yurok has five long vowels and five short vowels with rather different qualities in
addition to a rhotic vowel, reminiscent of the vowel in American English 'bird'. In the long vowel set, all four speakers have high
front and back vowels /i:/ and /u:/ and a lower mid back rounded vowel /o:/, whereas the fifth vowel is low central /a:/ for three
speakers but front lower mid (or raised low) /æ:/ for the fourth. Study of older recordings and field notes may clarify if this is the
retention of an older dialect difference or an idiosyncratic variation. The rhotic vowel is characterized by a substantially lower third
formant than any other vowel. The corresponding rhotic consonant /r/ (a sonorant, not a trill) has a significantly lower first formant
than the rhotic vowel but is very similar in second and third formant values, suggesting the vowel and consonant are produced in very
much the same location in the mouth, but the consonant has a closer constriction. The sonorant consonants of Yurok have
laryngealized counterparts. In Robins’s (1958) analysis, the plain vs laryngealized sonorant contrast is neutralized in (utterance-)initial
position, but our data suggest that this is not so, or at least not always so for all speakers.
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Ian Maddieson (University of California-Berkeley)
Phonetic characteristics of a Southern Paiwan dialect

Session 19

We present the first detailed phonetic study of Paiwan (a Taiwanese Austronesian language) based on direct observation, acoustic
analysis of audio recordings of 10 speakers, and palatograms and/or linguograms from 5 speakers. Southern Paiwan has just four
vowels, /i, , a, u/ but a quite extensive consonant inventory including a voiced postalveolar plosive with no voiceless counterpart, a
voiceless uvular plosive with no voiced counterpart, and plain and palatalized voiced and voiceless dental plosives. The only lateral
approximant is palatal. Where Northern Paiwan varieties have an apical trill, Mudan has a weakly fricated back dorsal sonorant. What
earlier sources call a 'retroflex' lateral is actually a rhotic postalveolar flap. Acoustic analysis shows /u/ is slightly lower than /i/ and /
/ is a genuinely mid central vowel. This vowel is fully capable of bearing stress and is not a reduced counterpart of another vowel.
Preliminary duration measurements indicate / / has shorter average duration than other vowels and following consonants are
lengthened, as in some Western Austronesian languages. Transitional movements into uvular consonants strongly modify preceding
vowels, but otherwise consonants do not have salient coarticulatory effects on the vowels. The small vowel inventory does not predict
greater variability in their production.
al-Husein N. Madhany (University of Chicago)
Session 40
Siibawayh's phonetic & phonological rules concerning the Arabic letter waaw /w/ in the primary position: A critical translation &
commentary
Siibawayh (145-177 AH/ 762-793 CE) is known as one of the fathers of Arabic linguistics due in large part to his 1000+ page
masterpiece, Al-kitaab. Siibawayh includes in Al-kitaab detailed sections on phonetic and phonological analyses that have left little
room to improve upon due to their depth and breadth. One such section includes his analysis of the two weak (mu'tal) letters in
Arabic, the waaw /w/ and yaa' /y/. The waaw and yaa' are considered weak because they often drop out of words depending on their
position in the word when inflected. We present our translation of one chapter of Siibawayh's section on the waaw in which he details
the rules for such transformations. In the conclusion, we discuss Siibawayh's paradigm as well as the metalanguage of the chapters
under discussion, both of which are necessary ingredients to fully understand the genius of Al-kitaab.
Harriet Magen (Haskins Laboratories/Rhode Island College)
Matthew Richardson (Haskins Laboratories)
The past tense & the status of regularity & subregularity

Session 3

There are two opposing views of storage and processing of morphologically complex words (e.g. past tense): the dual system,
whereby regular forms are not in the lexicon but are generated by rule, while irregular forms are explicitly represented; the single
system, whereby regular and irregular forms are computed by a single system, using associative connections. The aim of our study is
to determine behaviorally whether past tense forms of verbs are stored in the lexicon depending on their degree of morphological
regularity. We discuss two reaction time experiments in which participants produced the past tense upon hearing the present tense of
the verb in English. The first experiment concerned a confound in the methodology of a previous study (Jaeger et al 1996). Our
results indicated that blocked presentation of past tense forms by regularity induces trial-to-trial priming in the regular condition only.
The second experiment tests whether a reaction time advantage found for blocked regular verbs might also extend to blocked irregular
verbs that exhibit subregularities (e.g. sing/sang may prime ring/rang). In blocks of regulars and irregulars relative to mixed blocks,
reaction times should decrease as the number of items per block increases.
Miki Makihara (Queens College/Graduate Center-City University of New York)
Rapa Nui Spanish: Language shift & children's linguistic innovation on Easter Island

Session 21

We provide a linguistic and ethnographic analysis of communicative style repertoire in the Spanish-Rapa Nui (Polynesian) bilingual
community of Rapa Nui, Chile. The island's rapid integration into the global economy and a rising indigenous movement have had
profound effects on everyday lives and linguistic choices of the island residents over the past few decades. While a community-wide
language shift from Rapa Nui to Spanish is evident, the Rapa Nui have also expanded their repertoire of communicative styles with
new Rapa Nui ways of speaking Spanish and bilingual and syncretic ways of speaking Rapa Nui. Predominantly Spanish-speaking
Rapa Nui children with imperfect command over Rapa Nui are adopting a new style of speaking Rapa Nui Spanish. We analyze the
development, structure, and social significance of this new speech style, highlighting (1) how language shift may be accompanied by
stylistic innovations and expansion of the communicative style repertoire; (2) how language socialization shapes language use and
attitudes among children and the community's overall pattern of sociolinguistic variation and change; (3) the applicability and meaning
of concepts such as bilinguality, language, code, and style; and (4) the interplay between asymmetric competence, structural variation,
interactional communicative strategies, metapragmatic awareness, and ethnic identity formation.
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Emily Manetta (University of California-Santa Cruz)
Similar function, similar syntax: Agreement & cliticization in Brokskat

Session 18

We provide a syntactic analysis of agreement and cliticization in the ergative Indic language Brokskat. The fact that both operations
are single suffixes on the verbal stem and are sensitive to ergative case-marking suggests similar syntactic realizations. Previous
approaches to cliticization in related languages depend on empty-headed agreement projections (Wali & Koul 1994) and cannot be
extended to account for the facts of Brokskat. We propose an analysis in the context of the minimalist program (Chomsky 2000), and
build on the approach of Bhatt 2000, that employs the same structural relationship between heads and the nominals they command to
induce both agreement and cliticization. This approach also accounts for the complex case system of Brokskat, as an additional
reflection of the agreement interaction.
Danilo Marcondes (Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro)
Kant's influence on the philosophy of language

Session 38

Although Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) is not usually considered by historians of philosophy as a philosopher of language or as having
influenced the development of the philosophy of language, it can be argued that his critical philosophy is an important contribution to
the philosophical conception of language found in contemporary analytic philosophy. Kant's criticism of the models of mind found in
Descartes and in Locke was influential in the shift from an epistemology based on the analysis of mental processes to an epistemology
based on a logico-linguistic attempt to establish the foundations of knowledge. In this sense, Kant's criticism of representational ideas
is important for the later development of the philosophy of language. In his formulation of a structural conception of mind, Kant
proposes, in the transcendental deduction, a table of categories and of judgments that can be understood as logico-linguistic, i.e. as
having a propositional nature. The roots of philosophy of language in modern philosophy and the antecedents of the 'linguistic turn'
in contemporary thought have only recently begun to be analyzed in a more systematic way, and an examination of Kant's philosophy
is essential for this purpose.
Cathy Moser Marlett (SIL International/University of North Dakota)
Stephen A. Marlett (SIL International/University of North Dakota) !
Principles guiding the choice of illustrations for the Seri dictionary !

Session 64!

The dictionary of the Seri language which is currently in preparation will include the judicious but ample use of illustrations. Since
the inclusion of illustrations in any publication increases the cost of the publication, it is important to justify the choice and the
quantity. We discuss and illustrate the principles which are guiding the drawings being prepared for the Seri dictionary,!the first
major!such publication for this minority language group of northwestern Mexico.! We keep in mind, of course, that the dictionary
will be serving several audiences, including the Seri people, other citizens of the state of Sonora, other citizens of Mexico who are
unfamiliar with the Seri culture and environment, international scientists interested in the region, and linguists in general who are
generally unfamiliar with anything related to Seri. !
!
Stephen A. Marlett (SIL International/University of North Dakota)
Session 61 !
Postpositions in Seri
Some words in Seri have been labeled in the past as 'relational nouns' and 'locative nouns' (Marlett 1981), for lack of better names. In
earlier drafts of the dictionary and grammar (in progress), these words were identified and labeled as such. In the current (near final)
draft of the dictionary, these parts of speech have been replaced by 'postposition' and 'possessed noun', respectively. Locative nouns
are thus just simply a subclass of possessed nouns that happen to have a significant locative component in their meaning. We briefly
contrast postpositions (formerly relational nouns) and the possessed nouns which were formerly identified as locative nouns. Our
focus is on the characteristics of the postpositions which are inflected for person, often have singular and plural forms, do not generally
occur with a determiner, enter into issues relating to verb subcategorization, and have certain interesting syntactic properties. The PP
occurs in preverbal position. While the 'complement' of the P may be preposed and separated from the P, the P must remain in
preverbal position.
Andrew Martin (University of California-Los Angeles)
The structural nature of locality: Gradient distance effects in Navajo sibilant harmony

Session 19

Navajo sibilant harmony, whereby multiple sibilants in a word are required to agree in anteriority, has long been known to hold even
of nonadjacent consonants a seemingly nonlocal process. We present evidence from Navajo lexical statistics in support of two
hypotheses: (1) Locality can be gradient rather than categorical. (2) It is mediated by prosodic structure. A statistical examination of
703 unaffixed stems and compounds in Navajo reveals that the requirement for harmony becomes less stringent as the
distance
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between two given sibilants increases; for those in nonadjacent syllables, the rate of agreement approaches chance. Furthermore, this
distance is measured in syllables rather than segments. These facts are accounted for by a set of optimality theoretic AGREE constraints
which are relativized to distance. We propose a stochastic ranking for these constraints which correctly generates the observed
agreement frequencies.
Yuka Matsugu (University of Arizona)
Sociolinguistic study of the Japanese sentence-final particle kana: Usage as a mitigation marker

Session 7

Japanese is well-known for its sentence-final particles (SFPs) that express modality (Konoshima 1966). Although modality would
seem to be inseparable from context, only a limited number of studies have sought to explicate the nature of SFPs based on data from
conversations (e.g. Okamoto 1996). Moreover, despite the fact that SFP kana is one of the 10 most frequently used particles in
everyday conversation (Matsugu ms), it is typically analyzed as a combination of SFPs ka and na rather than being considered in its
own right. We discuss how SFP kana is used in over 400 minutes of talk. We propose that SFP kana, which is impressionistically
defined as a 'self/other-addressed interrogative marker', frequently functions as a mitigation marker. Our investigation also explores
how speakers use this function at the sentence level and at the interactional level as well as at the discourse level. Our findings
suggest that in studying SFPs: (1) Sociolinguists need to study them in large samples of actual conversations rather than merely
speculating about their functions. (2) The meanings of multimora SFPs should not simply be assumed to derive in a straightforward
way from the meanings of their constituent elements.
Angelo Mazzocco (Mount Holyoke College)
Session 39
Reflections on the linguistic state of ancient Rome & on the development of the Romance vernaculars in 15th-century Spain
We examine a little known 15th-century Spanish document (Escorial MS S. II. 13) on the nature of Latin in ancient Rome and on the
development of the romance vernaculars. Our objective is to demonstrate that the Spanish document is a spin-off of a major polemic
on these same issues that took place in Italy throughout the 15th century and that involved most of the leading Italian humanists of
the time. Indeed, the Spanish document is closely connected to Guarino Veroneses and to Biondo Flavios's De Verbis Romanae
Locutionis. It thus reinforces Guarino and Biondo's argument that ancient Rome was monolingual rather than bilingual as maintained
by Leonardo Bruni, among others, and that the romance vernaculars are traceable to the disintegration of Latin rather than to identical
linguistic entities prevalent in the ancient world as Bruni argued.
Evelyn McClave (California State University-Northridge)
Cognitive universals: Evidence from universal head movements

Session 11

We present evidence of cognitive universals based on identical head movements in the same linguistic environments among speakers of
African American English, Arabic, Bulgarian, Korean, and Turkana (a Nilo-Saharan language in Kenya). When identical head
movements occur in the same communicative environments among these linguistically and culturally unrelated groups, it is
hypothesized that they are indicative of cognitive universals. Evidence from Turkana lends strong support since the Turkana are
nomadic pastoralists geographically isolated from the rest of Kenya. The head movements studied were not culturally conventionalized
such as those for yes and no but rather spontaneous movements made during speech. Identical movements were observed for lists or
alternatives, inclusivity, and locating absent/abstract referents in the gesture space. Our research presents physical evidence in support
of theories that hold humans conceptualize the nonphysical in terms of the physical. Conceptualizing abstract concepts and absent
entities as occupying physical space seems to be a cognitive universal.
John E. McLaughlin (Utah State University)
Modeling factors of chance & 'Amerind'

Session 60

By now we’ve hashed and rehashed the problems with Greenberg’s 'Amerind' superstock including problems with the data, with the
underlying assumptions, and with the mathematical basis many times. Our concern is the last of these, but from a new
nonmathematical perspective. Using computer modeling and massive data crunching, we examine the variables which go into a 'factor
of chance', discussing such issues as size of phonological inventory, similarity of phonological inventory, frequency of most common
segments, and typical root length and look at how these factors interact in any given pair of languages to give a base factor of chance
that any hypothesis must exceed. We then look at how these binary base factors of chance interact in groups of languages and how
this all relates to 'Amerind'.
Rocky R. Meade (University of the West Indies-Mona)
Toward a reanalysis of subsegmental feature representation

Session 50

We discuss an approach to subsegmental feature representation utilizing three place features to represent both consonants and vowels.
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However, unlike similar minimal feature approaches, our approach is also able to represent typical child phonology development. It
builds on the proposal by Smith 2000 to use dependency phonology’s subsegmental theory to complement optimality theory. The
analyzed data are from a database of the phonological development of Jamaican children acquiring their first language. Smith’s
proposed subsegmental elements fail to account for some observed acquisition data and make predictions that are not attested. Our
approach includes a place element [P] (Peripheral), which includes labial consonants, low vowels and rounding; the element [B] (Back),
which represents dorsal consonants and back vowels; and the element [F] (Front), which represents coronal consonants and front
vowels. The element [P] is intended to represent sounds that are articulated on the periphery of the oral cavity. Low vowels are
classified as pharyngeal reflecting the closest oral constriction at the tongue root or the pharynx. Adequate theories of language should
have an account of language acquisition. Our approach to subsegmental theory allows for the representation of attested phonological
development data. It can easily represent the widely attested near simultaneous acquisition of labial consonants and low vowels and/or
coronal consonants and front vowels as well as the subsequent near simultaneous acquisition of dorsal consonants and back vowels.
Lise Menn (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Christine Yoshinaga-Itano (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Persisting 'jargon' prespeech in deaf children of hearing parents

Session 11

By 12 months, typically developing children produce 'jargon'--conversational turns or extended monologues with rich intonation
patterns, hesitation noises, appropriate eye-contact/gaze aversion patterns, facial expressions, and gestures. These prespeech turns often
have verifiably appropriate intonation contours (greeting, request, offer, demand) despite the absence of lexical targets. Jargon turns
disappear by the age of two years (although solo sound play may persist). Does jargon disappear because of learning or maturation?
We have found jargon use prolonged until age 3 in four deaf toddlers with hearing parents. As the parents used both signs and speech
with their children for common object names and actions, the children had some understanding of the symbolic nature of language.
However, their asemantic oral jargon proto-conversations showed only learning of the observable 'outer form' of spoken conversation.
Apparently, the learner must accumulate many instances of sound/situation correspondence before concluding that speech is composed
(entirely) of conventionalized lexical items. The timetable for this learning appears to be driven by experience with language, probably
within a maturational window that extends for at least a year beyond the normal age for the end of 'jargon'--half a lifetime, for these
children. The organism appears initially uninformed about the existence of the lexicon.
Jason Merchant (University of Chicago)
A deletion solution to the sloppy-ellipsis puzzle

Session 22

A central question in the study of ellipsis is the nature of the ellipsis site itself, in particular whether the ellipsis site contains at some
level of syntactic representation structural phrase markers of the familiar kind, as many current theories assume. Such structure-based
theories have recently been confronted with a fundamental challenge by an important discovery by Hardt 1999 and Schwarz 1999:
I'll help you if you want me to. I'll kiss you even if you don't.
The difficulty, the sloppy-ellipsis puzzle, is that the second elided VP can mean 'want me to kiss you': An elided VP2 embedded in a
VP1, where VP1 is the antecedent to an elided VP3, can get a 'sloppy interpretation' inside VP3. This sloppy-ellipsis reading arises
only when the antecedent VP contains an ellipsis site; without ellipsis in the antecedent, the sloppy reading is unavailable. Both Hardt
and Schwarz take this data to indicate that the ellipsis site is syntactically and semantically merely a (null) bound variable. We present
a redefinition of Merchant's 2001 e-givenness using E-closure that can accommodate the sloppy-ellipsis puzzle while preserving a
structure-based view of ellipsis, similar to Tomioka 2003.
Luisa Meroni (University of Maryland-College Park)
Principles of reference & pragmatics in child language

Session 6

We investigate the sources of information used by children in identifying the referent of a definite noun phrase (the frog) in response to
instructions like, 'Put the frog on the napkin.' The definite description presupposes the existence of a unique frog. If there are two
frogs in the context, how do children decide which one to move? If one frog is already on a napkin, but a second frog is not, children
move the frog that is not already on a napkin (92% of the time, Meroni & Crain 2002). This suggests that children make a pragmatic
inference about the referent of 'the frog'. Our study extended this line of research by considering what sources of information children
can exploit. One experiment examined the lexical properties of the verb, and a second experiment examined the descriptive properties
of the destination NP, using both intersective and scalar adjectives. The findings show that children use only certain verbs (i.e.
obligatorily ditransitive verbs) and only certain adjectives (i.e. intersective adjectives) in order to carry out a pragmatic reasoning that
will allow them to select the referent of a definite noun phrase.
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Luisa Meroni (University of Maryland-College Park)
Andrea Gualmini (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Stehen Crain (University of Maryland-College Park)
It's definite: The vs a in children's grammars

Session 6

Study of children's use of articles has mainly focused on their overgeneration of the definite article the, first documented by Maratsos
1974. But, several linguistic properties that distinguish between the definite and indefinite articles have not been investigated. One
such property is the interpretation of the verb to have as possessive have vs custodial have (e.g. Iatridou 1996). Sentence 1 can mean
that Pluto owns a boat, the possession reading, or it can mean that a boat is currently available to Pluto, the custodial reading; 2 can
only have the custodial reading.
(1)
Pluto has a boat that Grover fixed.
(2)
Pluto has the boat that Grover fixed.
Twenty children (age: 3;9-5;04 mean 4;09) were presented with sentences like 1 and 2 in a Truth Value Judgment task. The children
consistently accepted 1 in a context in which Pluto was the owner of a boat that Grover had fixed but rejected 2 in a context in which
Pluto did not have immediate access to the boat. We conclude that children know a theoretically motivated distinction between the
definite and indefinite articles--one for which there is no overt marking in the input.
Miriam Meyerhoff (University of Edinburgh)
To have and to hold: The transfer of (in)alienable possession across linguistic domains

Session 47

A growing body of literature in contact linguistics suggests that transfer of elements from one language to another is a complex
process. We look at one example in a creole (Bislama, SW Pacific) and find that even where a feature has been transferred from the
substrate to the creole, there is evidence of speakers reallocating features in new domains. What shows up in a creole may be a hybrid
form based on input from both the substrate and the lexifier (perhaps especially in Pacific creoles, e.g. Crowley 1989, Sankoff 1993).
Sankoff even suggests that the forms most likely to surface in a creole are those which satisfy multiple speaker needs. We show that
(in)alienability (a feature of the substrate morphosyntax) shows up in the distribution of null and overt objects in both urban and
village varieties of Bislama: An inalienable possession (e.g. 'mother', 'son', or 'branch [of a tree]'), it is significantly more likely to be
overt than null. We consider the implications of the reallocation of this morphosyntactic feature as a discourse preference, and examine
the extent of the parallelisms between creolization and dialect levelling (where the processes of reallocation, the creation of intermediate
forms, and levelling have long been recognized).
Jeff Mielke (Ohio State University)
What ambivalent segments can tell us about the universality of distinctive features

Session 5

Speech sounds which are cross-linguistically variable with respect to feature specification (e.g. /l/ may be + or - continuant, /v/ and /h/
may be + or - sonorant) are problematic for the assumption that the phonetic properties and phonological patterning of speech sounds
are predicted by a universal set of distinctive features. We argue that because /l/ is a prototypical example neither of a continuant nor a
noncontinuant (because it involves partial oral tract occlusion), classes of sounds at either end of the continuancy spectrum can be
overgeneralized to include /l/. This explains why /l/ and other sounds which are nonprototypical examples of an opposition have less
predictable phonological patterning than others which are consistent to the point that their phonological behavior in certain respects is
nearly universal. Claims about the universality of features and their specifications have remained untested partly because no survey of
natural classes has existed to test them. We present data from our survey of natural classes in 586 languages which shows that /l/
patterns 65 times just with uncontroversially [-continuant] sounds and 16 times with [+continuant] sounds. Perhaps more
unexpectedly, over one third of 800+ classes involving /l/ cannot be described using generally accepted distinctive features.
Jeff Mielke (Ohio State University)
Mike Armstrong (Ohio State University)
Elizabeth Hume (Ohio State University)
Reanalyzing allophonic opacity in Sea Dayak & Canadian English

Session 13

Opaque alternations are problematic for surface-oriented phonological frameworks such as optimality theory. As a result, various
extensions of classical optimality theory such as sympathy theory, stratal OT, and comparative markedness have been proposed to deal
with opacity. Of interest is the fact that one type of opacity, allophonic opacity (in which a basically allophonic distinction appears to
be contrastive only when it interacts with another process) continues to prove problematic for OT even with extensions such as
comparative markedness, as pointed out by McCarthy 2003. We show that when reanalyzed, two well-known cases of allophonic
opacity (Sea Dayak vowel nasalization and Canadian raising) are revealed to involve straightforward and transparent phonological
patterns. The crucial step in these two analyses is to account first for what is surface-true. By starting with surface phenomena rather
than recapitulating historical change, no demands are placed on classical optimality theory that it cannot already satisfy. We suspect
that upon closer scrutiny, other cases of opacity will lend themselves to similar reanalyses.
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Bettina Migge (J. W. Goethe University-Frankfurt am Main)
Modality in the creoles of Suriname & Gbe: An assessment of similarities & differences

Session 42

We assess the conflicting views on the origin of creole grammar with evidence from an investigation of modality in the creoles of
Suriname and its main substratal input, varieties of Gbe. Our analysis is based on conversational and elicited data from several creoles
of Suriname and varieties of Gbe. The framework is modeled after typological studies of TMA systems such as Dahl 1985 and Bybee
et al. 1994. The investigation reveals important similarities and differences among and between these two language groups suggesting
that substrate and superstrate influences and language-internal change contributed to the formation of modality in the creoles of
Suriname.
Line Mikkelsen (University of California-Santa Cruz)
Reexamining Higgins's Taxonomy: A split in the identificational class

Session 14

Higgins 1979 distinguishes a class of identificational copular clauses (That is Susan, That woman is Susan) from predicational clauses
(Susan is tall), specificational clauses (The woman standing by the door is Susan), and identity clauses (She is Susan). Based on
evidence from pronominalization, argument selection, and animacy of possible referents, we argue for a split in Higgins's
identificational class: Clauses with a demonstrative pronoun in subject position are hidden clefts and share key semantic characteristics
with specificational clauses (in particular, both have a property-denoting subject) whereas clauses with a complex demonstrative in
subject position are semantically identity clauses (both have an individual-denoting subject). The analysis of That is Susan as a hidden
cleft is anticipated in recent work by Buering 1998 and Hedberg 2000. We build on their insights by locating and developing
connections with the semantics of specificational clauses, in which the precopular phrase is headed by the and has descriptive content
of its own. We conclude that the similarity of form that led Higgins to group together That is Susan and That woman is Susan as
identificational is misleading and suggest a revision of Higgins's Taxonomy that eliminates the identificational class altogether.
D. Gary Miller (University of Florida)
The internal syntax of Latin synthetic compounds

Session 9

As in English, Latin synthetic compounds contain a V(erb) P(hrase) but lack functional (including referential) phrases: turpi-lucricupidus 'obscene-gain-desiring' exists, but *te/tui-cupid-us [thee-desire-ADJ] 'desiring you' is impossible. A thematic object cannot be
incorporated unless a non-V(erb) feature is also present. Infinitives like *arcu(i)-tenere 'to bow-hold' are impossible, but participles
with a feature A(djective) or N(oun) are grammatical; cf. arqui-tenens 'bow-carrying/er'. Formatives that end up as suffixes, as in
Kayne's (1994) derivation of can opener, satisfy the antisymmetry requirement of a c-commanding licenser for complements, hence
Latin compounds like viti-sator 'vine-planter'. Denominal verbs exhibit different meanings corresponding to different interactions
between P-words (prepositions/particles) and abstract verbs, e.g. for ex-oner-are:
(1)
noun-stem is complement of P ('TAKE X out of burden [onus/oner]'): 'unburden';
(2)
noun-stem is subject of SC ('CAUSE [burden (BE) out]'): 'remove a burden from';
(3)
P is spatial particle (ex 'off' + oner-are 'to load'): 'unload'.
For transitive deverbals like in-cid-ere, P in can be transitive ('cut x in[to] y') intransitive ('incise'), or an aspectual particle ('break up').
Since the functions correspond to different positions where a P-word can originate, a preposition cannot be aspectual and an aspectual
particle cannot license its own separate argument in syntax.
Marianne Milligan (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Prosodic edge marking in Menominee

Session 56

Menominee metrification (Bloomfield 1939) has long been recognized as typologically unusual (Pesetsky 1979, Hayes 1995, Buckley
1999), and attempts at reanalysis have been made across a range of theoretical frameworks (Howard 1973, Pesetsky 1979, Hayes
1995).! Two aspects of the data have resisted analysis: 'glottal' words (words with a glottal stop in the coda of an initial syllable) and
'atonic' words (words which do not undergo at least one of the metrical rules--often function words).! We propose, for the first time, an
analysis which captures in a principled way the differences between glottal and nonglottal words as well as between content and
function words. The left edge of a content word is marked by a rise in pitch while the right edge is marked by falling pitch.! Since
long syllables are the only syllables which receive primary stress (high pitch), the second syllable is lengthened in words with two
initial underlying short syllables.! However, this lengthening does not occur in glottal or function words.! Acoustic analysis shows
that the glottal stop lowers the pitch on the first syllable, thus providing a pitch rise without needing to lengthen the second syllable.
Although medial feet can also have a pitch rise, an initial pitch rise is enough to mark the beginning of a content word since a pitch
drop indicates the end of a word.! Second syllable lengthening does not occur in function words because they need not start with a
pitch rise.
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Utako Minai (University of Maryland-College Park)
Stephen Crain (University of Maryland-College Park)
Entailments at a distance in child language

Session 6

In ordinary sentences with the universal quantifier every, the first argument (NP) is downward entailing (DE) while its second argument
(VP) is upward entailing (UE). DE expressions validate inferences from a set to its subsets, as in 1, whereas UE expressions engender
the opposite pattern, as in 2. To complicate matters further for learners, the pattern of entailments is reversed by (c-commanding) DE
determiner phrases (e.g nobody), as 3 illustrates; here the argument of every licenses inferences from a set to its supersets.
(1) a. Every troll has a potato chip.
(2) a. Every smurf caught a bug.
(3) a. Nobody fed every big koala bear.
b. Every purple troll has a potato chip.
b. Every smurf caught a blue bug.
b. Nobody fed every koala
bear.
Two experiments using the Truth Value Judgment task revealed children's awareness of these properties of the universal quantifier. The
first experiment demonstrated that children correctly understood that the first and second arguments of every exhibit the inverse
entailment relations. The second experiment uncovered children's adult-like knowledge of the reversal entailment relations when every
appears in the scope of a DE determiner phrase like nobody.
Mizuki Miyashita (University of Montana/University of Kansas)
Asymmetry to symmetry: Gap-filling vowel shift in Tohono O’odham

Session 56

The vowel inventory in Tohono O’odham consists of three high vowels (front, central and back), one mid back vowel [o], and one
central low vowel [a] (Saxton et. al 1983, Zepeda 1983). This shows an asymmetric paradigm with a gap lacking mid front vowel [e].
We report that mid front vowel, [e], actually exists in O’odham, at least at an allophonic level. The vowel which may appear as [e] is
an allophonic form of the diphthong [ai]. While diphthong [ai] is fully pronounced in the stressed environment, it is pronounced short
in the unstressed position. This vowel shortening is previously reported by Miyashita 2002: All diphthongs are shortened when
unstressed. However, only [ai], seems to reduce its vowel quality into [e]. For example, /'hodai/ 'rock' becomes ‘hode. Our study
contributes to both linguistic research and application. As Hock 1991 mentions, 'gap-filling' can occur as a motivation for sound
change (e.g. Celtic sound change of /*kw /to /p/ is accounted for by gap-filling in its stop consonant inventory). Similarly, the gap in
the O’odham vowel inventory can be analyzed as the motivation for the sound change from [ai] to [e]. In addition to linguistic
research, our study contributes to O’odham language education because it pursues the authenticity of O’odham pronunciation.
Simona Montanari (University of Southern California)
Translation equivalents in early trilingual development: One or separate lexical systems?

Session 3

Our study examines lexical differentiation in early trilingual development through an analysis of translation equivalents (TEs), i.e. two
or more words with the same meaning, one from each language, in the productive vocabulary of a Tagalog-Spanish-English trilingual
child. If early lexical development is indeed assumed to be governed by the principle of contrast (Clark 1987), an understanding that
different words carry different meanings, the appearance of TEs in a child's lexicon can be taken as evidence that she has formed separate
lexical systems. A child's cumulative vocabulary between 1;4 and 2;1 is reconstructed through weekly diary reports and audio
recordings, and the extent to which phonetically distinct equivalent doublets and triplets are represented in her cumulative lexicon is
examined. The results indicate that equivalent terms were acquired and fully exploited by the child from the onset of speech, providing
evidence for separate lexical systems from the earliest stages of vocabulary learning. Also, TEs were acquired at the same rate as
bilinguals, suggesting that the biological constraints operating on lexical acquisition are the same for all children, irrespective of the
number of languages acquired.
Timothy Montler (University of North Texas)
Klallam paths

Session 66

In Klallam, a Central Salishan language, paths are expressed with a series of motion and location verbs. Klallam has only one
preposition, which serves as a general oblique case marker. Verbs with meanings such as 'go into', 'go up', and 'be on' are used in
series to express location and direction. When no medial legs are mentioned, the end legs of a path are, in a common construction,
denominal verbs marked by prefixes meaning 'go to', 'go from', and 'be at'. Medial legs are also marked by a noun 'way' with a prefix
'become' producing a verb 'go via'. Medial legs differ from end legs in that their constituent structure must include a prepositional
phrase specifying the trajectory or mode. Medial legs occur with the prefixed source legs. A goal mentioned with a medial leg,
however, appears as a nominalized verb series. The legs form distinct constituents that can be put in any order with the subject and
other enclitics following whichever word comes first.
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David Mortensen (University of California-Berkeley)
Semper infidelis: Anti-identity in A-Hmao & Jingpho tone sandhi chains

Session 17

It has been argued that, in order to achieve descriptive adequacy, optimality theory must include a class of constraints that penalize
identity (ANTI-IDENTITY constraints). If such constraints exist, the possible existence of chain-like phonological shifts with 'bounceback' (a phenomenon in which the least-marked input in the set is mapped to the second least-marked output in the set) logically
follows. Actual examples of such systems of alternations are to be found in two Southeast Asian languages--Jingpho (Tibeto-Burman)
and Western A-Hmao (Hmong-Mien, Western Hmongic). Like many other Southeast Asian languages, Jingpho and Western A-Hmao
display morphologically conditioned tonal alternations in noun compounds. In both of these languages, there are exchange-mappings
which cannot be described without ANTI-IDENTITY or a device of equivalent formal power. We argue that these phenomena provide
additional evidence for ANTI-IDENTITY constraints as a fundamental part of OT grammars and that the predictions made ANTI-IDENTITY
are consistent with the range of attested phonological phenomena.
Marcin Morzycki (University of Quebec-Montreal)
Adverbial modification in AP: Surprisingly revealing?

Session 22

Among the principal problems in the syntax and semantics of adverbial modification is the correlation between the position of an
adverb and its interpretation. Attempts to address aspects of this question--from Jackendoff 1972 and McConnell-Ginet 1982 to Cinque
1999 and Ernst 2002--have focused primarily on adverbial modification in the verbal and sentential domain. Intriguingly, though,
many adverbs in English have uses in the adjectival projection as well, and their interpretation there varies predictably from the one
they receive elsewhere. In Floyd is remarkably tall, for example, remarkably receives a particular (roughly) degree-modifying
interpretation distinct from, but systematically related to, the interpretation it receives in Remarkably, Floyd is tall. We bring these
facts to bear on the larger question of adverb position-interpretation correlations by providing an analysis of the syntax and semantics
of one large natural class of 'ed-adjectival' adverbs that relies on independently-motivated assumptions about AP syntax and degree
semantics.
Kimiko Nakanishi (University of Pennsylvania)
Split quantifiers & event modifications

Session 1

Japanese and German allow a configuration where quantifiers are split from the host NP. The split numeral quantifiers show some
semantic restrictions on verbal predicates: Kill Peter's mother is not compatible with split quantifiers while hit Peter's mother is. We
argue that this is because split quantifiers measure events denoted by verbal predicates. The hitting-Peter's-mother event, but not the
killing-Peter's-mother event, can be pluralized. Thus, only the former is measurable by the split quantifier. We further propose that,
since events cannot be directly measured by cardinality, there is a mapping from events to some elements measurable by cardinality,
i.e. individuals. This analysis predicts that, when split quantifiers do not exclusively denote cardinality, a mapping is not necessarily
to individuals. This prediction is borne out with hotondo 'most' in Japanese: Hotondo measures any elements possibly mapped from
events. For example, hotondo can measure individuals as well as time intervals, meaning 'most of the time'. In contrast, German
meist- 'most' does not have such an ambiguity since meist- can bear morphological agreements with the host NP: With agreements, a
mapping is necessarily to individuals, and, without agreements, we obtain a mapping to other elements such as time intervals.
Toshihide Nakayama (Tokyo University of Foreign Studies)
On the 'governing' vs 'restrictive' distinction in Nuuchahnulth lexical suffixes

Session 59

Nuuchahnulth has a large number of suffixes with concrete lexical meanings. The range of meanings represented in these lexical
suffixes is as wide as those of roots. In general, lexical suffixes significantly affect the semantic and syntactic characteristics of the
word complex. The specific effects, however, are not the same across suffixes. The variation in semantic and syntactic effects has
been analyzed traditionally as a matter of whether the lexical suffix introduces a new semantic head or not. On the basis of this
distinction, lexical suffixes have been divided into two classes, 'governing' type (which introduces a new semantic head) and 'restrictive'
type (which does not introduce a new semantic head). We reexamine the traditional characterization of lexical suffix types and make
the following proposals: (1) The behavior of a lexical suffix with respect to semantic headedness is not a static property of the lexical
suffix itself; it is determined according to dynamic discourse-semantic relationship between root and suffix. (2) The 'governing''restrictive' distinction is not a structural scheme dividing the inventory of lexical suffixes into two classes. (3) The 'headedness' in
root-lexical suffix combination should be characterized in terms of discourse referentiality rather than of semantic headedness.
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Bhuvana Narasimhan (Max Planck Institute-Nijmegen)
Split ergativity in early child Hindi

Session 10

One influential approach to the early acquisition of case-marking proposes that children link agents of transitive actions and actors of
intransitive actions to nominative case while patients of transitive actions receive accusative case in nominative-absolutive languages.
In ergative-absolutive languages, agents of transitive actions are linked to ergative while patients of transitive actions and actors of
intransitive actions receive absolutive case (Grimshaw 1981, Macnamara 1982, Pinker 1984). In a split-ergative language such as
Hindi, agentive subjects of transitives occur in ergative case -ne or in 'nominative' (null-marked) case depending on perfectivity, and
actor intransitive subjects typically receive 'nominative' case. Patients occur in dative/accusative case -ko or receive null-marking,
depending on animacy and specificity/definiteness. Children acquiring Hindi would be predicted to extend case-marking on agents to
imperfective transitive contexts and possibly agentive intransitive contexts. Our study reveals only errors of omission. Children
correctly use -ne marking for agents of transitive actions in perfective contexts. The dative/accusative case-marking is also not
overextended to all patients of transitive actions. The lack of the predicted overextensions suggests that theorizing in this domain
requires enrichment.
Bertie Neethling (University of the Western Cape, South Africa)
Lwandile or Ivan?: An identity crisis amongst Xhosa speakers in South Africa

Session 36

A convention of bestowing a EuroWestern name, usually an English one, alongside an indigenous African name, has developed among
the Xhosa speakers of South Africa. This came about with the introduction to Christianity by the early missionaries in the 19th
century, who also established many institutions of learning. Carrying a 'church,' 'Christian', or 'school' name is still firmly entrenched
in Xhosa society. It is now 10 years since the political liberation of all peoples in South Africa, and democracy, despite all the many
existing problems in the country, is firmly in place. South Africa is a multilingual and multicultural country par excellence, and
because of its fairly sophisticated media and telecommunications facilities, it is bombarded with cultural input from the west, also
from America. Many Xhosa speakers operate comfortably in 'two worlds', so to speak--the traditional or 'African' as opposed to a
more multicultural often 'Western' one. But others, particularly through naming, wish to discard this non-African identity. We
explore young Xhosa speakers' perceptions around identity through naming.
Alyse Neundorf (University of New Mexico-Gallup)
Creating new Navajo verbs

Session 67

In order to modernize the Navajo language for our modern world it is necessary to create not only new nouns but also new verbs. We
found that people are reluctant to speak in, or to speak of modern activities in Navajo. When Navajos do not have a verb to use for a
'modern' transitive or intransitive verb, they switch to the English verb. It is not difficult to make new verbs, but people do not take
the time to do so. There are many incorporated English verbs in everyday Navajo language usage. We talk about the steps and the
process it takes to create new verbs in Navajo. We will also discuss the spread and use of the new verbs.
Andrew Nevins (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Aaron Iba (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
A selectionist learner for parametrically ambiguous reduplicants

Session 15

We present a computational implementation of a model that generates reduplicants from an input and a parameter setting and can
recover/parse a parameter setting for the reduplicative operation, given an input and a reduplicant output. The entire range of attested
reduplication patterns is characterized in a generative space by a multiprecedence-and-linearization model with five parameters, where
the basic operation that characterizes reduplication is addition of a new immediate precedence relation between segments (Raimy 2001).
Learning the correct reduplication operation in the target language is modeled as an incremental and memoryless search in the parameter
space. Given each input-output pairing, the model maintains all possible parameters that are compatible (Yang 2001) and attempts to
generalize the pattern for unique inputs. The model is error-driven (Gold 1967), based on the don't-change-unless-there-is-parse-failure
principle. However, it crucially does not maintain a unique parameter setting at all times (contra Gibson & Wexler 1994) since many
reduplication patterns are parametrically ambiguous; the pairing of /kat/ and [katkat] are compatible with total reduplication, firstsyllable reduplication, last-syllable reduplication, and stressed-syllable reduplication. We demonstrate simulations with a range of
reduplicative patterns, including iterative and multiple reduplication, concluding that computer implementation can verify explicit
theories of phonological competence.
Eve Ng (Macalester College)
Syntactic function & the determination of Algonquian word classes

Session 61

In Algonquian linguistics, there has been a tradition of determining word classes primarily on the basis of inflectional characteristics,
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which identify most words as falling into one of three classes conventionally labeled 'noun', 'verb', and 'particle'. It is, nevertheless,
fruitful in word class considerations to look at other grammatical phenomena. From a cross-linguistic perspective, not all languages
are highly inflected, yet such languages nevertheless make grammatical distinctions between groups of words; furthermore, even in a
language with a significant amount of inflection, words that are inflectionally similar may differ grammatically in other ways. Thus,
we look at a range of phenomena commonly labeled as syntactic or grammatical functions and consider how they interact with other
properties of words in Algonquian languages. Syntactic functions commonly discussed in relation to major classes include reference,
predication, and modification (e.g. see Croft 1990), as well as syntactic argumenthood (Schachter 1985), attributive and adverbial uses
(Broschart 1997), and other grammatical relationships between constituents such as being an adjunct. For closed classes, a number of
other grammatical functions can be used to differentiate amongst them; thus, in Algonquian languages, words traditionally labeled
together as 'particles' have functions including quantification, negation, conjunction, clausal relations, evidentiality, modality, and
information structure. The fact that inflectional and syntactic criteria do not always identify the same classes of words is well-known,
and we suggest one approach to this that takes into consideration the regularity with which such 'mismatches' occur in determining
whether to group lexical items into the same or separate word classes. In doing so, we outline a more complex model of word classes
than is usually considered and argue that it better accounts for the grammatical behavior found in the languages examined.
Lynn Nichols (University of California-Berkeley)
Settling the interpretation of counterfactuals

Session 14

It has been argued that the source of counterfactual interpretation is a contrary-to-fact implicature (rather than assertion or
presupposition of falsity) that derives from context. Our study shows that the effects in conditionals attributed to implicature do not
apply to counterfactuals after all but to a different semantic subclass of nonindicatives. Moreover, these effects are not due to
implicature but stem from the settling of truth values in dynamic contexts. This research contributes to the growing body of work on
the role of context change in the interpretation of conditionals in helping to delimit where context change and pragmatic factors
external to the conditional are not involved in the construction of counterfactual (contrary-to-fact) meaning.
Emmanuel Nikiema (University of Toronto)
Anne-Marie Brousseau (University of Toronto)
Phonological relatedness & word-final consonants in St. Lucian

Session 50

We explore the role and place of word final consonants in St. Lucian in reconstructing the underlying representation of
morphologically related forms. More precisely, we aim to determine whether or not forms such as feb 'feeble', febman 'feebly', and
afebli have a common underlying representation. Other forms do not contain a phonetically realized final consonant (gawanti) but may
exhibit one in morphologically related words (gawantisman). The observed C/Ø alternating pattern could suggest the presence of a
word final floating consonant or an epenthetic segment. An approach based on epenthesis is not viable because of the impossibility to
predict the nature of the consonant to be inserted. The problem raised by the floating consonant hypothesis lies in the difficulty to
motivate the anchoring (realization) of the consonant in complex forms. While the phonological and morphological relations between
forms such as asiwe and asiweman seem to be transparent, the ones between forms such as gawanti and gawantisman are less obvious
because there is no phonological relation between them: Why would /s/ appear in say gawantisman, assuming a consonant-initial
suffix /-man/, but not in asiweman? We suggest that forms such as gawanti and gawantisman are not derived from a single underlying
form and propose a criterion as a means of distinguishing derived and underived forms: In order to be candidates for the same
underlying representation (i.e. to be phonologically related), two forms must be derivable from one another through a phonologically
motivated process or constraint.
Barbra Novak (Rice University)
The Northern Cities Shift of Ballston Spa, New York

Session 24

The Northern Cities Shift (NCS) is well-documented in American cities surrounding the Great Lakes, including Detroit, Cleveland,
Chicago, and Buffalo. According to the Atlas of North American English (ANAE), Albany, NY, is not included in the NCS area
(Labov et al. 2002). Certain characteristics of the spoken vowels in Albany do not coincide with those of other NCS cities. The
vowels spoken by inhabitants of eastern New York State require further investigation so as to better understand the vowel changes
occurring in this area. The area chosen for this investigation was the village of Ballston Spa, approximately 30 miles north of
Albany. The results indicate that some of the inhabitants' vowels fall within the NCS parameters whereas others do not. Some of the
subjects whose vowels did not fall within the NCS parameters share a characteristic of the Canadian dialect region, which, according to
the ANAE, is incompatible with the NCS. We examined gender and age differences among the 30 subjects. The overall trend is a
move away from the NCS. The females are leading this change, along with an additional phenomenon, /i/-lowering, a novel shift to
date.
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Catherine O'Connor (Boston University)
Arto Anttila (New York University)
Vivienne Fong (New York University)
Differential possessor expression in English: Re-evaluating animacy & topicality effects

Session 2

Factors proposed to influence the choice between the Saxon s- genitive ('the ship's captain', henceforth X'S) and the of- genitive ('the
captain of the ship', henceforth OF-X) include possessor animacy, topicality, and weight (Rosenbach 2002, Deane 1987 inter alia).
Our study aims to identify the factor(s) most important in determining the choice, using a corpus of over 7,000 (3,680 X'S; 3,464 OFX) examples from the Brown Corpus. All possessors and possessa were coded for animacy; definiteness; expression type (pronoun,
proper noun, common noun); and weight/length. Nonalternating OF-X examples were discarded. First, results show that the
predominance of animate possessors in X'S is an epiphenomenon of topicality. Controlling for topicality shows that topical
possessors prefer X'S at rates of over 90%, animacy notwithstanding. Second, we found that inanimate common noun possessors
show persistent proclivity for the OF-X construction. This is not a discourse effect in disguise: When indefinite possessors (lowest
topicality) are excluded, 86% of inanimate possessors still appear in OF-X. Both effects persist when weight is controlled. We
conclude that topicality and inanimacy asymmetrically constrain the expression of possession. In particular, there is no constraint that
specifically targets animate entities.
Catherine O’Connor (Boston University)
Amy Rose Deal (Brandeis University)
Case marking & clause type in Nez Perce: A corpus study of animacy & discourse dimensions

Session 63

Although a great deal of excellent descriptive work has been done on Nez Perce, an endangered Sahaptian language (e.g. Aoki 1970,
1979, 1994; Rude 1986a, 1986b, 1988, 1992, 1997, 1999), further questions remain. Nez Perce displays complex verbal crossreferencing inflection. Morphological case marks core arguments only in what Rude 1986a terms the 'ergative voice', a class of active
transitive clauses displaying certain verbal inflections. The same transitive verbs may also appear in the 'antipassive voice', but here
core arguments never display surface case. What drives speaker choice of antipassive or ergative clause type? Using Givon’s
'referential distance' and 'topic persistence' methodology, Rude 1986a claims that topicality of direct objects drives choice of ergative,
antipassive, or passive morphosyntax. Based on a preliminary study of 1,500 clauses in Nez Perce texts (Aoki 1979), we suggest that
two other factors should be considered. First, in antipassive clauses in our sample, never does the object outrank the subject in
animacy or definiteness. This does not hold true for the ergative clauses. (As Nez Perce does not have indefinite or definite articles,
we use nominal expression type--null, pronoun, proper, common noun--as a proxy.) Second, preliminary analysis of verbs of speech
and thought suggests that at least in narrative texts, ergative clause morphology may be marking something akin to
proximate/obviative status.
Loretta O’Connor (Max Planck Institute-Nijmegen/University of California-Santa Barbara)
Elaboration of path shape in Lowland Chontal

Session 65

What do transplanting seedlings, cracking a whip, and a chicken’s pointing a wing at the sky have in common? In Lowland Chontal
of Oaxaca, an unclassified and endangered language of Mexico, all three of these motions are expressed with complex predicates that
encode path shape as a vertical arc. We present the inventory of path shape morphemes in this language and describe how they are used
in the formation of complex predicates. We conclude that these predicates, in contrast to other path-encoding resources in the
language, are the principle way in which speakers elaborate the shape of the path. In this sense, our study builds on seminal work on
path (e.g. Talmy 2000, Jackendoff 1983) by concentrating on the encoding of path curvature (van der Zee 2000).
Meghan O’Donnell (University of Arizona)
A psycholinguistic study of Navajo yi-

Session 57

We present the results of a cross-modal picture decision task which tests the on-line interpretation of the 3rd person Navajo pronoun
yi-. Psycholinguistic research in languages like English has shown that semantic reactivation of pronominal referents is
grammatically, and thus structurally, restricted. So, when a listener is presented with a pronoun and the grammar prescribes a unique
antecedent for that pronoun, then there is immediate reactivation of that antecedent only. However, if the grammar prescribes multiple
antecedents for the pronoun, then they are all activated. For example, in 1 only ballerina is activated, whereas in 2 fireman and
policeman are activated (Nicol 1988):
(1)
The ballerina told the policeman that she …
(2)
The policeman told the fireman that he …
Recent work on the morphosyntax of Navajo (Saxon 2001, Hale, Jelinek & Willie 2001) has argued that (1) the notion FOCUS which
has traditionally been associated with the semantic or discourse component of the grammar is, in fact, specifically encoded in the
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syntax of languages like Navajo, and (2) the pronominal prefix yi- in Navajo is associated with this focus position. These theoretical
conclusions predict that when a Navajo speaker is presented with the pronoun yi-, then the grammar prescribes a unique antecedent for
that pronoun, which limits the interpretation of yi- to the focus of the sentence. For example, in 3, the antecedent of the pronoun yimust be wildcat. In 4, the antecedent of the pronoun yi- must be boy:
(3)
shash náshdóí yi-noolchéél
bear
wildcat 3/3-chase
'The bear chased the wildcat.'
(4)

asdzáán askkii
yizts’õs
woman boy
3/3-kiss
'The woman kissed the boy.'
In a cross-modal priming task, the informant is asked to respond to a picture on a computer screen while listening to a sentence. In
the experimental items, the picture is presented immediately after the pronoun yi-. How quickly the informant responds to the picture
is dependent on how the informant interprets the pronoun. If the informant is shown a picture of a wildcat while listening to 3, then
the informant will respond faster than if the same picture is presented while listening to 4. This is because in 3 yi- refers to a wildcat
while in 4 yi- does not. While this is a simple result, it is significant in that it this is the first study to investigate the on-line
interpretation of pronouns in a Native American language. Our study will also serve as the basis for further research on how focus is
encoded in the grammar of discourse configurational languages and the Navajo animacy hierarchy.
Kenneth S. Olson (SIL International)
Acoustic correlates of the labial flap

Session 19

We identify four acoustic correlates of the labial flap based on previous studies of individual languages (Ladefoged 1968, Thelwall
1980, Demolin & Teston 1996, Olson & Hajek 1999) and additional field research in Mono (D. R. Congo). These correlates are (1) a
short closure duration, (2) rising transitions for F2 and F3 after release, (3) a short duration of the formant transitions after release, and
(4) a slow, gradual descent of F2 before closure. The short closure duration (23 ms for Mono, SD=5.0, n=15) distinguishes the sound
from stops. The rising F2 and F3 transitions are typical of labial articulations. The rapid transitions after release (19 ms for Mono,
SD=4.8, n=25) distinguish the sound from approximants (> 40 ms). The descent of F2 before closure correlates with constriction of
the lips and velarization. Also, there is no aperiodic noise, no burst, and no nasal murmur. Not all correlates are present in all tokens
(Fry 1979:130). The stop component in Margi observed by Ladefoged is not found in the other languages studied, suggesting that this
is not a general property of the speech sound. No acoustic property was found that distinguishes bilabial and labiodental flaps.
Natalie Operstein (University of California-Los Angeles)
Zaniza Zapotec phonology: Synchronic & historical aspects

Session 62

Zaniza Zapotec is an undocumented and endangered language from the Papabuco subbranch of Zapotec. It has around 400 speakers in
the town of Santa María Zaniza (Oaxaca, Mexico), whose total population is about 500. The youngest fluent speakers of the language
being in their 40s, Zaniza Zapotec is rapidly losing ground to Spanish. We attempt a comprehensive description of the synchronic and
historical phonology of the language. We gathered the synchronic data in the course of lexicographic research during field trips in
1999, 2000, and 2003 under the auspices of the Project for the Documentation of the Languages of Mesoamerica (PDLMA). A sketch
of the historical development is based on Terry Kaufman’s unpublished reconstruction of Proto-Zapotec phonology (1983) and lexicon
(1994). We devote special sections to the role of palatalization in the shaping of Zaniza Zapotec vocabulary and to the influence of
Spanish borrowings on its phonology.
Luis Oquendo (University of Zulia, Venezuela)
Morfología derivacional o inflexiva en las lenguas caribes!amerindias

Session 59

El propósito de este trabajo es examinar cuál es la tendencia en cuanto a morfología flexiva o derivacional de las lenguas caribes:
pemón, kariña,ye’kwana, yukpa y japreria Stump y Beard 2001 diferecian entre la inflexión y la derivación a partir de sus propiedades
morfosintáctica y lexicosemánticas, es decir, que la inflexión y la derivación se distinguen por sus funciones. Oquendo y Palencia
1999 compararon el sistema verbal de la lengua yukpa y japreria y demostraron que el yukpa presenta una morfología verbal hacia la
flexivización, mientras que el japreria es exponente de una morfología verbal derivacional. Sin embargo, la tendencia en las lenguas
que examinamos es hacia a la derivación, a pesar de hallar algunos rasgos de flexión.
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Ana María Ospina Bozzi (University of Cartagena, Colombia)
The expression of path in Yuhup Makú

Session 66

The Yuhup Makú language (Makú - Puinave family), is spoken by about 500 persons dispersed in the borderline between Colombia
and Brazil. The Yuhup are one of the six groups with nomadic tradition in the North West Amazon region, and their language has a
rich expression of motion notions. Path is specifically expressed both by a set of spatial localization demonstratives and by a set of
simple and complex verbs. Some demonstratives represent--with respect to the speaker’s location--sites from or to which the facts are
oriented, or sites where entities are located with a specific orientation. In the verbal system, there are simple motion stems which can
be classified by the type of reference point taken for the movement (the speakers’ location, or the site of departure or arrival of the
figure in movement, or that of another figure location). These simple stems are used in complex verbal constructions as directionals
and to describe situations in motion.
Enrique L. Palancar (Universidad Autónoma-Querétaro)
Property concepts in Otomi

Session 55

We show how a theory of markedness may help in the complex categorization of lexemes denoting property concepts in Otomi
(Otomangue). Most property concepts in San Ildefonso Otomi fall within a special and well-defined subclass of verbs. Furthermore,
there is also an adjective lexical class in the language which has a few members and which shows great internal diversity. In general,
the adjective forms a syntactic compound with the noun, which in most cases does not represent a newly derived lexeme. Two of the
members of this class are bound morphs that can only occur attributively (t’ïlo- 'small'; ‘bo- 'black'). Other lexemes are more difficult
to categorize as adjectives in an appropriate way. Some function as verbs without apparent markedness (e.g. dota 'big', ch’ilo 'small,
‘ra’jo 'new', ‘u 'sweet') while others, denoting properties associated with human propensity, function as nouns (e.g. gunt’eei 'jealous',
bëka 'cruel', and shongo 'silly').
Roumyana Pancheva (University of Southern California)
South Slavic conditionals

Session 22

A common strategy cross-linguistically is to use interrogative elements (e.g. English if) to form conditional clauses (cf. Comrie
1986).! In South Slavic, too, the interrogative complementizer li may productively mark the antecedent of a conditional. Other
conditional markers, e.g. aste in Old Church Slavonic and ako in Bulgarian/Serbo-Croatian, cannot be used in questions. The
syncretism between conditional and interrogative li is accounted for by positing that the semantic contribution of the C 0 lexicalized by
li is to abstract over the world variable of the main predicate, resulting in the C' in both conditionals and yes-no questions receiving
the interpretation of a predicate of possible worlds. It is further proposed that aste/ako are free relative pronouns with the semantics of
a definite binder of possible worlds.! When merged with the C', a conditional clause is built, receiving the interpretation of a definite
description of possible worlds.! Thus, the present analysis, which takes into consideration the syncretism between conditionals and
questions exhibited in the case of li' and the lack of such syncretism with aste/ako, provides empirical support for a treatment of
conditional clauses in terms of relative constructions denoting definite descriptions of possible worlds (cf. Schein 2001, Schlenker
2001).
Anna Papafragou (University of Pennsylvania)
Peggy Li (Harvard University)
Chung-hye Han (Simon Fraser University)
The acquisition of evidentiality

Session 6

We investigate the acquisition of evidentiality (the linguistic encoding of information source) and its relation to evidential reasoning in
children. Previous studies suggest that comprehension and use of evidential morphology come in relatively late, perhaps in accordance
with developing cognitive abilities (Aksu-Koc 1988 on Turkish). Other research suggests that evidential suffixes appear correctly in
production as early as age 2 in learners of Korean (Choi 1995). We report results from two comprehension experiments designed to
test whether 3- and 4-year-old Korean speakers have acquired the semantics and discourse functions of evidential morphemes. A further
experiment asked whether these Korean learners have acquired the (nonlinguistic) ability to recognize and report different types of
evidential sources. In contrast to previous reports, we find that young Korean speakers have difficulty with the semantics and the
discourse functions of evidential morphology; however, they are able to reason successfully about sources of information in
nonlinguistic tasks. Taken together, our results support the conclusion that the acquisition of evidential morphology poses
considerable problems for learners; however, despite previous suggestions, these problems are not (necessarily) conceptual in nature
but may plausibly relate to the unavailability of obvious situational correlates when an evidential morpheme is produced.
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Anna Papafragou (University of Pennsylvania)
Naomi Schwarz (University of Pennsylvania)
Most wanted

Session 14

On the standard, neo-Gricean view, most is semantically lower-bounded and may conversationally implicate a significant majority;
furthermore, it typically gives rise to the scalar implicature 'not all' (Horn 1972). More recent proposals, however, claim that most
does not generate a scalar implicature but is semantically both lower- and upper-bounded (Ariel in press; Peterson 2000). We
investigate the interpretation of most experimentally in order to evaluate these competing semantic and pragmatic accounts. We focus
on a comparison of most and half since, on the classical view, half and other exact determiners (e.g. cardinals) should admit bilateral
interpretations more readily than the upward-oriented most (Horn 2003); however, no such difference should exist if most is both
lower- and upper-bounded. We find that, in nonbiasing contexts, adults treat most as compatible with all about half of the time but
never take half to be compatible with all. Furthermore, a similar asymmetry persists in 5-year-old children's interpretations of the two
determiners. Finally, adults adjust the upper boundary of the interpretation of most according to context-driven expectations, as the
classical view would predict. Taken together, results from our experiments support the classical, lower-bounded semantic analysis of
most over recent revisions.
Hyeson Park (University of South Carolina)
Lan Zhang (University of South Carolina)
Subject (non)specificity in Chinese

Session 2

It has been proposed that in Chinese, cardinal determiner NPs generally do not occur in the subject position except: (1) when they
denote quantity rather than an individual and (2) when they co-occur with modal elements. Explanations based on ECP or mapping
hypothesis were proposed to account for the nonspecific subjects (Li 1998, Tsai 2001). We argue against the specificity restriction on
the subject position by providing data which show nonspecific, individual denoting DPs occurring in the subject position. A cardinal
NP modified by a relative clause can occur in the subject position when the relative clause contains a creation verb or the experiential
marker guo, in the case of a noncreation verb. When the object of a creation verb, which is [-specific], moves to [Spec CP] for
relativization, the [-specific] feature of the raised constituent and that of D match. The presence of guo, which induces quantity or
property readings (Li 1999, 2001), may lead to the nonspecific reading of the object of a noncreation verb. Our data together with Li's
and Tsai's show that Chinese subject position is not qualitatively different from that of English; rather, the difference lies in
quantity/frequency of nonspecific subjects.
Barbara Zurer Pearson (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)
Session 3
Tom Roeper (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)
The role of optional vs obligatory cues in the acquisition of passive in two dialects of English & in language impairment
Multiple cues in Mainstream American English (MAE) signal the passive, but some of those elements are optionally represented in
African American English (AAE) and are often compromised in language impairment (LI). Our study compared AAE and MAE
typically-developing (TD) and language-impaired children's use of obligatory vs optional cues, both by demographic group and with
respect to the individual's own use of passive morphology (ed and be). To test comprehension, prompts were simple passives (the
elephant was pushed) and complex passives with implicit information about objects and verbal aspect (the boy's face was being
painted). Production of ed and be was elicited with a different set of items (Seymour, Roeper, & de Villiers 2003). Subjects were 861
TD and 397 LI children, ages 4 to 12. All but 2 TD children in both dialect groups demonstrated some knowledge of passive by age 5.
LI children scored lower on all types of passives (from age 5). Further, children with higher levels of morpheme production were more
likely to show greater mastery of complex passives. These data support the view that obligatory elements are more effective cues than
optional ones.
Valentín Peralta Ramírez (Escuela Nacional de Antropología e Historia-México)
Conceptos de propiedad en el Náhuatl de Amanalco, Tetzcoco, Edo. de México

Session 55

El objetivo principal de este trabajo es el análisis morfosintáctico de ciertas clases de palabras asociadas a la noción de adjetivo, en el
náhuatl de Amanalco, Tetzcoco, Edo. de México. En este trabajo, se trata de determinar la existencia del adjetivo en esta lengua,
partiendo de las clases semánticas más prototípicas propuestas por Dixon (1977), se analizan las clases de palabras de acuerdo a la
estructura morfológica, y su existencia se plantea siempre bajo criterios morfosintácticos (Lehmann 1987). Por lo tanto, primero se
presenta un esbozo de las clases de palabras de acuerdo a la morfología, después se analizan los distintos tipos de predicados, y en este
apartado, se pone un especial énfasis en la forma en que se expresa la predicación y la atribución, esto con el fín de determinar la
existencia de adjetivos de acuerdo a su comportamiento sintáctico, así como también se hace un análisis detallado de la predicación para
determinar que otras categorías cumplen con la función atributiva en esta lengua. Se propone también, que los adjetivos, además de
cumplir con la función atributiva, pueden cumplir con otras funciones como ser el núcleo de un predicado estativo, o cumplir con la
función de un predicado secundario. Y finalmente, se propone la existencia de subclases de adjetivos, y que, en términos de la
predicación se comportan como una subclase del predicado nominal.
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Barbara Pfeiler (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)
Introduction to the languages, methodology, & subjects

Session 68

Some 30 Mayan languages record at least 4,000 years of linguistic history. Today there are still three million speakers of Mayan
languages in Mexico and Guatemala. The Mayan languages are head-marking languages with a predominately agglutinative
morphology. Verbs inflect for aspect and mood rather than tense. Mayan verbs also bear a 'status' suffix that marks transitivity and
aspect. Mayan languages have a basic ergative pattern of argument cross-referencing on the verb. Transitive verbs have ergative
prefixes cross-referencing the subject and absolutive affixes that cross-reference the direct object while intransitive verbs use absolutive
affixes to cross-reference the subject. K’iche’ and Tzeltal adhere closest to this pattern although the absolutive morphemes are suffixes
in Tzeltal and prefixes in K’iche’. The absolutive morphemes sometimes appear as prefixes in Tzotzil and sometimes as suffixes.
Yukatek 'splits' subject cross-referencing for intransitive verbs on the basis of aspect. Perfective and subjunctive intransitive verbs use
the absolutive markers, but imperfective intransitive verbs use the ergative markers. Each of us independently collected longitudinal
language samples from children in four Mayan communities representing three of the four major branches of the Mayan language
family. Brown collected samples from Tzeltal children, de León from Tzotzil children, Pfeiler from Yukatek children, and Pye from
K’iche’ children. Each of us selected two children for this study and extracted data from periods corresponding to age 2, age 2;5, age 3,
and age 3;5. We also compared the children’s mean length of utterance and number of utterances for each period. We have identified
gaps in the verbal paradigms for the individual languages where a Proto-Mayan form has been replaced by another morpheme. We
have even found that common lexemes shift between lexical categories in the languages.
Marc Pierce (University of Michigan)
Leonard Bloomfield & Germanic linguistics

Session 38

Although he is primarily remembered today for his contributions to general linguistics, and secondarily for his contributions to the
study of Native American languages, Leonard Bloomfield was also productive in several other fields of linguistics, including Germanic
linguistics. Bloomfield's contributions to Germanic linguistics include articles on various philological topics, papers using Germanic
data to establish arguments of more general linguistic interest, pedagogical works, and his influence on other Germanic linguists,
especially his own students. Thus, to cite an example of each of these, Bloomfield published work on Germanic compounds; in
another paper, he used the distribution of certain Modern German fricatives to argue that morphological information can also be
employed when performing phonemic analysis; he wrote an elementary German textbook and two Dutch textbooks and devoted a
considerable amount of time to elementary German instruction; finally, several of Bloomfield's students became prominent
Germanisten in their own rights. This is intended as a preliminary examination of Bloomfield's Germanic work and his influence on
the field.
Ginger Pizer (University of Texas-Austin)
Syllables, stress, & alignment: Sierra Miwok verbs without templates

Session 56

In Central Sierra Miwok, a Miwokan language of Central California described by Freeland 1951, different verb suffixes select different
verb stem shapes. Depending on the suffix, a given verb stem may vary in vowel length, e.g. kalá:N-ak 'to dance-perfect'; kaláN-tu'coming from dancing'; segment order, e.g. kálNa-pa? 'a good dancer; consonant length, e.g. wÍk:IS-put:u- 'to go along'; wIkÍS-pa'to go up to'; or number of segments, e.g. mÍN-pa- 'to swim toward'; mÍN:I?-put:u- 'to swim along'. Each verb stem has four
possible shapes, which Freeland labeled the primary, second, third, and fourth stems, and each suffix occurs with only one of the four.
Previous researchers have attributed these regular shape variations to templates, saying, for example, that the second stem form of
every verb must fit the stem’s underlying segments into a CVCVC- template. The central observation for the current analysis is that
the shape changes accompany regularity in the location of stress for each of the four regular verb stem shapes. Suffixes that follow the
primary stem of the verb may follow either a stressed or unstressed syllable. However, all second stem suffixes follow stressed
syllables while third and fourth stem suffixes follow unstressed syllables. In addition, all third stem suffixes are immediately preceded
by a consonant. In conjunction with the fact that stress always falls on a word’s leftmost heavy syllable, these requirements on the
syllables and segments immediately preceding particular suffixes are sufficient to cause the observed shape changes in the verb stems
without appealing to templates.[font substitutions: N = engma, I = barred i, S = esh]
Robert J. Podesva (Stanford University)
The significance of phonetic detail in the construction of social meaning

Session 21

We argue that the meaning of phonological variation is transmitted not only through frequency of occurrence but also through the finegrained phonetic details differentiating one token from another. We analyzed speech recordings of four medical professionals in both
social and work contexts regarding the pronunciation of word-final coronal stops, the released variant of which has been described as
indexing 'precision' or 'competence.' VARBRUL results for one speaker, Heath, reveal that the speaker is more likely to release stops
when meeting with a patient than when speaking with friends, a result consistent with the 'competence' meaning. An acoustic
analysis,
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however, indicates that although Heath's stop releases are less frequent with friends, they are longer. We argue that burst duration
indexes the degree of precision, with super-long releases indexing 'prissiness.' By using release bursts to perform prissiness, a
common gay stereotype, Heath constructs a persona as the flamboyant diva of his friendship group, independently supported by the cooccurrence of falsetto in the same setting. Analyses couched solely in terms of frequency may fail to capture subtleties encoded in lowlevel phonetic details, details that, though often ignored in research on consonantal variation, may play an essential role in
constructing social meaning.
William J. Poser (University of Pennsylvania)
The Barkerville Jail Text: The earliest known Carrier text

Session 64

The earliest known Carrier text, one of the earliest in any Athabaskan language, is a lengthy graffito written in 1885 on the wall of the
jail in Richfield, BC. It consists of two passages, by different authors, totalling 18 lines of the Carrier 'syllabics'. We present a
transcription and translation of this text, with commentary on the dialect, orthography, other linguistic features, and the cultural
context. Particularly noteworthy are the facts that: (1) It was written within a few months of the introduction of the writing system
in Fort Saint James, 250km away. (2) It already contains orthographic innovations in the form of a device, seen frequently in later
texts, for writing the loan phoneme /r/. (3) Although written in Saik’uz dialect, the signatures are in the Stuart Lake dialect,
presumably reflecting the status of this dialect as a (literary?) standard. (4) Instances of /o/ derived historically from schwa before coda
/x/ are already written /o/, showing this sound change to have taken place somewhat earlier than other evidence would suggest.
Fernanda Pratas (New University of Lisbon)
The pro-drop status: Evidence from Capeverdean

Session 44

Assuming that referential null subjects are licensed by verbal agreement morphology, what are the properties of languages that licence
expletive null subjects? Like Brazilian Portuguese (BP), Capeverdean (CV) has expletive pro of both types (the it- type and the theretype), but no referential pro:
(1)
a. pro Txobi txeu (CV)
b. pro Chove muito (BP)
'It rains a lot.'
(2)

a. pro Ten kusa ki N podi kumpra (CV)
b. pro Tem coisas que eu posso comprar (BP)
'There are things that I can buy.'

(3)

a. *Sta duenti (CV)
b. * Estou doente (BP)
'Am sick'
According to Rizzi 1986, for there to be referential pro, there must be person agreement morphology. CV lacks person agreement
morphology, which is coherent with this prediction. According to Figueiredo Silva 1996, in PB expletive pro is licensed by number
morphology, which is still systematically present (although PB has lost some of the person morphology). But in CV there is no
number morphology either. We follow Roberts 1999 which claims that ' referential null subjects represent a marked parametric
option. On the other hand, expletive null subjects are a lexical, rather than a parametric, option [...] its distribution varies depending
on the other expletive pronouns available in the language.' We assume that English does not have expletive pro since there are other
expletive pronouns available, and this option necessarily applies. In CV both conditions on the licensing of pro (formal licensing and
recovering of its content) are satisfied, and, moreover, there are no overt expletive pronouns available. Expletive pro is then the only
option.
Anne Pycha (University of California-Berkeley)
Does Turkish have two types of accent? An acoustic study

Session 17

In Turkish, accent may be conditioned by the presence of certain morphemes, e.g. 'gel.me.dim 'I didn't come', where (-me) is a
preaccenting morpheme; or, when no such morphemes are present, it may be assigned by default to the final syllable, e.g. gel.'dim 'I
came'. Previous research (Konrot 1981, Levi 2003) has proposed, but not conclusively demonstrated, that the acoustic cues underlying
these two accent types may be different and that default final accent may have no acoustic underpinning at all. In this study, we
explicitly test the null hypothesis that morphologically conditioned and default accent in Turkish use the same acoustic cues. Turkish
speakers (n = 5) produced words containing syllables minimally distinguished by accent type, e.g. de.'de 'grandfather' with default
accent, and de.'de.mi 'is it grandfather?' with the preaccenting morpheme (-mi). Results show that (1) specific cues do consistently
signal default final accent, and (2) while the cues for default and morphological accent differ, we may interpret them as belonging to the
same accent system.
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Clifton Pye (University of Kansas)
Summary & discussion

Session 68

The acquisition of verbal inflection has been a central topic in the acquisition literature for many decades, and yet few researchers have
addressed an issue that Dan Slobin raised 30 years ago: How can we investigate the acquisition of inflections in different languages if
we cannot ensure we are comparing the same things? Many cross-linguistic comparisons that have been carried out to date make use
of summary data collected by individual investigators for various purposes. The investigation of inflectional development cannot be
isolated from all of the forces that have contributed to the structure of a language over the centuries. We think we have taken a
significant step in this direction by jointly investigating the development of verbal inflection in a set of related languages. The
morpheme sets we are analyzing are transparently related to one another in form and function, although we still find a surprising degree
of variation within this set, e.g. the independent plural inflection in Tzeltal, Tzotzil, and Yukatek, but not K’iche’. Each of us has
discovered that a morpheme we took for granted in our own language takes on an entirely different cast when compared to its
counterparts in the other languages. Our discussions have given us more confidence that we are comparing the same things, or at least
better recognize the limitations on what can be compared directly. The application of the comparative method to synchronic
investigation also creates a broader framework with which we can address theoretical issues. One such issue concerns the correlation
between tense and agreement found in some European languages. It is not immediately clear that we would expect to find the same
correlation in languages which grammaticalize aspect rather than tense. The ergative split in Yukatek shows that historically crossreferencing can interact with aspect. We expect to find a similar interaction between the development of cross-reference marking and
aspect in the Mayan languages.
Liina Pylkkänen (New York University)
Brian McElree (New York University)
Representation of secondary predication: Reading time evidence

Session 20

Postverbal adjectives can be interpreted as either subject or object depictives or as resultatives. Although resultatives and depictives are
semantically quite different, they have been proposed to involve similar structural representations (e.g. Williams 1980, Cormack &
Smith 1999). Subject and object depictives, on the other hand, involve some representational difference in all theories having to do
with locality. However, it has been proposed that adjunct interpretation proceeds via a mechanism of construal which is not sensitive
to locality considerations (Frazier & Clifton 1996). Here we measured reading times of secondary predicates in order to (1) test
contrasting processing predictions of different structural analyses of resultatives and depictives and (2) determine whether locality of
attachment affects depictive processing. Our results show that resultatives are processed faster than both object depictives and subject
depictives and that in ambiguous contexts, subject depictives elicit longer reading times than object depictives in the spill-over region
of the disambiguating adjective. These results support theories where depictives and resultatives are representationally distinct and
where adjunct interpretation is sensitive to locality.
Liina Pylkkänen (New York University)
Gregory Murphy (New York University)
Sense competition & the representation of polysemy

Session 20

How are different senses of the same root represented? Are they represented in the lexicon or generated 'on the fly'? Klein and Murphy
(JML, 2001) found that activating one sense of a word slowed down processing of a different sense, concluding that the senses were
represented distinctly. Our study aimed to further elucidate the nature of sense representations. If senses are represented as separate
lexical entries, then priming across senses should show cumulative effects of phonological and semantic similarity. In contrast, if
distinct senses are stored as part of the representation of the root, sense-priming effects should in no way reduce to homonym effects.
Our results show that sense incongruity effects do not reduce to cumulative effects of phonological and semantic similarity, which
supports the hypothesis that distinct senses are stored as part of the representation of the root. This theory makes the further prediction
that sense-incongruous pairs should produce priming at the point of root access. We are currently testing this prediction with the
MEG response component M350, which has been hypothesized to index root activation directly (e.g. Pylkkänen & Marantz, TiCS,
2003).
Conor Quinn (Harvard University)
Obliquehood & argument prominence in Penobscot

Session 63

Penobscot, an Eastern Algonquian language of central Maine, contrasts two classes of nominal: 'animate' (AN) and 'inanimate' (IN).
We try to establish the following principle: In multiargument contexts, IN arguments can only be introduced as syntactic obliques.
This constraint creates a system wherein, as agents, INs can (with one explicable exception) only appear as the oblique argument of an
AN patientive verb stem while as patients, INs can only appear as the oblique argument of an AN antipassive stem. The morpheme En(e), which indicates an oblique argument’s presence, will be taken not to be simply an IN agreement marker, since it can be used
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with AN arguments of a restricted thematic type--location/transferee--that are of a similarly low referential and thematic prominence.
Our analysis thus unites a previously seemingly heterogenous set of uses of -En(e) and simultaneously explains the 'dual animacy' of
the related agreement/feature-contrast morpheme -[w]. This constraint also motivates the morphosyntactic asymmetry of both the stem
structure derivation and the agreement patterns for verbs taking AN and IN patients respectively; it also moves towards explaining why
Penobscot apparently lacks a passive construction permitting the expression of an overt agent. These effects all derive from this
constraint on INs, which in turn reduces to an ordinary case of *semantic* inanimates being 'last in line' for introduction as arguments.
Herein, what makes Penobscot interesting is the morphological means by which a non-case-marking language expresses an argument’s
obliquehood.
David Quinto-Pozos (University of Pittsburgh)
Sign frequencies & issues of lexical status: Data from American Sign Language & Mexican Sign Language

Session 3

The investigation of high frequency lexical items in signed and spoken languages and development of corpora of those elements can
inform studies of language acquisition and processing.! Such corpora also allow us to form comparisons between speech and 'sign'.!
Yet, it isn't always clear what qualifies as a 'lexical item' and what doesn't. We summarize frequency characteristics of signs from an
investigation of contact between American Sign Language and Mexican Sign Language and compare the data to that presented in
Morford and MacFarlane 2003 in order to raise issues regarding the linguistic status of some high frequency elements.! Specifically,
we argue that some purported 'signs' that appear frequently in sign data are actually emblems (Kendon 1981, 1988; McNeill 1992,
among others) and that those emblems are used in alternation with lexical signs.! Some emblems may become lexicalized in a signed
language, but others appear to remain gestural in nature. In order to create frequency corpora that are comparable between sign and
speech, it may be beneficial to exclude emblems from sign corpora. However, the use of emblems in signed languages must be
investigated further since they appear among the high frequency meaningful elements in signed discourse.
Christian Rathmann (University of Texas-Austin)
FINISH as a perfective marker in ASL

Session 11

We examine the expression of viewpoint in a tenseless language, American Sign Language. It claims that one sign, FINISH,
expresses perfective viewpoint, i.e. it portrays the event as bounded. In one set of cases, it appears at the end of the sentence:
(1)
JOHN! COOK! SALMON !FINISH!!!!!!!!!!!
'John cooked salmon.'
We present three arguments for this claim--event boundedness, pragmatic constraint against locating bounded events in the present, and
advancement of narrative time. In another set of cases, FINISH appears between the subject and the verb phrase:
(2)
JOHN! FINISH! COOK! SALMON!!!!!!!!!!!
'John (has) cooked salmon.'
This sentence may have a characterizing reading that attributes a property to the subject. The reading comes closest to the 'existential
perfect' reading and follows from the perfective meaning of FINISH. Tests include combination with an adverbial like 'SINCE 1990',
compatibility with manner adverbials, and compatibility with adverbs like TWICE. Sentences with sentence-final FINISH are not just
restricted from having the second reading; sentence-final FINISH is also restricted in its interaction with situation type. A paradigm
shows that preverbal FINISH appears in any sentence denoting an event while sentence-final FINISH appears only in sentences
denoting durative events.
Jeffrey Reaser (Duke University/North Carolina State University)
Overcoming linguistic prejudice: From theory to practice in the American school system

Session 30

As indicated in the public reaction to the Ebonics controversy in the mid-1990s, the American public remains largely uninformed
about fundamental axioms of linguistic diversity and current sociolinguistic information. One reason for the lack of substantive
progress in confronting linguistic prejudice is the fact that most efforts are targeted at adults who have firmly entrenched ideologies of
linguistic value. Research suggests, however, that even very young children have developed a means by which they categorize
preferences for voices, which is, in turn, codified into a series of associations by which value is assigned to particular linguistic
variety. Therefore, information about linguistic diversity should be tailored to children who are in the process of developing their
linguistic value systems. Although many linguists recognize the educational and sociopolitical implications of their research, very
few programs are designed to teach linguistic tolerance and language diversity. Developing dialect awareness materials for school-aged
audiences requires a substantial shift in audience for academic professionals, but there are other barriers as well. It is time-consuming,
requires teacher 're-education', and needs to be placed within an already packed state-mandated curriculum. Successful implementation
must dovetail with state-mandated standard course of study objectives while at the same time benefiting students and teachers.
Furthermore, the only way to disseminate the often technical linguistic information to a large audience is through teachers who often
have not had any linguistic sensitivity training themselves. While linguists agree that confronting linguistic prejudice is an important
undertaking, tailoring the information and packaging the material is a vital first step in convincing the general public of this. We
outline the prospects of such a curriculum and propose a plan for implementing it within a local school system.
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Charles Reiss (Concordia University)
Immediate constituent analysis in auditory perception: Implications for phonology

Session 19

The gap transfer illusion in audition suggests that construction of streams imposes an immediate constituent structure on a signal even
if this representation is nonveridical. We draw three conclusions. First, the fact that it appears that the onsets and terminations of
physical cues in the stimulus must be arranged in precedence or containment relations suggests a basis in perception for the
phonological segment, despite the messy temporal relationships of actual articulatory and perceptual cues. If we assume a correlation
between acoustic cues and phonological features, then we can find in audition a basis for the binarity of feature specification and the
categorical nature of segments. Second, we now have an explanation for the observation that long duration cues are more likely to
undergo certain changes diachronically: They overlap with more cues than short duration ones, thus allowing for more reassociations
of onsets and terminations in speech perception. Finally, the 'substance free' approach to phonology advocated by Hale and Reiss
gains credence when we see that even auditory perception, on which speech perception is dependent, involves the construction of
nonveridical percepts.
Kathryn Remlinger (Grand Valley State University)
Debunking language myths in the linguistics classroom

Session 30

Students often come to their introductory linguistics courses with a good understanding of language structure, usually from a
prescriptivist perspective. This perspective typically encourages language attitudes that reflect linguistic prejudices toward regional and
social varieties, especially stigmatized varieties. How can instructors use what students know about linguistic structure to help them
develop awareness and appreciation about language variation? How can instructors help students move beyond a prescriptive stance
that often leads to prejudice toward a descriptive approach that may foster understanding, analysis, and respect? We discuss strategies
for addressing language attitudes and debunking language myths, specifically those related to regional varieties of American English,
African American English, Hispanic English, and language and gender. We discuss ways to uncover students' (mis)understandings
about language variation through class and small-group discussion, exercises, readings, and analyses of pop media. We also include
example projects and fieldwork exercises in which students collect and analyze data in order to develop a truer understanding of language
variation and a bibliography of language awareness materials. The following projects and exercises will be highlighted:
• Mapping Perceptual Dialectology: Conducting a Survey of Language Attitudes
• Myths about Michigan Accents: Examining The Northern Cities Change Shift & Language Variation in the Upper
Peninsula
• Some Truth about African American English : Examples of structure & variation from the movie "The Wood", the novel
The Color Purple, & lyrics by Queen Latifa
• Structure & Uses of Spanglish: Analyzing Excerpts from Selina, "La Macarena", & House on Mango Street
• Swearing & Slang: Investigating Language & Gender Myths
• Attitudes & Ideology: An Index of Sexist Language on Campus
• Language Awareness Portfolio Projects
• Debunking Language Myths Portrayed in the Media Research Projects
Kathryn Remlinger (Grand Valley State University)
Meanings of the ethnic label Yooper: Where identity & language attitudes meet

Session 28

One way that identity and language attitudes are linked is through the notion that authentic locals are 'authentic' because they are the
'best' speakers of a local variety (Schilling-Estes 1998). Meanings associated with ethnic labels such as Newfie, African American,
Hoosier, and Cajun reflect several idealized North American ethnic identities and language varieties. However, the 'ideal' speaker and
'authentic' local reflected in ethnic labels are also contested sites of meaning where speakers constitute multiple and often conflicting
ideologies (King & Clarke 2002). We examine ideological struggles over the ethnic label Yooper, used to refer to residents and
expatriates of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Situated sociohistorically, the term represents economic, ethnic, and linguistic
ideologies. The study relies on critical discourse analysis to investigate how relationships among these ideologies are played out in
descriptions gathered from interviews and in the media. Similar to other research on ethnic labels, this study finds Yooper to be a site
of ideological struggle. In addition, the study demonstrates that the term links connotations of ethnic identity with notions of an
idealized language variety. This articulation of identity and language attitudes affects how speakers use the local variety, which appears
to be affecting its change.
Richard A. Rhodes (University of California-Berkeley/PDLMA)
Ongoing sound change in Sayula Popoluca

Session 56

Obstruents in native morphemes in Sayula Popoluca show only a marginal contrast for voicing due to an ongoing sound change
which
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voices true stops in two environments--after sonorants and intervocalically. Because the sound change is incomplete, there are
examples of both voiced and voiceless stops in both positions, e.g. jokxankujy 'hoe handle' vs ja7yangujy 'pencil' and kabap 'side' vs
kopak 'head. Because there are voiced stops in borrowings, it appears at first that it might be possible just to posit an underlying
contrast between voiced and voiceless stops. But closer examination shows that that is not possible for two reasons: (1) The same
morpheme in different construction can appear with either a voiced or voiceless stop, e.g. kujy 'stick' in jokxankujy 'hoe handle' vs
ja7yangujy 'pencil', or jopo- 'morning in jopoy 'in the morning' vs jobom 'tomorrow'. (2) A stem reduplication process has voiced
correspondents of voiceless stops, e.g. jot 'hole' which reduplicates to jorot 'wide hole'. We show that the mark triggering the minor
rule of voicing must be allowed to reside at the level of the construct.
Eduardo Rivail Ribeiro (University of Chicago/Anthropological Museum/UFG)
Direction & evidentiality in Karajá

Session 66

We analyze the interactions between directional verb inflection and evidentiality in Karajá, a Macro-Jê language spoken in Central
Brazil. In this language, all verbs obligatorily inflect for direction, indicating whether the event is seen as occurring towards a deictic
center (centripetal direction) or away from such a deictic center (centrifugal direction). Although all verbs inflect for direction,
including those that do not indicate a motion, a preliminary study (Ribeiro 2002) revealed a striking gap in the directional paradigm,
which then remained unexplained: In the several spontaneous texts analyzed, centripetal markers did not seem to occur with
progressive verbs, in such a way that oppositions between sentences such as ‘I am bringing the basket’ and ‘I am taking the basket
away’ seemed to be neutralized. Our study provides an explanation for this apparent exception, which turns out to be due to somewhat
unusual pragmatic constraints, rather than to a morphological idiosyncrasy. Although the importance of spontaneous narrative texts
should be always emphasized in studies of such phenomena, this particular case also demonstrates the importance of stimuli elicitation
in revealing data otherwise ‘unattested’ in everyday verbal interactions.
Jason Riggle (University of California-Los Angeles)
Generation, recognition, & ranking with compiled OT grammars

Session 15

Much computational analysis of optimality theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993) has focused on the following tasks: generation-identification of provably optimal outputs from inputs under given constraint rankings; recognition--identification of sets of inputs
that yield a particular output under given rankings; ranking--identification of constraint rankings consistent with particular input/output
pairings. We present an algorithm that takes ranked constraint sets and computes equivalent finite state transducers defining relations
directly from inputs to optimal outputs. Such transducers circumvent the complex task of on-line optimization and can be inverted to
parse inputs from outputs. Building upon this, we present an algorithm that takes unranked sets of constraints and computes
compiled-OT metagrammars (CMGs), finite state transducers that define relations over input/output/ranking-triples. CMGs can
efficiently compute rankings given input/output-pairs, and even inputs given output/ranking-pairs. Furthermore, CMGs transparently
characterize typology in that an examination of the graph representing the CMG indicates whether or not any input strings distinguish
two constraint rankings from each other (whether or not those rankings define distinct I/O-relations). This makes it possible to
determine exactly how many distinct languages arise in the factorial typology of a constraint set without the necessity of doing
factorially many computations.
Jason Riggle (University of California-Los Angeles)
Pamela Munro (University of California Los Angeles)
One morpheme, two reduplicants: Pseudo-compounds in Pima

Session 13

The Uto-Aztecan language Pima marks plurals by reduplication at the left edge of the stem. The amount of material copied is C (e.g.
má.vit 'lion'; mám.vit) or, if C copying would create a phonotactically illicit sequence, CV (e.g. hó.dai 'rock'; hó.ho.dai). In ordinary
native words like these, primary stress is on the stem-initial syllable, but in some Spanish loanwords (e.g. pìs.tó:li: 'pistol') primary
stress occurs medially and secondary stress initially. When these loanwords are pluralized both stressed syllables may be reduplicated
(pìps.tó.to.li:). This double reduplication may reflect distinct demands that reduplication target both initial syllables (widely) and
primary stress (cf. Samoan), which diverge in these loanwords. Compounds show the same stress pattern and the same pattern of
reduplication as loans like 'pistol' (e.g. mìsh-kí: 'church [mass-house]'; mìmsh-kí:k). We argue that when loanwords have prosodic
properties licit in a narrow morphological domain in the native vocabulary, they may be reanalyzed as members of that category.
Thus, single-morpheme loanwords with secondary preceding primary stress are pseudo-segmented into two 'roots'. Double
reduplication in these pseudo-compounds is treated just like the inflection of standard Pima compounds, which are doubly marked as in,
for example, English dvandva compounds like gentlemen-farmers.
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Yolanda Rivera (University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras)
Nicholas Faraclas (University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras)
Don Walicek (University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras)
No exception to the rule:! The tense-aspect-modality system of Papiamentu reconsidered!

Session 51

In the literature on the colonial era fort and plantation creoles, the tense-aspect-modality (TAM) system of Papiamentu has often been
singled out as exceptional, atypical, or even 'deviant' in comparison with the other creoles of the Caribbean and beyond.! The
characteristics of the Papiamentu TAM system that have led creolists to describe it in these sometimes very colorful terms include: (1)
the obligatory marking of 'tense' on non-'subjunctive' verbs with either the 'present' marker ta or the 'past' marker a; (2) zero TAM
marking for the 'subjunctive' voice; (3) the somewhat peculiar semantic and syntactic properties of the future marker lo; and (4) the
existence of a distinct past continuous marker tabata. We show that all of these apparently exceptional aspects of TAM marking in
Papiamentu can be explained in a straightforward and economical manner by assuming that the Papiamentu TAM system originally
functioned (and in many ways still functions) in a similar way to the TAM systems that typify both the languages of the west coast of
Africa and the colonial era fort and plantation creoles of the Atlantic basin.! By using these African and African diaspora TAM systems
as points of departure, the emergence of the present day Papiamentu TAM marking system can be easily accounted for when influence
from the Papiamentu Iberian superstrates (varieties of Portuguese and Spanish) is factored into the equation.
Sarah J. Roberts (Stanford University)
The significance of the urban context to the formation of Hawaiian Creole

Session 53

Most discussions on the development of Hawaiian Creole proceed from an assumption that the plantation context was the most
relevant setting for creole genesis (Bickerton 1981, 1984; Sato 1985; Masuda 2000). This common-sense assumption is not supported
by available evidence. Hawai'i Pidgin English (HPE) existed in the urban setting far earlier than on plantations, the plantation variety
(containing features such as OV order and regular use of me 'I') that took shape from the 1890s onward bore less resemblance to the
creole than the stabilizing urban variety, and the distribution of newer creole features (e.g. prolific use of past tense been and infinitive
for) suggest that innovations arose first in Honolulu and later spread to rural areas. By the time the creole arose in the 1910s, nearly a
third of the population (58,928 out of 191,874) lived in urban areas. Socially, the mixedness of urban centers promoted the shift to a
new vernacular while the persistence of ancestral languages in segregated residence camps hindered the vernacularization of HPE on
plantations.
Rosa María Rojas (Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia-México)
Hacia la categorización léxica de los conceptos de propiedad en el Zapoteco de Santa Ana del Valle, Oax.

Session 55

Con el marco propuesto por David Beck (1999) acerca de patrones de marcación para las clases léxicas, pretendo acercarme al problema
de la categorización léxica de los conceptos de propiedad en una variante del zapoteco del Valle hablada en la comunidad de Santa Ana
del Valle, Oaxaca, México. En principio, trato de establecer clases léxicas como sustantivo, adjetivo y verbo mediante pruebas de
marcación sintáctica. De acuerdo con la manifestación de las funciones atributiva y predicativa, ubico a los conceptos de propiedad
dentro de las diferentes clases léxicas establecidas. He reconocido, en un corpus de más de cincuenta conceptos de propiedad, que en esta
variante del zapoteco hay adjetivos que requieren de cópula para predicarse y hay verbos que predican conceptos de propiedad sin mayor
aparato de marcación. Presento también la evidencia de una clase de verbos morfológicamente marcada que expresa conceptos de
propiedad como verbos intransitivos incohativos o voltativos (según terminología empleada por Smith-Stark).
Douglas Roland (University of California-San Diego)
Using corpus data to model ambiguity resolution & complementizer use

Session 20

Although psycholinguistic investigation of the processing of structural ambiguities has played an important role in identifying factors
that play a role in sentence processing, the controlled nature of typical experiments does not address the important question of how
much information is available to the comprehenders as they process such structurally ambiguous sentences. We used regression
modeling in conjunction with corpus data from the 100 million word British National Corpus to measure the amount and specificity of
the information available for disambiguation in natural language use. We examined the frequently studied direct object/sentential
complement (DO/SC) ambiguity and found that the resolution of 87% of these ambiguities can be correctly predicted from contextual
information. We also examined the closely related issue of complementizer use in sentential complements and found that the
presence/absence of the complementizer can be correctly predicted by our regression model 78% of the time. An analysis of our data
provides strong support for the notion that complementizer usage is related to factors like epistemicity (i.e. Thompson & Mulac,
1991) and that the avoidance of the DO/SC ambiguity on the part of the producer does not play a large role in predicting
complementizer use.
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Mila del Saz Rubio (University of Valencia)
Marlana Patton (Boston University)
Bruce Fraser (BostonUniversity)
Gender differences in using markers of reformulation in English

Session 29

Reformulation is what occurs when a speaker recasts part or all of a prior discourse segment into a different expression, thereby
reinterpreting it. For example: The boss just called in sick. In other words, his golf game is running very late. Typically, this is selfinitiated repair, issued to clarify what was initially meant. We report here on differences in reformulation marker use that can be
ascribed to the gender of the participants. Using the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MICASE), we identified four
high frequency markers of reformulations (in other words, I'm saying, you're saying, and you mean). Limiting our study to native
speakers, we considered all instances of these four expressions, noting whether they were used by a male or female, and in male-male,
or male-female interaction. We discuss the results.
Margaret A. Russell (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Syntactic issues in the placement of Wolof clitics

Session 18

We argue for a syntactic account in the placement of Wolof pronominal and verbal clitics, discussing the interaction between
cliticization and focus. Pronominal clitics attach to the focus marker in the pattern: subject-object-locative:
(1)
Miriam ag Xhadi,
woto
bi
la
-ñu
-ko
-fa
jox
Miriam and Xhadi
car
the.S OF
3pS
3sO
there
give
'[Miriam and Xhadi]i , it is THE CAR that theyi gave to him/her there.'
(2)

Miriam ag Xhadi,
ñu
-a
-ko
-fa
jënd
Miriam and Xhadi
3pS
SF
3sO
there
buy
'[Miriam and Xhadi]i , it is THEYi who bought it there.'
Subject markers display a placement asymmetry. In 1, the subject clitic appears to the right of the focus marker; in 2, it appears to its
left. We suggest that pronominal clitics target the highest functional head in the CP domain. Wolof pronominal clitics exhibit a
crossing structure in their placement which can be captured with a 'tucking in' analysis in the spirit of Richards 2001. Verbal clitics,
on the other hand, target the highest head in the inflectional domain (such as T), move as heads and left-adjoin, which yields the mirror
image (V Neg T) of their underlying order (T Neg V).
Minna Saarelma-Maunumaa (Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission, Helsinki, Finland)
From patronyms to hereditary surnames: Finland & Namibia

Session 36

It is a general assumption that in many, if not all, cultures, people originally had one name only. As time went on and societies grew
more complex, the single name system could no longer individualize people, and a system of given name and surname developed. We
analyze the development of the surname system in two different societies--Finland in Europe, and Namibia in Africa. In both of these
settings, hereditary surnames came to replace patronyms. In Finland, this development started in the late Middle Ages and was drawn
from several sources, including names of houses and names referring to nature. Among the Ambos, the largest ethnic group in
Namibia, the first hereditary surnames were adopted in the 1950s and were based largely on patronyms. The sources of the names
aside, the adoption of surnames in both Finland and Namibia followed remarkably similar patterns.
Joseph Salmons!(University of Wisconsin-Madison)!! !!!!!!! !!!!!!! !!!!!!!
Session 5
Ewa Jacewicz (Ohio State University)!!
Vocalic chain shifts as an effect of synchronic prosody
!!!
We present experimental data supporting the hypothesis that vocalic chain shifts result from changes to vowel articulation in
prosodically prominent positions. Synchronic shifts in vowels under greater prosodic prominence parallel and underlie historical
shifts. In diachronic chain shifts, /e/ often raises and fronts; /e shows variable centralizing and lowering. We demonstrate that
those historical patterns show a relationship with synchronic changes in vowels immediately following initial edges of three prosodic
domains--utterance, phonological phrase, and syllable. Our synchronic data are drawn from sound change in progress in two
Midwestern varieties of American English. We analyze /e, e/ from Ohio and Wisconsin speakers for acoustic parameters--vowel
duration and the extent of formant movement. Utterance-initial vowels are, to a statistically significant extent, longest and exhibit
largest spectral change than vowels in progressively less prominent positions. These dynamic frequency changes 'shift' the vowels in
directions of attested sound changes--a more peripheral /e/ and lower, centralized /e/. Diachronic principles of vowel shifting derive
from more general principles of prosodically-conditioned articulatory strengthening and weakening. These articulations are transmitted
along predictable paths of sound change from one generation of speakers to another.
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Liliana Sanchez (Rutgers University)
Convergence in tense, aspect, & evidentiality among Quechua-Spanish bilinguals

Session 57

Southern Quechua distinguishes between two past tenses: one for experienced past events and one for inexperienced past events
(Cusihuaman 1976, Cerron-Palomino 1974, Faller 2002):
(1) Qhawa-rqa
(2)
Qhawa-sqa
See-PAST ATTESTED
See-PAST REPORTATIVE
'S/he saw' (attested information)
'S/he saw'
(hearsay information)
Escobar (1994, 1997) proposes that in Spanish in contact with Quechua, a similar distinction in evidentiality values is emerging:
(3) Comió
(4) Ha comido
(5) Había comido
(S/he) ate (perfective, attested)
(S/he) has eaten (perfective, hearsay)
(S/he) had eaten (imperfective, hearsay)
We present evidence in favor of the functional convergence hypothesis (FCH) according to which convergence in bilingual grammars is
favored by frequent activation of features associated to the same functional category. In Quechua, tense is associated to evidentiality
and in Spanish, to aspect. The FCH predicts convergence in aspect and evidentiality features among Quechua-Spanish bilinguals.
Thirty-nine Southern Quechua-Spanish bilingual children were asked to perform a story retelling task involving the transmission of
hearsay information. They received input in Spanish containing perfective and imperfective forms but no present perfect ha comido or
pluperfect perfect form había comido. They were asked to retell the story in Quechua and in Spanish. The Quechua data show
innovative uses of the suffix –rqa associated to foreground information, which indicate the emergence of an aspectual distinction. The
Spanish stories showed a higher frequency of imperfective forms including the pluperfect to indicate inexperienced past events than
those found in monolingual Spanish data. Present perfect forms were used to express inexperienced past events as foreground
information.
Tara Sanchez (University of Pennsylvania)
Use of the progressive morpheme in the spoken Papiamento of Aruba

Session 51

The Spanish gerundive and progressive morpheme -ndo is used in modern Papiamento. Previous work based on texts (Sanchez 2002)
suggests that the occurrence and usage of -ndo can be explained only by referencing the successive influences of Spanish and English.
Contact with Spanish led to the borrowing of the affix with its gerundive function, then contact with English extended -ndo to a
progressive function via surface string matching (Prince 1988, Silva-Corvalán 1993). This analysis is supported by newly available
spoken data from Aruba (a stratified sample of 50 sociolinguistic interviews). Although the overall rates of use are much lower in
speech than they are in text (2.5% vs 10%), there is a clear difference in use by age. Speakers who learned Papiamento during the
1920s show little use of progressive -ndo in speech, but those who learned later, after English began to exert influence, show a
significantly higher rate of use. Aspectual interpretation and semantic classification of the predicate according to Vendler's (1967)
schema are used to show the linguistic constraints on the use of this affix. Activity and accomplishment strongly favor use of -ndo,
though some statives and achievements take the affix, too. We discuss conditions under which this happens.
Ronald P. Schaefer (Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville)
Francis O. Egbokhare
Ontological types in verbal classifier systems

Session 61

We compare verbal classificatory systems evident in the Athabaskan family of North America and the Benue-Congo family of West
Africa. Systems of the former type are well-illustrated in studies of Navaho, Chipewyan, Creek, and Apache (Hoijer 1945, Haas 1948,
Carter 1976, Basso 1968, Rice 1998) while those of the latter type have only been hinted at in the literature (Newman 1990, Corbett
2000). To illustrate Benue-Congo more adequately, we rely on the system of verbal classification in Nigeria's Edoid language Emai
(Elugbe 1989) where ongoing fieldwork has emphasized text, dictionary, and grammar documentation. In Athabaskan, the verbal
scheme appears grounded primarily to substance through classification by shape, animacy, texture, or other qualitative feature.
Transitive and intransitive verbs illustrating this scheme reflect events of giving, throwing/dropping, falling, and sitting/lying.
Mescalaro Apache, for instance, shows GIVE events realized through distinct verb stems: nát'uhí sh-án'aa (tobacco me-give.pluglike)
'give me (a plug of) tobacco'; nát'uhi sh-ánkaa (tobacco me-give.boxlike) 'give me (a box of) tobacco'. In contrast, Emai's vebal
scheme tends to emphasize bodies and their quantitative arrangement as event figure or ground. Articulating this scheme are a variety
of transitive verbs referring to actions of giving, putting, taking, bringing, and dropping. In GIVE constructions, Emai verbs isolate a
single figure from an assumed homogeneous or heterogeneous ground: ròò éànmì lí áìn (pick-out-from-homogeneous-array meat APP
her) 'give meat [from pieces available] to her'; zòò éànmi lí áìn (pick-out-from-heterogeneous-array meat APP her) 'give meat [from
soup ingredients] to her'. We conclude that vebal classifier systems in Athabaskan and Benue-Congo reflect a typological pattern
grounded to the ontological distinction between bodies and substances, and that, at least for Emai, this system aligns with a broader
verbal scheme of distributive/collective categorization.
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Patricia Schneider-Zioga (University of California-Irvine)
Fusa Katada (Waseda University)
Syllable as a locus of phonological deficit in atypical language

Session 8

In the study of developmental dyslexia, much research has focused on phonological awareness, where the main emphasis has been on
awareness of individual phonemes in words (Wray 1994). Phonological awareness appears to be highly developed in good readers (cf.
Bryant & Bradley 1985, Goswami & Bryant 1990) and deficient in dyslexics. We present evidence from a case study of a 14-year-old
dyslexic girl that the locus of the deficit might lie in an inability to construct and manipulate syllables and their subcomponents and
not in a problem of isolating the individual segments (phonemes) per se. We suggest that the atypical syllable has to be represented in
a way where onset and nucleus form a coherent single unit, corresponding to mora (Hyman 1985, Katada 1990) as in 1, as opposed to
nucleus and coda forming a single unit, corresponding to rime, as in 2:
(1)
[ [O + N] + C] (2)
[O + [N + C]]
If dyslexics inconsistently have access to syllable structure (2), they will be unable to construct the requisite metrical structure and thus
have difficulties retrieving words. Our proposal indicates that the mora is psychologically real and encodes the knowledge of some
speakers of English.
Armin Schwegler (University of California-Irvine)
(Afro-)Cuban Palo Monte ritual language: A creole?

Session 49

In two recent SPCL meetings, we offered first data samples and a brief description of Afro-Cuban Palo Monte ritual speech, samples of
which we recorded during fieldwork in Cuba in November 2002. These conference papers offered evidence that Palo Monte's 'Lengua'
(local name of the ritual code) (1) continues to be spoken fluently by select groups of practitioners, and (2) is essentially restructured
Kikongo, brought to Cuba by African slaves. We elaborate further on the ritual data we collected in Cuba. More specifically, we
examine the ways in which restructuring has taken place and whether the external and internal history of 'Lengua' warrants its
classification as a creole language (to date, 'Lengua' has never been characterized as such).
Scott Schwenter (Ohio State University)
Fine-tuning Jespersen's Cycle

Session 7

'Jespersen's Cycle' (Jespersen 1917, cf. Horn 1989) is the cyclical process whereby preverbal markers of sentence negation are
reinforced by postverbal forms, leading to complex negatives and even, sometimes, to the loss of the preverbal negative, leaving a
strictly postverbal form as the canonical negator. This process is most familiar from French, whose history exemplifies the four
stages typically thought to comprise the cycle (Schwegler 1988, 1990; Hock 1991; Geurts 2000). We present evidence from other
Romance varieties to show that Jespersen's Cycle as currently understood needs adjustment, insofar as it cannot account for the
synchronic situation in these varieties. Specifically, we reveal a significant functional gap between the two middle stages of the cycle,
i.e. between the optional conveying of 'emphasis' and the incorporation of the postverbal element as an obligatory concomitant of
sentence negation. We demonstrate that the choice of the noncanonical negatives in other Romance varieties is actually regulated by
information-structural factors: The noncanonical form is licensed only when the proposition being negated constitutes discourse-old
information (cf. Prince 1992). To account for these facts, we propose adding another stage to Jespersen's Cycle, a stage that permits
cross-linguistic variation to be accommodated into the model.
Scott Schwenter (Ohio State University)
Gláucia Silva (Ohio State University)
The accessibility of anaphoric direct objects in Brazilian Portuguese

Session 7

'Accessibility' approaches to discourse anaphora (e.g. Ariel 1994, Givón 1983, Gundel et al. 1993) are in general agreement that the
form of referring expressions is closely tied to the cognitive status of the referent in question: The more activated or accessible a
referent is for a hearer, the lesser the form a speaker will choose to refer to it. We demonstrate that accessibility theories are inadequate
to account for data from spoken Brazilian Portuguese (BP). Specifically, we show that the form of anaphoric direct objects (DOs) in
BP runs contrary to accessibility-based accounts. In BP, most anaphoric DOs appear as null objects; other anaphoric DOs are coded by
lexical NPs. Accessibility theories predict that 'heavier' forms such as lexical NPs will be used to reintroduce a DO referent into the
discourse after a period of inactivity--a low topicality function. However, our data reveal that in BP, lexical NPs are actually used to
encode anaphoric DO referents of exceptionally high topicality. Null objects, by contrast, show consistently lower than that of lexical
NPs. We suggest that this pattern can be accounted for by considering the correlation between topicality, NP form, and grammatical
function.
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David L. Shaul (Venito Garcia Library and Archives, Tohono O’odham Nation)
Language teaching as a data source for pragmatics: An O’odham example

Session 64

Recently, the Venito Garcia Library and Archives completed a 190-lesson conversational course for adult learners of O’odham using the
MaxAuthor software (Critical Languages Program, U AZ). These lessons, packaged in two levels as CD-ROMs, were compiled by
members of the Tohono O’odham Education Department as part of the department’s legal charge to develop language materials. In the
course of glossing the lessons in English, several unreported pragmatic markers became known. These include (among others): (1) a
mechanism for marking presuppositions; (2) use of indirection in conversation for dual goals (being polite, diffusing tension); and (3)
marking old/new information. We give examples for each from the actual courseware and emphasize the use of advanced conversations
from language lessons for working on pragmatics.
Patricia A. Shaw (University of British Columbia)
Ramona E. McDowell (University of British Columbia)
Competing strategies for resolution of gestural conflicts in Montana Salish retraction

Session 56

We investigate physical properties of vowel retraction in Montana Salish, a Southern Interior Salish language spoken in Montana. As
documented in Salish, two classes of consonants function as retraction triggers--postvelars (uvulars, pharyngeals) and a subset of
coronal consonants, including retracted /l/ and /l’/. Vowels are described as lowered/laxed from /e/ to [æ], /u/ to [o], /i/ to [e],
depending on the pre- or post-vocalic locus of trigger and trigger-target adjacency or non-adjacency. Complementary to laxed
realizations, the preliminary acoustic evidence reported here documents Montana Salish /i/ being realized with a schwa onglide after
uvular /q/. Based on articulatory and acoustic investigations of pre- and post-vocalic effects of coronal /l/ and /r/ in Nuu-chah-nulth and
English, Gick and Wilson hypothesize that there is a ‘gestural conflict’ between the tongue root articulation of the trigger consonants
and the tongue body articulation of the vowels. They conclude languages have a choice of two characteristic types of strategies to
reconcile gestural conflict between opposing tongue root and tongue body articulatory targets. One option compromises the tongue
body’s spatial position by laxing/lowering the vowel; the other entails a temporal adjustment of the transitional articulatory gestures,
this typically resulting in a schwa-like transition stage. The acoustic evidence shows both these strategies to be operative in Montana
Salish but suggests that pre- vs post-vocalic position is not an exclusive delimiting factor on choice of strategy.
Robin A. Shoaps (University of California-Los Angeles)
Conditionals & moral reasoning in Sakapultek (Mayan) discourse

Session 57

In recent years, research into conditionals has shifted away from concern with the logical assumptions of decontextualized sentences to
functionally motivated accounts of conditionals in naturally occurring talk. We examine the use of conditionals in several Sakapultek
Maya speech genres (ritual wedding advice, church sermons, and conversation) in order to explore their role in interaction. Akatsuka,
among the first to explore this issue, has argued that conditionals function to indicate the desirability of various outcomes. We build
on her approach by describing the morphosyntax and discourse environment of a variety of conditionals in Sakapultek. While we find
that the propositional content placed in the protasis of a conditional clause can occasionally be labeled '(un)desirable', the apodosis
clause frequently contains a directive. This suggests that conditionals are exploited in moral reasoning about addressee behavior--a
function which subsumes, but does not rely on, mention of (un)desirable outcomes. Counterfactually marked conditionals, while rarer
in our data, mainly occur in two different environments--with first person semantic subjects of protasis and apodosis clauses, as well as
in lone clauses, usually with 2nd person semantic agents. In the first environment, speakers use counterfactual conditionals to take
moral stances by placing themselves in the addressee’s position. The lone clauses are also used for moral stance-taking, by providing
an indirect means of alluding to and rejecting a hypothetical stance. In sum, we demonstrate the role of conditionals in expressing,
contesting, and reproducing moral codes in Sakapultek.
Roger Shuy (Georgetown University)
Linguistics & trademark dilution

Session 33

A little known and little used federal law relating to trademarks is called The Federal Trademark Dilution Act (FTDA). Various courts
and lawyers themselves are in wide disagreement about what constitutes dilution. Unresolved questions center on whether or not a
famous name is 'likely' to be diluted or whether actual dilution must be proven, how dilution can be determined, and what should be
done about it. The recent Supreme Court decision on Victor's Little Secret (a porn shop) v Victoria's Secret (sexy clothing maker)
didn't shed much light on these issues. We address questions about dilution that might be addressed by linguists such as what the
known processes of language change can tell us about dilution and the roles of context, polysemy, and inferencing in trademark
dilution cases. We also suggest a reasonable way for owners of famous brands to prepare themselves against the possibility of another
name diluting their name.
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Jack Sidnell (University of Toronto/Northwestern University)
James A. Walker (York University)
Tense and aspect in Bequia

Session 51

We report on a new project investigating the tense-aspect systems of the varieties of English and English-based creole spoken on
Bequia, an island located in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Most of its inhabitants are Afro-Caribbean and speak an English-based
creole similar to other Eastern Caribbean varieties. A small minority are of British descent whose ancestors came to the Caribbean
during the early colonial period and who speak a variety of English similar to nonstandard varieties spoken in the British Isles and
elsewhere in the Caribbean. The co-existence of these two varieties in the same speech community represents a valuable opportunity
to investigate the interaction of two significantly different underlying grammatical systems. Preliminary analysis of sociolinguistic
interviews conducted with individuals representing several communities in Bequia reveals robust variation in the morphosyntactic
realization of tense and aspect. While we have yet to conduct a more detailed quantitative analysis of the factors conditioning this
variation, at this point there appears to be no evidence of convergence in the grammatical systems, at least as far as the instantiation of
tense-aspect distinctions is concerned. We offer several possible explanations for this persistent lack of mutual influence.
Muffy Siegel (Temple University)
Quantification over literal acts: An !account of !'illocutionary' conditionals

Session 14

In illocutionary conditionals (IC's) such as There's pizza in the kitchen if you want it, the if clause appears to apply to the speech act
performed in uttering the main clause rather than to the propositional content of that clause. We claim, however, that both the
performative hypothesis and illocutionary scope theories of ICs encounter problems precisely because they focus on speech acts. We
propose that ICs contain, instead, existential quantification over Stalnaker's (1978) literal acts, including assertion (though not all
speech acts can be quantified over). This will yield reasonable paraphrases in which if has its normal meaning: If you're hungry,
[there's a (relevant) assertion that] there's pizza in the fridge. The existential clause is correctly predicted to allow its own tense in the
interpretation of some ICs.! Moreover, since hearers introduce this existential quantification as needed to create felicitous semantic
representations, we expect (and see) existential quantification over literal acts other than assertion, with connectives other than if, and
in root sentences.! Our account also extends to some if constructions often described as distinct from ICs, like contextually given or
epistemic conditionals (If my mamma wears army boots, your mamma sucks bicycle seats).
Michele Sigler (King's College London)
Double causatives in the Standard Western (SWA) & Kesab dialect (KA) of Armenian

Session 4

We present data from SWA and KA that show that there is an upper limit on the number of external arguments that can be projected,
despite it being possible to doubly causativize, by adding the causative morpheme twice to a verb stem in KA and by using the
periphrastic and morphological causative strategies in SWA. The morphological form TransitiveVerbalStem-caus-caus is legitimate,
but the expression of three subjects is not. Our analysis draws on the insights of Hale and Keyser (1993, 2001). We argue that their
principle of unambiguous projection allows double causativization of VP-internal subject verbs to introduce two additional subjects
and disallows this in the case of double causativization of VP-external subject verbs, e.g. transitives and unergatives. We argue as
follows: When an unaccusative--VP-internal subject--verb undergoes causativization, an external, IP subject is thereby licensed.
Further causativization licenses a subject in a higher specifier position, call it Spec of CausP. The three subject positions--SpecVP,
SpecIP, and SpecCausP--are unambiguous. A transitive verb licenses an external, IP, subject only. Causativization licenses a higher
specifier position, call it SpecCausP. Further causativization creates another CausP projection. UP is violated because the two
specifier positions in the Caus projections are not structurally distinct.
Beth Lee Simon (Indiana University/Purdue University)
Patterns of youse in American English, 1850-1930

Session 27

We examine patterns of youse, you'se in fictionalized speech in 19th- and early 20th-century popular texts where it occurs as an
ethnolinguistic marker of an excluded group. Unlike other nonstandard marked forms such as you'uns that were brought into American
English, youse appears to be of 19th-century American origin and is used in fictional contexts to mean variously you singular, you
plural, or you + BE or HAVE. Contexts of and variation in youse, you'se in popular texts express participants' (authors, interviewers,
and presupposed audience) unease with changes in social relations during the era from post-Civil War Reconstruction through the first
part of the 20th century. Youse, you'se occurs when former slave characters interact with or are overheard by former owners.
Conversation topics concern loyalty, fear of emancipation, or tests of courage. In these discourse contexts, youse, you'se is a 'groupexclusive dialect form' (Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1998:240), intended not only as caricature but also as 'dialectally diagnostic' of
substantive differences between a text's audience and the objectified group, linguistically demonstrating the unacceptability of the group
as English-speaking American citizens. Data are taken from digitized original documents, historical dictionaries, and DARE files.
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Barbora Skarabela (Boston University)
Catherine O'Connor (Boston University)
Joan Maling (Brandeis University)
The monolexemic possessor construction: Pragmatic constraints in the NP

Session 12

We present results of a study of 30 languages, 17 of which (including Romance, Germanic, and Slavic languages) display what we
have dubbed the 'mono-lexemic possessor' construction (MLPC). An MLPC contains a nonbranching, nonmodifiable possessor which
is limited in length to one word. In our sample, the possessor lexeme has definite and specific reference and occurs to the left of the
possessum. We find that MLPs are subject to an accessibility hierarchy composed of an implicational scale of NP forms or
'expression types' (pronoun<proper noun<kinship noun< common human noun <common animate noun<*common inanimate noun).
For example, some Romance languages allow pronominal MLPs; Faroese allows pronominal and proper noun MLPs; Icelandic allows
pronominal, proper, and common human MLPs; Czech and Serbo-Croatian extend this to nonhuman animates. None allow inanimate
MLPs. While the possessor is not necessarily discourse old, it must be specific and uniquely identifiable by the hearer. We argue
that several language-specific special conditions and the hierarchy itself result from a general constraint concerning the accessibility in
discourse of the monolexemic possessor. We discuss the significance of these data for larger questions about the role of pragmatic
hierarchies in the grammar.
Ian Smith (York University)
Scott Paauw (York University)
Sri Lanka Malay: Creole or convert?

Session 54

The majority of known creoles arose through European colonial activities and have a European lexifier and several substrate languages.
A wider perspective on the processes and results of creole genesis may be gained through investigating a language such as Sri Lanka
Malay (SLM), which has a single substrate (Sri Lanka Muslim Tamil) and a non-European lexifier (vehicular Malay) which was not
the language of the colonial power. Several authors have noted the strong influence of Tamil on SLM (Hussainmiya 1986, Adelaar
1991). Many of these characteristics run counter to those often claimed to be typical of creoles. We show in particular that the SLM
TMA system expresses Tamil categories of tense (present, past, future) and aspect (perfect, perfective, progressive, unmarked) rather
than the traditional creole categories of aspect (anterior, unmarked) with no specific tense marking. Bakker 2000 has argued that 19thcentury SLM was more like a 'typical' creole and that the Tamilization of SLM results from a recent process of 'conversion' rather
than from the original process of creolization. We show that 19th-century SLM was diglossic (cf. Hussainmiya 1986, 1990).
Present-day SLM descends from (unrecorded) 19th-century colloquial SLM not from the (now disused) high variety. There is thus no
basis for claiming a recent convergence process. More plausibly, the Tamilized structure of SLM results from the fact that it was
creolized in the context of a single substrate language and in contact with a substrate-speaking community rather than in a multilingual
plantation situation.
Laura Catharine Smith (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
West Germanic jan- verbs: From feet to prosodic templates

Session 8

We demonstrate that i- syncope in West Germanic jan- verbs is best treated using prosodic templates minimally one foot and
maximally disyllabic prescribing the prosodic stem shape to which the dental preterite ending attaches. In these verbs, i is maintained
following light stems, e.g. nerita 'I/she/he saved' but lost after heavy or polysyllabic stems, e.g. hoorta! 'I/she/he heard' and mahalta
'I/she/he married'. We argue that when i can be mapped onto the template (the underlined portion), e.g. after light stems, e.g.
[ne.ri]+ta, then it is retained.! However, it is lost when it cannot be mapped onto the template, e.g. [ho:] ri+ta > [ho:r]+ta,
[waa][fe.ni]+da (trisyllabic) > [waa][fen]+da (disyllabic).! A templatic analysis overcomes weaknesses of purely foot-based accounts
which, for instance, wrongly predict no loss of i in the Heavy-Light-Light stems, e.g. in left branches of unaccented feet:
*[wá:]at[fe.ni]Ftda (Kim 2000).! Moreover, a templatic analysis only targets the linking vowel and not the optative ending -i targeted
for deletion in a purely phonological analysis when unfooted, e.g. [ne. ri]ti >*nerit rather than neriti.! Lastly, apparent exceptions
result from avoidance of phonotactically illicit clusters. Support for the proposed template comes from Arabic nouns (McCarthy &
Prince 1995) and Hebrew verbs! (Ussishkin 1999, to appear).
Norval Smith (University of Amsterdam)
A case of creole substrate allophony 350 years on

Session 43

The English-based creole, Saramaccan, has numerous lexical items deriving from its two main substrate languages--Fon and
Kikoongo. Lexical stems in these two languages differ significantly in their canonical form. If we consider nouns for example, in
Fon these have, in general, monosyllabic stems preceded by an optional class-marker consisting of a vowel while Kikoongo noun
stems are typically disyllabic, generally preceded by a class-marker with a CV shape. In other words we have the following canonical
patterns:
!!!!!!! !!!!!!! Fon:!!! !!!!!!! !!!!!!! (V)-CV !!!!!!! !!!!!!! Kikoongo:!!!!!! !!!!!!! CV-CVCV
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Nasality manifests itself in totally different fashions in the two languages. Ignoring simple onset nasals, our two languages are very
different. Fon has the possibility of nasalized vowels in the rhyme; in Kikoongo rhyme nasality is not possible. Word-internally,
however, we encounter surface onset clusters with a nasal as first element. In Saramaccan we find a striking difference between final
and word-internal nasality. Finally we have a situation identical to Fon with nasalized vowels. Word-internally we find another
situation, whereby homorganic nasal clusters may appear. This situation is not only restricted to words of Fon and Kikoongo origin
but extends to all lexical items, e.g.
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! S a r . ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! t á n ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( English stand)
Sar.!!!
!!!!!!!
géndE!!
!!!!!!!
(English
gentle)
The parallel notation in the orthography indicates the lack of a phonemic distinction here. However, the pronunciation involves a
nasalized vowel in the first case and a vowel followed by a nasal consonant in the second. The maintenance of substrate allophony
seems the only reasonable explanation for this situation.
Peter Snow (University of California-Los Angeles)
The use of 'bad' language as a politeness strategy in a Panamanian Creole community

Session 46

We discuss the use of so-called 'bad' language in uncensored spontaneous discourse on the Panamanian island of Bastimentos. In
particular, this study examines participants' use of 'obscene' assessments to evaluate evolving talk within the storytelling activity.
Analysis of interaction involving speakers of the Bastimentos variety of Panamanian Creole English suggests that certain so-called
'obscene' lexical items, interjected as positive assessments in the midst of on-going talk, are an important part of a local politeness
strategy involving cooperative face preservation. By focusing on the participants' systematic use of assessments that involve the
lexical items fok 'fuck' and ras 'arse', we describe two distinct pragmatic functions for four variants: (1) The assessments mi fok and mi
ras are shown to function as face-saving displays signifying alignment towards the assessable talk or phenomenon. (2) The
assessments yu fok and yu ras are shown to function as face-threatening displays signifying nonalignment towards the assessable talk
or phenomenon. An overwhelming preference for the use of the face-saving assessments mi fok and mi ras was observed, suggesting
that the use of 'bad' language to positively evaluate phenomena in this context is the preferred move. The study demonstrates how the
participants use 'bad' language in 'good' ways to build social action and maintain social order, illuminating a link between context and
the meaning of 'badness'.
Marlene Socorro Sánchez (University of Zulia, Venezuela)
Una exploración preliminar de raíces y temas en la morfología verbal baniva

Session 59

El propósito de este trabajo es explorar la relación entre raíces y sufijos temáticos en el sistema verbal del baniva, una lengua arahuaca
hablada por unas 976 personas en el Estado Amazonas de Venezuela, específicamente en Puerto Ayacucho y en la población del Maroa,
con algunos hablantes también en zonas aledañas de Colombia y Brasil. Algunos autores han mencionado la existencia de sufijos
temáticos en otras lenguas arahuacas (Aikhenvald 1998 para warekena, y Álvarez 2003 para guajiro/wayuunaiki). Sin embargo en la
escasa literatura sobre baniva (Mosonyi & Mosonyi 2000) no se describe la existencia de tales sufijos. Intentamos demostrar la
necesidad de incluir los sufijos temáticos en la estructura morfológica del verbo baniva. Con este propósito, se elaboró una base de
datos computarizada de todos los verbos (activos y estativos) presentes en las fuentes básicas sobre esta lengua, principalmente el
léxico incluido en González 1996, y se realizaron pruebas con informantes. La evidencia para justificar tales sufijos la encontramos en
la reduplicación, los préstamos, verbos denominales, y los pares de verbos activos/estativos. Sin embargo, en baniva la aparición de
raíces sin sufijo temático o su combinación con diferentes sufijos temáticos es mucho más restringida que, por ejemplo, en guajiro.
Aaron H. Sonnenschein (University of Southern California)
A processing approach to VSO languages exemplified by data from Zoogocho Zapotec

Session 58

Verb initial languages fall into two categories: those which alternate between VSO and VOS and those which are strictly VSO
(Polinsky 1998). While the difference between these two language types may not be so great in terms of the greater typological word
order characteristics (Dryer 1994), there are indeed significant differences in the way these structures are processed. Within other
frameworks, these differences have often been attributed to movement, as in, for example, Chung 1998. In the current approach, we
rely on the concept of 'early immediate constituents' and a processing approach based on the theories of John A. Hawkins (Hawkins
1994, 1998, 2000, forthcoming). We posit, as is common, that the difference between these two types of languages is that one has a
verb phrase with the verb and the object forming a structural bond, and the other has the type of flat syntax often associated with head
dependent syntax as described in Nichols 1986. We test this theory against textual and elicited data we collected from San Bartolome
Zoogocho Zapotec (SBZZ). We analyze various constructions from SBZZ, including subject-possessor-of-object constructions (Butler
1974, Black 1994, and elsewhere) and subject object asymmetries (Payne 1990). We discuss the possibility of garden path sentences
in SBZZ evidenced in the preceding sets of data and conclude with a quantitative textual analysis of word order in SBZZ.
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Arthur K. Spears (City University of New York)
African-American English (AAE) stressed BACK

Session 27

AAE has two words back, of the same phonemic shape. One is familiar to grammarians, and we will refer to it as
'directional/reciprocal back' !(1a). The other, stressed BACK, occurs in sentences such as those in 1b, where the (obligatory) relative
pitch is specified with 'L':
(1)
a.! He was running back.
'He was running in a direction toward where he was before.'!!!! !
b.! He was running BACK.
'He was really running.' 'He was running really hard.'
Note that AAE stressed BIN must be higher in pitch than the following participle it modifies, while it carries no relative pitch
requirements affecting the preceding syllable. Unnoted in the literature, AAE 'stressed' forms are actually not obligatorily stressed, but
they obligatorily receive a specified relative pitch, which is typically heard as stress. BACK, when compared to the other obligatorily
'stressed' AAE forms, removes any possible doubt that not only stress but also pitch are phonemic in AAE grammar. The distinctive
lexical and morphosyntactic uses of stress and pitch in AAE are an important source of prosodic differences between black and white
speech.

Thomas C. Smith Stark (El Colegio de México)

Session 55

Property concepts in San Baltasar Chichicapan Zapotec

Based on a corpus of approximately 160 expressions which codify property concepts (Dixon 1982, Lehmann
1990) in San Baltasar Chichicapan Zapotec, Oaxaca, Mexico, we present an analysis of their morphological
composition, their morphosyntactic behavior, and their semantic content. Using the concept of markedness as
applied to the identification of lexical classes (Beck 1999), we establish the assignment of these expressions to the
distinct parts of speech of the language, and, in particular, we evaluate the appropriateness of recognizing a class of
adjectives and another of participles.
Thomas W. Stewart, Jr. (Ohio State University)
On motivating unexpected conjunction & disjunction among Oneida prefixes

Session 4

Certain so-called prepronominal prefixes in Oneida morphology show apparent vertical (paradigmatic) and horizontal (syntagmatic)
sensitivity in their distribution. Although the categories {Cislocative} and {Iterative} are semantically compatible, their joint presence
in a form is not signaled by a sequence of their canonical affixes but rather by a distinct sequence, phonologically identical to [Dualic]
+ [Cislocative]. Oneida therefore seems to exhibit both vertical sensitivity, in that the presence of the [Cislocative] marker prevents
the appearance of the canonical [Iterative] marker, and horizontal sensitivity, in that when both are needed semantically, the [Dualic]
exponent substitutes for the [Iterative]. We survey morphological treatments of these facts in various frameworks (including word
syntax, articulated morphology, distributed morphology, A-morphous morphology, and paradigm function morphology) and find that
only paradigm function morphology (PFM, Stump 1991, 2001) provides a coherent and principled account; it explicitly ties
disjunctive rule blocks to abstract linear slots and insists that all competition within rule blocks be fully determined by the Paninian
Principle. PFM predicts that semantically unmotivated (purely positional) disjunction is possible. Furthermore, in separating
morphosyntactic properties from their formal exponence (cf. Beard 1995), the horizontal sensitivity becomes merely apparent, and thus
the issue vanishes altogether.
Thomas W. Stewart, Jr. (Ohio State University)
Brian D. Joseph (Ohio State University)
Expanding case systems: Evidence from Scottish Gaelic

Session 18

Case systems can grow by adpositions fusing with objects. A word class of Scottish Gaelic (SG) whose members have attributes of
prepositions and pronouns provides an extensive instance of such augmentation. These forms have been called 'prepositional
pronouns' or 'inflected prepositions'. SG pedagogical materials favor the former, yet also present paradigms organized by preposition,
as if the preposition were primary and the pronominal element a subordinate inflection. Prepositionally organized presentation is
instructionally appealing in paralleling verb paradigms, and these forms diachronically reflect univerbation of prepositions with
pronominal objects. Yet, similarly deriving these forms synchronically from underlying phrases requires ad hoc stipulations, some not
even widely generalizable. Maintaining a synchronic preposition-centered analysis compromises adequate description in favor of
historical recapitulation. Regardless of origin, SG combined forms are now primarily pronominal so that pronominal paradigms have
expanded drastically, from 3 cases to 14. Although SG full NPs typically show dative inflection as prepositional objects, SG would
hardly be unique in presenting more distinct case forms in pronouns than in nouns. SG, however, differs in the extent to which
pronominal cases exceed nominal cases (cf. English, Spanish). Moreover, SG has created these distinctions whereas other languages
show only remnants of a case system.
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Linnaea Stockall (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Alec Marantz (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
MEG evidence for a decompositional analysis of the English irregular past tense

Session 20

The lack of cross-modal priming from irregular verbs to their stems (Marslen-Wilson 1995) has been used to support dual-route
theories of inflection in which irregular past tense forms are memorized while regulars are compiled. Allen and Badecker 2002 show
that irregular past tense forms showing little orthographic overlap with their stems (taught-teach) do prime their stems. One
interpretation of these results is that all irregular past tenses prime their stems but that form overlap induces competition that cancels
out the priming. Pylkkänen and Marantz 2003 review several MEG studies showing that an evoked response component occurring
approximately 350ms after the onset of visually presented lexical stimuli (the M350) is sensitive to identity priming (Pylkkänen et al
2001) and morphological priming (Pylkkänen et al 2002a) but not to phonological competition (Pylkkänen et al 2002b). We use the
materials of Allen and Badecker, but in a visual-visual priming paradigm. The M350 component is predicted to show priming effects
for all categories of irregular verbs. We find that past tense forms prime their stems at the processing stage indexed by the M350,
regardless of degree of form overlap. These results provide support for a decompositional analysis of the English irregular past tense.
John Stonham (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)
Templatic forms of the plural in Nuuchahnulth

Session 59

Nuuchahnulth has a number of means of marking the plural. There are bound morphemes that may be employed, e.g. -minh, -iih, in
addition to various templatic constructions. We focus on the use of the latter in the formation of the plural. Template-based
morphemes occur in a number of areas of the grammar (see for example, Stonham 1994, Kim 2003), but nowhere is there such a
variety of template shapes as in the marking of the plural. Patterns for forming the plural templatically include: (1) -VVt- infixation,
e.g. liitmaqsti 'minds' (limaqsti); (2) -VyVV- infixation, e.g. cayaapac 'canoes' (<capac); (3) CV- reduplication, e.g. ququutihta 'bignosed ones' <quutihta); (4) CVVt- reduplication, e.g. haathaak a 'the young women' (<haak aa ); (5) CV?VVC- reduplication, e.g.
tu?uuxtux e?i 'the jumpers' (<tux e?i); and (6) CV/VV- reduplication, e.g. ya?aayaqqin 'those with us' (<yaqqin). These constructions
provide insight into the location of the copy with respect to the base. Wojdak 2003 has suggested that the reduplicative copy is
infixed or suffixed to the root, in keeping with the dominant pattern of suffixation; however, we demonstrate here that the copy must,
in fact, be prefixal, particularly given its application to morphologically-complex words such as huuthuupacas?aqsup 'Hupachas
women' (<huupacas 'Hupachas (pln)' + -?aqsup 'woman of...') or the need for more complex modification such as in patterns 5 and 6
above. While it might be descriptively attractive to claim that all affixation in the language is suffixing, the costs would seem to
outweigh the benefits.
Giedrius Subacius (University of Illinois-Chicago)
Codification in the history of standard European languages

Session 40

Codification of form is a process that lasts for a considerable length of time in the development of most standard languages.
Nevertheless, in every language we can discern a certain period of the most fruitful codification efforts that is referred to as critical
(final) codification of the standard. Usually users/scholars of different standard languages pick out a particular dictionary or a particular
grammar that they consider of crucial importance for the codification of their language. The tendency is clear that users of
predominantly synthetic languages (Lithuanian, Czech, Slovenian, etc.) required a grammar more than a dictionary for codification
because of the complicated morphological structure that can be best described in a grammar. On the other hand, English grammar,
with its comparatively simple morphological structure and quite confusing spelling system, forced its users to find the need for a
dictionary much more compelling. Dictionaries are generally larger than grammars, so it takes more time to compile them, especially
those that can be called critical codifying dictionaries; there may be some relation between whether a standard language belongs to the
early dialect selection (Renaissance) or to the late dialect selection (Romanticism or later) group. Early selection languages generally
had more time to mature (to 'obtain' a critical codifying dictionary). Late selection standard languages were rushing to codify
everything--grammar books sufficient for this purpose could be created more quickly.
Yukiko Sugiyama (University at Buffalo-State University of New York)
Japanese vowel devoicing: The effect of gender & generation

Session 19

We examined the effect of adjacent consonants, gender, and generation on the devoicing of vowels in Japanese. Although the
unaccented high vowels (/i, u/) between the voiceless consonants have been thought of as the only vowels that undergo devoicing, all
five Japanese vowels, /i, e, a, o, u/ (unaccented), were tested in the voiced and voiceless consonant environments, /g_rV/ and /k_tV/
respectively, to investigate the exact nature of devoicing. The results of the voiceless environment were consistent with the literature
on Japanese vowel devoicing. Only the high vowels between the voiceless consonants were devoiced. Devoicing was observed
regardless of gender and generation. In the voiced environment, however, the results of the older females were reliably different from
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the other speech groups. The older males and younger males and females showed similar results for all vowels--very short voicing lags
for the syllables containing the test vowels. By contrast, the older females produced the syllables containing the high vowels with
long voicing leads, enhancing the voicing contrast of the word initial consonants preceding the high vowels. The results suggest that
the older females produced hyperarticulated careful speech based on social norms.
Patricia Sutcliffe (San Antonio, TX)
Session 40
Friedrich Max Müller's Lectures on the science of language made silly: Lewis Carroll's Alice books as a reaction to Müller's
popular lecture series?
We explore the impact of Friedrich Max Müller (1823-1900) on Charles L. Dodgson (1832-1898), the Oxford logician behind the
Lewis Carroll pseudonym. Müller was a German-trained philologist who worked at Oxford over roughly the same period as Dodgson.
From Dodgson's diaries, a friendship between Müller and Dodgson in the years 1863-1876 can be attested. Moreover, in this same
span of years (and just before), Müller's very famous and popular Lectures on the science of language were held and published in two
series (1862 and 1865), as were Carroll's two most celebrated children's books, Alices adventures in wonderland (1865) and Through
the looking-glass (1872). Numerous parallels in their linguistic theories as presented in these works supplement the direct evidence of
their friendship to suggest that Müller, as the local mouthpiece of continental philology, had a fairly profound influence on Dodgson's
linguistic ideas. These parallels include the rejection of the 18th-century view of language as a logical system and the corresponding
acknowledgment of linguistic relativity, and an awareness of the conventional (social and arbitrary), as well as political, nature of
language.
Sali Tagliamonte (University of Toronto)
Chris Roberts (University of Toronto)
'So cool; so weird'; so innovative: !The use of intensifiers in the television series "Friends"

Session 28

Intensifiers, as in: !'Oh, that’s VERY REALLY VERY VERY okay'. provide an opportune means to tap into current trends in English.
We explore intensifier use in the television series "Friends". The corpus covers 1994-2002, is stratified by sex, and comprises the age
groups implicated in linguistic change in this area of grammar. !It thus represents a unique opportunity to: (1) study linguistic
innovation in real time and (2) test the viability of media-based data as a surrogate for ‘real-world’ data in sociolinguistic research. Out
of over 5000 adjectival heads, 20% were intensified, a frequency comparable to contemporary British English (Ito & Tagliamonte
2003, 24%). !Moreover, the ranking of internal constraints is also parallel, demonstrating striking similarities between TV and ‘real
world’ data. !There is a dramatic disparity between the sexes, particularly with respect to intensifier so. Further, so collocates most
often with adjectives most often associated with really (Lorenz 2002) and is used amongst the same age group. !Taken together, these
results reveal a new linguistic change in progress in American English: The once primary intensifier really in North America (Labov
1985) is being usurped.
Maggie Tallerman (University of Durham)
The syntax of Welsh 'direct object mutation' revisited

Session 9

An entrenched puzzle in Welsh syntax concerns the triggering conditions for the syntactic environment in the process called soft
mutation (SM). For example, the object of a finite verb undergoes SM: Prynodd y ddynes feic (< beic) (bought:3sg the woman
bike[+SM]) 'The woman bought a bike'. Ian Roberts proposes that this mutation marks accusative case, hence, 'direct object
mutation'. Roberts links the mutation with the raising of the finite verb: The mutation trigger is little v, and only an XP
complement of v undergoes this mutation. As Roberts correctly predicts, the object of a nonfinite V does not bear SM; it is not the
complement of v. A critical problem for Roberts is that if some phrase (such as an adverbial PP) precedes the object of V, then it does
mutate. The objects of passive verbs are also predicted by Roberts not to undergo SM, but again, if preceded by some XP, they do
mutate. The case account cannot characterize the syntactic mutation, but all instances of SM are accounted for by the XP trigger
hypothesis. Under this analysis, a phrasal category (XP) triggers SM on the following constituent, capturing the correct
generalizations using one single environment.
Susan Tamasi (Emory University)
The insignificance of region in folk linguistic perceptions

Session 28

Studies in perceptual dialectology (cf. Preston 1989) have traditionally researched linguistic attitudes with regard to the placement and
composition of folk dialect regions. These 'mental maps' have been found to follow certain geographical patterns across respondents
and have shown a strong correlation between linguistic perceptions and region. However, current research shows that when traditional
methodology is changed, this correlation is no longer significant. We present the findings from a study which investigates the
relationship between folk linguistic perceptions and region without using spatially-based elicitation techniques. In this study, 60
respondents sorted 50 cards, each labeled with a U.S. state, into piles where they perceived that people speak similarly vs differently
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from one another. This method removes the map element, therefore eliminating the spatial focus inherent in traditional map-drawing
techniques. Analysis of the data reveals that this simple change in methodology gives results that are completely different than those
found in previous studies. First, while it is apparent that respondents do use location in making perceptual decisions, they
consistently organize language into regions that are noncontiguous. Second, statistical analysis reveals that there is not one cohesive
region identifiable across respondents.
Niki Tantalou (Johns Hopkins University)
Modern Greek stress in 'multiple correspondence' with paradigm uniformity

Session 8

The stress of nouns in Modern Greek is on one of the last three syllables but otherwise controlled by properties of morphemes, as in:
(1)
Recessive suffix (Nom.Sg.): Root-driven stress.
a. ánthrop-os 'man'
b. kubár-os 'bestman/godfather'
c. potam-ós 'river'
(2)
Dominant suffix (Gen.Sg.): Suffix driven stress.
a. anthróp-u 'man-GS'
b. kubár-u 'bestman-GS'
c. (see II below)
Within optimality theory (OT), one may attempt to characterize this interaction by taking accentual properties of morphemes to be in
the input and ranking morpheme-specific faithfulness constraints appropriately. While partially successful, this kind of approach
leaves a number of problems unsolved, including:
(I)
Otherwise dominant suffixes (2) may behave recessively: potam-ú 'river-GS' (cf. 2c)
(II)
Dominant suffixes behave recessively when the root is augmented by a class marker: Compare stratiot-ón 'soldiers-GP' (no
class marker, dominant suffix) vs manáv-i-d-on 'grocers-GP' (class marker [-i-], ex-dominant suffix)
(III)
The exact distribution of recessive vs dominant suffixes needs to be stipulated.
The analysis that we propose, within the spirit of Burzio (1998, 2002), provides a solution to the aforementioned problems, making
crucial reference to the following properties: Representations are related to one another surface-to-surface; such relations are regulated
by OO-FAITH; and they are multiple. Both notions of IO-FAITH and OO-FAITH are not primitive but derived.
Marie-Lucie Tarpent (Mount Saint Vincent University)
Traveling in Tsimshianic waters: The role of the directional proclitics

Session 65

One defining characteristic of the Tsimshianic languages is the existence of a large number of adverbial proclitics expressing mostly
location or direction. Semantically, these proclitics are comparable to the English particles in, away, off, etc., but they are often much
more precise, both in their differentiation of direction vs location and in their reference to the real world. For instance, a semantic
subset of the directional proclitics indicates with precision the path of travel on and near water, a necessity in a coastal and riverine
culture. The predicates associated with the proclitics are varied and include both transitives and intransitives, themselves not always
having to do with motion, as in Nisqa’a (N) tsoqam=tilpkw 'to be (on the water, getting) close to shore'. In keeping with the ergative
nature of Tsimshianic morphosyntax (Tarpent 1982, Mulder 1994), the path indicated by a directional proclitic is that of the object or
the intransitive subject. In the latter case, the path of vision is the same as that of motion, as in N tsoqam=ka?askw 'to look (from the
water) towards shore', but the same proclitic can refer to the motion of an object observed by a stationary agent, as in tsoqam=kila:l' 'to
watch (something, e.g. a boat) go ashore'. Motion, not vision, is the crucial feature, as shown in tsoqam=ho:x 'to make use of
(something) to get ashore'.
Meredith Tenison (Duke University)
Benjamin Torbert (Duke University/North Carolina State University)
Carolina del Norte: Chicano English meets Tobacco Road

Session 23

Fought 2003, Santa Ana 1991, and García 1984 examine the emergent variety labeled Chicano English in communities with longestablished Chicano populations. While North Carolina did not have a sizable Latino population prior to 1990, the past decade has
witnessed a nearly five-fold increase to 378, 963. Durham, NC, represents a fertile field for investigating interaction between
Hispanics and speakers of other varieties and of the possible emergence of a new regional variety of Chicano English. We examined
the speech of a group of Latino students of varying length of residency, aged 9-11, enrolled in an ESL class in Durham. The school is
approximately 70% African-American, 20% Latino or Hispanic, and 10% White. The students' English usage combines characteristics
of Spanish, AAE, and Southern Anglo varieties of English. Evidence of both transference and code-switching include morphological s absence (plural, possessive, 3rd singular); pleonastic plural marking; pleonastic tense marking; extensive syllable coda-consonant
cluster reduction; alternate pronouns such as y'all and pronoun use influenced by Spanish language transfer; past tense zero; and
quotative like. We examined how children from a new but rapidly burgeoning Latino population negotiate twin demands of English
proficiency and social interaction with White and African American classmates.
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Graciela Tesan (University of Maryland-College Park)
Rosalind Thornton (University of Maryland-College Park)
A parametric account of early inflection in English

Session 10

Two-year-old English-speaking children manifest nonadult use of inflection morphemes associated with tense and agreement. Nonadult
use is usually associated with omissions, hence the optional infinitive hypothesis (Hoekstra & Hyams 1998; Rizzi 1993; Wexler
1994, 1998). Our longitudinal elicited production study with three 2-year-old children reveals not just omissions but 'misplaced'
inflection. Within the two-month period of greatest fluctuation, the children produced uninflected forms (1a) 37% of the time and
inflected forms (1b, 1c, 1d) 63%. Two of the three children produced nonadult inflected variants (1c) 35% of the time and 1d 4%.
1.
a. He want to drink (CW 2;01)
c. The spider-s go fit here (SL 2;01)
b. Pooh go-(e)s down there (CM 2;09)
d. He-s fit-s in there though (CW 2;01)
We propose that this variation results from children trying out different parameter settings for inflection. According to Lasnik 1995,
languages have either a featural or affixal Infl. English has a 'hybrid' system; modals and auxiliaries realize a featural I and 3rd sg [-s]
realize an affixal Infl. We argue that some children may initially set the parameter to featural I, even for lexical verbs, hence 1c and 1d.
On this account, omissions as in 1a reflect parameter setting that is not yet stable.
Graciela Tesan (University of Maryland-College Park)
Rosalind Thornton (University of Maryland-College Park)
Acquiring VP ellipsis

Session 10

Recent construction-based accounts of language view the task of acquiring language as learning whole constructions on the basis of
the input and general cognitive mechanisms (Goldberg 2003), not on the basis of language-specific innate principles, as proposed in
the theory of universal grammar (e.g. Chomsky 1981, 1995). On a construction-based theory, children should monitor
question/answer pairs in the discourse. Since the full answer in 1c is redundant, children, like adults, should initially use simple,
unelaborated 'Yes' answers like 1a or truncated answers like '(Yes) He does' as in 1b, once they have acquired do- support. Few answers
like 1c are expected.
(1)
Does he like bananas?
a. Yes
b.! (Yes) He does
c.!!!(Yes) He likes bananas (non-emphatic)
Our longitudinal investigation analyzes two children's answers to Yes/No questions (SL 1;11- 2;8 and CW 2;0-2;8). The main finding
is that neither child's answers reflects the adult input. SL acquired do- support but consistently produced full answers like 1c. CW
produced short answers but licensed VP ellipsis with nonadult morphological licensors (Lobeck 1995) “He's not instead of He doesn't.
In both cases, children appear to be mapping their grammatical knowledge onto the input, not the reverse.
Margaret Thomas (Boston College)
Session 39
Two proposals for the role of general grammar in education: Eighteenth-century French idéologues & contemporary generativists
Most western discourse justifying the study of language--as opposed to the study of particular languages, native or nonnative to the
learner--has concentrated on its purported benefits intrinsic to language itself. That is, study of language has mostly been valued as a
means of increasing students' linguistic self-consciousness and therefore of enhancing their skills in speech or writing. This
presentation examines two proposals outside that mainstream tradition, both of which assert extra-linguistic value to the study of
language. The idéologues of revolutionary France, especially Destutt de Tracy (1754-1836), advocated that grammaire générale be
installed in the school curriculum under the rubric of the ideological, moral, and political sciences. Tracy depicted grammaire générale
as the essential human science which prepares students for social life and brings them to understand society as 'both a harmonious and
rational organization' (Chevalier 1972). Late 20th-century generative grammarians have also advocated the value of the study of
language in public education. O'Neil and Honda (1993, 1994) argue that students can be led to a sophisticated appreciation of scientific
method by exposure to the methods linguists employ. Idéologues and generativists have similarly extrapolated the benefits of study of
language beyond the domain of language itself.
Lucy Thomason (Smithsonian Institution)
Two proximates per clause in Meskwaki

Session 57

Meskwaki, like other Algonquian languages, makes a distinction between proximate (or 'nearest') and obviative (or 'remote') third
persons. Meskwaki narrative typically permits at most one proximate entity per clause. We examine cases in which narrators
accidentally or deliberately violate this general rule. The cases fall into three clear classes: (1) misalignments between participles and
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verbs, due to narrator error and/or due to strong competition for proximate status; (2) proximate possessors and proximate subjects of
locative particles that are 'invisible' to the marking of the rest of the clause; (3) third-person-possessed obviatives that agree as if they
were proximate. We discuss the implications that the existence, distribution, and frequency of these types of exceptions have for
Meskwaki system of proximate and obviative marking as a whole.
Ellen Thompson (Florida International University)
The structure of verbal inflection: Evidence from speech errors

Session 4

Lasnik 1995 argues that main verbs in English are derivationally constructed out of syntactically separate stem and affix while
(inflected) auxiliary verbs form a single lexical unit. We provide evidence for this claim from spontaneous speech errors. Observe that
an irregular main verb may appear in speech errors as a regular form:
(1)
the last I knew about that
the last I knowed about that
We do not observe similar errors with auxiliary verbs. We can account for 1 by claiming that the derivation is accessed before the verb
and inflection have become a unit. We thus predict that auxiliaries do not appear in this error pattern; there is no point at which the
auxiliary and inflection are separate units. Main verbs may switch position (2a), with the inflectional material of each verb stranded.
The inflectional item itself may move from a main verb to another verb (2b).
(2)
a. We've learned to love mountains
We've loved to learn mountains
b. if she wants to come here...
if she want to comes here
Since these errors involve separation of stem and affix, it is correctly predicted that auxiliary verbs do not appear in these error patterns.
Robin Thompson (University of California-San Diego/Salk Institute)
Karen Emmorey (Salk Institute)
Learning to look: Eye gaze during ASL verb production by native & nonnative signers

Session 11

The grammatical use of eyegaze to mark linguistic structure is unique to signed languages. We used head-mounted eye-tracking to
directly measure signers' eyegaze while producing ASL verbs. Our previous research indicated that Deaf native signers show eyegaze
agreement with the syntactic object for agreeing verbs and with the locative argument for spatial verbs. However, gaze was toward the
addressee for plain verbs. We therefore proposed an analysis of eyegaze agreement as marking only arguments of an agreeing or spatial
verb according to the following hierarchy: locative>indirect object>direct object. In this new study, we investigated gaze direction
during spoken English verb production and during sign production for late-learners of ASL. Results indicated speakers rarely varied
eyegaze when producing English verbs, directing their gaze primarily toward the addressee. Novice signers also gazed toward their
addressee when producing ASL verbs, but less than speakers. Fluent ASL late-learners followed eyegaze patterns we observed for
native signers (although less consistently), replicating our previous results. Our results indicate that linguistic use of eyegaze does not
occur 'naturally' but must be learned. We conclude that although such eyegaze behavior is not intrinsic to human communication, it is
nonetheless recruited to mark agreement within a natural cross-linguistic hierarchy.
Harold Torrence (University of California-Los Angeles)
Clefting subjects & nonsubjects in Wolof

Session 16

We analyze the differences between clefted subjects and nonsubjects in Wolof, a West Atlantic language, as resulting from nonsubjects
undergoing A'-movement in an embedded TP. There are three differences between the two types of clefts. First, a clefted nonsubject
must co-occur with an expletive. Second, a clefted subject cannot occur with the expletive (unlike English). Third, in a subject cleft,
the subject must precede an -a- morpheme while in the nonsubject cleft, the subject may precede or follow -a-. We analyze these
asymmetries by claiming that -a- is a raising predicate that attracts a DP and takes a TP complement. When the subject is [+Focus], it
is attracted by -a-. But, when a nonsubject is [+Focus], it cannot remerge as the specifier of -a-, an A-position. Instead, the expletive
is inserted. At the same time, a subject cannot raise to -a- when a nonsubject is focused either. This follows if the focused nonsubject
first makes an A'-movement step in the embedded TP which raises it higher than the subject. When -a- merges, there is a DP
intervening between it and the subject, blocking subject movement to the specifier of -a-.
Ken Tucker (Carleton University)
Forenames & surnames from the 1881 UK Census

Session 35

The 1881 UK Census as transcribed by the Church of Latter Day Saints and held at the UK Data Archive offers a rare opportunity to
look at the distribution of the forenames and surnames of some 26 million people; the data constitute not a sample but the whole.
Males and females are represented equally, allowing direct comparisons of male and female forenaming patterns and male to female
ratios which in turn allows the promise of identifying unisex forenames, surnames likely headed for extinction, and comparing
the
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popularity of initial letter of the forenames chosen for the sexes. We briefly describe the issues arising from the data and their
provenance, then develop the frequency distributions for male forenames, female forenames, and surnames. These distributions are
represented graphically, including all-frequencies plots and occupied frequencies plots. The most popular types in each of the groups
are tabulated, as are the most popular forename couples such as the form 'Mary Jane'.
Siri G. Tuttle (Alaska Native Language Center)
Contour segments & fortition in Tanacross Athabaskan

Session 56

Stem-initial position in Athabaskan verbs and nouns is an environment for fortition. Fortition takes the form of phonetic consonant
strengthening in a number of these languages (Tuttle forthcoming), and in some cases such strengthening is lexicalized. This position
is also the most densely featured position in Athabaskan morphology. The question is: How does fortition, both synchronic and
diachronic, relate to the parsing of featural contrasts? We propose that the creation of contour segments can fulfill the requirements of
both fortition and featural contrast. The case to be considered is that of the Alaskan Athabascan language Tanacross, in which two
kinds of contour segments have developed only in stem-initial position. Phonemically voiced fricatives are 'semi-voiced' ([z]~[sz]
(Holton 2001). In addition, *n>nd at the beginning of a stem (Holton 2000: 57) while the reflex of *n is purely sonorant elsewhere.
Featural contrasts are thus preserved (voicing and nasalization parsed in the case of the proto-nasal, voicing and lowered frication
intensity in the fricatives) while effects of fortition are also displayed (obstruency in the prenasalized stop, voicelessness in the
fricatives). The development of a contour segment seems to fulfill the same function in both cases although the consonant sets and
their featural distinctions differ, as well as the phonetic expression of fortition. We propose that constraints on feature parsing and on
syllable-initial consonants both refer directly to the stem in this language and that contour segment development is a reaction to the
high and relative ranking of these two constraint types.
Alina Twist (University of Arizona)
Maltese quadriliteral verb formation

Session 8

We unify the account of Maltese quadriliteral verb formation. Previous descriptions of these verbs include full reduplication, segment
addition, and single segment copying as observed but unpredictable strategies (Sutcliffe 1936; Aquilina 1959, 1995). Our analysis
uses syllable contact and assimilation pressures to correctly predict the shape of quadriliteral forms.
(1)
Examples of Maltese quadriliteral verbs
Root
Quadriliteral
Gloss
a. h t l
hawtel *hatel
he bestirred himself/outwitted
b. f r
farfar
he brushed (dust)
c. s n l
sensel *selsel
he strung together
c'. s l
sensel *selsel
he strung together
d. d n l
dendel *deldel he dangled
d'. d l
dendel *deldel he dangled
To fulfill the quadriliteral template, triradical bases add a sonorant radical (1a). Biradical roots (1b) undergo full reduplication. A third
pattern (1c, 1d) has been described as copying the first consonant of a triradical root (Sutcliffe 1936, Aquilina 1959). These forms
truly result from syllable contact constraints (Gouskova 2001) and idiosyncratic assimilation properties of /l/ (Aquilina 1995) acting
on cases of full reduplication of biradical roots (1c', 1d'). We describe the anomalous forms and predict the sonorant additions to
triradicals, thus showing that the same constraints can account for all quadriliteral forms.
Saeko Urushibara (University of Kitakyushu)
Syntactic licensing of progressive & perfect: English & two dialects of Japanese

Session 4

We show the interaction of syntax and semantics with respect to how certain aspectual properties are licensed. Comparing English and
two dialects of Japanese, we first propose that the telicity of verbs is characterized by a [± bound] feature for the initial and terminal
points of eventuality (Ritter & Rosen 2000, among others). Second, there is a mapping relation between such specification of verbal
heads and the syntactic structure. Specifically, following Ritter and Rosen, we posit two functional projections FP-init(iator) and FPdelim(iter) above and below TP. FP-init denotes a syntactic representation of event initiation and FP-delim, event delimitation. They
are licensed by a [+bound] specification for the initial and terminal points respectively. Each head is responsible for the availability of
progressive and perfect readings. These mechanisms explain the canonical patterns in English, standard Japanese (SD), and the Hakata
dialect (HD).
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Margot van den Berg (University of Amsterdam/Purdue University)
Jacques Arends (University of Amsterdam)
A complement to complementation in early Sranan & Saramaccan

Session 43

We investigate complementation in 18th-century Sranan and Saramaccan as well as contemporary Ndyuka. While Plag (1993), in his
diachronic study of complementation in Sranan, focuses on the complementizers, our focus is the complement-taking predicates
(CTPs). Based on Noonan's (1985) CTP classification, we present an outline and an analysis of these predicates as they occur in
several types of 18th-century sources, such as Schumann's dictionary (1783), Van Dyk's language manual (ca. 1765), and the recently
discovered Sranan version of the Saramaka Peace Treaty (1762). We compare our findings for Sranan with those for the Suriname
Maroon Creoles, Ndyuka, and Saramaccan, with which it is historically related. In order to do so, we performed a more detailed
analysis of the early Saramaccan manuscripts that were investigated earlier in Arends 1998. We use the results of both analyses to
evaluate the hypothesis that the emergence of Sranan was a gradual process taking place during the 18th century.
Bert Vaux (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Explaining vowel systems: Dispersion theory vs evolution

Session 5

Dispersion theory (DT) asserts that the structure of phonological inventories can be derived from functional principles such as
'minimize effort' and 'maximize contrast'. We demonstrate that none of the leading forms of DT (e.g. Liljencrants & Lindblom 1972,
Flemming 1995) can be maintained. For instance, vowels and vowel systems do not necessarily disperse equally in phonetic space
(notably in dialects with identical inventories), may contain unexpected gaps, and may consistently favor one system over an equallydispersed competitor. DT also requires that unbalanced systems like {u o} be unlearnable, which is shown to be incorrect by the
existence of unbalanced inventories, and requires the phonological component to contain only surface forms, which has been shown by
Kiparsky 2000 to be untenable. The structure of vowel systems is an evolutionary problem, not a synchronic one. The reason that
vowels and vowel systems show certain cross-linguistic tendencies is Darwinian: More dispersed systems are easier to learn than less
dispersed ones. The reason that these are only tendencies is that idiosyncracies of history intrude; the synchronic phonology must be
able to accommodate these. Building these dynamics into synchronic grammars via functional constraints would be redundant and
obscures the actual driving force.
Veronica Vázquez Soto (Universidad Nacional Autónoma-México)
Property concepts in Cora (Uto-Aztecan)

Session 55

We deal with the general issue of the lexical classification of property concepts in Cora, a Uto-Aztecan language spoken by around
16,000 people in northern Mexico in the state of Nayarit. Previous studies had classified Cora as an adjective language (Casad 1984).
Our study instead argues that property concepts in Cora belong to the major lexical class of verbs, in particular to a subclass of stative
verbs. Conclusive evidence for this claim is provided by the behavior of property concepts in attributive or modification constructions
as well as in predicative constructions. For instance, in attributive constructions, property concepts require obligatorily to be
expressed grammatically by means of a relative clause, as in 1:
(1)
[mi-ra-tú?u-ni]
mí
ni-tasí
ti
kí-titi/i
S1SG-PO2SG-take-IRR
ART POSS1SG-blanket SBR3SG NEG-long
'I am going to take it, my short blanket.' (lit. not-long)
If property concepts in this language are used in simple predications, no further measures such as a copula are required, as shown in 2:
(2)
í
yi:ci héhkwa
ART dress new
'The dress is new.'
Some of the literature on lexical classes (Lehmann 1987), in particular about property concepts, had argued that if an attributive use of
a property concept requires further measures, such as the formation of a relative clause, and the predicative use is expressed
grammatically without a copula, these facts suggest that property concepts in the language in question should be classified as verbs.
This seems to be the case in Cora as we have tried to show in 1 and 2. An additional interesting fact in this language is the variety of
constructions used for predication of a noun in contrast with the predication of a property concept. These cases range from a simple
juxta position as in 2 to cases in which the use of a personal second position clitic is required or inhibited and also instances in which
an existential copula is observed. These facts lead to the conclusion that the diagnostic of predicative use is very complex in Cora and
should be treated in more detail to understand the nature of languages where property concepts are classified grammatically as part of
the verbal class.
Joshua Viau (Northwestern University)
On the production & perception of derived French clusters following schwa deletion

Session 19

In conversational French, schwa is typically deleted following a single postboundary consonant. This occasionally yields forms which
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differ minimally from forms with underlying clusters, e.g. bas r(e)trouvé 'stocking rediscovered' vs 'bar trouvé 'bar found'. Previous
work has established that acoustic distinctions between comparable derived and underlying clusters are preserved during production; the
influence of a deleted schwa is evident on neighboring segments (Rialland 1986, Fougeron & Steriade 1997, Barnes & Kavitskaya
2002). We replicate this finding for three clusters--[dr], [rp], and [rk]--with eight speakers and then extend it, showing that such
distinctions are ignored in speech perception. Twelve French listeners performed a forced-choice task during which they heard pseudorandomized sequences of the types C1(schwa)C2 (bas r(e)trouvé), C1schwaC2 (bas retrouvé), and C1C2 (bar trouvé) without sentential
context; subjects had to identify which of two sentences with different meanings they were taken from. Results showed that stimuli
with schwa deletion were consistently misidentified as underlying clusters despite durational cues to underlying structure (32% correct);
sequences with full schwa or underlying clusters were identified correctly (90% and 83% correct, respectively). To the French ear, if
not to the French tongue, lexical distinctions are neutralized as a consequence of schwa deletion.
Laura Wagner (Wellesley College)
Children's early use of transitivity as a cue to telicity

Session 6

The lexical aspect distinction of telicity correlates, though not perfectly, with the syntactic distinction between transitive (typically
telic) and intransitive (typically atelic) (cf. Hopper & Thompson 1980). The studies we report investigated whether children can use
the transitivity correlation to help them identify telicity semantics. Children aged 2-5 were shown animated movies and asked to count
the events portrayed under either telic or atelic descriptions. The descriptions systematically and independently manipulated both the
transitivity and the telicity of the predicates. The results showed that: (1) Children at all ages understood the telic and atelic predicates
well enough overall to significantly change their counting criteria appropriately for the event descriptions. (2) All children showed a
general bias for the temporal-break endings, echoing previous findings with children's individuation of objects. (3) Two-year-olds
apparently expect all transitive sentences to have telic meaning, outperforming the older children with transitive sentences having telic
meaning (the girl paints a flower) but performing worse with transitive sentences having atelic meaning (the dog pushes a ball). These
results suggest that telicity is an important organizing force in early language acquisition and that children are sensitive to structural
regularities in its marking.
David J. Weber (CILTA, Peru/SIL International/University of North Dakota)
Site of attachment in Quechua & Bora

Session 65

In English a horse is tied (tethered) 'to' a tree whereas in Huallaga (Huánuco) Quechua it is tied 'from' a tree. These are instances of a
category 'site of attachment' which--we claim--is a type of endpoint of a trajectory. In Quechua, sites of attachment are marked by the
ablative case. The same is true for Bora (a Witotoan language spoken in Peru and Colombia). We illustrate a range of cases in both
Quechua and Bora and evaluate one justification for the use of ablative case in terms of force dynamics.
Andrew Wedel (University of Arizona)
Agent-based modeling of patterns in lexical contrast

Session 15

Phonological systems exhibit constrained contrast in two ways: Phonologies exhibit only a subset of cross-linguistically attested
contrasts, and cross-linguistically 'marked' elements tend to occur less frequently in the lexicon than 'unmarked' elements (Frisch
1996). We present evidence that these patterns can be accounted for diachronically through indirect selection over phonetic variants (cf.
Lindblom 1986). Our work is based on the assumptions that: (1) Lexical categories are richly specified for phonetic detail that can be
updated through experience (Pierrehumbert 2001); (2) a perceived utterance updates the content of a lexical category only if it is
identified as an example of that lexical category (Pierrehumbert 2001); and (3) lexical categories can influence each others' production
in proportion to phonological similarity (Burzio 2001). The ramifications of these assumptions are explored using computer
simulation of a communicating speaker/hearer pair. Without influence of phonological similarity, categories evolve 'gratuitous
contrast', ranging over the available contrast space provided. When phonological similarity influences production, lexical categories
evolve to share sequences while preserving adequate contrast. Finally, when biases against certain feature combinations are introduced,
lexical categories evolve to avoid these 'marked' elements, modulo maintenance of contrast. When used, marked elements appear at a
lower frequency than 'unmarked' elements.
William F. Weigel (University of California-Berkeley)
Yokuts obliques

Session 63

The treatment of grammatical relations in the existing literature on Yokuts languages is quite cursory, especially in the area of noncore
arguments or adjuncts. We analyze several such thematic types (including comitatives, instruments, and locations) that are of
typological or theoretical interest, using textual material collected throughout the 20th century. Comitatives are encoded by two
distinct comitative-applicative constructions: Both exhibit typical applicative characteristics, except that one of the constructions is
probably unique typologically in that it is marked by a free auxiliary rather than a bound morpheme. Instruments sometimes appear in
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what resembles a serial verb construction but are also often encoded by secondary objective case. The latter construction involves a
typologically peculiar argument alignment and suggests (when considered with other facts about the language) a novel
conceptualization of the role of instruments in event structure in these languages. Locations and destinations appear either in locative
case or in primary objective case in goal-applicative constructions. While this alternation sometimes has the expected discourse
function, uses of the applicative in this context often exhibit a strongly formulaic component.
Julia C. Weisenberg (University at Stony Brook-State University of New York/State University of New
York-Suffolk Community)
Simultaneous code-mixing in American Sign Language interpretation

Session 3

We examine the morphosyntactic patterns of code-mixing collected from an experiment on American Sign Language (ASL)
interpreters.! While spoken language code-mixing is a sequential process, a form of simultaneous code-mixing exists which has
received little attention (but Davis 1989, Lucas & Valli 1989). Interpreters visually represent English on their mouths while
simultaneously articulating ASL on their hands. Subjects were asked to interpret spoken English into sign language in simulated
contexts. The sociolinguistic background of the Deaf consumer and the topic were manipulated for each. Results demonstrate that
cultural affiliation and topic difficulty affect the frequency of mixes and that under a matrix-language frame model (Myers-Scotten
1993), theories of government (DiSciullo, Muysten, & Singh 1986) must be revised to account for this unique type of code-mixing.
Pauline Welby (L'Institut de la Communication Parlée/Institut National de Grenoble/CNRS UMR 5009/
Université Stendhal de Grenoble /Ohio State University)
French tonal alignment & its contribution to speech segmentation

Session 17

French intonation is characterized by an obligatory fundamental frequency (f0) rise on the last syllable of a phrase (1a) and an optional
early rise occuring somewhere before the late rise (1b). There is no meaning difference between the two pronunciations.
(1)
a. Le gamin SAGE est allé à l'école.
b. Le GAmin SAGE est allé à l'école.
'The good kid went to school.'
A production experiment examined the structure and text-to-tune alignment of these rises. A main finding was that the low starting
point of the early rise was consistently located at the function word-content word boundary (e.g. le | GAmin SAGE). There was also
sometimes an f0 elbow at that boundary, even in the absence of a following rise. Three perception experiments examined whether the
early rise and f0 elbow serve as cues to content word beginnings. Natural speech was recorded and f0 manipulated through PSOLA
resynthesis. Participants listened to real words (Expt. 1) and syllable sequences forming nonwords (Expts. 2 and 3) and indicated what
they heard. As predicted, listeners were more likely to perceive content word beginnings in conditions with either an early rise or an
early f0 elbow aligned to the function word-content word boundary.
Jennifer Westerhaus (Troutman Sanders LLP)
Michael Adams (Albright College)
The 'look & sound of a surname' in American trademark law

Session 33

American law discourages trademark registration of words that look and sound like surnames, yet some surnames are trademarks or
parts thereof. The controlling issue in determining whether a mark is 'primarily merely a surname' is its primary significance to the
purchasing public; but several factors contribute to this determination: (1) surname rareness; (2) personal relation to the surname; (3)
alternate meanings; (4) whether the mark has the structure and pronunciation of a surname; and (5) the mark's style. Thus, rarer,
semantically developed, transparently onomastic words have a better chance of trademark status: It is by no means easy to determine
what counts as the look and sound of a surname. Trademark law inadvertently promotes onomastic discrimination. Because the mass
of consumers easily identifies Western European surnames, those names are better protected from commercial appropriation. The 'look
and sound of a surname', after all, is culturally determined. As a result, the law both reflects and reinforces attitudes about what 'counts
as a surname and what doesn't.
Søren Wichmann (Max Planck Institute-Leipzig/University of Copenhagen)
Tlapanec as an active-stative language

Session 58

In the verbal morphology of the Oto-Manguean language Tlapanec, segmental affixes show straight ergative alignment for
monotransitive dipersonal predicates and split ergative alignment for ditransitive dipersonal predicates. In addition, tonal paradigms
mark different combinations of persons (in a nonsystematic albeit consistent manner). Finally, the language has two sets of verbal
markers distinguishing verbs that are generally agentive vs patientive. The verb categories behave semantically like the 'Lakhota type'
of Mithun 1991. For a few verbs there is 'fluid-S marking', but the semantic effects are not transparent to the analyst or apparent to
the speakers. Moreover, the two sets of verbal markers have little interaction with other grammatical processes, the one exception
being
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the reflexive, which triggers the presence of agentive markers. For these reasons, the marking of agentivity in the language has earlier
(Wichmann 1996) been analyzed as an essentially degrammaticalized category peripheral to the synchronic description of Tlapanec
grammar. We wish to rectify the status of Tlapanec as an active-stative (or 'agentive', etc.) language by arguing that it has
morphosyntactic features that may be concomitants of the active-stative type. For instance, Legendre and Rood 1992 shows that the
Lakhota reflexive triggers patientive marking, which is the opposite what happens in Tlapanec. Nevertheless, it may be possible to
relate both phenomena to the active-stative type. Klimov 1977 suggests that absence of a canonical passive is a correlate of activestative languages, and this is also characteristic of Tlapanec.
E. Rainbow Willard (University of California-Berkeley)
Dominance effects in a dialect of Mam Maya

Session 8

We present a novel pattern of phonological dominance from the San Ildefonso Ixtahuacán dialect of Mam Maya and discuss its
theoretical relevance to the existing literature on dominance effects. The Mam Maya pattern is unlike previously described patterns in
which dominant suffixes neutralize pitch or accent (Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Inkelas 1997, Poser 1984, among others). In Mam Maya
(England 1983), dominant suffixes neutralize vowel length in the base. Though at first glance this pattern may appear to be stressrelated, the alternations are independent of stress. This example not only shows that dominance may be a more general pattern than
previously thought but also provides an interesting data set with which to evaluate the previous theoretical literature on
morphologically conditioned phonological alternations.
Alexander Williams (University of Pennsylvania)
Intransitive resultatives & Igbo

Session 4

In English, many resultatives cannot be intransitive, e.g. 1. Rappaport, Hovav, and Levin 2001 propose to explain these cases with
2. Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995 take 1 to follow from a lexicalist encoding of verbal distributions. Yet Igbo data like 3-4 (Hale
et al. 1995) show that neither explanation succeeds. Example 3 describes two subevents and is nevertheless intransitive, falsifying 2.
And the contrast of 3 to 4 undermines the lexicalist premise that verbs will express the same requirements in resultatives as in simple
contexts. Igbo mandates a nonlexicalist theory, we argue, where the distribution of agents is stated over VPs rather than verbs
(Marantz 1984, Kratzer 1996). Here Igbo differs from English just in what class of VPs is licit without an agent subject. Igbo allows
any VP whose event can transpire without an animate agent, but English requires that the event can occur without any agent at all.
(1)
*My throat shouted hoarse.
(2)

There must be at least one argument XP in the syntax per subevent in the event structure.

(3)

Oba
a ku
-wa -ra
akuwa
gourd this strike -split -FACT BVC
'This gourd split as a result of striking.'

(4)

*Oba ahu ku
-ru
(aku)
gourd that strike -FACT (BVC)

Donald Winford (Ohio State University)
Reexamining relexification in creole formation

Session 47

We reexamine the relexification hypothesis of creole formation in the light of model of language contact proposed by van Coetsem
1988, 2000 and models of language production, e.g. Levelt 1989, that have been applied to bilingual contact phenomena (MyersScotton 2002) and second language acquisition (Pienemann 1999). Drawing on these models, we argue that the kinds of restructuring
of lexical entries found in borrowing are qualitatively different from those found in SLA, including creole formation. In borrowing,
imported lexical items are adapted fully to the RL grammar and differ only in phonological shape from equivalent RL items. We refer
to this kind of change as relexemization. In imposition, however, lexical entries are manipulated in ways that often produce new
lemmas associated with lexical items from the relevant RL (usually a target of acquisition). We refer to this process as relexicalization
(Talmy 1985). We argue that the term 'relexification' has been used to refer to both of these types of contact-induced change, leading
to some indeterminacy and inacccuracy in accounts of creole formation. We argue that relexicalization, not relexemization, played a
primary role in the creation of creole grammar. We illustrate the effects of relexicalization in the formation of Sranan Tongo, focusing
on serial veb constructions and tense/aspect categories. The approach adopted here provides a way of distinguishing the processes
involved in creole formation from those involved in the creation of other contact languages.
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Elizabeth Grace Winkler (University of Arizona)
Structural borrowing in Limonese Creole English

Session 52

Previous research has shown that borrowing into Limonese Creole English (LC) from Spanish has occurred because of the almost
complete bilingualism of younger generations of Afro-Costa Ricans (Winkler 1998). While this earlier research focused on lexical
borrowing, this study looks at structural borrowing and the extent to which it is occurring. According to Thomason and Kaufman
1988, certain conditions are necessary for widespread structural borrowing including high levels of community bilingualism over a
significant period of time--the situation in Limon. Currently, only the oldest members of the community and some individuals living
in isolated areas remain monolingual, and this population is rapidly dwindling. While we are not arguing that extensive structural
changes have occurred, some interesting structural changes seem to be underway. We look at three classes of structural borrowing in
LC--changes in word order, instances of null subject, and syntactic changes resulting from differences in subcategorization requirements
of borrowed Spanish words. For example, changes in noun/adjective word order reflect an adoption of Spanish rules in mixed language
phrases that has carried over, to a very limited extent, to LC-only utterances. Because these features are found throughout the speech of
the community, including those with limited or no ability in Spanish, it suggests that these are cases of borrowing rather than
codeswitching; however, that distinction becomes more and more difficult to assert as the number of monolingual speakers continues
to diminish.
Roy Wright-Tekastiaks (Marlboro College)
Acceptability judgment & extrinsic rule ordering in a missionary grammar

Session 64

In contemporary theory, linguistic competence entails acceptability judgment of utterances subject to the intuition of native speakers,
their Sprachgefuehl or ‘langue’. Thus, an adequate grammar must be able not only to generate such utterances but also to assign them
a degree of acceptability. The device most used today to designate such levels of acceptability judgment is a preceding asterisk or
question mark, marking some utterances (0.00) as unacceptable, others (0.75) as marginally acceptable, at least in nonstandard speech,
and still others (0.25, 0.50) as somewhere in between (judgments and conventions vary). These contrast with acceptable 'correct'
utterances (1.00), which are unmarked:
(0.00)
*dumbester, *erdumb *[I ben’t here.], *[are here I not.]
(0.25)
*? [more dumb] *? [I aren’t here.] (hypercorrect)
(0.50)
?? dumberer ?? [I isn’t here.] (folksy)
(0.75)
? [more dumber] ?[I ain’t here.]
(1.00)
dumber [I’m not here.]
Another generative device, extrinsic rule ordering, allows rules to be formulated in a maximally general way. In contrast, rules have an
intrinsic order when their environments are so specified that no alternative order would be possible. Both grammatical devices turn up
in a 17th-century grammar of Huron written by an anonymous missionary identifiable as Pierre J. M. Chaumonot, S.J. (1611-93).
The lost original is preserved today only in a 19th-century manuscript copy belonging to the Lande Canadiana Collection at McGill
University, where it was identified in 1969 as the basis of the flawed English translation published in 1831 by John Wilkie, notary and
amateur linguist (Wilkie 1831, Wright 1978). Of all missionary grammars seen, this Huron grammar is the first to cite nonoccurring,
unacceptable forms, whose sole purpose in the grammar is to give evidence of rule ordering by being contrasted with the 'correct'
acceptable forms. Even the correct forms may or may not occur in the extant corpus, thus showing that they were elicited to prove a
point. For any set of two rules, the pairwise ordering is evidenced by the contrast between the acceptable form, which results from the
application of the rules in the correct order, and the unacceptable form, from the incorrect (reverse) order. The environments of the
rules are usually maximally general, and no consideration is given to alternative formulations of any given rule.
Ming Xiang (Michigan State University)

Session 1

Negation on (in)definite events
We provide new evidence from Chinese negation to support the hypothesis that parallel to the indefinite/definite distinction in the
nominal domain, a similar distinction also exists in the verbal domain (Baker & Travis 1997, Iatridou 2002). Definite events are
single unique events, and indefinite events are not. Chinese has two negation markers, bu and mei. They are clearly different in the
following aspects: (1) Bu negates habitual events, and mei doesn't. (2) Bu negates stative predicates, and mei doesn't unless it has an
inchoative reading. (3) Mei negates events with existential perfect marker guo, and bu doesn't. (4) Bu negates future and volitional
events; mei doesn't. These facts are reminiscent of the discussion about Mohawk in Baker and Travis 1997. Following their analysis,
we suggest the difference between two negations are best characterized as reflecting the definiteness of the event. Definite events are
single unique events, and mei is used to negate them. Indefinite events, like indefinite DPs, are bound by the quantification operator
available in the environment, and bu is used to negate them.
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Malcah Yaeger-Dror (University of Arizona)
Lauren Hall-Lew (Boston University/Stanford University)!
Parameters of negative-prominence:! Gender, region, & dominance considerations

Session 25

!O'Shaughnessy and Allen 1983 found that not- negatives which presented 'new' information were significantly more likely to be pitch
prominent than those which did not.! In contrast, Yaeger-Dror et al 2003 showed that not- negatives used in political debates were
significantly more likely to be both morphologically and prosodically prominent than negatives in friendly conversations, although
not- negatives are less likely to provide 'new' information in debates.! In addition, prosodic prominence is least likely to occur on
remedial negatives in supportive conversations, even if they convey new information.! Since dominant speakers are more likely to
interrupt or disagree, it seems appropriate to consider whether presumably dominant speakers are more likely to use prominent notnegations in remedial settings.! We use data from three large corpora of spoken American English to determine the relative importance
of these three factors to the prominence of not- negation:! We compared the Kennedy-Nixon political debates with both friendly and
adversarial conversations between Kennedy or Nixon and some third party, as well as with a much larger and more recent LDC corpus
of friendly conversations.! We found that speaker-gender and region influence not- negation prosodic choices significantly, but not in
the expected direction.
Kasumi Yamamoto (Williams College)
Production vs comprehension in the acquisition of Japanese numeral classifiers

Session 3

We studied the acquisition of Japanese numeral classifiers by Japanese young children ages 3-8 in production and ages 3-6 in
comprehension. Cross-linguistically, research suggests that children acquire syntactic construction of numeral classifier phrases as
young as age 2, but the acquisition of an adult-like semantic system awaits fruition until mid-childhood. Our study showed that in
production, children’s repertoire was limited to three types of general classifiers that satisfy an immediate need to classify major
ontological categories such as animal, human, and inanimate objects. However, children displayed a greater sensitivity by identifying
specific classifiers with comprehension tasks given strong contrasts among the triads of stimuli pictures. !A tacit assumption is that
comprehension precedes production from several months to a year. They came into close alignment by age 6 for general classifiers,
but for specific classifiers the wide gap remains. Thus, the onset of semantic acquisition is much earlier than previously thought.!
Moreover, children seem to grasp broader and more abstract categories early in acquisition, then gradually master more specific
subclasses, which is consistent with the findings in other areas of categorical development.
Charles D. Yang (Yale University)
Constraints on statistical learning in word segmentation

Session 15

Saffran et al. have established infants' ability to use statistical learning (SL) for word segmentation in an artificial language. To
explore the power and limitation of SL, we constructed a computational model of word segmentation that ran on phonemically
transcribed child-directed speech. We found significant problems with Saffran et al.'s SL mechanism that relies on local minima in
transitional probabilities (TP) over adjacent syllables. To extract words, a TP at word boundaries must be lower than its neighbors; it
is obvious that this can't work for a sequence of monosyllabic words where a space must be postulated for every syllable so there is no
local minima to speak of. And many utterances in English consist of monosyllabic words. However, if the learner limits the search
for local minima to the window between two primary stresses--assuming they know innately that a word contains only one primary
stress--SL can achieve impressive segmentation results. Statistical learning is powerful, but it also requires innate knowledge of and
constraints on linguistic structures to be effective.
Dong-Whee Yang (Seoul National University/Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Scrambling, interpretive complex, & cyclic spell-out

Session 16

Given some motivation for an extended theory of interpretive complex (Chomsky 2001) to the effect that the strong interpretive
complex like focus is assigned to the edge of a phase (=Spec-C/v) whereas the weak interpretive complex like specificity is assigned to
a non-phase-edge Spec, long-distance scrambling is to be a movement to a phase edge whereas clause-internal scrambling is not. Now
whenever long-distance scrambling reaches Spec-C/v, the complement TP/VP is cyclically spelled-out/transferred for phonetic/semantic
interpretation, being separated from the long-distance-scrambled element positioned in the edge of the phase. Thus, the copy trace left
within the cyclically-spelled-out complement is to be used in place of the scrambled element, if necessary for the semantic
interpretation, which amounts to the reconstruction effects. The motivation of this mechanism of reconstruction effects has the
following three merits. First, it naturally solves the puzzle of reconstruction with respect to long-distance scrambling. Second, it
naturally accounts for the correlation between focality and reconstruction effects in scrambling across languages. Third, it eliminates
various constraints on reconstruction by letting the property of the interpretation being applied decide whether the copy race left within
the cyclically-spelled-out complement of the phase head is to be used or not for the interpretation.
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Butsakorn Yodkamlue (University of South Carolina)
A new look at quantifier 'float' in Thai: A classifier phrase analysis

Session 16

We propose that in Thai, when measure and classifier phrases (ClassPs) appear nonadjacent and to the right of the head noun, as in 1,
they involve movement of the DP out of its selecting classifier phrase, in the manner of Sportiche 1988.
(1)
[dèk
chàlàat níi]i "" " p ai ro_rian [ti s_am khon]
children clever these go school three clf
'Three of these clever children go to school.'
ClassPs have two interpretations--cardinal reading when the ClassP is inside DP as shown in 2, and a partitive reading when the
ClassP is outside DP and takes DP as a complement, as in 3.
(2)
[DP [ClassP [NP dèk chàlàat ] s_am khon ] níi ]
(3)
[ClassP [DP dèk chàlàat níi ] s_sam khon ]
The analysis in 1 is motivated by the fact that sentence final ClassPs only have the partitive interpretation associated with 3, and 1 has
the derivation shown in 4.
(4)
[ [DP dèk chàlàat níi]i paji rongriank [vP[ClassP ei s_am khon] [vp e j e k]]]
The ClassP analysis thus provides a better account of the syntactic and semantic behavior of 'quantifier float' in Thai.
Alan C. L. Yu (University of Chicago)
Reduplication in English Homeric infixation

Session 13

In the base-reduplicant correspondence theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995) reduplication is induced by the presence of an abstract RED
morpheme (i.e. morphological reduplication). Based on novel evidence from English Homeric infixation, e.g. saxophone/saxo-maphone (infixation without reduplication); oboe/oba-ma-boe (infixation with reduplication), we argue that reduplication can be induced
by purely prosodic or phonological factors as well (i.e. reduplication without RED) and propose to account for such patterns of
phonological reduplication in terms of surface segmental correspondence (Rose & Walker 2001, Hansson 2002).
Etsuyo Yuasa (Ohio State University)
Pseudo-independent clause: Constructional mismatch in syntax & semantics

Session 22

We examine what we call the 'pseudo-independent clause' in Japanese. First, although the pseudo-independent clause syntactically
resembles normal independent clauses, we argue that it should be considered as a subordinate (restrictive relative) clause in semantics:
(1) The construction excludes performative adverbs. (2) The reflexive pronoun zibun can be interpreted as a variable bound by a
quantifier in another clause. (3) The tense in the construction is determined in relation to the tense in another clause. Second, we
show that there is a mismatch construction that is semantically independent and syntactically subordinate, the opposite of the pseudoindependent clause. Third, we propose that the notion of independence can be applied to syntax and semantics separately.
Furthermore, in order to generalize and systematically explain syntax-semantics mismatches, we propose to incorporate the notion of
'construction' from construction grammar! (Fillmore, Kay, & O'Connor 1988; Kay & Fillmore 1999; Lakoff 1987; Goldberg 1995).!
We demonstrate that the cases examined here are instances of constructional mismatches where the syntactic representation of one
prototypical construction is paired with the semantic representation of another prototypical construction.!
Roberto Zavala Maldonado (CIESAS-México/University of Texas-Austin)
Adjectives in Olutec (Mixean)

Session 55

Olutec has a morphosyntactically distinct adjective word class. The adjective class includes a large number of members with clear
specific morphological and syntactic properties which are not shared by nouns or verbs. Among the distinctive morphological
properties that are unique to the class of adjectives are: (1) adjectival plural marker, -ta:k7; (2) adjectival diminutive marker -chik-na7;
and (3) adjectival augmentative marker, matz-na7. Unlike nouns and verbs, adjective roots reduplicate to express intensity, katzutz
'sour' vs katzutz katzutz 'very sour'. Adjectives may function as modifiers in two slots--preceding or following the nouns. In
prenominal position (1), adjectives appear unmarked whereas in postnominal position (2), they appear marked as relative clauses.
(1)
pa7k kafet
'sweet coffee'
(2)
kafet ø-pa7k-aj
'coffee that is sweet'
sweet coffee
coffee ABS3-sweet-REL
The postnominal slot and its syntax is also shared by verbs and nouns functioning as relative clauses. Adjective roots in predicative
function may take subject pronominal markers, (3), but cannot take TAM markers without being first derived as verbs, (4), or appear
in a complex structure preceeding an existential copula, (5):
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(3)
s e mmi=ka:=7oya
e
(4)
je7 mo:k
very ABS2=NEG=good
IRREALIS that corn

ta=7oya-7i:y7-u

(5)

7oya

ABS1-good-INCHOATIVE-COMPLETIVE

7i=7it-an
goodABS3=exist-

Adjectives also function as secondary predicates in both analytic and synthetic constructions. Our aim is to describe the main
properties of the adjective word class, show the semantic areas covered by the adjective roots, and also show how canonical nouns and
verbs can be adscribed to this class.
Fernando Zúñiga (University of Leipzig)
The expression of 'path' in Mapudungun

Session 66

In Mapudungun, an indigenous language of Chile and Argentina, motion verb roots conflate motion and path like most Romance
languages, have a deictic orientation similar to the one found in Spanish, can be used as elements of complex predicate stems in order
to convey direction, and lexicalize some other ground/path properties. The default nominal marking consists of the postposition mew,
which fulfills a function that is syntactic rather than semantic. Whether an explicit referent is to be understood as source or goal is
determined, depending on the particular verb, by a preferred or even lexicalized role orientation, by the semantics of the NP, or by
context. As a consequence, source and goal are not expressed in the same clause in Mapudungun.
Kie Zuraw (University of California-Los Angeles)
Bayesian inference in undoing neutralization: An experimental investigation of Tagalog nasal substitution
WITHDRAWN
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Session 15

ADDENDUM
Michael Adams (Albright College)
African American English syntax in a historical dictionary of African American English

Session 27

Historical dictionaries describe syntax by means of part of speech labels and illustrative quotations--the quotations shoulder the burden
of representing the complicated relations of lexicon and syntax. One might question whether traditional means will adequately describe
such relations in any future historical dictionary of African American English, especially if such a dictionary would serve both
scholarly and lay users. Certain features of AAE immediately come to mind in this context, including copula deletion and aspectual
uses of be, done, steady, and come. Should syntactical issues like these be discussed in front matter rather than indicated in entries? If
indicated in entries, would description appropriate to an audience of various expertise require encyclopedic commentary, a system of
labeling, or different handling of collecting and selecting illustrative quotations, or some combination of all of these? And what effects
would such decisions about presentation have on the texture of entries and their consequent uses? Every vocabulary makes unique
demands on the historical dictionary that tries to describe it; every historical dictionary faces constraints imposed by the vocabulary in
question, constraints that influence scope and method, staffing and cost, and the look and feel of the lexicographical product.
H. Samy Alim (Duke University)
Session 30
Combat, consciousness, & the cultural politics of communication: Reversing the dominating discourse on language by empowering
linguistically profiled & marginalized groups
I mean, I think the thing that teachers work with, or combat the most at Haven High, is definitely like issues with standard English
versus vernacular English.
-- Teacher at Haven High in Sunnyside, USA (2003)
Most scholarly discussions about changing the language attitudes of students--which are often viewed by linguists to be prescriptive
and sometimes discriminatory--address ways that applied linguistic knowledge can reverse the deeply-entrenched set of folk linguistic
mythologies and ideologies of language that students hold about other people's language. While it is true that most members of
American society (even some linguists are not immune) have purchased and are deeply, if unconsciously, invested in the hegemony of
'standard English' (DeBose in press), we focus specifically on pedagogical approaches that empower linguistically profiled (Baugh
2003) and marginalized groups. A cultural politics approach to communication recognizes that constructs such as 'standard English',
'academic English', and 'academic language', are mapped socially onto White, middle class, male ways of speaking, empowering these
norms by the very act of rendering them invisible. The pedagogical approaches we present transform the invisible into the visible, i.e.
they attempt to reverse the dominating discourse on language by raising the communicative consciousness of groups that are often
controlled socially and economically, in part, by restricted access to White linguistic norms. We argue that linguists and educators are
obligated to present the current social and linguistic reality to students who are economically, politically, and culturally subjugated in
whitestream institutions (Urrieta 2003). To this end, we present several pedagogical approaches, including
• Language in My Life project
• Real Talk project
• Hiphopography: The Ethnography of Hip Hop Culture & Communication
• Linguistic Profiling in the Classroom
Erica Benson (University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire)
Teaching about dialects in large classes: Uncover, confront, & engage

Session 30

Getting students to examine their long-held, often unconscious, beliefs about American dialects can be a challenge in small classes and
may seem like an impossible task in large classes. In large classes, instructors simply do not have the opportunity to individually
interact with students as they do in small classes. How then do we reach students in large classes? We introduce three activities that
we have used successfully in large classes to get students involved in uncovering their perceptions, confronting their prejudices, and
engaging in inquiry about language variation. Our first goal, uncovering students' beliefs about regional variation and their
perceptions about standard American English, is accomplished by having students complete map drawing and correctness and
pleasantness rating tasks designed by Preston (e.g. 1996). Our second goal, having students confront their beliefs head on, is
approached in the guise of a true/false quiz with questions exploring myths about standard and nonstandard dialects. Our third goal,
having students engage in inquiry about language variation and change, is realized via group projects that require students to interact
with texts and/or data on language variation. We include lists of potential group project topics and recommended resources."
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Jennifer Collins Bloomquist (Gettysburg College)
Session 26
Dialect differences in Central Pennsylvania: A sociohistorical account of regional dialect use & adaptation by African American
speakers in the Lower Susquehanna Valley!

When members of minority groups migrate to majority communities, their rates of assimilation (or nonassimilation) to the majority
culture are dependent on several factors including, but not limited to: (1) the degree of physical, social, and economic isolation
experienced by the migrants in their new location; (2) the history of the migration and ways in which the newcomers are received by
the members of the established community; and (3) the strength of the connection the migrants maintain to their former community.
We examine the sociohistorical acquisition and nonacquisition of the regional dialect by African Americans who are at least second
generation residents (i.e. natives) of Pennsylvania's Lower Susquehanna Valley (including Harrisburg, York, and Lancaster). Findings
show that the region's rural African Americans, who are physically isolated from large numbers of other African Americans, are in
frequent, close contact with whites, and are more likely to show effects of the regional dialect at accelerated rates and at different levels
than their urban peers.! African Americans in the cities of the Lower Susquehanna Valley are often closely connected to large African
American communities, have decreased rates of contact with non-African Americans, and are less likely to fully integrate elements of
the local lexicon (redd up) or syntactic patterns (the car needs washed), but show evidence of using regional phonology.!
Charles Boberg (McGill University)
The North American Regional Vocabulary Survey: New variables & methods for lexical dialectology

Session 28

North American dialectology faces two important challenges: the obsolescence of many established lexical variables and a concern
with descriptive details rather than with questions of broader significance. We address both challenges. We present the results of a new
dialect survey, focusing on lexical variables that have not appeared in previous research and on regional divisions within Canada and
between Canada and the United States. All of the variables have an obvious importance in modern life and help to demonstrate that
dialect variation remains a vital aspect of North American culture. We also examine two approaches to quantitative analysis which
allow variables and regional boundaries to be ranked in importance. One measures net variation; the other counts major isoglosses.
These show that Canada's regions have more in common with each other than with the United States. Within Canada, the most
important boundaries divide Quebec from Ontario and the Maritime provinces. A second-order boundary separates Newfoundland and
the Maritimes; and third-order boundaries separate Ontario, the Prairies, and British Columbia. These results contribute to our
understanding of Canadian English and to future studies of word geography, which may benefit from both the new variables and the
quantitative methods presented here.
David Bowie (University of Central Florida)
Linguistic behavior & social affiliation in an urbanizing community

Session 24

Southern Maryland has been undergoing rapid demographic change since World War II, and especially since the late 1960s. During
that time, the northern part of southern Maryland has changed from a collection of rural communities into an urbanized part of the
Washington-Baltimore metropolitan area. Speakers in the region exhibited /ay/-monophthongization in the early 20th century.
However, the monophthongal form is now in the final stages of being abandoned. Our study extends the analysis of /ay/monophthongization in southern Maryland by considering a social factor not previously considered: the degree to which speakers show
affiliation with the local community as opposed to other areas inside and outside of the Washington-Baltimore metropolitan area. We
found significant correlations between /ay/-monophthongization and local affiliation, particularly among individuals who grew up in
the quarter-century following World War II, while the region was experiencing its first considerable population growth since the late
18th century but before medium- and high-density development in the area took off. We offer possible explanations for the patterns
found, along with problems this finding poses for obtaining adequate samples for dialectological and sociolinguistic studies in areas
that have undergone relatively recent social and demographic changes.
Barry Cowan (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
Laurel Sutton (Catchword Brand Name Development/University of California-Berkeley)
Evolution of US corporate technology names in the 20th century

Session 32

Corporate names are no longer merely signifiers of the product, location, or founder of the company. Through the last century, the
style and content of corporate names in the U.S. has evolved in response to legal and ideological pressures, both internal and external.
We trace the change over time of corporate names in one category, technology, beginning with the 'high tech' industries of the early
1900s (telephone, electricity, business machines) and continuing through the dot-com bubble of the late 20th century. Using specific
examples, we show how, over time, corporate names have become more suggestive of attributes and metaphors for technologies and
how the naming envelope is continually pushed as the pool of available trademarks and domain names grows ever smaller. We show
the effects of globalization in naming patterns, specifically the use of non-Indo-European words, and discuss why it became
ideologically possible and acceptable for companies to use these kinds of names.
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Catherine Evans Davies (University of Alabama)
Dialect & the spread of country music: The case of "Alabama"

Session 23

We argue that the group Alabama's important role in the expanding popularity of country music is due partly to their selective use of
Southern dialect in their lyrics. Given that Southern accents seem to be a requirement within the genre, their North Alabama accents

lend a genre-specific regional quality to the music. In terms of grammar, there is a decrease over time in distinctively Southern
grammatical features along with a maintenance of general vernacular features. The argument is that the distinctively Southern
grammatical features are potentially more stigmatized for a wider audience whereas maintaining general vernacular features allows a
broader identification among other Americans. Consistent with this pattern at the level of lexicon there is verbal imagery focusing on
a positive notion of 'country' as part of a working class stance and the use of distinctively Southern lexical items and regional
expressions. At the level of discourse there is also an increase in intertextual allusions to important Southern cultural knowledge-signalling an increasing knowledge of Southern culture in the rest of the U.S. together with a sense of regional cultural pride. A
comparison of Alabama's early and more recent lyrics reveals a change in attitude from defensive to imperialistic.
Manuel Diaz-Campos (Indiana University)
J. Clancy Clements (Indiana University)
Mainland Spanish colonies & creole genesis: The Afro-Venezuelan area revisited

Session 49

McWhorter 2000 (p. 38) challenges the validity of the limited access model for creole genesis, noting that the mainland Spanish
colonies put in question a model which is crucial to current creole genesis. His thesis is that in the Spanish mainland colonies, the
disproportion between the black and white populations was enough for the emergence of a creole language in these areas.! We focus
specifically on one colony, that of Venezuela, and present sociohistorical and linguistic evidence that indicates that blacks had as much
or more access to Spanish there as they did in islands such as Cuba. The most important contribution of our study to the debate is the
discussion of the Spanish Crown monopolization of Spanish slave trade, which kept the black-white ratio relatively low in all Spanish
colonies until the end of the 18th century.! This, we argue, is a part of the puzzle that has been absent in the discussion of the
missing Spanish creoles.
Stephanie Durrleman (University of Geneva)
The syntax of topics, foci, & interrogatives in Jamaican Creole

Session 45

We examine topicalization, focalization, and interrogatives in Jamaican Creole (JC) and determine to what extent this language gives
evidence for an articulate left-periphery. Argument topicalization differs syntactically from fronted scene-setter modifiers by targeting a
higher position than the latter. Moreover, the data illustrate that argument topicalization occurs with a marker deh and a resumptive
clitic while adjunct topicalization does not. Scene-setters and topics precede focused elements as well as wh- elements. Focus
Movement is in complementary distribution with wh- movement. In addition, neither involves resumptive clitics, both yield weakcrossover effects (while topicalization does not), do not involve resumptive clitics, and both occur with the marker a. We argue
therefore that focus and wh- movement are subcases of an A' movement operation targeting [Spec,Focus/WhP]. We then analyze
focused predicates, like other elements in [Spec,FocP], as nominal constituents. We propose this analysis on the basis of the
observation that focused predicates cannot be modified by tense, mood, or aspect markers; they do not readily appear with their
complements; they can occur with a determiner; and they can be modified by adjectives. The hierarchy yielded by this examination of
the JC complementizer system is: Scene-Setter ModifierP > /TopicP > Focus/WhP.
Fernanda Ferreira (Bridgewater State College)
Pluralization strategies in Cape Verdean Creole & Brazilian Portuguese: A variationist approach

Session 44

We take a variationist approach to pluralization strategies in Cape Verdean Creole (CVC) and compare its results to data from Popular
Brazilian Portuguese (PBP). One of our aims is to show that quantitative analyses can add to the synchronic description of creole
languages. More generally, our study adds to the present discussion of creolization (DeGraff 1999, 2001), semi-creolization (Holm
1991), and language typology in general. Results from variable rule analyses indicate that mostly linguistic factors, as opposed to
social factors (albeit also important), are significant in the presence of the /s/ morpheme in CVC. Most determiners in the first
position were pluralized while most nouns in the second position very often were not, following the extensive description put forth by
Baptista 2002. Nouns preceded by numerals were rarely pluralized whereas nouns with human referents often carried a /s/ marker. On
the other hand, there were no significant correlations between the specificity of nouns and the presence of /s/. Surprisingly, priming
effects were also significant in the CVC data. Social factors such as the age of the speaker and the speaker's level of proficiency in
Portuguese were also important in CVC pluralization. Similarly to PBP, the age and the general level of the education of the speaker
interacted positively. Overall results indicate close parallels to PBP data, which in turn underscore the principles of language
acquisition present in creoles and noncreoles alike.

Fred Field (California State University-Northridge)
Connections: Creoles & nonstandard dialects
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Session 46

There has long been controversy over the connections between Ebonics (AAVE) and its purported creole ancestor. Traditionally, there
have been two opposing views: (1) the Anglicist position, which claims that all features of Ebonics can be attributed to the varieties
of English to which Africans laborers were exposed, and (2) the creolist/Africanist position, in which Ebonics is traced to West African
roots, i.e. an English-based pidgin that eventually developed into a plantation creole or aggregate of creoles that may have emerged in

particular areas of the American South. As a consequence, many of its features are, therefore, considered African in origin. A third
view emerging in recent creolistics suggests that second language acquisition (SLA) played a prominent role in creole genesis. One
frequently discussed feature of Ebonics, for example, is the absence of the 3rd-person, singular -s on present-tense verbs, used to signal
subject-verb agreement in standard varieties. Interestingly, a number of other nonstandard varieties of American English share this
feature: descriptions of Chicano English (ChE) and Vietnamese English (VnE) spoken in areas of Southern California also note the
absence of this affix. The purpose of our (admittedly ambitious) paper is to provide a preliminary analysis of this and other surface
similarities among these so-called ethnic varieties and to propose that social environments coupled with a history of SLA in the
emergence of each can account for a number of interesting similarities.
Malcah Yaeger-Dror (University of Arizona)
Lauren Hall-Lew (Boston University/Stanford University)!
Parameters of negative-prominence:! Gender, region, & dominance considerations

Session 25

!O'Shaughnessy and Allen 1983 found that not- negatives which presented 'new' information were significantly more likely to be pitch
prominent than those which did not.! In contrast, Yaeger-Dror et al 2003 showed that not- negatives used in political debates were
significantly more likely to be both morphologically and prosodically prominent than negatives in friendly conversations, although
not- negatives are less likely to provide 'new' information in debates.! In addition, prosodic prominence is least likely to occur on
remedial negatives in supportive conversations, even if they convey new information.! Since dominant speakers are more likely to
interrupt or disagree, it seems appropriate to consider whether presumably dominant speakers are more likely to use prominent notnegations in remedial settings.! We use data from three large corpora of spoken American English to determine the relative importance
of these three factors to the prominence of not- negation:! We compared the Kennedy-Nixon political debates with both friendly and
adversarial conversations between Kennedy or Nixon and some third party, as well as with a much larger and more recent LDC corpus
of friendly conversations.! We found that speaker-gender and region influence not- negation prosodic choices significantly, but not in
the expected direction.
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Thursday, 8 January

Tutorial: Acoustic Analysis
Back Bay Ballroom D
1:00 to 6:30 PM
Organizers:

Lisa Lavoie (Harvard U)
Ioana Chitoran (Dartmouth C)

Presenters:

Ioana Chitoran (Dartmouth C)
John Kingston (U MA-Amherst)
Lisa Lavoie (Harvard U)
Ian Maddieson (UC-Berkeley)
Sharon Manuel (MIT)
Joyce McDonough (U Rochester)
Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel (MIT)
Janet Slifka (MIT)
Lisa Zsiga (Georgetown U)

In recent years, research agendas in theoretical phonology and experimental phonetics have been converging more and more. As a
result, it has become increasingly important for linguists working in different areas of the field to incorporate aspects of acoustic
phonetics in their research. We focus on ways in which variation in the acoustic signal can be interpreted to obtain articulatory
information. Our goal is to illustrate how much and what kind of information can be derived relatively easily from the acoustic
signal.
Part 1:
Introduction to Acoustic Analysis and Interpreting Spectrograms
1:00 - 4:15 PM
Sharon Manuel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Introduction to acoustics
We cover the anatomy of the vocal tract and the source-filter model of acoustics and examine the acoustic patterns resulting from
various types of articulations. Topics include acoustics of periodic laryngeal sources, aperiodic laryngeal and supralaryngeal sources,
formants, and acoustic patterns for various consonant classes.
Sharon Manuel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Janet Slifka (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Interpreting spectrograms: 1
We work through several relatively straightforward spectrograms of words and/or phrases to give participants experience in interpreting
the acoustic patterns of utterances. Some of the utterances will be produced by both male and female speakers to illustrate the range
of normal variation. Several of the utterances will illustrate where to take measurements for specific segments and segment sequences,
such as the boundary between an aspirated stop and the following vowel or what kinds of measures adequately characterize a
diphthong.
Lisa Lavoie (Harvard University)
Janet Slifka (Massachusetts Institute of Technolgoy)
Lisa Zsiga (Georgetown University)
Interpreting spectrograms: 2
Various participants work through somewhat less straightforward spectrograms with two goals in mind: (1) to model different
approaches to interpretation, i.e. strongly linguistic vs more engineering-based, and (2) to illustrate casual speech phenomena such as
assimilation, palatalization, and apparent deletion.
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Part 2:
Applications of Acoustic Analysis
4:30 - 7:00 PM
Ian Maddieson (University of California-Berkeley)
Deciding what is a formant
Formant frequencies are often estimated from visual inspection of spectrograms or by using FFT or LPC algorithms to calculate an
output spectrum or an estimate of the vocal-tract transfer function. All methods have problems and may yield either more or fewer
formants than the best model for the sound being analyzed. We will discuss some of the ways that over- or underestimates of the
number of formants present can be recognized and how analysis parameters can be adjusted to improve the results.
Joyce McDonough (University of Rochester)
Differentiating fricatives based on their acoustic energy in Navajo
We examine the evidence that a spectral analysis can bring to bear on the nature of phonemic contrasts in languages that are without
extensive phonetic documentation. Several problems arise in a description of the Athabaskan fricative patterns: Voicing is reported
as contextual, the distinction between fricative and approximant is apparently only weakly functional, the languages exhibit strident
consonant harmony, and the back vs the front fricatives differ in the amount of variability they reportedly exhibit. We examine the
spectral patterns of Navajo fricatives (alveolar, alveopalatal, lateral, and velar) for what they can tell us about these patterns and their
parameters of contrast.
Sharon Manuel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Janet Slifka (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Finding feature cues when segments appear to be absent in English
In spontaneous speech, segments sometimes appear to be deleted but in fact leave clues as to their featural makeup in adjacent regions.
We illustrate a variety of cases where a separate segment cannot be identified, but feature cues to that segment are recoverable. Cases
of this type include realizations of in those where the interdental fricative assimilates to the nasal, but which are not exactly the same
as in nose, and realizations of support where schwa seems to delete from the first syllable, but which are not identical to sport.
Lisa Zsiga (Georgetown University)
Ioana Chitoran (Dartmouth College)
Gestural overlap in English, Russian, & Georgian
The degree of articulatory overlap between articulatory gestures is best ascertained from movement tracking data. The acoustic signal
is a less precise measure of coproduction because the landmarks in the movement trajectories of each gesture--movement onset, target
achievement, target release--cannot be directly inferred from it. We discuss how acoustic data can still be efficiently interpreted, in
spite of its limitations, to extract as much information as possible about degree of overlap between consonantal gestures and between
consonantal and vocalic gestures.
Ian Maddieson (University of California-Berkeley)
Sequencing of events in complex sounds
In addition to showing the acoustic pattern of complex sounds, spectrograms can also frequently provide important insights into the
nature and sequencing of articulatory events which are involved. We demonstrate some of what can and cannot be learned from
looking at spectrograms of various classes of complex sounds including partially nasal, glottalized, and doubly-articulated
consonants.
John Kingston (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)
The acoustics of voice quality, secondary articulation, & nasalization contrasts: Global rather than local spectral changes
Many articulatory differences change the spectrum locally, e.g. retracting the tongue blade from the alveolar ridge toward the palate
raises the second formant’s frequency in adjacent vowels. However, many other articulatory differences change the spectrum globally
and are thus more difficult to diagnose. Three examples (each involving a different articulator) are discussed: (1) lax vs tense and
creaky vs breathy voice quality (medial compression of the vocal folds), (2) uvularization vs pharyngealization as a secondary
articulations on consonants (retraction of the tongue dorsum or root), and (3) vowel nasalization (soft palate lowering).
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Thursday, 8 January

Town Meeting:

An Opportunity for New NSF Funding
for Linguistics
Back Bay Ballroom B
2:30 - 4:30 PM

Organizers:

Peter Sells (Stanford University)
Joan Maling (National Science Foundation)

Participants:

Mary Beckman (Ohio State University)
Mary Harper (National Science Foundation)
D. Terence Langendoen (University of Arizona)
Rochelle Lieber (University of New Hampshire)
Diane Lillo-Martin (University of Connecticut)

We are part of a team working on an initiative within NSF which will lead to a new program with its own funds, if successful. We
present details of the process so far and solicit comments and suggestions.
Historically, increased funding for NSF-sponsored research has not come through large increases in the base budgets of programs; base
budgets tend to remain flat or show marginal percentage increases, at best. Rather, to achieve significant increases in funding, new
initiatives must be proposed which either demonstrate the emergence of new methodologies or research paradigms or which
demonstrate a time-critical need for the research in question. An initiative is currently slated to have a budget of $5M/year, which
would almost double the amount of NSF funding available to linguists. Such a major funding increase can only arise through the
development of new programs (whose rationale has been demonstrated by successful initiatives). The enterprise that we have
undertaken would lead to a new program at NSF to augment the core linguistics program.
This initiative process was first called 'Data-Rich Linguistics', which is relatively contentful for linguists. 'Data-Richer Linguistics'
would be better, as the leading idea is to encourage innovation in linguistic theorizing by qualitatively changing the size or nature of
data-sets that linguists work with. Within NSF, and on the analogy of a vision for certain kinds of science that can fall under the
name of 'Nanotechnology', we have adopted the name 'Terascale Linguistics' for the current initiative process. Like 'Nanotechnology',
this name embodies a vision of the direction in which scientific progress might proceed rather than any specific theoretical
commitment, or even any currently demonstrable result.
The initiative prospectus that we create must explain the need for the new program, its anticipated impact on research and results, and
the level of funding required. Such a prospectus requires broad input and consensus, as well as a sense of excitement and future
discovery from members of the field. NSF has already shown a commitment to the development of the initiative through the award of
a significant amount of funding for the planning activities mentioned here.
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Friday, 9 January

Symposium:

Endangered Data vs Enduring Practice:
Creating Linguistic Resources That Last
Republic Ballroom
9:00 - 11:00 AM

Organizer:

D. Terence Langendoen (University of Arizona)

Participants:

Gary F. Simons (SIL International)
D. H. Whalen (Haskins Laboratories)
Anthony Aristar (Wayne State University)
Helen Aristar-Dry (Eastern Michigan University)
Scott Farrar (University of Bremen)
D. Terence Langendoen (University of Arizona)
William D. Lewis (California State University-Fresno)

One of the great ironies of modern scholarship is that as technologies for recording data and analysis become more advanced, the
products of those recordings become less durable. Each step along the way from recording on stone and clay to vellum and papyrus to
paper has been a step backwards on the durability scale. To complete the trend, digital word processing is also the most ephemeral.
Hardware and software technologies are changing so rapidly that a typical storage medium or file format is obsolete within 5-10 years.
This has had the result that if a linguist took no special action during the 1990s, the digital form of language documentation that was
entrusted to word processors in the 1980s is essentially lost today. In many cases, our data records of endangered languages are in
danger of dying out even before the languages themselves. Similar remarks apply to audio and visual recording media and
technologies. The symposium concludes with responses from Gary Holton, Marianne Mithun and Anthony Woodbury, replies from
the presenters, and general discussion.
Gary F. Simons (SIL International)
Ensuring that digital data last: The priority of archival form over working form & presentation form
A linguist must do two things in order to ensure that digital data endure: (1) The materials must be put into an enduring file format.
(2) The materials must be deposited with an archive that will make a practice of migrating them to new storage media as needed. We
address the first of these issues. Most projects tend to focus on the working form of data (that is, the form in which the materials are
stored as they are worked on from day to day) and the presentation form (the form in which the materials will be presented to the
public). But these forms are closely tied to particular pieces of software and thus tend to become obsolete when the software does.
Thus, we argue for the priority of the archival form (a form that is self-documenting and software independent) as the object of
language documentation. We illustrate the use of Unicode and the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) in achieving an archival form
and the use of XSL transformations as a vendor-neutral means of automatically generating a presentation form from the archival form.
D. H. Whalen (Haskins Laboratories)
From the field to the archive
Making high quality recordings of speech is only the first step in maintaining a long-term record of a language. Archiving should
begin with duplication and off-site storage of a copy, usually in the same format, of the material collected. The next step should be a
digitization. Analog recordings should be put into digital form, preferable both CD and computer. Formats like DAT or direct
recording on disk that are already digital need to be put into a consistent computer file format. These should be in a form that can be
'exercised' as formats change. The only constant in digital archiving is change, so it is essential that the data be easily read and
reformatted. Even ensuring that the files are still readable in the original format is important since disk errors can corrupt files in ways
that are not evident until the file is accessed. It is important for the digitization to take place soon after collection, so that the mark-up
and further work can be accomplished while the speakers and researchers are still available. This is true even if the community does
not wish to make the material widely available. Storage and distribution issues must also be addressed and revisited, preferably on a
regular schedule.
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Anthony Aristar (Wayne State University)
The 'School of Best Practice'

In order to provide a demonstration of best practice in linguistic data archiving, the EMELD project has set up a website, the 'School
of Best Practice' (SBP), which is composed of a set of pages, conceived of as 'rooms', each of which shows different aspects of best
practice and guides linguists through the task of following best practice themselves. Users enter a portal which explains what best
practice is and why it is important and gives an overview of its components, allowing users to choose those which most concern
them. From there, they can go to several different rooms, including a classroom which helps them select the best equipment and
software for their specific needs; a workroom containing tools for metadata creation, terminology mapping, annotation, transcription,
and lexicon creation, including the LINGUIST List FIELD tools, which will allow field linguists to produce best practice formats
while entering their data; a library containing user manuals for the workroom tools and other useful reference materials, as well as
links to sites that provide other resources; and eventually an archive containing extensive examples of language data from at least 10
endangered languages, showing what can be done with tools and formats incorporating best practice and how typologically disparate
languages can be searched and compared by means of them.
Helen Aristar-Dry (Eastern Michigan University)
Metadata & resource discovery
It is not enough that linguistic resources be archived, they must also be findable. To facilitate finding archived resources, a data
archive must include metadata--structured 'data about data' that facilitates automated resource identification and retrieval. Search
engines, however, cannot collect similar data or distinguish between sets of unlike data if the metadata linked to each resource is so
disparate that it cannot be compared. Best practice in resource archiving involves creating metadata in a standardized format, storing it
with the resource, and making it available to an appropriate search engine. The Open Language Archives Community (OLAC), with
which EMELD is affiliated, has undertaken (1) to adapt the widely-used Dublin Core metadata standard to the description of linguistic
resources and (2) to foster the development of 'service providers' which harvest this metadata and make it available to the linguistic
community through specialized search facilities. This talk discusses the OLAC metadata standard; demonstrates the LINGUIST service
provider, which functions as the 'union catalog' of OLAC resources; and introduces new facilities in the School of Best Practice with
which linguists can create OLAC-compliant metadata, save it in an XML file to be stored with the resource, and make it available not
only to service providers but also to the wider Open Archives community.
Scott Farrar (University of Bremen)
D. Terence Langendoen (University of Arizona)
Comparability of language data & analysis: Using an ontology for linguistics
When the EMELD project was launched in June 2001, we reached consensus in consultation with field linguists working in every part
of the world that best practice should require interoperability of systems in which data are maintained and archived, together with
comparability of language data and analysis, but not require a fixed markup vocabulary and structure for data interchange. Still needed,
however, is a widely accepted and supported data architecture for the entire linguistics 'community of practice' which is fully
interpretable by machines but presentable in a way that is intelligible to linguists and other language data providers and users.
Fortunately, the architecture that is being developed for the Semantic Web is suitable for this purpose. It includes the use of Unicode
as a standard character-encoding format, of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), and of XML as the basis for a common syntax of
markup. To achieve a common semantics, the Semantic Web requires the creation of ontologies (knowledge bases) for individual
scientific domains and communities of practice such as linguistics. As part of the EMELD project, we are developing a General
Ontology for Linguistic Description (GOLD) that individual data providers can map to, in order to provide a consistent interpretation
of their concepts and relations and to make them comparable to others', using tools that will be available in the School of Best
Practice, and elsewhere on the Internet. In this way, linguists will be able to provide broad access to the intended meaning of their
markup while at the same time maintaining complete control over their data.
William D. Lewis (California State University-Fresno)
Resource conversion
The need to convert a linguistic resource from one format to another is inevitable given the changes in computer formats. Planning
for this inevitability is an essential part of software decisions related to a linguistic resource such as a lexicon, a grammatical sketch, a
word list, or interlinear data, one that is just as important as ease of use, one's computing environment, and the availability of tools.
We complement Doug Whalen's presentation by discussing the problem of converting textual and database linguistic resources,
focusing on the initial choices one should make when deciding on an encoding format. Best practice dictates that one choose a format
that is easily migrated to other formats, one that is reusable and insures interoperability, and one that potentially reduces the need for
data migrations, thus reducing the potential for data loss. Currently there are no standards for encoding linguistic data; linguists use a
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wide variety of mostly incompatible formats such as HTML, PDF, those of various commercially available word-processing packages,
spreadsheet programs, (relational) databases, tools designed for structuring textual data such as Shoebox, etc. Converting from such
'legacy' resources to a standard, best practice format is a difficult process at best, generally requiring the development of specialized
tools to migrate data (semi)automatically. Choosing a 'migratable' data format from the outset reduces the cost of data conversions and

ensures data longevity. However, for those resources already encoded in a legacy format, the benefit of data interoperability and
longevity may outweigh the initial costs involved in conversion. Decisions must be made as to whether automated conversions are
possible or feasible, and the degree to which manual intervention is required. We present case studies.
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Language and Gender:

The State of the Art

Back Bay Ballroom A
2:00 - 4:30 PM
Organizers:

Jack Sidnell (University of Toronto)
Robin Queen (University of Michigan)

Sponsor:

Committee on the Status of Women in Linguistics

Participants;

Penelope Eckert (Stanford University)
Susan Ehrlich (York University)
Elizabeth Keating (University of Texas-Austin)
Sally McConnell-Ginet (Cornell University)
Sara Trechter (California State University-Chico)

Over the last 30 years, language and gender research has played an increasingly prominent role in sociolinguistics and discourse
analysis. At the same time, linguistic and linguistically informed work on gender has had a significant impact on fields such as
anthropology, sociology, and history. Research on the intersection of language and gender has been particularly attentive to the
multitude of ways in which speakers produce their gender as an ongoing accomplishment through the production of gender-marked
speech styles and discourse patterns. Within this area of research, scholars have steadily moved away from a theoretical position in
which speakers are seen as conforming to gender norms to one in which they are conceptualized as actively producing and even
sometimes contesting the relevant norms in and through the ways they speak. Gender is, as it were, talked into existence.
Penelope Eckert (Stanford University)
Preadolescent drama queens & the acceleration of phonological change
Two demographic groups have been found to commonly lead in sound change in the US: females and early adolescents. We bring
these two factors together, arguing that sound change is accelerated in the stylistic activity of girls as they participate in the
construction of the adolescent peer social order. We discuss data gathered in the course of ethnographic fieldwork in Northern
California, as we followed an age cohort from fifth grade into junior high school and traced the transition from a childhood to an
adolescent peer social order. During this time, we saw the cohort organize itself to appropriate social control from adults, forming an
integrated and kid-controlled social market based in heterosocial activity. A 'popular' crowd emerged which engaged in the intense
formation and re-formation of friendship groups and heterosexual 'couples'. This continual negotiation of relationships constituted a
social market and was the site for the construction of heterosexual desirability and social status. This activity came to dominate the
cohort as it achieved center stage through sustained drama, the control of central space, and the production of social information. Girls
were the movers and shakers in this market, engaging in intense social drama and stylistic activity. Central to this activity was the
construction of flamboyant speech styles involving a wide range of linguistic resources. Prominent among these are components of
the Northern California Vowel Shift. This shift involves the fronting of tense back vowels, the raising of tense front vowels, and the
lowering and backing of lax front vowels. Using both quantitative and spectrographic data, we show that the 'popular' girls lead in the
use of components of this shift and that this lead is part and parcel of the production of heightened speech styles.
Susan Ehrlich (York University)
Discourse-analytic approaches to language & gender: Performativity, agency, & institutional coerciveness
Debates over the nature of gender identity and its social construction, originating in feminist work of the 1990s, have in recent years
informed research in sociolinguistics generally and language and gender more specifically. In particular, conceptions of gender as
categorical, fixed, and static have increasingly been abandoned in favor of more constructivist and dynamic ones. Cameron 1990 (p.
86), for example, makes the point (paraphrasing Harold Garfinkel) that 'social actors are not sociolinguistic "dopes''', mindlessly and
passively producing linguistic forms that are definitively determined by social class membership, ethnicity, or gender. Rather, more
recent formulations of the relationship between language and gender, following Butler 1990, emphasize the performative aspect of
gender: Linguistic practices, among other kinds of practices, continually bring into being individuals' social identities. Under
this
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account, language is one important means by which gender--an ongoing social process--is enacted or constituted; gender is something
individuals do--in part through linguistic choices--as opposed to something individuals are or have. While the theorizing of gender as
'performative' has succeeded in problematizing mechanistic and essentialist notions of gender, for some language and gender researchers
Butler's formulation ignores the power relations that impregnate most situations in which gender is 'performed' and hence affords
subjects unbounded agency. For Cameron 1997, Butler's (1990) discussion of performativity does, arguably, acknowledge these power
relations, that is, by alluding to the 'rigid regulatory frame' within which gendered identities are produced. We consider recent
linguistically-oriented approaches to discourse analysis and their applications to questions of gender. We argue that an adequate account
of discourse and gender must be attentive both to the way that gendered identities are constructed and constituted through discursive
practices (i.e. recognizing the dynamic and performative nature of linguistic gendered identities) and to the way that institutional forces
and dominant gender ideologies, as they are manifest in discourse, can constrain such constructions of gender.
Elizabeth Keating (University of Texas-Austin)
Ethnography of speaking/communication
The ethnography of communication has important roots in a number of disciplines, combining the anthropological tradition of
ethnography and cross-cultural comparison with linguistics. Developments in folklore studies theorizing cultural practices as emergent
performances have influenced this tradition, as have ideas from sociology. Everyday speech is a powerful site for the reproduction of
social inequalities, and gender inequalities are possibly one of the few cultural universals. Since few grammatical features of language
directly and explicitly index gender (Ochs 1992), conversational strategies of turn length, interruptions, hedges, tag questions, and topic
control have been important loci for research on language and gender. It is difficult, however, to separate gender from other variables
such as culture, social class, and context of utterance since linguistic forms and styles can be multiply indexical, combining for
example features of gender and status or gender and ethnicity. To add to the complexity, gender is not a uniform construct but must be
viewed within social and cultural institutions and ideologies. Beliefs about the relatedness of individuals to each other influence local
notions of gender-based practices since gender constructs are linked to concepts of self, personhood, and autonomy, which are crossculturally variable. We discuss some current aspects of work in language and gender as it is influenced and shaped by ethnography and
focus particularly on some communicative aspects of 'nonverbal' symbolic behavior in the construction and negotiation of gendered
identities in two societies, the U.S. and Pohnpei, Micronesia.
Sally McConnell-Ginet (Cornell University)
Semantics, pragmatics, & beyond: Family values?
Early feminist-inspired work on linguistically conveyed meaning in language and gender studies focused on particular expressions and
their histories--generic masculines (sometimes called he/man language), the semantic derogation of terms denoting women (e.g. hussy,
once 'housewife', and spinster, once 'spinner'), nonparallel semantic developments for female and male paired terms (e.g. mistress,
master), and the kinds of metaphors used to denote (hetero)sexual activity (e.g. screw, bang) and women (e.g. those drawing on food as
a source like tart or those involving animals like chick or bitch). Such observations raised important questions about the source and
significance of such apparently 'semantic' patterns. Black and Coward 1981 is among the first to point out that equating masculinity
with humanity in general is a pervasive discourse pattern that occurs even when the words used are themselves literally sex-neutral
(e.g. the pioneers and their wives). Drawing on such pragmatic principles and on their understandings of both situated and more
general background assumptions, speakers regularly (try to) imply messages that go beyond the linguistically assigned meaning of
their utterances, and hearers generally succeed in inferring what speakers mean to convey. Hearers may also (sometimes reasonably)
infer messages that speakers have not consciously intended to convey, and ensuing interpretive disputes raise questions of (often
gendered) authority. Increasingly, language, gender, and sexuality studies have emphasized discursive patterns of meaning that emerge
in communicative practice. In doing so, there is not only a move beyond semantic analysis of fixed inventories of linguistic
expressions. There is also an increasing focus on meanings that are conveyed less by individual situated utterances than by larger
discursive patterns of what is said and not said and how. We explore the connections between such expanded notions of discursive
meaning and semantic/pragmatic approaches to utterance and speaker meaning. By sketching some of the issues raised by everyday
unnoticed deployment of conventional heteronormative concepts of family (e.g. in Kitzinger 2003) and by the semantic gaps exposed
by those exploring alternatives such as marriage for gay men and lesbians, we emphasize the tension between what individuals might
want to convey to one another and the often conflicting larger discourse patterns.
Sara Trechter (California State University-Chico)
The grammar of gender: The placement of social deixis in Lakhota
Kimball's (1987) reanalysis of phonological gender--male [-] vs female nasalization in Koasati--as a narrative indicator of status has led
to a sociolinguistic reassessment of a number of Native American languages. Phonological, lexical, and pragmatics research in Siouan
and Yana on gender of the speaker/addressee has since emphasized its nonbinary, constructional nature as a social reflection of different
speech genres (Trechter 1999). Nevertheless, descriptive accounts in the Americas document languages such as Coatzospan
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Mixtec and Karajá replete with dichotomous gender without attention to its functional role within the grammar (Gerfen & Vance 2002,
Ribeiro 2001). Because of their different goals, both these structuralist and social constructionist approaches skim over the integrated

function and placement of gender within the grammar. We address these issues by focusing on why iconic gender so often attaches in a
grammar to sentence-final particles. Although social gender distinctions permeate language, they are especially apparent to native
Lakhota speakers and linguists in interjections and sentence-final particles. The latter serve a variety of immediate pragmatic
functions: illocutionary force, miratives, evidentials as well as larger discourse functions. Here gender is preferential but highly iconic,
and speakers may choose to use it or opt for neutral forms or paraphrase. Through particle use, the speaker takes a stance with regard
to the utterance which, depending on discourse context, may indicate authoritative assertion or just recognition of some personal
connection to the content; it cannot be used unless the information is first hand. Following Delancey's (2001) functional connection
of mirative sentence-final particles to discourse particles and interjections, we argue that gender, as it is 'naturally' associated with the
increased affect implied by the choice of such a particle, co-occurs regularly on such particles in many of the languages where they
exist. Because overt recognition and iconicization by native speakers is not the preferred methodology of linguists, detailed
observations of any emerging trends of gender preferential use can be a ripe focus for language and gender researchers in these other
languages. Social gender deixis in general is an integrated and functionally important part of the grammar (phonology, lexicon,
pragmatics) whose language specific and universal distribution merit more investigation.
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Stefanie Jannedy ( Humboldt University, Germany)
Jennifer Hay (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

Participants:

Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of Arizona)
Stefanie Jannedy (Humboldt University, Germany)
Nancy Niedzielski (Rice University)
Paul Foulkes (University of York, UK)
Gerry Docherty (University of New Castle upon Tyne, UK)
Jennifer Hay (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)
Paul Warren (Victoria University, New Zealand)
Keith Johnson (Ohio State University)

Most models of lexical representation are based on data which are gathered under tightly controlled conditions--variation is controlled
away from or ignored. Phonological theory, too, has tended to concentrate on alternations and categorical processes, and variability has
been largely side-lined. Thus, while it is generally acknowledged that socially conditioned variation exists, and that this variation is
highly structured, most models of speech perception and production are not well-equipped to deal with this variation. Traditional
speech processing models cannot readily deal with a system that is in a state of flux (as is the case with change-in-progress), and the
psycholinguistic and sociophonetic implications of socially conditioned variability are not well-understood.
This symposium addresses the question of how sociophonetic variability can best be accounted for by models of lexical representation
and speech perception. The speakers are all working towards models of speech perception/production and lexical representation which
attempt to integrate sociological and sociolinguistic factors with what is known to date about lexical access, and the processing of
speech. While the details of proposed models differ, all agree that a static system of rules and representations focusing primarily on
lexical contrasts is insufficient in light of what is now known about the usage of speech in social contexts.
Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of Arizona)
Stefanie Jannedy (Humboldt University, Germany)
Variation & cognition: An overview
Thirty years ago, Labov first showed probabilistic patterning in the production and perception of variation. Johnson's version of
exemplar theory suggests that speaker variability is optimally modeled by rich, speaker-specific representation. Dougherty and
Foulkes show that speakers store multiple memory-traces of single lexical items, while Niedzielski's data indicate that the mere
suggestion of a social category (American Upper Peninsula vs Canadian) leads respondents to choose different matching 'resynthesized'
vowels. Strand 1999 and Johnson and D'Imperio 2000 have similar experimental data on the influence of visual information (faces)
and social information (gender) on speech perception. Mendoza-Denton, Hay, and Jannedy 2003 addresess the problem of lexical
frequency and its role in sociophonetics and style-shifting. Hay 2003 pays special attention to the role of phonotactics and
morphotactics in frequency. Taken together, this research suggests that such mutually supporting but hitherto unintegrated insights
could well be utilized in the development of a new model of lexical access and processing. We bring additional evidence from dialect
stereotyping to support the argument that, to paraphrase Docherty and Foulkes 2000 (p. 122), 'speakers "know" much more about
[language] than is encapsulated within phonological theory.'
Nancy Niedzielski (Rice University)
The role of social information in the modeling of speech perception
We provide evidence for the fact that people's expectations about social roles of speakers, and the resultant expectations about speakers'
language varieties, have a significant effect on the phonetic perception of sociolinguistic variables. While holding the lan173

guage samples constant but manipulating the perceived social categories of speakers on a test tape, we have demonstrated (e.g.
Niedzielski 1999) that subjects use social information in the attribution of phonetic properties to such variables. In fact, in most
cases, social information took precedence over acoustic information and caused subjects to assign to vowel segments phonetic
properties that were not present in the signal. The specific case presented involves respondents from Detroit, MI. The vowels found
in most Detroiters are not varieties that most people would label as 'Standard American English' (SAE), and yet, Detroit subjects offer
their own variety as an unequivocal example of standard, 'unaccented' American English. We have suggested (Niedzielski 2002),
following the principles of social constructivist theory (e.g. Gergen 1994), that Detroiters have constructed for themselves an identity
based heavily on that of an SAE speaker and that this construct has allowed them to filter out information that does not conform to
such an identity. We further suggest that social information is an additional knowledge system that humans use, and it must be taken
into account in order to successfully model the speech perception process.
Paul Foulkes (University of York, UK)
Gerard Docherty (University of New Castle upon Tyne, UK)
Combining the lexical & indexical
Phonological theory has traditionally concentrated on describing the principles by which lexical contrast is achieved. In the search for
language-specific or universal principles of contrast, variability in the spoken medium has been left at the periphery. Sociolinguistics,
and more recently sociophonetics, has taken a somewhat different stance. Data are drawn from vernacular interaction from a wide range
of varieties and speech styles. As a result, speech production (and perception) have been shown to be replete with structured variation.
Speakers are able to exert control over fine-grained aspects of spoken performance to achieve communicative goals. Whenever a
human being speaks, a rich source of social-indexical information is presented about the speaker. Crucially, the indexical information
is expressed by the speaker (and interpreted by the listener) via precisely the same acoustic medium as information pertaining to lexical
contrast. A speaker's knowledge of sounds is a more wide-ranging entity than a means of expressing lexical contrast. We support this
claim by outlining findings from our sociophonetic studies of both adults and children. We suggest that cognitive representations of
words combine lexical and indexical information and conclude that stochastic and episodic models of representation may offer a more
productive means of capturing knowledge of sounds than those models which follow the structuralist-generative tradition.
Jennifer Hay (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)
Paul Warren (Victoria University, New Zealand)
Sound change & spoken word recognition: Evidence from merger
We show that participants' ability to identify members of word-pairs correlates not with how distinct the stimulus words are but how
distinct that word-pair tends to be kept in the real world. This result is consistent with exemplar theories of lexical representation in
which the representation of a particular word is a distribution of remembered exemplars, complete with phonetic detail (Johnson 1997,
Pierrehumbert 2001). These stored exemplars bias lexical access so listeners are better able to attend to the distinction in word-pairs
which are more often kept distinct. Such a model would also predict that disambiguation would be biased by social expectations. We
are currently running experiments which investigate how disambiguation may be affected by a listener's knowledge of speaker
characteristics (such as age and gender) that have been shown to be influential in the development and spread of the merger in current
NZE. Will individuals process the same stimuli differently if they think they are spoken by an older speaker than if they think they
are produced by a younger speaker?
Keith Johnson (Ohio State University)
The perceptual representation of social identity in an exemplar-based lexicon
The same set of phonetic exemplars (memorial representations of heard speech) that underlies spoken word recognition can also serve
to define the perceptual representation of social identity. This approach succeeds if exemplars retain fine phonetic details that seem to
be important in social interaction even though these details might be irrelevant in word recognition. Examples include (1) apparent
vocal tract length as a cue for gender identity, (2) voice quality as a social group marker, and (3) perceptual cues that differentiate
identical twins. We consider an alternative model which relies on perceptual prototypes for linguistic elements, gender, social group,
and personal identity. In this model, representations must code only the information needed to keep categories separate from each
other. This process of abstract coding is repeated for each dimension of classification (linguistic, gender, group, individual) supported
by speech utterances. In the exemplar-based model, a collection of stored exemplars simultaneously supports all of the dimensions of
classification (linguistic and social), and 'generalization' is done by online processes of similarity matching and class-to-exemplar
feedback loops. One key factor in distinguishing these models is the flexibility that they show in generalizing to new classifications.
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William Frawley (George Washington University)

Sponsor:

Undergraduate Program Advisory Committee

Carnegie Mellon University
Presenter: Carol Tenny
A hands-on introductory linguistics course
This undergraduate introductory linguistics course covers the basic areas of phonetics, phonology, morphology, and syntax. The first
two-thirds of the course is taught as much as possible as a laboratory course in linguistic analysis. The exercises and learning goals
are all designed to equip the students to do a small fieldwork exercise on their own. At the end of this section, the students sit down
in-class, in groups of four or five with a native speaker of a language they have never studied, and construct a small grammar of that
language. This exercise gives the students a chance to integrate what they have learned of phonetics, phonology, morphology, and
syntactic analysis and to see that they can use these skills in a very tangible way, in going from a real human being to the abstract
properties of the language that person speaks. This way of teaching linguistic analysis also gives the course a more unifying theme
than introductory textbooks usually provide in covering these subjects.
Mary Washington College
Presenters: Christina Kakava and Judith Parker
Linguistics at Mary Washington College: A successful model
Located in Fredericksburg, VA, Mary Washington College is a state-supported liberal arts college of 4,000 students. The college
offers an interdisciplinary Special Major in Linguistics, while the Department of English, Linguistics, and Speech (ELS) offers
linguistics as part of the major in English. ELS has two full-time linguists--a psycholinguist and a sociolinguist. The
complementarity of these disciplines and the needs of the department and the college have led to a coherent set of linguistics courses
that are well-integrated within the college and departmental curricula, fulfilling general education, across-the-curriculum, English
major, and teacher certification requirements. We describe the courses offered; resources and facilities, i.e. the linguistics labs available
for teaching and research, and the Linguistics Speaker Series; and highlight major successes--the large number of students creating
special majors in linguistics or taking linguistics courses, the undergraduate research program, and the linguistics and related graduate
programs MWC undergraduates have entered. We also address faculty outreach and administrative support contributing to this
successful program.
Ohio State University
Presenters: Peter Culicover, Elizabeth Hume, Richard D. Janda, and Brian D. Joseph
Ohio State University: A comprehensive undergraduate linguistics program
Ohio State University's undergraduate linguistics program is comprehensive, offering majors, minors, and general students numerous
learning and research opportunities with innovative teaching techniques, award-winning instructors, and technologically advanced
facilities. We detail these opportunities, highlighting how our program sets the highest of standards for instructional excellence. We
work to develop the 'whole' student, making our students part of the campus linguistic community inside and outside the classroom,
thus enhancing their overall experience. We introduce the basics of the field but also its breadth, and encourage in-depth exploration of
specialized subareas. We also provide informal ways to meet faculty and graduate students on a personal level. We showcase
indicators of success and innovation--robust enrollments, a departmental teaching award (one of only 10 ever given), and our wellknown textbook, Language files. Instructors constantly rework courses, most recently creating such innovative classes as Language
and Computers, Basics of Learning a Language, and Languages of Lord of the Rings. Also, we continuously develop new materials
for undergraduate classes, making them available through our Curricular Materials Warehouse website. Finally, we instituted 15
'targeted' minors allowing students to complete a linguistics minor that complements well their primary area of study.
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Ohio University

Presenter: Beverly Olson Flanigan
Tradition & innovation in linguistics for nonlinguists: Connecting with the real world
Ohio University's introductory linguistics course for undergraduates, called 'The Nature of Language', focuses on language as an innate
and experiential phenomenon through real-world observation and data collection as well as traditional linguistic analysis.! This elective
course, which enrolls about 200 nonmajor students each quarter, is taught by graduate teaching assistants under the supervision of a
faculty member.! The textbook currently used (Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams, An introduction to language, 7th ed.) is supplemented
by a variety of innovative TA-created activities designed to stimulate undergraduates' natural curiosity about language.! The TAs create
their own lesson plans, homework assignments, term paper projects, and exams, all of which are approved by the supervisor before
administration.! Weekly meetings and an in-house listserv allow us to share ideas and problems, and discussions from the LSA and
ADS listservs are forwarded for class use.!
University of Sussex, UK
Presenters: M. Lynne Murphy and Anu Koskela
'Adopt-a-Word': Learning linguistics in just one word
'Adopt-a-Word' is a series of assignments which introduce a range of linguistic topics while creating a coherent classroom experience
and encouraging original research. Each student/group is assigned (or chooses) a word to be the focus of their assignments. Students
receive an assignment packet and choose three to complete during the term. Assignments are initially submitted for feedback. Revised
versions are collected in a marked portfolio. Students' words have included glamour, geek, knock, guy, gothic, tattoo, funky, and
waif. We provide examples of these assignments, structure for an Introduction to Linguistics course using this method, and ideas for
adapting it to other courses.
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Peter Culicover (Ohio State University)
Adele E. Goldberg (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Mike Tomasello (Max Planck Inst-Leipzig)
Joan Bybee (University of New Mexico)
Ivan A. Sag (Stanford University)

Observations about particular linguistic constructions--form and meaning pairings--have long shaped our understanding of both
particular languages and the nature of language itself. But only recently has a new theoretical approach emerged that allows
observations about constructions to be stated directly, providing long-standing traditions with a framework that allows both broad
generalizations and more limited patterns to be analyzed and accounted for fully. Many linguists with varying backgrounds have
converged on several key insights that have given rise to a family of constructionist approaches (Bates & Goodman 1997; Bencini &
Goldberg 2000; Boas 2000; Booij 2002; Croft 2001; Culicover & Jackendoff 1997; Davidse 2000; Fillmore et al. 1988; Fillmore et
al., in progress; Fried 2002; Ginzburg & Sag 2000; Gleitman et al., 1996; Goldberg 1992, 1995; Hovav & Levin1998; Iwata 2000;
Jackendoff 2002; Kaschak & Glenberg 2000; Kay 2002; Kay & Fillmore 1999; Michaelis 1994; Michaelis & Lambrecht 1996;
Riehemann 1997; Rowlands 2002; Sag 1997; Schmid & Ungerer 2002; Schultze-Berndt 1998; Shibatani 1999; Williams 1994;
Zadroxny & Ramer, 1995; Zhang 1998; Zwicky 1994) .
The approach understands all levels of description to involve pairings of form with semantic or discourse function, including
morphemes or words, idioms, partially lexically filled and fully abstract phrasal patterns. The expanse and nature of the 'periphery' is
such that it begs for a learning theory (Culicover). Cross-linguistic generalizations related to argument expression and their relevance
to constructional approaches are addressed (Goldberg). Specific proposals for how constructions are learned inductively on the basis of
the input and general cognitive mechanisms are offered (Tomasello). Item-based competence is shown to be relevant to explanations of
grammaticalization (Bybee). Language-internal generalizations across constructions are captured via inheritance networks much like
those that have long been posited to capture our nonlinguistic (inductive) knowledge (Sag).
This symposium brings together researchers from a variety of backgrounds to discuss a range of data that bears on the foundational role
of constructions, with particular focus on their role in language learning and language change.
Peter Culicover (Ohio State University)
Syntactic nuts
We focus on what the intricate facts of syntactic nuts such as the...the... (comparative correlatives), what with? (sluice stranding), and
no matter what suggest about the learning mechanism whose job it is to learn about do- support, inversion, wh- movement, and the
like.
Adele E. Goldberg (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Accounting for cross-linguistic tendencies in the expression of arguments
Constructional approaches, with few exceptions, generally assume that constructions are learned on the basis of the input without the
help of an innate, formal, 'universal grammar' that is specific to language. However, if the linking between form and meaning were
universal and not attributable to general cognitive mechanisms, then one could legitimately argue that they are not learned. We address
several concrete proposals for universals specifically in the domain of argument structure. We argue that the cross-linguistic
generalizations that exist are a result of general cognitive, pragmatic, and processing attributes of human cognition. Therefore the
cross-linguistic tendencies in argument structure expression do not undermine the idea that argument structure constructions are learned.
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Mike Tomasello (Max Planck Institute-Leipzig)
Intention-reading & pattern-finding in child language acquisition

Most accounts of language acquisition use as analytic tools adult-like syntactic categories and schemas (grammars) with little concern
for whether they are psychologically real for young children. Recent research has demonstrated, however, that children do not operate
initially with such abstract linguistic entities but instead operate on the basis of concrete, item-based constructions. Children construct
more abstract linguistic constructions only gradually by processes of analogy and distributional analysis, with type and token frequency
playing key roles. They constrain their constructions to their conventional ranges of use--gradually as well--again on the basis of
linguistic experience in which type and token frequency play key roles (entrenchment, preemption). Reading the communicative
intentions of the language user is a necessary component in all of these acquisition processes.
Joan Bybee (University of New Mexico)
Construction grammar & two types of morphosyntactic change
Construction grammar, especially when paired with an exemplar-based representational system, offers a particularly effective model for
the description of morphosyntactic change. We examine two patterns of change. First, in grammaticization, a particular instance of a
construction (such as be going to as a particular instance of a general movement verb + infinitive of purpose) increases in frequency,
becomes autonomous, and gradually begins to change in meaning and form. Thus in grammaticization a new construction develops
out of an old construction. A construction grammar provides a means of describing both the source and the outcome of
grammaticization. If exemplars are also represented, the probabilistic changes in use of the construction can be represented as gradually
affecting cognitive representations. In the second pattern of change, a new construction gradually replaces an older one, as when
English not- negation on the first element of the auxiliary replaces negation that follows the verb, e.g. I don't know anything about it
is gradually replacing I know nothing about it. Tottie 1991 shows that high frequency verbs such as be, have, do, say, and know tend
to retain the older construction just as high frequency irregular verbs tend to resist change towards the more productive patterns. As in
the case of irregular verbs, which can be said to have stronger lexical representations because of high frequency, we can say that high
frequency instances of constructions have stronger representation in an exemplar model and maintain more conservative patterns for
this reason.
Ivan A. Sag (Stanford University)
Construction families: An analytic challenge for generative grammar
The type-based approach to constructional analysis has the advantage that it allows cross-constructional generalizations of varying
grain to be expressed naturally. For example, Fillmore 1999 (also Newmeyer 1998) points out that English has various kinds of
'inverted' clauses, including the exclamatives in 1a, the 'blesses, wishes and curses' in 1b, the conditionals in 1c, and polar
interrogatives like 1d:
(1)
a. Boy, [was I stupid]!
b. May your teeth fall out on your wedding night!
c. [Were they here now], we wouldn't have this problem.
d. Were they involved?
The dozen or so aux- inversion constructions have an obvious 'family resemblance' (including common lexical exceptions) but differ in
terms of constructional meaning, main/embedded clause, etc. Similarly, extraction constructions all consist of a 'dislocated' filler
phrase and a clause containing one or more gaps, but they differ with respect to meaning, inversion (2a), main/embedded clause (2b),
the presence of a particular kind of wh- word within the filler (2c), the category of the filler (2d, 2e), permitting infinitives (2f), and so
forth:
(2)
a. [[What a nice person] Kim is/*is Kim!] (no inversion w. exclamative)
b. [[How tall] is Kim/*Kim is?] (oblig. inversion w. matrix interrogative)
c. The question of/*book [[what] they like] remains mysterious. (int. vs relative with what)
d. [[To how many people] has he written?/*he has written!] (int. vs. excl. with PP filler)
e. the question of/*people [[who(m)] to confer with]}... (inf. int. vs. inf. rel. with NP filler)
f. *Bagels, to like. (no infinitival topicalization)
Natural languages abound with construction families exhibiting clear common properties, general but defeasible constraints of varying
grain, and construction-specific exceptions. Generative grammar has failed to provide precise analyses of generalizations,
subregularities, and constructional idiosyncrasy. However, by drawing on established techniques within computer science and
knowledge representation (e.g. inheritance hierarchies, default logics), construction grammar is able to provide detailed, precise, and
extensible analyses of both the general and the exceptional properties of grammatical constructions.
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This symposium brings together linguists who are active investigators of lesser-known languages. Each presents data from a language
that is endangered in one way or another and also interacts in a significant way with current linguistic theory. Both geographical and
subdomain coverage are broad, with languages from North America, Southeast and East Asia, the Caucasus, and others, and topics in
phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, and typology.
Of the approximately 6,800 known languages, many of them will die out in the next decades. When a language dies, many aspects of
culture are irretrievably lost, and from a linguistic point of view, the losses are equally serious. Endangered languages are a rich but
largely untapped source of linguistic data that often sheds light on linguistic theory and sometimes challenges it, as when the first
known object-initial language, Hixkaryana, was documented in Brazil. This symposium illustrates specific ways endangered languages
are making contributions to linguistic theory, showing the value of examining lesser-known languages, and motivating the
documentation of endangered and dying languages.
Bernard Comrie (Max Planck Institute-Leipzig/University of California-Santa Barbara)
Endangered numeral systems
Numeral systems are highly sensitive to such cultural factors as level of numeracy in the community. This makes them particularly
sensitive to the factors that cause language endangerment. We examine this problem from two perspectives. First, some numeral
systems are found only in endangered or potentially endangered languages, such as the restricted numeral system (counting only up to a
low number, often 3) of several languages of Australia and Amazonia and the extended body part system (reaching relatively high
numbers, typically over 100) of several New Guinea languages. Second, some types of numeral systems are found in languages that
are themselves not endangered, but the numeral systems are endangered as they come under pressures to conform to more widespread
types; an example is the base-80 numeral system in Supyire. The particular vulnerability of numeral systems to cultural factors
means that our ability to access the full range of systems found in human language, and thus to build theories of numeral systems
compatible with this range of variation, is even more threatened than our ability to access other endangered aspects of human language.
Jerold A. Edmondson (University of Texas-Arlington)
The role of the epiglottic plane in the sound production of some endangered languages
Most obstruent consonants have been defined in terms of the oral cavity in the sense that the lips or tongue is regarded as the active
articulator producing stricture against a passive articulator. Glottal consonants (glottal stops and continuants) have been treated as if
they followed the same pattern. We believe, however, that this equation oversimplifies the issues. Some kinds of glottal stops and
continuants involve more than a tightly closed glottis or constricted setting of the glottal opening. Many languages, including a great
many endangered languages, have speech sound production mechanisms whose description requires a three-term process involving the
glottic plane (like a trumpeter's lips), whose production is led into a supraglottal cavity on the epiglottic plane (the mouthpiece of the
instrument) before the shaped and appropriately throttled wave can enter the pharyngeal-oral plane, a three-term process. We examine a
number of such endangered languages--Amis (Austronesian of Taiwan), Chong (Mon Khmer of Thailand), Pame (Otomangean of
Mexico), and Nuuchahnulth (formerly called Nootka, Wakashan of Canada)--to show the influence of a supraglottal cavity in the
sounds of these languages. The method of study employed is transnasal fiberoptic laryngoscopy (tfl).
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David Harrison (Swarthmore College)
Abstract vowel harmony in Turkic languages
Turkic languages, especially the more populous ones (e.g. Turkish, Kyrgyz), are well-known for having complex patterns of vowel
harmony. The lesser known Siberian Turkic languages--nearly all endangered--provide a laboratory for investigating cases of
abstractness in vowel harmony systems. While cases of abstract harmony are noted in the literature, few well-documented cases are
known in Turkic. As Siberian Turkic languages undergo obsolescence-related changes, their harmony systems have become
considerably less surface-true. For example, in Tofa (c. 35 speakers), due to vowel mergers, one phonetically front vowel must be
classified as back for purposes of harmony; meanwhile, two phonetically back vowels are counted as front. In Upper Chulym (c. 40
speakers) and Xakas (several thousand speakers), consonant co-articulation produces phonetically front vowels which many speakers
continue to analyze as back for purposes of harmony. These and other complex, nonsurface true patterns of harmony in Siberian
Turkic pose a challenge for any theoretical model of harmony, in particular for models driven by purely surface constraints or local coarticulatory mechanisms. We present a range of new, previously unpublished field data from four Siberian Turkic languages and
situate the observed patterns within a prosody based model of harmony.
Ian Maddieson (University of California-Berkeley)
Endangered languages, endangered sounds
Like other linguists, phoneticians build their theories by combining insights from 'armchair' methods with observations from
empirical research. For example, the categories established for the vowel and consonant charts of the IPA and by the list of diacritics
predict a vast set of possible human speech sounds. Yet in the latest revision, several new categories were added since empirical work
had revealed inadequacies. Such elaboration of phonetic classification schemes is driven largely by discoveries in languages of small
communities. Moreover, understanding the variety of human speech also requires describing within-language variation in the
production of particular sounds and how their perceptual discriminability is affected. For example, it has been suggested that
production of glottalized sonorants differs in different syllable positions. Most languages with glottalized sonorants are endangered so
this hypothesis both originates in and can only be further tested by examining phonetic variation in such languages. Study of
phonetic variation has hardly begun for most languages. It cannot be pursued without a community of active users of the language.
Hence the loss of living language diversity threatens to severely impoverish our concept of how the phonetic structure of language can
be instantiated in all its variety.
Marianne Mithun (University of California-Santa Barbara)
The status of the sentence outside of literacy
World languages generally have strong literary traditions, and theoreticians working with them are typically highly literate. These
literary norms can skew the data we select for explanation in linguistics. Most endangered languages, by contrast, lack a strong
history of prescriptive codification. When we examine spontaneous speech, their structures can look very different. Units we thought
fundamental to human language, such as the sentence, can turn out to be idealizations. Navajo contains enclitics that clearly mark, in
elicited data, syntactic dependency within complex sentences. In the sentence niit'gázh=go ch'iniyá 'When we arrived, he came out', for
example, the enclitic =go sets off the first clause as dependent. In spontaneous speech, however, this enclitic often occurs at the end of
what would seem, on prosodic and semantic grounds, to be independent sentences. The enclitic is exploited to signal pragmatic
dependency within discourse. The evidence shows not that there is less structure in speech than previously thought but that its domain
can be larger: Grammar does not necessarily stop at the period. Processes of grammatical development that shaped the patterns in
Navajo and elsewhere indicate that the sentence is not necessarily the clear, fundamental unit of structure assumed in most syntactic
theories.
Patricia Shaw (University of British Columbia)
Interaction of infixation & reduplication in Salish languages
A persistent theoretical question is to what extent a grammar may require reference to word-internal structure. We revisit the 'double
reduplication' cases of Northern Interior Salish exemplified by the NLe'kepmxcin/Thompson data:
(1)
sil
R OOT
'calico'
(2)
si-sil'
DIM-ROOT +[CG]
'a little piece of calico'
(3)
sil-sil
DIST-ROOT
'patches of calico'
(4)
sil-si-sil'
DIST-DIM-ROOT+[CG]
'small patches of calico'
Within optimality theory, the adjacent string hypothesis explicitly claims that 'the segmental content of a reduplicant is achieved via a
correspondence relation with a base, where base is defined as an adjacent string in the output'. The problem in data like 4 is that the
final consonant [l] of the distributive reduplicant is dependent on the corresponding [l'] in theRroot, but their adjacency has been
disrupted by the intervening diminutive reduplicant. Other cases of infixation-reduplication interaction also show the ASH to be
empirically inadequate. The data receive a coherent explanation under an alternative proposal, the constituent base hypothesis.
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